FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE OF CUBA, REGAL BEAUTY—translucent Lenox framed in 24-k. gold. This official state service is a "Command Performance" in fine china by Lenox. The handsome service plate is typical of the craftsmanship and exceptional loveliness that have made Lenox the world-famous fine china.

FOR YOU, THE SAME SUPERB QUALITY IN LOVELY PINE BY LENOX

Slender pine needles and colorful pine cones lend the fresh beauty and vivid grandeur of the deep woods to this new china pattern by Lenox. It's china of the same glowing translucency and loveliness as the exquisite Cuban Palace service, for Lenox makes only one china ... the finest. As in all Lenox china, the rare charm of Pine is matched only by its outstanding durability. It will be used with pride for generations to come.

Pine, 5-piece place setting (dinner, salad, and butter plates, tea cup and saucer) ... $19.25

After years of diligent and patient research, we have succeeded in our efforts to create for the American public a bedspread that is truly the ultimate in an adaptation of an early American hand-woven, hand-embroidered bedspread. The Pride of Thomas Jefferson, with its authentic American history, is an artistic achievement not often found in this day and age.

To execute the pattern itself, hours and hours of tedious, painstaking labor are required by a highly trained, highly skilled craftsman, working at the factory in Ellijay, situated in the beautiful mountains of North Georgia. The embroidery is done with a small, delicate punch needle, entirely hand-guided. Other Lady Christina Loom-Woven American Colonial Authenticities are Pride of Mary Cushing and Pride of Georgetown.

These spreads are available at McCutchen's of New York City, Gimbel's, N.Y.—and at other fine stores from coast to coast. Made by J & C BEDSPREAD COMPANY, Ellijay, Georgia.
Designer Paul McCobb's newest makes this important contribution to the current scene:

a refreshing originality in its see-through design (the better to make rooms grow) coupled with fine wood (solid hard rock maple) and faultless craftsmanship that promise a for-years-to-come solidarity.

Tub chair (in muslin), 93.00
Spindle-back easy chair (in muslin), 93.00
Sofa (in muslin), 350.00
Breakfront cabinet, 398.00
Desk, 179.00
Desk chair, 48.50
The James Masons cherish their fine STIFFEL Lamps. The magnificent Georgian floor lamp and the Old Pine Federal table lamp are from THE STIFFEL COLLECTION—the choice of those who appreciate the finest in lamps.

Sold at better stores everywhere.

THE STIFFEL COMPANY

CHICAGO

With exclusive STIFFEL-SWITCH
It lights like magic—gentle downward pressure anywhere on lamp shaft turns lamp on or off.
Here's why you should buy RCA Victor "45"—
the world's finest system of recorded music:

- Music on "45" is richer, truer... "45" records are distortion-free; there's virtually no surface noise.
- You buy and play just the music you want to hear—no "pre-selected" programs on "45".
- "45" is the world's simplest, surest automatic changer—operated from the center.
- Changes up to 14 records—plays nearly an hour of music at the touch of a button.
- Non-breakable 7-inch records can play as long as ordinary 10- and 12-inch records, last longer, store in a bookshelf, 150 in a single foot.
- More than 50 manufacturers now make "45" records.

It's a "Lollipop" world for children with this "Victrola" 45 phonograph decorated by Walt Disney with Alice-in-Wonderland characters. Has the "Golden Throat" tone system. RCA Victor $5EY26. $29.95

"Victrola" 45 console with AM-FM radio. One of RCA Victor's most beautiful cabinets. Has "Golden Throat" tone system with extended range. RCA Victor $5W10. $199.95

Over $6.00 worth of top RCA Victor "45" albums are yours at no extra cost, when you buy RCA Victor models that play "45" records exclusively. The "Victrola" 45 Attachment, shown above, can play through any AC radio, phonograph, or TV set. It costs just $12.95. See your dealer for details. Offer ends December 31, 1951.

Special offer! 25 top albums to choose from!

Any 2 of these albums

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Album Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Combo Hits</td>
<td>$3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Goodman, Shaw, Tinney)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hank Snow Favorites</td>
<td>$3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowboy Classics (The Pioneers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-Time Hits from the Hills</td>
<td>$3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Eddy Arnold)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Rogers' Rodeo</td>
<td>$3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinderella (Original Cast)</td>
<td>$3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter and the Wolf</td>
<td>$3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sterling Holloway)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Little Engine That Could</td>
<td>$3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Paul Whiting)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinochio (Glenn Edwards)</td>
<td>$3.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices shown are suggested list prices including Federal tax. Subject to change without notice. 45RN 10 slightly higher in far West and South. "Vicrola" - F.M. Roy, U.S. Pat. Off.

Or any 1 of these

- Music of Johann Strauss (Eugene Ormandy)        | $6.29 |
- Scheherazade—Symphonic Suite (Pierre Monteux)   | $6.29 |
- The Swan Lake (Vladimir Golschmann)              | $6.29 |
- Rachmaninoff Concerto No. 2 (Artur Rubinstein)  | $6.29 |
- Tchaikovsky Pathétique (Symphony Orchestra)     | $6.29 |
- Highlights from La Traviata (Famous Soloists)    | $6.29 |
- Caruso—Treasury (Enrico Caruso)                  | $6.29 |

Tune in the Phil Harris Show, Sundays at 8 p.m., New York time on NBC radio.
The King and You

It's a proud and winsome car, this Roadmaster. There's a royal richness to its luxury — and it rides the road with regal poise.

Men respect the authority of its high-compression, valve-in-head Fireball Engine and the distinction of its engineering.

It puts at your command a breathtaking flow of power, and does your bidding with a confidence that befits a master of the highways.

Together, you'll make a dashing pair, so why postpone the introduction another day?

BUICK Division of GENERAL MOTORS

Roadmaster

Custom Built by Buick

Equipment, accessories, trim and models are subject to change without notice.

Coat and accessories by Jean Dessis
THE WEIMAN COLLECTION
Created for Persons of True Discrimination
in their Devotion to
ENDURING EXCELLENCE IN TASTE

Diminutive Mahogany Cigarette Tables of great charm. Richly detailed with quaint early 19th century handles of turned brass and mock ivory (a), the tallest of the three stands but twenty-two inches off the floor (b). Fine marquetry inlays (c). Highly decorative and useful tiny tables.
Available at all fine Furniture and Department Stores.

WEIMAN
THE WEIMAN COMPANY • ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
IMPORTANT TO MUSIC LOVERS
Don't Risk Your Money on a Radio-Phonograph
that's "Behind the Times"!

Only Zenith Quality
COBRA-MATIC Radio-Phonographs give you
these vital safeguards for the future!

First . . . Zenith's exclusive Cobra-Matic goes far beyond any 3-speed record player! For the Cobra-Matic plays not just 33⅓, 45 and 78 R.P.M. records of any size, but any record speed from 10 to 85, including the coming new 16 R.P.M. for full-length operas, stage plays, even novels! Lets you select the exact speed for perfect pitch, tempo, tone quality, or for accompanying with voice or musical instruments. Only two simple controls—the simplest automatic record player ever invented!

Second . . . Zenith combinations bring you the ultimate developments in radio . . . Super-Sensitive FM that far surpasses usual FM in static-free tonal beauty and reception range, plus Zenith Long-Distance AM, and superlative speakers built entirely by Zenith. In the table model shown, the 7½ inch speaker is the largest, most powerful ever used in a Zenith table combination!

Third . . . Exceptionally important in these times, Zenith's quality-control and costlier materials assure you greater freedom from parts replacement and service problems—longer years of truly dependable enjoyment from records, FM radio and AM radio. To safeguard your musical investment, see your Zenith Radio and Television dealer, today!

Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, Illinois • Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radiotronics® Exclusively Also Makers of Fine Hearing Aids
years ahead in styling... in tonal supremacy.

GULBRANSEN

EXOTIQUE GRAND

Exotique Grand—the Grand with ingenuity and distinction in artistic restraint and elegance, with a suggestion of the Far East's sophisticated influence. An inspiration for the future... with all the Gulbransen tradition of expert craftsmanship and lasting richness in tonal quality. Forward looking... designed for tomorrow... the EXOTIQUE has instant, irresistible appeal. Available in the popular 5' length, also in 4' 8" and 6'. Furnished in Ebony—Mahogany—Walnut—Oak.

Write for new brochures on spinets, consoles, grands... "America's Smartest Piano Fashions."

GULBRANSEN

COMPANY

2050 NORTH RUBY STREET
MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS
shop with an eye to fashion...
and you'll choose LIGHTOLIERS!

Perfectly focused on the years ahead, are the fashion-slanted Lightolier collections.

The adjustable standing lamp, in House and Garden colors, is a masterpiece of simplicity and lighting comfort. The table lamps keep pace with the trend to warmer, friendlier design...spiced with a dash of the new Italo-modern. These and many more for your own home, or as gifts, at your furniture, department or electrical store;
or through your architect, decorator or electrical dealer at Lightolier,


Look at your lighting then look to LIGHTOLIER

Fashions by Bergdorf-Goodman
Now the Palo Verde is the best bed in the house!!

This illustrates how the Flex-a-bed makes for a luxurious full-size bed. No other soft-sleeper can approach such comfort!

**FLEX-O-BED and FIRESTONE FOAMEX**

There is nothing finer! First, the Palo Verde Style has been acclaimed for comfort in every way. Second, a Flex-o-bed offers no compromises. When one and when used as a bed it is the only soft-sleeper that offers a full, depth box spring and full depth mattress in a full size bed. That is why we say there is nothing finer! —see for yourself.

NORTHSIDE-SOUTHSIDE FURNITURE IND., INC.
Dubuque, Iowa - Wawachachie, Texas

FINES FURNITURE BEGINS ON THE INSIDE

**THE FLEX-O-BED IS BEING FEATURED AT THESE LEADING FURNITURE DEALERS**

**ALABAMA**
Birmingham - Mosby-Cornell Furniture Co.

**ARKANSAS**
Benton - Cudahy Furniture Company
Blytheville - Cudahy Furniture Company

**ARIZONA**
Flagstaff - Rabbit Bros. Trading Company
Phoenix - Hal's Furniture Company
Tucson - Bradley's Furniture Company
Yuma - Midway Furniture Company

**COLORADO**
Aspen - Aspen Lumber & Supply Company
Colorado Springs - Furniture Company
Fort Collins - Master Furniture
Littleton - Master Furniture Company

**CONNECTICUT**
Bridgeport - Master Furniture
Middletown - Master Furniture
Stamford - Master Furniture Company

**DELAWARE**
Harrisburg - Master Furniture

**FLORIDA**
Fort Myers - Simons-Longlord Furniture Company

**GEORGIA**
Atlanta - Trounce Furniture Company

**HAWAII**
Honolulu - Mocoy-Brothers Furniture

**ILLINOIS**
Chicago - Modern Home Decoration

**INDIANA**
Evansville - Master Furniture

**IOWA**
Davenport - Master Furniture

**KENTUCKY**
Kenton - Faber Furniture

**MASSACHUSETTS**
Boston - Master Furniture

**MARYLAND**
Baltimore - Master Furniture

**MICHIGAN**
Detroit - Master Furniture

**MINNESOTA**
Minneapolis - Master Furniture

**MISSOURI**
St. Louis - Master Furniture

**MISSISSIPPI**
Jackson - Master Furniture

**MONTANA**
Butte - Master Furniture

**NEVADA**
Carson City - Master Furniture

**NEW HAMPSHIRE**
Manchester - Master Furniture

**NEW JERSEY**
Newark - Master Furniture

**NEW MEXICO**
Albuquerque - hairstyle Furniture Company

**NEVADA**
Carson City - Miracle Furniture

**NEW YORK**
New York City - Master Furniture

**NEW YORK**

**NEW YORK**

**NEW YORK**

**OHIO**
Cincinnati - Master Furniture

**OKLAHOMA**
Oklahoma City - Master Furniture

**OREGON**
Portland - Master Furniture

**PENNSYLVANIA**
Philadelphia - Master Furniture

**RHODE ISLAND**
Providence - Master Furniture

**SOUTH DAKOTA**
Sioux Falls - Master Furniture

**TENNESSEE**
Nashville - Master Furniture

**TEXAS**
Dallas - Master Furniture

**UTAH**
Salt Lake City - Master Furniture

**VERMONT**
Montpelier - Master Furniture

**VIRGINIA**
Richmond - Master Furniture

**WASHINGTON**
Seattle - Master Furniture

**WEST VIRGINIA**
Charleston - Master Furniture

**WISCONSIN**
Milwaukee - Master Furniture

**WOODWARD**

**WYOMING**
Cheyenne - Master Furniture

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**THE KRAMER CORP.**
Indianapolis, Ind.
It takes a lot of loving to give something you would like to keep. And that’s the way you’ll feel about Cynthia... a superb cutting handmade by American craftsmen. It’s always correct, always bride-wanted, always an exciting crystal gift for Christmas. You’ll find Cynthia, and many others, at the better stores... because Fostoria has a quality that everyone likes.

FOSTORIA GLASS COMPANY ••• MOUNDSVILLE • WEST VIRGINIA


Through the windshield—

**Mexico**

AAA hotels are reliable, scenery is as varied as you wish

During a motor trip to Mexico from New York City last May, we drove 8,000 miles in four weeks. This gave us 18 days in Mexico, where we traveled as far south as Oaxaca, driving 4,000 miles from the border and back. We spent a total of $600 (including $125 for souvenirs, $110 for gasoline and oil and $365 for food and lodging). A room which would have cost us $6 or $7 in the United States cost $3 in Mexico; six-course meals in a good hotel usually cost about $1 each; and gasoline was 18c a gallon (incidentally, we always stayed in hotels or motor courts recommended by the AAA). Our trip was not expensive, and we enjoyed every moment of it. Perhaps some of the practical things we learned about traveling through Mexico by automobile will be of interest to you.

It is not difficult to take a car into Mexico; you must fill out some simple forms at the border and purchase a tourist permit costing $5 per person. However, before you leave home it is a good idea to have a rider added to your automobile insurance policy covering your stay in Mexico. The insurance there is nationalized, and the Mexican does not recognize any insurance except his own. Some agents may tell you that your present coverage is "good anywhere in the world," but it is not.

If you live in one of the northern states, your car no doubt has a thermostat under the hood to protect the machine from excessive cold and insure that the heater is working. While you are driving in warm climates, it is wise to have it removed. We discovered that our car had a tendency to overheat until we did so.

The distribution of gasoline appears to be a government monopoly in Mexico. You can choose between Mexol and Super-Mexol (high-test) at stations all marked Pemex (Mexican petroleum). Both are good. Every time we stopped for gas we made sure our gallon thermos jug was filled with water, which we needed to offset evaporation from both the radiator and battery, especially after climbing some of the high mountains.

Roads which are mapped in red are generally satisfactory but many of them run over mountains and have very sharp turns. Such stretches are not the place for overdrive, if you want to preserve your brakes. In approaching Mexico City from Taxco, the road rises 5,000 feet in about five miles. We did most of this part, as well as the descent, in second gear and when we saw the quantity of cars cooling off beside the road we were glad that we did so.

You must not expect to make the mileage in Mexico that you can in the States. Two things that will prevent you are the cattle grazing beside the roads who often wander on it, and the tendency of Mexican truck drivers to repair their vehicles in the middle of the roads rather than beside them. However, these enforced stops often coincide with magnificent scenery and can be used for taking pictures.

At Ciudad Victoria on our return we found a sign saying that the road to Brownsville, Texas, had been newly paved. Knowing that it was more direct and less mountainous than the Laredo route, we decided to try it. The new paving lasted for about 20 miles. Very soon we were caught in a heavy rainstorm, and we found ourselves traveling several inches deep in water over flat country and through flooded villages, uninterestingly splashing brown water on the inhabitants in their doorways.

At one point we had to ford a stream swollen by the heavy rain, and a dozen or so teen-age boys showed us the shallow parts, splashing ahead in their bare feet. When we reached dry land the boys gathered around us, crying "monate, monate." By this time some young girls had also appeared, and as we handed out what seemed a small amount of change, they laughingly told us that we were giving much too much.

Wherever we went we found the people very helpful. Never once did they give us a "bad steer." They were usually eager to learn a few more words of English and to show off their English, bursting with pride at everything they already knew. Over and over again they told us that they wanted someday to go to the States to work and "send money home to Mother."

The Mexican people do not seem to mind noise. If you are planning to visit Mexico, you had better face this fact and prepare yourself to put up with it. At Puebla we stayed in the best hotel, on a hillside away from the market place. At 5 a.m. the church bells began to ring; at 5:30, soldiers from the fort paraded by with file and drum corps at full blast; by six o'clock hundreds of workmen were busy with wheelbarrows, pickaxes and trucks, building a hippodrome nearby. At Taxco we slept—euphemistically speaking—to the accompaniment of barking dogs, crowing roosters and braying donkeys. At San Luis Potosi we stayed at a charming hotel in a room with French doors opening on a balcony. Through them at 4 A.M. Sunday morning came the sounds of an orchestra playing across the street, for what reason we never discovered.

But such incidents are rather more fun than annoying. That they did not bother us is evidenced by the fact that we are planning to return to Mexico next year.

WALTER G. BOWERMAN
Mm-m-m... Candy Stripes! Wonderful how just two pillowcases can brighten a bedroom—when they’re prized Candy Stripe Supercale!* Pink, blue, yellow, or green on white; all-striped or white with striped borders. Set of two... $4.95

Beautiful bundle look. Get a breathless “thank you” with Candy Stripe Supercale... most delightful sheets that ever be-decked a bed! All-striped or white with striped borders. 1 sheet, 1 pillowcase, twin size, $10.95. Double size, $14.95

Christmas every month. Send a Wamsutta “Sheet of the Month” gift certificate to your favorite couple. Your store then sends out one or more sheets a month for as long as you like; you are charged each month at the price prevailing.

Give a sweet night’s sleep. Anyone at any age sleeps blissfully on silken-soft Wamsutta Supercalces. In baby stripes—or in any other style you choose—you give quality so superlative that this Christmas will be remembered for years and years!

Rainbow over the crib. Gift set of Wamsutta Baby Supercale, soft and sweet as a baby’s cheek. New, pencil-fine stripes in multicolors on white. 1 crib sheet, 1 pillowcase, all-striped or white with striped borders. Set... $6.95

Wamsutta towels a la carte. Your pet store will show you a variety of gift sets, little and large, mixing and matching those heavenly Keynote colors. In any set, any size, Christmas time and always, Wamsutta towels are pure luxury!

Big splash for the bath. Lavish 8-piece set of Wamsutta towels: 2 bath towels, 2 face towels, 2 fingertip towels, 2 wash cloths, in distinguished Wamsutta gift box. Choice of eight beautiful Keynote colors. Each matching set... $10.95

Stocking stuffers de luxe. Wamsutta Towel Twins*, ideal for those dozens of big-little gifts you need. Solid color or Candy Stripe fingertip towels in a wonderful color range. Pair, approx. $1.00. Also in boxes of 6, approx. $2.75

Bath be-dazzlers. Deep, thick, luxurious new Wamsutta towels in a 4-piece set, beautifully gift-boxed. Set includes 1 bath towel, 1 face towel, 2 wash cloths. In 8 smart Keynote colors, dyed-in-the-yarn for lasting brilliance. Set... $5.95

Dreamy answers to Christmas wishes

At fine stores from coast to coast... Wamsutta Mills, New Bedford, Mass.
Tree trimmings your children can make themselves

No tree-trimming party is complete without the festive little offerings to Saint Nick which your very-young-fry can cut out, color, paste and trim. These items can be tackled with little supervision. Necessary "props" are: scissors, crayons or poster paint, red and white crepe paper, lace paper strips, gay scraps of ribbon. H&G will be happy to send you a set of instructions for your child to run up the cornucopia, a bird, above, the lollipop angels, below, and (not shown) a lantern and tree-branch house. (Designed for House & Garden by Dennison Mfg. Co.) Other ideas for your Christmas crew: try dipping pine-cone tips in red, white and green poster paint to festoon playroom mantels. Acorns, painted silver or gold, can be tied in ribbon clusters. And, for the smallest, clubbiest fingers, paper chains of multi-colored confetti pasted in linkage fashion are easy (if you cut the lengths beforehand). Brown paper bags can be transformed into party carry-alls for collecting favors and Christmas "boot." If your youngster is host at a Christmas party, he can decorate one bag for each guest, print crayon names in large block letters; stud with paste-on stars, scallop the bag edges and put them beside the ice-cream dishes and gingerbread Santa cookies. When the festivities are over, paste-size guests can trundle off with sacks of party hats, a surplus of marshmallows and candy canes tucked into a personalized carry-all.

For Dennison tree-trimmer instructions, write to H&G Reader's Service

Cornucopia: metallic, crepe and lace papers and ribbon.

Paper, paste, crayon make this easy-to-cut-out Christmas bird.

Lollipop angels covered with crepe paper.

Do Your Christmas Shopping for Pine Here

WEST VIRGINIA

Beaumont J. B. Heaf, Inc.

Baltimore D. K. & M. Inc.

Bloomfield A. B. & J. Inc.

Boston G. & H. Inc.

Brookfield The Equitable Furniture Company

Buffalo American Office Furniture

Canton C. A. & H. Inc.

Cherokee A. B. & J. Inc.

Cleveland A. B. & J. Inc.

Columbus J. A. & H. Inc.

Dayton J. A. & H. Inc.

Denver J. A. & H. Inc.

Erie J. A. & H. Inc.

Elkins W. D. Inc.

Huntington W. D. Inc.

Wheeling W. D. Inc.

Winston-Salem W. D. Inc.

Richmond W. D. Inc.

Portland W. D. Inc.

Seattle W. D. Inc.

Chicago W. D. Inc.

Cincinnati W. D. Inc.

Cleveland W. D. Inc.

Columbus W. D. Inc.

Dayton W. D. Inc.

Detriot H. T. & J. Inc.

Detroit W. D. Inc.

Evansville W. D. Inc.

Fort Worth W. D. Inc.

Huntsville W. D. Inc.

Knoxville W. D. Inc.

Lafayette W. D. Inc.

Memphis W. D. Inc.

Mesa W. D. Inc.

Nashville W. D. Inc.

New Orleans W. D. Inc.

New York W. D. Inc.

Philadelphia W. D. Inc.

Pittsburgh W. D. Inc.

Pueblo W. D. Inc.

Rochester W. D. Inc.

San Antonio W. D. Inc.

San Diego W. D. Inc.

San Francisco W. D. Inc.

San Juan W. D. Inc.

Seattle W. D. Inc.

St. Louis W. D. Inc.

St. Paul W. D. Inc.

Tampa W. D. Inc.

Toledo W. D. Inc.

Trinidad W. D. Inc.

Tucson W. D. Inc.

Tulsa W. D. Inc.

Washington W. D. Inc.

West Virginia W. D. Inc.

Wichita W. D. Inc.

Winston-Salem W. D. Inc.

Worthington W. D. Inc.
Your dining room gains a handsome, cheery look for Christmas guests when you decorate it with the Pine Collection by Drexel! The classic dignity of Georgian lines is brightened by the sunshine of pine on cabinet woods, hand-rubbed and hand-polished, and you have a perfect blending of formal and informal.

Your holly-day dining becomes even more poised when you use the Mandi-Tray Server* with its removable hostess tray and its silver tray lined with Pacific Silver Cloth! Such thoughtful design is typical of the value-extras you'll find in the Pine Collection.

This is just one of the many value-packed Drexel groupings. Insist on the “by Drexel” brandmark—proof of fine craftsmanship.

*Sparse Mark Reg., U.S. Pat. Off.

SPEND YOUR BUDGET ON COMFORT AND VALUE—BUY DREXEL

NEW! Drexel Cream Wax—
cleans, polishes and renews the finish! At your Drexel dealer or send $1.00 for pint bottle to Drexel. (Sent prepaid.)

ADDRESS: 572 Huffman Road,
Drexel, North Carolina.
WHEN the arrival of official winter, many plans will be underway for a bright and festive holiday and, of course, a Florida vacation will be given maximum consideration. Her attractions embrace every interest and fancy for its carefree visitors and range widely from the scenic to historical and educational. For those of you who are “happiest in the water,” surf bathing is at its very best. The majority of hotels feature their own swimming pools, should that be your preference. For sheer relaxation, expansive beaches prove most inviting for basking. For the golfer, there are many sporty courses. Anglers will find the East Coast of Southern Florida excellent for mackerel, small tarpon, grouper, amberjack, wahoo and barracuda. The Gulf Stream offers the finest fishing for white marlin, dolphin, sailfish and small tuna.

Whether you are partial to the West Coast, or the East Coast, there is a variety of fine hotels and resort colonies with exactly the kind of accommodations to suit your individual taste. Perhaps a large, luxurious resort with divergent activities is your choice, or do you desire a small hotel with a minimum of social-life in which to spend the winter months?

HOUSE & GARDEN recommends the hotels and resorts we list below. May we suggest you make your reservations early.
Sea View Hotel
Free on request; hands new brochure with national color photos of pool, cabanas, ocean beach, etc.
Describes the "New Miami Beach" on the oceanfront merth of noise and crowds. Gives details of pools, exclusive, satisfying resort life at the Sea View. Opening Dec. 1, Bates reduced 50%. During Dec. and April. Address: Fatfat Dunham, Mgr., The Sea View, Bal Harbour, Miami Beach.

NAPLES-ON-THE-GULF

The Naples Beach Hotel
Famous for its fine food and service, this ultra-comfortable hotel offers ideal vacation spot for luxurious rest or exciting sports. Headquarters for Florida's finest fishing, Superbe beach; adrift-swimming in Gulf or fresh water pool; splendid golf course, tennis, skiff, shuffleboard, shuffle. Colorful cocktail lounge; entertainment program. Send for brochure. P.O. Box 901, Naples, Florida.

Palm Beach
"Center of the Wintertime World", Florida's largest hotel, 1 floor, varied, complete. New whole colony, salt water pool, sun deck, yacht basin. Private beach club, tennis, lawn sports, outdoor dance patio. Air-conditioned Tropical and West Indies Rooms, dining, dancing, cock­tails. Moderate Modified Ainer Plan rates. Write for new color brochure and full details.

PANAMA CITY
Robertson Cottages. Right on world's most beautiful strand. 30 ac., 30 rooms. Near Panama City, Route 3. Modern, heated, $7, day up. Phone 2061.

PUNTA CORDA
Hotel Charlotte Harbor
Magnificent private estate overlooking Charlotte Harbor on the West Coast. A complete resort with championship golf course; private beach at door, swimming pool, fun, tennis and other sports. Dancing. Congratulaonal rates from December to April; additional opening January 1st. For booklet and rates direct, write as: N. Y. Office, 4th Ave., 5th Ave., New York, Circle 6-984. ST. PETERSBURG

Florida

MIAMI BEACH

SEA ISLAND

Hotel Newington

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY
Ballou's Hotel, 201 South Hackman. Large, airy rooms. Gorgeous breakfast room, tea room, restaurant, and coffee shop serve every taste. Complete at 4:45 a.m., 5:45 p.m., and 9:45 p.m.写 for new color brochure and full details.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hotel Charlotte Harbor
Magnificent private estate overlooking Charlotte Harbor on the West Coast. A complete resort with championship golf course; private beach at door, swimming pool, fun, tennis and other sports. Dancing. Congratulaonal rates from December to April; additional opening January 1st. For booklet and rates direct, write as: N. Y. Office, 4th Ave., 5th Ave., New York, Circle 6-984. ST. PETERSBURG

FLORIDA

PUNTA CORDA

Hotel Charlotte Harbor
Magnificent private estate overlooking Charlotte Harbor on the West Coast. A complete resort with championship golf course; private beach at door, swimming pool, fun, tennis and other sports. Dancing. Congratulaonal rates from December to April; additional opening January 1st. For booklet and rates direct, write as: N. Y. Office, 4th Ave., 5th Ave., New York, Circle 6-984. ST. PETERSBURG
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The Chateau Frontenac

The Chantecler

The Chateau Frontenac offers more skiing, snowshoeing, fun at Québec's luxurious Chateau Frontenac, At Valcartier and Lac Bouchage, golfing shops for beginners, first ones for experts, Alpine lift, slalom, famous Fritz Lundy's Ski School for French Parallel ski technique, Skating, toboganning. Enjoy gourmet meals, gracious service and always, Canadian Pacific's skilled service. Call your Canadian Pacific Agent or write Chateau Frontenac Mgr.

The Chantecler, "One of Canada's Outstanding Year 'Round Resort Hotels", in The Laurentian Mts., 45 miles north of Montreal. Patrons, of all ages, consider it to have superior facilities and accommodation, thoughtful service and an interesting atmosphere. Reasonable rates include meals. May we count you among guests who will enjoy our winter fairyland of snow? Box 170, Ste-Adèle-en-Haut, Québec

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

CIUDAD TRUJILLO


JAMAICA

MONTEGO BAY

Casa Blanca, Adjacent famous Doctor's Cave Beach. World famous cuisine, service. All sports. A.P. Reserve Rep.: Wm. F. Wolfe, 906-59 Ave., N.Y.

OCHO RIOS

Shaw Park Hotel, One of the world's most distinctive resort estates. Luxuriously appointed. Your agent, or 16 W. 55th St., N.Y., Judson 0-3070.

PUERTO RICO

SAN JUAN


Virgin Islands, U.S.A.

ST. THOMAS

Caribbean Hotel. Offers Sensational Value 8 days—7 nights, with All Meals, 357.50. Deluxe Accommodations, Many Extras. Write for Brochure.

ST. THOMAS

Virgin Isle Hotel

For a carefree, colorful Caribbean holiday, visit the breathtaking, new Virgin Isle... "The Most Magnificent Hotel in the Americas". Every room with private terrace. Ocean and pool surrounded by the most beautiful, rare and tropical flowers, you will admire in Mexico. Your life will be a dream in romantic Mexico. Visit Mexico today. Your dollar goes further and you can stay longer. For further information write to: DIRECCION GENERAL DE TURISMO Av. Juarez 89 Mexico 1, D. F.

Canadian Pacific

SPANS THE WORLD

Railways • Steamships • Airlines • Hotels • Communications • Express

SEE YOUR LOCAL AGENT OR CANADIAN PACIFIC IN PRINCIPAL CITIES IN U. S. AND CANADA
**Royal Worcester**

Doughty Birds & Blossoms

The Mexican Firjca and Ladybird, one of the pieces signed by Dorothy Doughty in the Hemenway collection. The models represent the peak achievement of the 200 year old firm in Worcester, England. The pair, $600.00.

**HEMENWAY FINE FURNITURE**

521 Royal Street, New Orleans

**Worthily Yours!**

Plain or Tufted

As a fortlater Chair quality, in solid Honduran Mahogany, to match the desk or occasional spot; perhaps to be covered (with plain, sprigs, satin) in previous 23 x 25" medallion. Tufted seat has foam rubber. Size: W. 18"; D. 21"; H. 34"; Finish is Aged Mahogany. Add $4.50 for special finish; Polished Bone White or Blonde or Black Lacquer with Gold Decoration. In your fabric—plain seat, $48.50; tufted seat, $58.25. In our fabric—plain, $49.79; tufted, $59.79; express (26 lbs.) collect. Send check or money order. Write also for our Decorator HG Chair booklet.

**ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS**

The famous statue of St. Francis, with birds in hand and at base, reproduced in antique-finish lead, 19" high. $50. ($75 in catalogue.) Also, the Victorian cast iron bird bath, 22" in diameter, 31" high, white, black or Pompeian green finish. $60. ($90 in cat.) Send 10c for cat. on wrought iron garden pieces, furniture (indoor, outdoor), lead and bronze.

**BAYFORT SOCIETY**

2180 South Boulevard, Charlotte, N. C.

**FROlic & BALKY**

Attractive Pottery

**HORSE MODELS**

Frolic and Balky

You and your friends will love these winsome little colts. Frolic is lively & active while Balky is a shy little fellow. Take your pick of light sorrel or jet black coats with white stockings, white face, mane & tail. Artistically made in U.S.A. of glazed pottery. Height about 8 inches. Be sure to add them to your collection, Price $2.00 each or only $3.75 for the pair. Postage prepaid. Money back if not delighted.

"Little Joe" WEISENFELD CO.

Depot K-22

Baltimore, Md.

**FROM OBERAMMERGAI**

Nativity Set, beautifully carved with great detail and hand painted.

In 9" height: $49.50
In 5" height: $19.50
In 3" height: $9.95

Add 50c for shipping charges.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around (editorially and in advertisements) by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

Cheese plane for your fine Cheddar, your Edam, your mellow Swiss. Sterling silver in the classic pattern, "Patria." This is a prized possession and will complement any silver pattern. $6.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from R. Harris & Co., 1101 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Musical greeting card.

It's perfectly adorable. Just wind the crank and it plays one of five tunes: Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Happy Birthday, Anniversary Waltz, Rock-a-Bye-Baby. $1.10 ppd. for one; $4.95 ppd. for the set of five. The Krebs, 45 Broad Street, Westerly, Rhode Island.

Is he a golfer? These cuff links are for him. Made of gold-plated brass with swivel backs, with real tee, a comment provoker! $5.95 ppd. for clasp, $5.95 ppd. for cuff links, $11.75 postpaid for set. Fed. tax incl. Cramer & Buckley, 1141 Conn. Ave., Washington, D. C.
Mini-Mills are individual pepper grinders, individual matching salt shakers. Of solid walnut with fine grinding mechanism, these little mills are ideal for table use or for Christmas gifts. $6.95 ppd. for two pairs gift boxed. The Bar Mart, 62 W. 45 Street, New York.

So beautiful! This is an authentic copy of an antique rocking horse and it's made with skilful and affectionate craftsmanship. Rockers are red, body is natural pine, the mane and tail are real horsehair. About 46" long x 21" high, it has a real leather seat. $35 F.O.B. Craft Wood Products, Andover, Mass.

Charming tea caddy. It's tule with red or green background and the decorations are hand-painted. It comes filled with 7 ounces of Darjeeling tea, the choicest grown in India. This makes a fine gift because it's nice enough to use at the table. $4.95 ppd. From Artisan Galleries, Fort Dodge, Ia.

Such a clever idea: clear plastic fixtures instead of shade pulls. They slip onto the edge of any shade and help eliminate finger marks. They come packaged 5 to the box and each one measures about 4". $1 postpaid the set of 5. Order from Miles Kimball, 100 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

A find—
for gift lists

Our horseshoe key ring made of sterling silver tipped with amethyst quartz, black obsidian or Mexican jade. Unscrew small knob to slip on keys. Please state second color choice and include 18c for postage. 3.50 plus 20% Federal tax.

Prayer BOOK MARKER

A gift with dignity is this lovely marker for Bible or prayer book. The sterling silver cross clips on the corner of the book. Three strands of black grosgrain ribbon hang from the cross. Suspended from each ribbon is a hand cut letter in sterling. These make up the monogram of the recipient.

$7.20 federal tax and postage included.

Also available with three sterling silver religious medals instead of monogram.

STAR OF DAVID BOOK MARK with monogram. $7.20 federal tax and postage included.

No C.O.D.'s Please
EUNICE NOVELTIES
Our 12th Year
P.O. Box 41
Rego Park, N. Y.

MARY CHESS
Perfumes

Chesspiece bottles—Pawn, Castle, Knight, Bishop, Queen, King $1.75 to $25.00
Sets from $7.00 to $100.00
All plus 20% tax

White Lilac • Tapestry • Strategy Carnation • Gardenia • Ylang
MARY CHESS SHOP
334 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK

Candle Light Enchantment

Christmas Candle Trees bring...

Candle Light Enchantment

* Brighten the aura of hospitality at your Holiday table with this exquisite pair of Candle Trees. Use them, too, for Buffet, or spot them in the mantel where their double radiance will create a heavenly glow! Smart black wrought iron, 14" high. Each tree holds four - 6" rope twist candles in Holly Red. Use throughout the year as charming candelabra. Unbelievable low price, the pair including 8 candles, just...

FREE—Send also for Catalog of Unusual Gifts

Phone: 3-7341
SALT AND PEPPER SQUEEZERS

This Spinner Phone-Index puts over 200 phone listings at your fingertips. Housed in a sturdy plastic and wood caps. Unbreakable. $1 per pair. Complete set of assorted colors: $2, postage paid.

CYCLAMENS (left)
2 flowers and 3 buds in light pink, dark pink, cherry red or white. Arrangement 14″ high. $6.50

GIARRANIUMS (right)
Arrangement, 16″ high, of 2 blooms in red, pink or white. $3.75 each; 2 for $10.50

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH SPICE CHEST
A reproduction, so cleverly handcrafted as to deceive the best-informed collector. 23 ½″ high 6¼″ wide Hand-made of yellow antiqued knotty pine.

$20.00 Postpaid
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

The Lennox Shop
The Urgency in Gifts and Home Decorations
Hewlett, N.Y.

FLOWER ARRANGING KIT
GIFT-PACKED IN HAMPER BASKET
Here is a handsome waterproof slipcase to keep everything needed to make all types of flower arrangements in place. Complete set of assorted colors: $2, postage paid. Candle refills, per set of 16: $1, postage paid.

GIFT-PACKED IN HAMPER BASKET

Christmas Gift of Enduring Beauty
GORGEOUS EVER-BLOOMING
POTTED PLANTS

So flawless each flower—so natural the tender green foliage of these "Gay Deceivers", even the experts must take a second look before they realize they're not the real thing. They are our exclusive, exquisite masterpieces, hand-crafted in wax. Best of all, they'll keep perpetually "fresh" to brighten any home and mark you a thoughtful giver. Planted in classic white ½" white pots. Order now for Christmas delivery and ask for FREE full-color catalogue of other "Gay Deceiver" plants and flowers.

GORGEOUS EVER-BLOOMING
POTTED PLANTS

SALT AND PEPPER SQUEEZERS

These exciting new, flexible polyethylene shakers make seasoning a cinch. Just squeeze, and a fine spray of salt or pepper appears. Guaranteed free-flowing in any climate. Handpainted and parties. Candles will burn 2 ½ hours. Eight beautifully fluted crystal holders on metal case. Gift boxed. $3, postage paid.

FLOWER ARRANGING KIT

For the light touch at each table setting, Eight beautifully fluted crystal holders on 3″ mirror bases. They're perfect for each table setting. Candles will burn 2 ½ hours. Complete set of assorted colors: $2, postage paid. Candle refills, per set of 16: $1, postage paid.

FLOWER ARRANGING KIT

SAFE-LOCK gun rack displays your guns but protects your family. This handsome knotty-pine rack is beautifully made, holds four guns in locked position. Locked drawer is for ammunition, pistols, knives. Mahogany or honey finish. About 24″ x 20″ x 5 ″. $13.95 exp. coll. Yield House, North Conway, N.H.

If he smokes a pipe, give him this humidor. Solid mahogany or walnut, decorated with hand-crafted sterling silver or copper plate, marked with his initials or the seal of his college or club. Holds ½ lb. of tobacco, six pipes. $15 ppd. in silver, Fed. tax incl.; $10 ppd. in copper. Henry W. Longfellow, Weston, Mass.

So effective: Christmas card greeting cards. Of solid wax attractively decorated in color, each candle card has two wicks and is boxed in an individual mailing carton. Everyone will love to receive a card like this. $2 ppd. for six candle cards. Glasscraft, 920-6, Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Specially Priced!

"OVER-SEAS" TRAVEL CASES

Choice of train case, or 13′′, 18′′, 23′′. Wonderful, new customizable luggage in plastic coated galvanite, midnite blue, forest green, cherry red—white zipped handles, matching rayon lining, elastic pockets.

26″ Pullman, $18.92; 20″ De Luxe Pullman, $24.00; Set of three: True Case, 20″ case, 23″ case, $34.00.

Tax Included—Parcel Post Prepaid. Specify sizes and colors—also check or money order to this ad.

BARTON LUGGAGE CO.

COLONIAL LAZY SUSAN TABLE and CAPTAIN'S CHAIR

Perfectly appropriate, perfectly charming, perfectly beautiful. Handcrafted with unruffled skill from select kiln-dried solid wild cherry or solid black walnut. Choice of highly resistant, carefully hand-crafted finishes. Table diameters 48″ or 60″, regular or extendable, choice of leg styles, prices starting at approximately $127. Captain's chair approximately $51. Open stock. Guaranteed. Send 15c for photographs, wood finish samples, price list and further information on gateleg tables, chairs, burl, cupboards, serving stands, coffee and end tables, and many other authentically designed heirloom quality Early American reproductions. Visitors welcome.

WINEMILLER'S Colonial Reproductions
COLDWATER, MICHIGAN
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AROUND

A man's delight: blunt-edged shears for trimming off masculine fuzz. And they're very handy for grooming his eyebrows. Of finely forged steel with a heavy nickel plate, they come in a leather case. About 4" long. $2.50 ppd. D. Corrado, Inc., 26 N. Clark St., Chicago, Illinois.


Tinkling bells for the Christmas tree, for the fireplace wreath, for the entrance door. When plugged into an electric outlet, they sway gently, send forth a new longer hair. The vital if humble bobby pin has now turned patrician in sterling silver! Won -

DECEMBER, 1951

TOTE-TABLE
ALL-PURPOSE TABLE THAT'S PORTABLE

IDEAL FOR GAME ROOM
BUFFETS • KITCHEN
LAUNDRY • HOBBIES

There's simply no end to the number of practical uses for these wonderful tables. Perfect for every purpose from cutting a dress pattern to a roomy game table for six or more. Folds away in a jiffy. When not in use takes less space than a card table. Smooth, natural Tempered Presswood Top is guaranteed scratch and stain-proof. Tabular, aluminum legs have positive locking struts. Supports ½ ton—yet weighs only 24 lbs. Bakelite molded handle permits carrying like luggage when folded. Table trim finished in hand-sprayed baked-on enamel in brilliant colors of Forest Green, Sunshine Yellow, or Dun bonnet Red. Express charges collect.

ORDER YOUR TABLE TODAY! Just check size on ad and mail with remittance. The perfect gift to give or receive.

The Jamaica Silversmith
79-12 146th Street
Jamaica 2, New York

STERLING SILVER
BOBBY PINS

The vital if fumbly bobby pin has now turned patrician in sterling silver! Wonderful topping for the new longer hairdos and an imaginative little gift for the bridesmaid and/or Christmas stocking. Same size as an ordinary bobby pin. The bridesmaid and/or Christmas stocking will love it. About 3" long. $2.50 ppd. Ward Phillips Co., Dundee, Illinois.

IN BRASS
How They Enrich a Home!

CLASSIC CROSSES
in Hand Wrought Sterling Silver

Attractive... adds glamour to your suit or dress—smart for casual wear; too, PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS. Beautifully hand wrought in antique sterling from designs over 300 years old. Florentine cross (A) is $7. English (B) and French (C) crosses are $8.50 each, tax incl. 24K gold plated at your request at no extra cost. Send check or money order. We pay postage. Write for free mailorder showcard distinction and exclusive woman's and men's patterns.
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For your imagination to work wonders with: a be-rubbed rose clear plastic ball. Hang it on the tree for sheer decoration or fill it with candy, a rope of pearls, some sherbert stockings, $2.50 ppd. for a box of six. Order from Fredericks, Highland Terrace, HG, York, Pa.

Space saving: a drop-leaf console. Attach it to any flat wall and you will have almost four square feet of surface area for canapés, for books, for a flower arrangement. About 30" x 18". Finely finished in antique brown or honey, $14.75 ppd. Leighton Compton, 1519 S. Frisco, Tulsa, Okla.

Drink to me only . . . but do use one of these handsome crystal champagne glasses. They are hand etched with your choice of two or three letters, have hollow stems and graceful bowls. Perfect gift for the holiday parties. $25 ppd. the dozen. Order from Edith Chapman, 50 Piemont Avenue, Nyack, New York.

Tri-Color African Violet

Jardinieres

(Patent Pendling)

Beautiful Solid Brass

Self Irrigating—Plants require watering only once a week from March through. Eliminates all tasks involving ORNAMENTAL—ATTRACTIVE—WILL NOT MAB FURNITURE. Mine 3 inches high. Lovely formed top about the latches slide. Simply pull out tray set in jardinieres and your violets will keep healthy and blooming. You will be pleased with the surprising results. Wonderful as a Christmas gift or for other plants. Removable tray and safety diffuser for your gift this year. Price only $3.25 each paid. Immediate delivery, order today.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

"TRI-COLOR"

Box 8911 Westminster Station, Richmond 26, Virginia
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Self Irrigating—Plants require watering only once a week from March through. Eliminates all tasks involving ORNAMENTAL—ATTRACTIVE—WILL NOT MAB FURNITURE. Mine 3 inches high. Lovely formed top about the latches slide. Simply pull out tray set in jardinieres and your violets will keep healthy and blooming. You will be pleased with the surprising results. Wonderful as a Christmas gift or for other plants. Removable tray and safety diffuser for your gift this year. Price only $3.25 each paid. Immediate delivery, order today.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

"TRI-COLOR"

Box 8911 Westminster Station, Richmond 26, Virginia
AROUND

Gleam and glow of brass and candles make the dinner table, the tea table an oasis of hospitality. This unusual bowl is made of solid brass, has three brass feet, two candle sockets. A pair makes a lifetime gift. About 6" x 4", $5.95 postpaid. From Hagerstrom Studios, Wheeling, Illinois.

Once-Upon-A-Time stories have gained another dimension. In this clever series, The Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood and four other favorites are modeled in plastic, can be left in the books or moved at will. Assorted gay colors. $2.98 ppd. the set of six. Page & Biddle, 21 Station Road, Haverford, Penna.

Rub-A-Dub is a washboard glove and it really scrubs clothes clean. It saves your hands and nails, slips on and off easily and is just the thing to take along when traveling. It weighs about 4 ounces. With it, you can do the laundry in the bathroom. $1.49 ppd. Damar, 22 Treat Place, Newark, New Jersey.

CLOCK AND BAROMETER
To keep you posted on the time of day and also on the weather's fickle activity. Eight-day clock and matching barometer in fruitwood 13 inches by 13 inches hexagon shape. Each, $48.00—Add 2% State Tax

MAIL ORDERS FILLI. EXPRESS COLLECT. NO C.O.D.'S PLEASE.

Oklahoma Electrical Supply
117 West First Street
Oklahoma City, Okla.

PRINTS CHARMING
Even if these were twice the price, we wouldn't rest until they were hanging in our daughter's bedroom because they're the most enchanting way to learn English grammar we've seen. Antique prints, illustrating the 9 Parts of Speech (from noun to interjection), are matted in red velvet and laminated in gilt. Each 32" x 34".

Set of 9  $18 ppd.
No C.O.D.'s Please
Write for Christmas catalogue.

Page & Biddle, Inc.
21 Station Road
Haverford, Pa.

FIND KEYS PROMPTLY
Know the whereabouts of every important key for your home or estate by filing them for safekeeping on this CADO Key Rack. The unit is complete with key tags, snap hooks, and screws for mounting.

10 key rack  $1.50
20 key rack  $2.50

STEEL KEY CABINETS WITH 100 OR 200 KEYS FOR SCHOOLS, INSTITUTIONS, ETC., 100 KEYS—$64.50, 200 KEYS—$70.75.

J. B. HUNTER CO.
HARDWARE
Est. 1884
83 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

INDOOR & OUTDOOR THERMOMETER
Ideal Gift for The Home.

Double duty weather instrument. Hung indoors, this thermometer indicates both outdoor and indoor temperatures at a glance, 11" long x 5" wide. In walnut, ivory, black or maroon finishes. $15.35 Postpaid

THE NORTON CO.
Box 55, Butler, Maryland

BRASS or COPPER FOOTED WASTE BASKET
Hand crafted of heavy gauge brass or copper and trimmed with embossed bands of solid brass, it stands 12 1/2" high, top is 9" x 13", Weight 3 lbs. Water tight and lacquered to prevent tarnishing. When ordering specify brass or copper. A distinctive gift. $17.00. 3/45c or copper. Without feet $15.50 plus sending.

Marshall Magazine Rack—18 1/2" long $13.50 plus $1.00 for sending E. of Miss.; $1.10 W. of Miss.

Write for Catalog.

Jennifer House
New Maritime Stage
GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.

NEW... Unusual Gift for the home!
The "conversation piece" of all gifts...the clock you can see thru. The hands "float" in the crystal dial, yet it keeps perfect time. Exquisite design blends with any decorating scheme. 24 Karat gold plated...brushed to satin finish. 9 in. high. Pre-tested for split-second accuracy. One-year factory guarantee. AC operation. ($22.50 plus 4.50 fed. tax). Postpaid.

ORDER NOW
INTERNATIONAL SALES CO.
651 W. Madison, Chicago

STEEL KEY CABINETS WITH 100 OR 200 KEYS FOR SCHOOLS, INSTITUTIONS, Etc., 100 KEYS—$64.50, 200 KEYS—$70.75.

J. B. HUNTER CO.
HARDWARE
Est. 1884
83 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

FIND KEYS PROMPTLY
Know the whereabouts of every important key for your home or estate by filing them for safekeeping on this CADO Key Rack. The unit is complete with key tags, snap hooks, and screws for mounting.

10 key rack  $1.50
20 key rack  $2.50

STEEL KEY CABINETS WITH 100 OR 200 KEYS FOR SCHOOLS, INSTITUTIONS, ETC., 100 KEYS—$64.50, 200 KEYS—$70.75.

J. B. HUNTER CO.
HARDWARE
Est. 1884
83 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
SHOPPING

Little gems: diamond-shaped clear plastic cord pulls! Just the thing every woman wants for her closets. These are hand-painted in delicate floral designs, will harmonize with any color scheme. Perfect stocking gift. About 4" x 2". $2.95 ppd. the pair. Crane's, 419 E. 57 St., N.Y.

Isn't it clever? It's the old-fashioned tin funnel all dressed up in a tile finish, in hand-painted fruit design. And you hang it on the wall to hold card. About 4¾" x 3½". Background is white, fruit design in natural colors. $1.95 ppd. Order from Chet Studios, Middlebury, Connecticut.

Two-fold. It's a stamp dispenser and a paper weight combined and it's lovely to look at, too. Made of metal with a fine enamel finish, it comes in handsome terracotta shell, in gay red, green, lapis blue. For small or large roll of stamps. $3 ppd. Doree's, 1934 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MAGAZINE CRADLE
Handcrafted in Historic Virginia

Twist your magazines, records or knitting in this delightfully original cradle. 13¾" high x 15½" long x 11¾" wide.

Pine, Walnut, Maple or Mahogany finish $8.50
Solid Walnut, Maple or Mahogany... $12.05
Express Charges Collect. Sorry, No C.O.D.'s
Send 10c for folder on other handmade furniture "Heirlooms of Tomorrow"

AVALON GIFT HOUSE
Box 935-A Front Royal, Virginia

New home gift ideas!
TV PLANTER LAMP
individually color-styled

Choose the base, choose the planter to harmonize with any room. Handsome matte-finish strip wood base, planter of finest vitrified china. Combined lamp or book gives perfect TV viewing. Many other decorative uses. Extra colors (colors not included)

BASE: ebony, Chinese red, cherrywood, moss green, autumn brown
PLANTER: cherrywood, marigold, ebony, Sahara sand

FREE package of planter mix, provides luxuriant growth

FAIRCHILD HILL, BOX 7, KENT, OHIO

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

Ideal gift for Christmas. 12 inch Thanksgiving. Birthdays, too.

genuine California Redwood Lazy Susan, hand turned, ball bearing, felt base. Choice of colorful ceramic dishes: green, chartreuse, maroon, grey, yellow, blue. Insured and postpaid. $6.95

Ideal Gift for Christmas. 12 inch. $6.95

Only.......

24" Deluxe... 19.95

(Beautiful light or dark wood)

Write for free folder

DEE'S REDWOOD PRODUCTS
2199 Folsom St. San Francisco 10, Calif.

Ideal Gift for Christmas. 12 inch Thanksgiving. Birthdays, too.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

Ideal gift for Christmas. 12 inch Thanksgiving. Birthdays, too.

ideal Gift for Christmas. 12 inch Thanksgiving. Birthdays, too.
DRIFTWOOD ART
"Created by Time and Tide"
From The Pacific Ocean

Decorative pieces of Driftwood. Various sizes and for all purposes: Walls, tables, mantels, nitches, shadow boxes, lamps, conversation pieces, floral arrangements, displays etc. No two alike. Each is most interesting, having rhythm, motion and drama. Guaranteed to please or money back. Priced according to size, uniquesness and individuality, from $5.00 to $25.00. Postpaid.

Your Driftwood Art piece will be carefully selected according to the amount you send and will be shipped to you promptly from our Studio. These make lovely and truly unusual gifts. Order Now! If you desire additional information before ordering, it will be sent promptly.

DRIFTIN'S, INC. 1101 S. W. Fifth Avenue, Portland 4, Oregon
Some little girl will adore this angel doll. The body is cloth, the head, hands and feet are vinyl plastic rubber, the nightie and wrapper are soft cotton flannel. And she kneels to say her prayers! About 17" high. In pink or blue. $7.95 ppd. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton St., Peoria, Ill.

Lucky you with a horse-shoe boot scraper. Made of a draft horse-shoe welded to a mule shoe, it’s as sturdy as a rock. Mule shoe is pointed, will drive easily into the ground. Put it between flagstones or at the foot of the porch. Mat black. $2.95 ppd. Horse-shoe Forge, 3 Muzzy St., Lexington, Massachusetts.

Wonderful value. Solid copper French skillets, tin lined, with solid cast-brass handles. They nest for easy storage or can be hung for decorative effect. Small size about 4"; medium size about 5"; large size about 6". $9.95 ppd. the set of three. From the Dutch Treat Shop, 5934 German-town Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
AROUND

Start them now . . . jewel color hyacinths. Two fine bulbs in crystal-clear glass vases will make a wonderful present for the flower lover on your list, for yourself. The vases are about 6" high. $2.95 ppd. for two. Malcolm's, 526 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Maryland.

Lobster place mats.

These are so gay and so inexpensive. And you don't have to serve lobster every day in order to use them. Made of heavy paper with bright red lobster design, with line drawings showing the way to eat the luscious crustaceans, $1.95 for 36 mats. The Blue Wave, Kennebunk, Maine.

Easy does it with the Ade-O-Matic baster. Use the steel needle for internal basting (for that good garlic flavor); use the tube for the outside of the roast. Made with a fine rubber bulb and stainless-steel parts, $1.95 postpaid. From Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oskosh, Wisconsin.

MARBLE TOP OVAL COFFEE TABLE

From an era of fashionable elegance and luxury, the base is entirely hand carved, solid mahogany. The practical and lovely top is the same beautifully grained white marble that is used in statues. Top measures 34" x 22". Table is 18" high. $95.00. We pay all shipping charges.

No C.O.D.'s please

EDITH CHAPMAN
50 Piermont Avenue • NYACK, N. Y.

FAITHFUL HOUND DOGS

AND IRONS

This handsome pair of hounds will take very seriously the job of guarding your hearth. Made from a very old pattern, but a new popular size, with adjustable log rests. 18" High and weigh 47 pounds

Solid Brass Dog $29.95

Cast iron, black satin finish $19.95

Catalog of other sizes 2 cents. Transportation extra.

TEENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
204 Louise Avenue • Nashville, Tennessee

SWEDISH MADE "ANGEL CHIMES"

From Sweden. A pair of unusual, 3-power opera glasses which, as they are bayonet style, may be used as a pair or as a single instrument. The lens is clear and of high power. The case is designed especially for the opera glasses. They are of mahogany veneer and have brass trim. Opera glasses $30.00. Case $3.00. All pay all shipping charges. Malcolm's, 100 Bond St., Baltimore, Maryland.

MINIATURE STOCKINGS

AND BELLS

Large set of Christmas stockings and bells. 8 stockings and 11 bells. New York. $9.95. We pay all shipping charges.

Write for Christmas Gift Catalog.

L. F. BLACK & CO., INC.
99-18 Metropolitan Ave. • New York

Foster House

15-GP Colby Court, Plainview, Illinois

"Little Jon" WIESENFELD CO.
Dept. E-22
Baltimore 1, Md.

HONEY TOWEL

SILVER SPRING INDUSTRIES

1415 Squirrel Hill Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHRISTMAS TREE BALLS

These miniature tree balls are of blown glass, in a variety of colors, to grace your Christmas tree. Our favorite is blown glass, in a variety of colors

MINIATURE trees are priced at $1.00 per dozen, $12.00 per box of 100. Made by Bonney's, 121 East Broad St., Westfield, N. J.

Irish Linen Towels

A fine quality towel of pure Irish linen, hemstitched. Size 16x18 inches. Center panel is designed and hand tinted by artist M. J. Sanders. An exclusive design not found in any store. These lovely white linen towels are readily washable. Special process makes the lively color stay on and stay bright. Price per pair $4.25; set of four only $16.00. Postage prepaid. Money back if not delighted. Christmas delivery guaranteed anywhere in U.S. if your order reaches me before December 20th.

CURTAIN TIME!

OPERA GLASSES no longer are an expensive luxury. You'll enjoy the play in high style with these rich-looking 3-power opera glasses. Approxim 41/2" wide—made of antique silver plated metal. Imported. Every theatregoer on your gift list will want a pair. Postpaid, of course—at the amazingly low price of $3.50 FREE Send also for Catalog of Unusual Gifts

SWEET Christmas TREE BALLS

The favorite Christmas tree ball. The tree ball is made of blown glass. For 100 balls, $15.00 postpaid. For 200, $30.00 postpaid. Malcolm's, 100 Bond St., Baltimore, Maryland.
RUDOLPH Leads Your Christmas Team!


You'll enjoy them year after year!

RUDOLPH, the Red-Nosed Reindeer*

- Reindeer Team of RUDOLPH* (with 8 reindeer and sled) $199.50
- Antlered Reindeer each $21.75
- 36" "Santo" (plaque style) $13.50
- Lacquered in natural colors. Molded of herd rubber.
- $22.50; with red "light-up" nose
- (some size) with red painted nose
- RUDOLPH, the Red-Nosed Reindeer* (22" high, 31" long, self-standing)
- Front facing.

Ideal Christmas Gift For CHILDREN PERSONALIZED POTTERY Makes Eating Fun

Complete 4 Piece Set Only $25.00

In United States Colorful, durable dinner and dinner plates, mug, bowl. Child's first name baked into all pieces. Special design for boy or girl. Embossed letters from glazed customers received daily. Ideal Christmas, birthday or non-christian gift that please parent and child. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Prompt delivery. This original design, fine pottery sold only through mail order by JOHNSON POTTERY, Inc.

Box 494 Dept. C Binghamton, N. Y.

AMAZINGLY REALISTIC SANTA MASK for Christmas Eve St. Nick

So completely convincing grownups as well as small fry will be thrilled by it! Designed in light-weight rubber by a famous artist, it's comfortable and flexible—actually changes expression with the wearer. These masks are a must for all Christmas parties in the home, offices, clubs and churches, also store decorations and window displays. It's dependably durable—can be used year after year!

Just $1.00 postpaid

Send check or money order to Dept. G No C.O.D.'s please

HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES CO.
P.O. Box 106 Bethel, Conn.

PORTUGUESE DOLLS

These charming handcrafted dolls are brought to life through the skillful hands of Portuguese craftswomen. About two inches high, these dolls are uniquely lovely, just like your own dolls when you were a child. A cherished collector's item. If these little beauties do not captivate you, your money will be cheerfully refunded.

Each $1.50 Pair $2.45

Write for folder

(Price subject to change)

SHOPPING

So pretty! Wouldn't your under-six-year-old darling look cunning in this fine lawn party dress? Trimmed with French Val lace, with a swirl skirt, it comes in pink, blue, maize, green. Sizes one to three, $12.95 ppd. Other prices on request. Denise, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

They'll love to be neat with a horsy hamper. Made of plywood and metal, finished in high-gloss lacquer in peach with chocolate brown, the horse has a whisk-broom tail, clothes-peg ears and hamper. About 37" high x 24" long. $9.95 exp. coll. Lewis & Company, 34 Isabella Street, Pittsburgh, Penna.

A headboard for the youngest member of the family should be imaginative. Why don't you choose an ivory-colored kitten or lamb, a gray elephant, the three coral pigs, an aqua bird? Made of hardwood and Duran plastic. Twin size, $29.95 exp. coll. From Bermont Bedding Co., 1225 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Artistic Imports • 475 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PORTUGUESE DOLLS

For Christmas, Give A MARCIE DOLL!

For Christmas, give a MARCIE DOLL to your favorite child at your local Jomart. Free 13 cent postcard to be used for mailing cards to children. Enter your child's name on the coupon and mail to Jomart, 2035 Warner Ave., Chicago.

HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES CO.

P.O. Box 106 Bethel, Conn.

STEWART CATALOGS

Join the Doll-Of-The-Month Club

For Christmas, Give A

STEWART CATALOGS

- They're strictly unbreakable plastic!
- They're 6 inches tall... they stand alert!
- They're excruciatingly distant in varied costumes!
- They all have moving Eyes, Arms and Head!
- They have moving Eyes, Arms and Head!
- When we ship your first Marcie Doll, we will send you a complete folder showing all Marcie Dolls. You can then select your favorite size and colors.
- Send 1000 points to the Doll-Of-The-Month Club.
- An ideal way to say MERRY CHRISTMAS.

For your child's list, mail your order now! Yes, we ship to your local Jomart. Jomart will mail your order immediately. The Doll-Of-The-Month Club's No. 1,000. An ideal way to say MERRY CHRISTMAS.

STEWART CATALOGS

P.O. Box 106 Bethel, Conn.
AROUND

Three-of-a-kind is better than a pair especially with mittens. If you lose one you still have a pair! And if this smart boy you have extra wool for darning, too. Red, navy or green with contrasting trim. And the mittens fit either hand! $3 postpaid. The Talbots, 184 North St., Hingham, Mass.

Cassie the cow is a large pull toy with action and sound effects. She stands on a four-wheeled platform, has a plastic head and button. Push the button and she moves her tail, raises her head, opens her mouth and emits a realistic moo. Plastic in natural Guernsey color. $4.20 ppd. Reiss Bros., 54 E. 59 St., N.Y.

Adorable doll. And she skates. Her name is Cindy Lou and she is beautifully dressed in a circular wool skirt lined with taffeta, a wool vest, panties, hat and mittens. Skates are attached to her shoes. About 14" high. $11.20 ppd. From 39 Street, HC, New York.

A Quality Product from Europe 30 charming life-like figures, up to 3 inches in height, in authentic dress prevailing in the mid-eighties. So realistic you almost expect them to spring to life! Durable metal, hand-painted in natural colors (front and back) with waterproof enamel. The perfect gift- unlimited ornamental and decorative uses, fascinating and educational for children.

ILLUSTRATED FOLDER showing many typical scenes in miniature-dated for copy.

C.O.D. Orders... 2½ Extra MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

DOLL and COLLECTOR'S CASE

The Perfect Gift for Family or Friends

Picture your Yuletide tree... fully lighted and as it revolves slowly, an imported genuine Swiss movement alternately plays "Silent Night" and "Come All Ye Faithful." What could add more to the Christmas spirit? Precision built, its quiet motor turns the tree and operates the musical instrument. Separate controls for motion and music. Ball-bearing movement. Revolving tree spindle has plug for your lights. Chrome-plated housing; attractive base. Adjustable for trees up to 9 ft. tall. Overall dimensions 15" x 13" x 9" high. 115-V A.C. only.

Hundreds of Owners Praise It.

ULRICH BROS.
Dept. G, 1707 Agnes St.
CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS

BONNY PLAID BAGPIPE

PLAy in 15 Minutes!

NEW! EXCLUSIVE! BONNY PLAID BAGPIPE, with all materials imported from Scotland. Complete with bagpipe case, mallet, chanter, full set of bagpipe parts. $25.95 postpaid. Send to REECE BROTHERS. . . . 346 E. 59 St., N.Y.

CHILD'S BOSTON ROCKER

Midnight Rocker for the smallest member of the family is an exact reproduction on a smaller scale of Grandma's old Boston Rocker. Rocker is craftman constructed, finished in either Antique Maple or Black trimmed with Gold. Overall height, 29". Weight, 13 lbs. Only $10.95—Express Charges Collect Dept. 60 Templeton, Mass.

OLD FASHIONED ICE SKATING PARTY

Complete Set, 30 Pieces... $3.95 Post
15 Pieces, including large sleigh... $2.45 Paid

ART CRAFT PRODUCTS
318 Market St., Stamford, Conn.

MUSICAL CHRISTMAS TREE TURNER

Now! Easy-to-Build Old Timers

NOW! EASY-TO-BUILD OLD TIMERS

ULRICH'S Sensational

THE SCHAFFER GIFT HOUSE
SPRINGFIELD, N. J.

DOLL and COLLECTOR'S CASE

Are you a collector?-here's just what you are looking for! Or, what a marvelous gift for a collector friend! Truly beautiful design. Exquisite shell pink and pale blue, with oyster shell white trim. Clear, unbreakable plastic sliding front—keeps contents dust-free, 45" x 38". Lays flat on floor, hangs. Available on wall. Greatest creator's case value! Your complete satisfaction guaranteed! Only $19.95, prepaid in U.S.A.

Linnwood
Seward, Nebr.
Dept. A-3
The perfect and practical gift for every man... with the "Mile-O-Meter" on the car's instrument panel he'll be a proud driver. He'll know how many miles per gallon he's getting at all times, at every speed... He'll save gas and repair bills... He'll know how efficiently his engine is operating... when it's time for a tune-up. He'll think of you every time he drives his car. "Mile-O-Meter" makes any dashboard look even better. Built with fine watch precision and appearance, it lasts a lifetime. Comes complete with 24-page booklet of easy-to-follow instructions... explains 31 ways "Mile-O-Meter" helps tune and check his motor. Fits every car, regardless of year or make... can be installed by anyone in a few minutes. Fully guaranteed over 1,000,000 in use. A fascinating gift that any man will treasure. We will gift wrap the gauge for you. "Your gift occasion is our business." Deluxe Model in Kifer Maroon Leatherette case embossed in Gold. A perfect Jewel Box. Price includes Federal Tax. Sent Prepaid.

DELUXE CHROME MODEL
P7 Dia. $19.95 Ppd.
STANDARD MODEL
PI Dia. $9.75 Ppd.

DIAMOND MILE-O-METER
Mileage Calculator

DELUXE CHROME MODEL
PI Dia. $19.95 Ppd.
STANDARD MODEL
PI Dia. $9.75 Ppd.

SILVERIM PLATES
A Merrier Xmas for everyone on your gift list. Silverim Plate Service is the only way to make your own plate. Perfect for parties. No wires to connect. Imagine... now you can change a lighting fixture with a twist of the wrist... wherever a light bulb can be screwed in you can hang this delightful lamp! It's red Tole metal trimmed with shining brass... 8" dia., 9½" high. Has opal glass reflector. Takes 100 watt bulb. No wires to connect. 

No C.O.D. s
$5.98

GIFT SET DELUXE
I BULLINGER & CO., INC.
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Newly-wed or not... enjoy

**Trousseau Luxury**

Is your secret self starved for luxurious pastel sheets, for deep, color-drenched blankets, lush bedspreads and towels soft as sable?

Lady, you need a new trousseau...

fresh from your favorite department store and flaunting the famous Fieldcrest label, a sign of lasting beauty that's kind to your budget.

Choose these petal-soft sheets from seven blossom pastels: peach, green, pink, blue, yellow, lavender and chartreuse. All vat-dyed for countless washings.

**Fieldcrest SHEETS**

Sheets • Towels • Blankets • Bedspreads
Electric Blankets • Karastan Rugs • LaceTablecloths • Curtains • Honesty • Rayons

FIELDCREST MILLS, DIVISION OF MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY, INC., 88 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK 13, NEW YORK
There's calm, quiet beauty in every modern line. There's craftsmanship unexcelled by any standard. The "New Yorker" bedroom suite appears in Starlight mahogany, as shown, or in Cordovan shade. On display in the fifteen complete showrooms of the

RWAY FURNITURE COMPANY

The famous Rway symbol holds a volume of meaning. It tells of 70 years of consistent progress in creating style, quality and value far in excess of price. Many of the distinguished Rway pieces contain Masonite Hardboards, those strong, smooth all-wood panels that perform so ably in a variety of ways. Today, more than 300 leading manufacturers add to the quality and value of the furniture they make by including Masonite Hardboards as a basic material.

MASONITE CORPORATION
BOX 777 CHICAGO 90, ILLINOIS
Walk on a Lees—and your feet get the message: resilience, thickness, depth!

Look down at a Lees—and your eyes see its secrets of beauty, texture and tone!

Depend on a Lees for seven lasting qualities: long wear, rich color, soil-and-footmark resistance, cleanability, right price, and the style your heart desires!

Shown here, in mint green, is Lees New Pebbleweave—a superb hard-twist with all these things—and more!
The only piano ever awarded the Fashion Academy Gold Medal

"For introducing new design to pianos and imbuing them with fashion personality," Musette has been awarded the Fashion Academy Gold Medal. No other piano can make this claim.

And Musette pianos are tonally perfect, superbly built to last for generations. Choose from seven distinct pianos comprising the Musette group . . . each gracefully designed to complement your living room decor.

These authentic Musette styles include: Swedish Modern, Early American, Chippendale, Louis XV, Colonial, Federal, French Provincial.

Before you buy, be sure you see and hear Musette. For the name of your Musette dealer and illustrated style book send 10¢ to...

by Winter & Company, Inc., EST. 1899, 863 East 141st Street, New York 54, N. Y.
In Canada: Mason & Risch Ltd., 525 Adelaide St., W. Toronto, Ont.
SHOPPING AROUND

Lovable glove puppets from England. These are made of colored felt, slip over a hand with ease. Your choice of Bobby, the London policeman, the Beefeater, the Guardsman, Scottie, the Scott. Youngsters adore them. A fine stocking present. $3.95 postpaid. Order from Grayson & Co., 915 Broadway, N. Y.

Almost real: a baby doll in a pink or blue sleeping bag. Every little girl you know will adore this cunning toy. It coos and cries and has vinyl plastic rubber arms, legs and face. About 18" high. Be sure to state color. $3.98 ppd. Novelty Mart, 59 East 8 Street, New York 3, N. Y.

The bear and the lamb will delight your youngster. Made of softest rayon plush, in baby colors: pink, blue, white. About 9" high, they come in a Pliofilm bag which can be used for storage purposes. And you can wash these animals in a washing machine. $3.98 ppd. the pair. Laurent, Box 73, Hg, Keene, N. H.

Mарvlizer

Perfect gift from the land of health and sunshine!

Blends, grinds, whips, liquidifies. So easy to prepare baby foods, delicious chocolate, muffins, pies, and Dad's favorite drinks. Durable, recommended for extra vitamins, minerals, proteins.


FREE with Christmas orders. 200-recipe book, and Garfield Hauser's famous health and diet best seller!

Mаrvlizer Company
 Cockeysville, Md.

WANT TO WIRE IT?
ORDERS W.R.I.T.

This neutral green enamel wire is ideal for flower arrangements, designs, hanging pictures, making or repairing many articles around home. Packaged in 18" straight lengths. Approx. 50 places heavy, 10 places fine wire. Will not uncoil or tangle. Heavy gauge for holding outdoor flowers. Fine wire for crotches, flower shows and arrangements. Widely used by garden club members. Excellect for gifts, useful and inexpensive. Send $1.00 (or check) with name and address for each package ordered. (Postpaid anywhere in U. S., Canada excepted.)

MARVLIZER

An Inexhaustible Source of New Ideas for AUDIO ENTHUSIASTS

MOST FOR YOUR MONEY: If you are planning your first hi-fi FM-phonograph installation, be sure to read the feature article, "Budget Your High Fidelity." It explains how to make a well-balanced selection in choosing your amplifier, turntable, pickup, and loudspeaker, so as to get maximum performance for whatever amount you plan to spend. (16 pages, 21 illustrations)

CHOOSING RECORDS: Maybe you like to sweat it out in music-shop listening booths, but you can save time, keep cool, and get a world of help in building your record library from "Schober on Records," "Tops for the Juke Box," "The Music Between," and "Records in Review," by such leading critics and commentators as C. O. D. Burke, Carl Eaton, Edward Merritt, Jr., and John Indox, (18 pages)

HIGH-FIDELITY

Published by Milton B. Sleeper

141 Audio Bldg., Great Barrington, Mass. Please enter my subscription to High Fidelity: $6.00 for three years (SAVE $6.00) 
$3.00 for one year (SAVE $1.00) 
(Weighted Sept. 12, Nov. 15, Feb. 1, Apr. 15)

Add $0.50 per year in Canada. $1.00 foreign

CHRISTMAS SUBSCRIPTIONS
As a Christmas present, High Fidelity will win you the year-round gratitude of every friend who enjoys fine music on radio or records. Just mark your order "For Christmas" and we'll ensure the coming of High Fidelity with a happy, early New Year greeting.

Price: 3 one-year subscriptions $6.00.

FREE—Send for a free gift of Unusual Gifts

Helen Gallagher
413-MF Fulton St., Peoria, Ill.

THE CRAFT HOUSE

New Electric Bean Pot
SLOW BAKES BEANS
The Old-Fashioned Way!

Beautifully made of high-glass ceramic, this stylish new appliance turns out the most delicious baked beans you ever tasted—overnight! Needs no watching, beans can't boil or burn. Brings out that wonderful simmered flavor of old-fashioned baked beans! A handsome Sheraton type pot. Height 26"; width 21". (No C.O.D.'s). Express collect. Price $3.25. Matched pair $6.00.

TUESDAYS
Dept. HGA-11, 2 West 45th St., New York 19
Solve Your Gift Problem!
PECAN LOG ROLL—rich, caramel coated no-nut stuffed with pecan meats. 1-lb. Log... $1.80
NUT BOWL SET—noble hardwood with 6 picks. 14 lbs. pecans in it!... $4
ASTE PECAN CANDIES—divinity, pralines, sugared and spiced, fudge, etc. 1-lb. box... $1.80
SUGARED & SPICED—deliciously coated pecan halves, 1-lb. box or vacuum jar, either... $2
HEAVENLY DIVINITY—pure white drops of creamy candy, filled with crisp pecans. This is the best you ever ate! 1-lb. box... $1.30
PECAN GLACE in Vacuum Tin—plated halves, wonderfully Ship2wines, too. 1-lb. tin... $1.90

Special Gift Service for Business. Write Today.

Golden Pascal Gift Pack... $2.95
Choiceist, most delicious grown! From "the celery heart of the world." What table delicacy could have wider appeal, yet be so distinctive as a gift? Deluxe Pack contains 12 large, selected bunches—$4.95. Supreme Pack contains 22—$4.25. Delivered PREPAID to your list, gift cards enclosed. Satisfactory guarantee—our 57th year. Send check or money order... your order promptly acknowledged.

Kalamazoo Celery Company
431 Drexel Place
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Individually Wrapped!

Enjoy Stickey's famed Southern PECANS
and delicious Pecan Candies!

We believe you will agree these are the finest pecan products money can buy. They are made in our own modern candy kitchen; are beautifully packed; guaranteed fresh. Order these festive treats for yourself and all your Friends. Or we will mail to your gift list, Christmas wrapped, card enclosed. All items postpaid. Order several today.

Creamy Maple Pecan Pralines!
Made from an Old South recipe you'll love! Approx. 40 to the 1-lb. box... $1.65

Paper Shell Pecans, New Crop!
Crack 'em with your fingers. U. S. No. 1 Origin; ready, flavor-full. Big 5-lb. bag... $3.50

Stuckey's
Dept. HG-2—EASTMAN, GA.

Christmas Fruits

Golden Pascal Gift Pack... $2.95
Choiceist, most delicious grown! From "the celery heart of the world." What table delicacy could have wider appeal, yet be so distinctive as a gift? Deluxe Pack contains 12 large, selected bunches—$4.95. Supreme Pack contains 22—$4.25. Delivered PREPAID to your list, gift cards enclosed. Satisfactory guarantee—our 57th year. Send check or money order... your order promptly acknowledged.

Kalamazoo Celery Company
431 Drexel Place
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Individually Wrapped!

Imported from Switzerland

TOBLERONE is back!
The famous Swiss chocolate with almonds and honey

TOBLERONE

De luxe assortment of fine delicacies is from the famous house of Henri. These are French concoctions: almond-paste bonbons, nougat slices, caramels, petits fours, salted nuts. Send this box to a gourmet and you'll receive praise. $19.50 ppd. (Add 75c West of Miss.) Henri, 15 East 52 St., N. Y.

Just reading the names of the goodies in this kit makes you hungry: fish chowder, clam chowder, minced clams, clam cakes, codfish cakes, lobster meat. With a skillet, a few spices and any of these you could concoct ambrosial food, $3.75 ppd. Add 35c West of Miss. Vermont Crossroads Store, Waterbury, Vermont.

Tempation for the palate: a box of relishes. Such lovely appetite whetters as artichoke relish, hot pearl relish, spiced watermelon rind, spiced cinnamon pears, orange marmalade and clear guava jelly, $5.75 ppd. for all (add 75c West of Miss.). From Arthur Bauer's Plantation, Walterboro, South Carolina.

TEA TREASURES
TEAs from the East Indies team up to give you the most fragrant cup of Oriental tea you ever tasted. A Chinese red box contains 4 gold chests laden with gems of flavored tea—there's Rare Mandarin, Lapang Souchong, Jasmine, and Earl Grey. Here is truly a gift for the tea-taster to treasure. $2.95 Postpaid No C.O.D.'s please. Write for Christmas catalogue.
AROUND

You've never tasted better clam bisque than this Down East product. Literally the can is crammed full of finely minced clams with the briny tang of the Atlantic Ocean. Add a quart of milk to one can and you have six tasty servings, $1.50 pfd. for 3 cans.

The Krebs, 45 Broad St., Westerly, Rhode Island.

"Taster" is the name of this basket. It works on the theory that once you've tried the famous White Turkey onion soup, the watermelon pickle, the special blend coffee you'll be a devotee of White Turkey foods.

Complete with cookbook $7.50 pfd. White Turkey Shop, 16 E. 49 St., N. Y.

Jewels from New England, from the spick-and-span orchards of the North-east: apples. Carton contains 24 big ones. You pick the variety, McIntosh, Cortland, Delicious or Baldwin. Crisp, juicy to eat with cheese, $3.50 postpaid the carton of 24 (add 50c west of Miss. River). The Josselyns, Box 147, Dedham, Mass.

GIFTS OF FRUITS. I ship my finest new crop fruits and confections direct to your friends, enclosing your card. Beautifully packed in handsome baskets and Redwood boxes. Satisfaction or money back. Write for business stationery for quantity discounts. MARIPOSA CHEST [Illustrated Above]. California Redwood chest packed with California stuffed figs, rare dates, walnut stix, fruit nuggets, and nut confections, candied cherries, etc. Delivered prepaid anywhere in U.S. 1/2 lb. Size $4.35 • 1/4 lb. Size $2.85

CHESTER GROVES CO.
Box G, City Point, Florida. 28 years of service.

HONEY-FLAVORED FRUIT CAKE FROM MIDDEN-MARYLAND'S FOREMOST BAKERS!

SLO-BAKED WITH HONEY FOR RICHER FLAVOR

Sweet, tender fruit, crisp nuts, cranberry butter, select eggs, imported dates and spiles, rare old brandy and rum ... all preheated with fresh clover honey, then aged to mellow goodness. Serve iced or freshly, yet stays light and moist. Preferred by Maryland families for generations. Large партии, easily-shaped gift for every occasion; ideal for gift list—a perfect year good taste. For those two, or money back. Postpaid in colorful tin. Send check or M. C. (fancy, decorated tops). For Holidays and year-round! Tin of about 80—$2.75.

DEEPLY SOUTHERN DELICACIES

MINIATURE FRUIT CAKES (8 oz. each) 1/2 lb. per tin $5.00
ALL-PURPOSE COOKIES (vanity, decorated tops). For Holidays and year-round! Tin about 80—$2.75.

FOOD GIFTS FROM OREGON MOUNTAIN MEADOWS

Nine the Nation's Finest

CALIFORNIA FRUITS

HONEY FLAVORED FRUIT CAKE FROM CANOGA FARM, R.F.D. 7 ENCINO, CALIF.

SWEET, TENDER FRUIT, CRISP NUTS, CRANBERRY BUTTER, SELECT EGGS, IMPORTED DATES AND SPICES, RARE OLD BRANDY AND RUM ... ALL PREHEATED WITH FRESH CLOVER HONEY, THEN AGED TO MELLOW GOODNESS. SERVE ICED OR FRESHLY, YET STAYS LIGHT AND MOIST. PREFERRED BY MARYLAND FAMILIES FOR GENERATIONS. LARGE PARTYS, EASILY-SHAPED GIFT FOR EVERY OCCASION; IDEAL FOR GIFT LIST—A PERFECT YEAR GOOD TASTE. FOR THOSE TWO, OR MONEY BACK. POSTPAID IN COLORFUL TIN. SEND CHECK OR M. C. (FANCY, DECORATED TOPS). FOR HOLIDAYS AND YEAR-ROUND! TIN OF ABOUT 80—$2.75.

QUICK BAKED GOODS SINCE 1880

FOOD GIFTS FROM OREGON MOUNTAIN MEADOWS

"SAMPLER" BOX. Five assorted 3/4-lb. jars Oregon Wild Blackberry, Grenadine Preserves, Preserves with Huckleberries, Oregon White Strawberry, Apricot with Kernels; gift packed in rustic hexagon with forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. "SAMPLER" BOX. Five assorted 3/4-lb. jars Oregon Wild Blackberry, Grenadine Preserves, Preserves with Huckleberries, Oregon White Strawberry, Apricot with Kernels; gift packed in rustic hexagon with forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. Christmas Giving

CRANBERRY BISQUE

Plump sun-ripened berries and fruits; slow-cooked the old-fashioned way in open kettles, using only sugar and fruit. Pack in rustic gift boxes decorated with Oregon forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. • Send for Booklet in Full Color—Showing many other gift assortments available only at

THE SWISS COLONY

3 Cheese Row • Monroe, Wis.

FRUIT CAKE

SWEET, TENDER FRUIT, CRISP NUTS, CRANBERRY BUTTER, SELECT EGGS, IMPORTED DATES AND SPICES, RARE OLD BRANDY AND RUM ... ALL PREHEATED WITH FRESH CLOVER HONEY, THEN AGED TO MELLOW GOODNESS. SERVE ICED OR FRESHLY, YET STAYS LIGHT AND MOIST. PREFERRED BY MARYLAND FAMILIES FOR GENERATIONS. LARGE PARTYS, EASILY-SHAPED GIFT FOR EVERY OCCASION; IDEAL FOR GIFT LIST—A PERFECT YEAR GOOD TASTE. FOR THOSE TWO, OR MONEY BACK. POSTPAID IN COLORFUL TIN. SEND CHECK OR M. C. (FANCY, DECORATED TOPS). FOR HOLIDAYS AND YEAR-ROUND! TIN OF ABOUT 80—$2.75.

CROWN OF MARYLAND'S FINEST BAKERS

SLOW BAKED FOR THE GOURMET

ALMOND-FILLED COOKIES (vanity, decorated tops). For Holidays and year-round! Tin of about 80—$2.75. FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

PLUMS

GOURMET FRUIT CAKES

AN IDEAL COMBINATION OF NUTS, FRUIT AND Tailored with your own Holiday dinners, breakfasts, and parties. Our excellent ready-to-serve Smoked Turkey... lean, super-cured Smoked Ham... crisp, tender Smoked Bacon. Old-time farm kitchen flavor sealed in by our Tendersealing process.

Ours: The famous White Turkey farms. F.O.B. WATERBURY. VT. CHECK WITH ORDER. PLEASE

AROUND

You’ve never tasted better clam bisque than this Down East product. Literally the can is crammed full of finely minced clams with the briny tang of the Atlantic Ocean. Add a quart of milk to one can and you have six tasty servings, $1.50 pfd. for 3 cans. The Krebs, 45 Broad St., Westerly, Rhode Island.

"Taster" is the name of this basket. It works on the theory that once you've tried the famous White Turkey onion soup, the watermelon pickle, the special blend coffee you'll be a devotee of White Turkey foods.

Complete with cookbook $7.50 pfd. White Turkey Shop, 16 E. 49 St., N. Y.

Jewels from New England, from the spick-and-span orchards of the North-east: apples. Carton contains 24 big ones. You pick the variety, McIntosh, Cortland, Delicious or Baldwin. Crisp, juicy to eat with cheese, $3.50 postpaid the carton of 24 (add 50c west of Miss. River). The Josselyns, Box 147, Dedham, Mass.

GIFTS OF FRUITS. I ship my finest new crop fruits and confections direct to your friends, enclosing your card. Beautifully packed in handsome baskets and Redwood boxes. Satisfaction or money back. Write for business stationery for quantity discounts. MARIPOSA CHEST [Illustrated Above]. California Redwood chest packed with California stuffed figs, rare dates, walnut stix, fruit nuggets, and nut confections, candied cherries, etc. Delivered prepaid anywhere in U.S. 1/2 lb. Size $4.35 • 1/4 lb. Size $2.85

CHESTER GROVES CO.
Box G, City Point, Florida. 28 years of service.

HONEY-FLAVORED FRUIT CAKE FROM MIDDEN-MARYLAND'S FOREMOST BAKERS!

SLO-BAKED WITH HONEY FOR RICHER FLAVOR

Sweet, tender fruit, crisp nuts, cranberry butter, select eggs, imported dates and spiles, rare old brandy and rum ... all preheated with fresh clover honey, then aged to mellow goodness. Serve iced or freshly, yet stays light and moist. Preferred by Maryland families for generations. Large партии, easily-shaped gift for every occasion; ideal for gift list—a perfect year good taste. For those two, or money back. Postpaid in colorful tin. Send check or M. C. (fancy, decorated tops). For Holidays and year-round! Tin of about 80—$2.75.

QUICK BAKED GOODS SINCE 1880

FOOD GIFTS FROM OREGON MOUNTAIN MEADOWS

"SAMPLER" BOX. Five assorted 3/4-lb. jars Oregon Wild Blackberry, Grenadine Preserves, Preserves with Huckleberries, Oregon White Strawberry, Apricot with Kernels; gift packed in rustic hexagon with forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. "SAMPLER" BOX. Five assorted 3/4-lb. jars Oregon Wild Blackberry, Grenadine Preserves, Preserves with Huckleberries, Oregon White Strawberry, Apricot with Kernels; gift packed in rustic hexagon with forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. Christmas Giving

CRANBERRY BISQUE

Plump sun-ripened berries and fruits; slow-cooked the old-fashioned way in open kettles, using only sugar and fruit. Pack in rustic gift boxes decorated with Oregon forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts. • Send for Booklet in Full Color—Showing many other gift assortments available only at

THE SWISS COLONY

3 Cheese Row • Monroe, Wis.

FRUIT CAKE

SWEET, TENDER FRUIT, CRISP NUTS, CRANBERRY BUTTER, SELECT EGGS, IMPORTED DATES AND SPICES, RARE OLD BRANDY AND RUM ... ALL PREHEATED WITH FRESH CLOVER HONEY, THEN AGED TO MELLOW GOODNESS. SERVE ICED OR FRESHLY, YET STAYS LIGHT AND MOIST. PREFERRED BY MARYLAND FAMILIES FOR GENERATIONS. LARGE PARTYS, EASILY-SHAPED GIFT FOR EVERY OCCASION; IDEAL FOR GIFT LIST—A PERFECT YEAR GOOD TASTE. FOR THOSE TWO, OR MONEY BACK. POSTPAID IN COLORFUL TIN. SEND CHECK OR M. C. (FANCY, DECORATED TOPS). FOR HOLIDAYS AND YEAR-ROUND! TIN OF ABOUT 80—$2.75.
WOODEN CANDY STORE GLASS JARS
One delightful glance at these recalls the glorious days when a penny seemed a fortune. Now these nostalgic Candy Store Jars make attractive containers for the bar or kitchen. Or clear glass with hand ground stoppers. Sold only in sets of four (1 to 5 lb. sizes) Prepaid...

Since 1917 Satisfaction Guaranteed Send defective piece, Sorry, no C. 0. D.'s.

MALCOLM'S HOUSE & GARDEN STORE
526 N. Charles St. • Baltimore, N. Md.

HENRY COBBS SAYS: Thank you
Reader's Digest, American Weekly and other publications recently scored scores $10 bill to a Million Dollar business. My typewriter is empty, my customers, who for more than 17 years have found my prices, products and service so satisfactory, therefore, from the bottom of my heart I say...

"Thank you." Gratefully and sincerely

COBBS
Box 4-D, Little River, (Miami) Florida
World's Largest Shippers of Gift Fruits & Delicacies

SHOPPING

Lots for little: the cocktail basket, a lovely woven basket, too. Tha delicacies are even lovelier: Swedish caviar, pâté de foie, imported anchovies, sardine paste, herring in wine, Brising sardines, Karvi cheese. $4.45 p.p. From Page & Biddle, 21 Station Road, Haverford, Pennsylvania.

Simply delectable are these cheeses in wine. Packaged to perfection in crocks with huge corks. Each holds 5 ounces. Cheddar with rum, Cheddar with port, Cheddar with sherry, blue cheese with brandy, $4.90 p.p. for four crocks gift boxed. From Swiss Colony, 11 Cheese Row, Monroe, Wisconsin.

French ginger cookies: a holiday treat. These tiny bite-size confections are made with chopped crystallized ginger after an 18th-century recipe. Twelve ounces are packed in a gay red-and-gold round tin. They last indefinitely, $1.95 postpaid. From Charlotte Charles, 1715 Church Street, Evanston, Illinois.

Unusual in color and design - really the queen of servers! Four generous-size ceramic insets in graceful leaf shape, overproof, removable from hardiwood revolving disc handle metal with all finish, nice. It's a space saver too, storing easily, and each leaf server can be used for baking, candy, nuts, ashes, etc. Individually packed; 7 1/2" in diameter. Lightweight for mailing. Immediate shipment in time for Christmas. Indicate color choice on ordering. Canopy yellow with brown edge Charrette with forest green edge.

$6.95 prepaid. Clip check or money order to this ad: The China Company 8726 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, California

"QUANTUM AMERICAN" THOUSAND-EYE CRUET with PURE VANILLA EXTRACT AND NEW CHRISTMAS CATALOG Old-fashioned, hand-made, blush-white opalescent "thousand-eye" cruet from our famous "Quint Amaranth" collection, 4 1/2" high. Filled with approximately 2 ounces of old-fashioned pure vanilla extract. Sent postpaid Christmas Catalog $1.00

All Three... .

New 32-page Christmas Catalog sent along for 10c

CAST FORLAND, INC.
EAST FULTON GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICH

Smokehouse invasion!

Georgia Country Cured Hams
Have you ever tasted a hickory smoked, super-cured Georgia country style ham? There's nothing like it - absolutely nothing. These are smoked over both of hickory hickory, are fully cured and properly trimmed. Meat is firm and line textured. Slices for frying or broiling-or baked for slicing! Recipe booklet comes with each ham. You'll want one or more for your family's use. Too make splendid gifts for your friends and busi- ness associates. These run 10 to 18 lbs. $1.05 per lb. State approximate weight; send $2 with order; we adjust Satisfaction or money back.

STUCKEY'S Dept. HG-2 - Eastman Ga.

The Serving Queen

A Basket containing 27 lbs. of mixed Grapes and Grapenut, decorated with Kumquats, Persian Limes and Tangerines. It is each and individually packed; with Guava Jelly and Pineapple-Cherry Marmalade - a truly tropical delight.

STUCKEY'S

Order Now!
We received more than $20,000 "LOVE LETTERS" like these

"It was a pleasure to do business with you." J. J. Millard, Mpls.
"Compliment COBBS for service rendered and high quality of products... ." D. B.L., Frank H. Lee Hat Co.
"Now we know the secret of the Quality of the Fruit you are shipping"... L.B. Green Gum & Lumber Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Remember you pay no more for COBBS Quality Write for free, natural color catalog

COBBS

JUMBO PRUNES

Special Introductory Offer
Send me two $1 bills (or check or money order for the same amount) and I will send you my 2 1/2 pound box of JUMBO PRUNES, including a generous sample of my Ranch-made Sweets, giant California Apricots, fresh Dates, and honey-sweet white Figs.

These prunes are huge and so soft you'll eat 'em like candy. To new customers only I offer this regular $3.00 box for $2.00 and I prepaid delivery. I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll ship at once direct from my ranch. Only one to a customer.

Sign and Send Coupon

ROBT. H. HAWKINS, Box G-10
Voca Valley Orchards, Visalia, Calif.

Send your 2 1/2 lb. box Giant Prunes □
Send catalog assorted gift packs □

The China Company
AROUND

Two for the money, a handsome hardwood and ceramic lazy Susan and a mouth-watering array of dates, figs, prunes and apricots. This will be the most eye-appealing Christmas gift on anyone’s sideboard.
$13.95 ppd. Order from Harry and David, Box D, H.G., Medford, Oregon.

Modern kitchen appointment: the three-piece range set. Made of polished spun aluminum with black plastic trim, the large container is for grease, has a removable easy-to-clean strainer. The two small ones are for salt and pepper. $2.59 ppd. Mastercraft, 212 Summer Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

For eggnog, for a delicious Tom and Jerry, be sure to get this clever nutmeg grater. Made of natural wood with a colorful plastic handle, it grinds the aromatic spice with the greatest ease. About 3" long, it will last a long time. $1.50 postpaid. Order from Elron, 156 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

BOILED EGG OPENER

No More Burned Fingers!

..............ONLY

..................$1.50

Or send $1.50 for handsome Mr. and Mrs. Gift Box of 2. Money back if not absolutely POSTPAID delighted. Order TODAY!

CRAX-EZY

4000-16 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles 58, Calif.

A fresh new gift for the man in your life—Bake-O-Nuts Delicately Baked and Salted CASHEWS · MIXED NUTS · PISTACHIOS

The very finest, extra-large all-imported nuts prepared by a new baking process.
...sends natural flavor in, keeps the nuts crisp, fresh and greaseless. A wonderful, different, delicious treat, the perfect complement for holiday entertaining. Send these beautifully gift-wrapped Bake-O-Nuts to relatives and friends. They’ll enjoy the creative gift-giving...the really different flavor that will mark your gift as a delightful remembrance of good taste! Allow ample holiday mailing time; check your selection and send this ad to us today. You must be satisfied or your money back!

Send check or money order.

| 2 lb. pkg. Jumbo Pistachios (red, unsheathed) | $3.20 |
| 2 lb. pkg. Fancy Mixed Nuts (no peanuts) | $3.20 |
| 2 lb. pkg. Giant Cashews | $3.20 |

Discounts for business mail orders on request. Holiday gift wrapped with cards enclosed. FREE! Send for full color brochure and order blank.

Bake-O-Nuts

183 William St.
Englewood, N. J.

NEW "DIFFERENT"
The Unique Christmas Gift of the Year

FORST CATSKILL MOUNTAIN Smoked PHEASANTS

An Old-World treat for holiday enjoyment...that's old-fashioned Pfeffermünze (Pepper-Nuts) baked confection cookie-nuggets of snappy, spicy-goodness that tingle your tongue. Wonderful with coffee or a touch of gemütlichkeit from old Milwaukee with holiday drinks. Makes rare, delightful gift. Packed in colorful, metal, humidifier cans. Send check or M. O. for $2.00 for 2 lbs net wt. (Postage paid). Excerpt to Armed Forces, no shipment outside U.S. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

OSWALD JAEGER BAKING CO.
Established 1879
102 West Somers Street, Milwaukee 9, Wis.

Wonderful Old-Fashioned FRUIT CAKE

Made from a generations-old English recipe. Choice ingredients include honey, butter, fruits and nuts. Rich moist cake—absolutely delicious. Welcome holiday gifts for servicemen and others.

Order now and save, 1 lb. $1.35; 2 lbs. $2.60; 3 lbs. $3.90. Send check or money order. Sorry on C. O. D.'s. Please add 25¢ per cake for handling and postage.

EMPORIUM
Saint Paul 1, Minn.

THE FORSTS

Route 245 Kingston, N. Y.
All Forst Products Are Government Inspected

WRITE TODAY!

Home 264, Kingston, New York

I am enclosing my check for $...... Please ship charges prepaid. ...Grades Pheasants at...

Price
$14.00 per brace

Forst smoked delicacies for sale! Holiday entertaining! For special Christmas Gifts, Write Today!

THE FORSTS

Route 245 Kingston, N. Y.
All Forst Products Are Government Inspected

THE FORSTS
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All Forst Products Are Government Inspected
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THE FORSTS

Route 245 Kingston, N. Y.
All Forst Products Are Government Inspected

THE FORSTS

Route 245 Kingston, N. Y.
All Forst Products Are Government Inspected
Luscious Delicacies for Your Holiday Table!

Cheese in Wine
originated in 1915 by Antoine Dadone. Cheese par excellence... smooth, flavorful, delicious! Package contains Cheddar and Stilton in Port Wine. Blue Cheese in Brandy—each slowly cured and aged to bring you the opulence of eating pleasure.
Set of three 4 oz. crocks $2.75
Set of three 8 oz. crocks $4.35
Shipping charges additional.

Smithfield Virginia Ham
Rich, tender, delectable... each succulent slice, fine-grained... carefully baked in its own savory juice to retain the natural, robust flavor of the genuine Smithfield razorback ham. Truly a masterpiece of fine Southern cooking! FREE carving instructions included.

Whole Ham, Cooked, 7 to 14 lbs. $1.95 per lb. Shipping charges additional.
Write for 10-Page Catalogue.

Luscious Delicacies

Prepared in 1915 by Antoine Dadone.

MAMMOTH SCHLEY or MA-MAN variety (white), packed as illustrated, prepaid $6.95
MAMMOTH STUARTS, packed as illustrated, prepaid $5.75
FANCY MAMMOTH PECAN HALVES, in fancy box, prepaid $3.95
LARGE FANCY PECAN PIECES, in fancy box, prepaid $7.45

SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST

Mammouth Pecans
as illustrated, prepaid

Nutgets of gold... a whole bushel basket of Florida oranges, grapefruit and those wonderful kumquats. And you can't do better as to price. $5.85 ppd. (add 75c west of Miss.). The basket is decorated with tiny orange blossoms. East Lake Groves, Drawer RH, Umatilla, Fla.

Something to remember...to give your menus variety: Hickory-smoked sausage and pork shoulders from Wisconsin. These are fine flavored meats that need no cooking. Attractively packaged, each sells for $2 ppd. Each weighs about 1½ pounds. Farm Home Foods, 304 Arcade Ave., HG, Watertown, Wisconsin.


CRISPER TASTER BACON WITH THIS NEW BACON GRILL

ONLY 3.95 Postpaid

You're sure to boost your reputation as a great host with bacon, by using this new bacon grill. Perforated lid holds bacon flat. Grease automatically flows to the chafing dish. Written by John and Marie Roberson.

Order Early Express PREPAID

Low as $3.35

Luscious, large Comice Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected—individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in colorful gift box to U.S. Express points. Perfect arrival guaranteed. Gift cards enclosed. Send gift list — we do the rest. No Stamps. No C.O.D.'s.

Embassy Distributors—Dept. N

24 Gramatan Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

For Your Special Gift List!

Paper Shell Pecans!
True joy in giving... pride in receiving.

6 lb. MAMMOTH SCHLEY or MA-MAN variety (white), packed as illustrated, prepaid $6.95
6 lb. MAMMOTH STUARTS, packed as illustrated, prepaid $5.75
2 lb. FANCY MAMMOTH PECAN HALVES, in fancy box, prepaid $3.95
5 lb. LARGE FANCY PECAN PIECES, in fancy box, prepaid $7.45

SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST

Cheese in Wine

Cheese par excellence... smooth, flavorful, delicious! Package contains Cheddar and Stilton in Port Wine. Blue Cheese in Brandy—each slowly cured and aged to bring you the opulence of eating pleasure.
Set of three 4 oz. crocks $2.75
Set of three 8 oz. crocks $4.35
Shipping charges additional.

Smithfield Virginia Ham
Rich, tender, delectable... each succulent slice, fine-grained... carefully baked in its own savory juice to retain the natural, robust flavor of the genuine Smithfield razorback ham. Truly a masterpiece of fine Southern cooking! FREE carving instructions included.

Whole Ham, Cooked, 7 to 14 lbs. $1.95 per lb. Shipping charges additional.
Write for 10-Page Catalogue.

Cheese in Wine

Cheese par excellence... smooth, flavorful, delicious! Package contains Cheddar and Stilton in Port Wine. Blue Cheese in Brandy—each slowly cured and aged to bring you the opulence of eating pleasure.
Set of three 4 oz. crocks $2.75
Set of three 8 oz. crocks $4.35
Shipping charges additional.

Smithfield Virginia Ham
Rich, tender, delectable... each succulent slice, fine-grained... carefully baked in its own savory juice to retain the natural, robust flavor of the genuine Smithfield razorback ham. Truly a masterpiece of fine Southern cooking! FREE carving instructions included.

Whole Ham, Cooked, 7 to 14 lbs. $1.95 per lb. Shipping charges additional.
Write for 10-Page Catalogue.

Cheese in Wine

Cheese par excellence... smooth, flavorful, delicious! Package contains Cheddar and Stilton in Port Wine. Blue Cheese in Brandy—each slowly cured and aged to bring you the opulence of eating pleasure.
Set of three 4 oz. crocks $2.75
Set of three 8 oz. crocks $4.35
Shipping charges additional.

Smithfield Virginia Ham
Rich, tender, delectable... each succulent slice, fine-grained... carefully baked in its own savory juice to retain the natural, robust flavor of the genuine Smithfield razorback ham. Truly a masterpiece of fine Southern cooking! FREE carving instructions included.

Whole Ham, Cooked, 7 to 14 lbs. $1.95 per lb. Shipping charges additional.
Write for 10-Page Catalogue.

Cheese in Wine

Cheese par excellence... smooth, flavorful, delicious! Package contains Cheddar and Stilton in Port Wine. Blue Cheese in Brandy—each slowly cured and aged to bring you the opulence of eating pleasure.
Set of three 4 oz. crocks $2.75
Set of three 8 oz. crocks $4.35
Shipping charges additional.

Smithfield Virginia Ham
Rich, tender, delectable... each succulent slice, fine-grained... carefully baked in its own savory juice to retain the natural, robust flavor of the genuine Smithfield razorback ham. Truly a masterpiece of fine Southern cooking! FREE carving instructions included.

Whole Ham, Cooked, 7 to 14 lbs. $1.95 per lb. Shipping charges additional.
Write for 10-Page Catalogue.
Cheese sampler. This generous box contains nine kinds of cheese: a Gouda, an Edam, three French types of cheese, a creamy May cheese, American cheese, rum Cheddar and a wedge of bleu cheese. $8.75 ppd. Wisconsin Cheese Box, Box 252, Sturtevant, Wisc.

Smoke house treasure! You can beat this flavor. Smoked turkey (whole) 7 to 18 pounds each, $1.60 per lb.; farmer-style hams (whole) 10 to 15 pounds $1.10 lb.; slab of bacon 5 to 8 pounds $1 lb. Or order half sizes at slightly higher cost. From Valley Forge Farms, Valley Forge Highway, Lansdale, Penn.

From Texas comes this fruit cake. And like everything else from that great state, it’s just about the finest you ever tasted. Melon and rich, it slices paper thin without crumbling. 2 lbs. $4.25; 3 lbs. $6.25; 5 lbs. $9.85. All ppd. Mary of Puddin’ Hill, Box 241, HG, Greenville, Texas.

Now in time for Holiday giving

Holiday House

proudly offers you

its own choice home-made

Jams & Preserves

Pure and delicate in flavor... cooked to Aunt Josephine’s imaginative recipes from the pick of Michigan’s fruit crop, by the exacting standards of this family restaurant. Now ready for your own serving or giving in gift boxes of six 1/3-ounce jars. Six popular assorted mouth-watering varieties:
- Orange Marmalade
- Peach Jam
- Gooseberry Preserves
- Blueberry Jam
- Whole Strawberry
- Whole Cherry

6 jars shipped $4.25 ppd. gift card enclosed if desired. No COD's please, checks or money order to HOLIDAY HOUSE, Box 10, St. Joseph, Michigan.

You’re sure to please you’ll shop with ease ’cause gifts like these

Do grow on trees!

At least lots of ’em do, and the trees that hatch our Royal Riviera Pears ‘n other rare, exotic fruits are scarce as a cow that gives ice cream. Harry and I still have the old-fashioned notion that a dollar ought to buy you a good 100-cents-worth of value! Every one of these gifts is a real money-saver. In pleasing, perfect-taste packages, we ship straight from our Bear Creek Orchards to wherever you say. Greetings with your name enclosed free. You’ll get more thanks than a whistle has toots. Perfect delivery guaranteed in USA proper, within express limits. Prices subject to change without notice.

No charges, please, no C. O. D.

Harry and David
Box 140, Madford, Oregon

ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS*

America’s rarest, finest fruit—the gift they’ll always remember. Talk about thanks—you’ll never hear the last of it. A just-right present for anyone, whether they live in a castle or cottage. So juicy you eat ’em with a spoon. You can’t buy these gift packages in stores for love or money. But here’s the best news: they’re not high-priced, they’re inexpensive. Packed in handsome gift boxes, with your greetings. Available Nov. 1-Jan. 25. GIFT NO. 1 (shown). . . Delv’d, $3.85, 10 to 14 big pears, a great value. GIFT NO. 2 (20-28 big pears) . . . Delv’d, $4.85. What a bargain! Same big nice pears . . . but about 40% more fruit for only a dollar more. GIFT NO. 3 (28-35 smaller pears) . . . Delv’d, $5.85. The Family Gift Box—swell for 2nd giftgiving.

TOWER OF TREATS*

Imagine giving folks quintuplets—not just 1 present, but a sparkling gift box towering 14” high! All tied together with satin ribbons, topped with a big bow and a Christmas sprig of real Oregon Holly. Inside are Royal Riviera Pears, jumbo appetizers, giant figs, other fine surprises. It’s the first gift seen under any tree—and what a value! If we told you this grand gift cost $15 you probably wouldn’t bat an eyelash, ’cause it’s worth it. But we aren’t out to get rich quick (more fun goin’ alow), so we’ll deliver it for you anywhere in the U.S.A. proper for only—GIFT NO. 51 (shown) . . . Delv’d, $7.25. And we have another Tower of Treasures, too... GIFT NO. 50 (4 boxes)... Delv’d, $3.95. Hold Royal Riviera Pears, apples, other treats. Both available Nov. 29-Jan. 15.

FRUIT-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB* The gift that creates praise and excitement for you the year round! You order just once, but the lucky folks you name receive a whole parade of America’s finest fruits ‘n delicacies, each beautifully packaged with your greeting. Tell us how to sign the handsome engraved Membership Certificate announcing your gift and treats-to-come. 12-BOX CLUB: at Xmas, Riviera Pears, Jan., Apples; Feb., Grapfruit, Apricots; March, Peaches; April, Pears; May, Easter eggs; June, Canara Fruit, July, Nectarines; Aug., Pears; Sept., Peaches; Oct., Grapes; Nov., Riviera Pears. Gift No. 20, $41.75 Delv’d, S-BOX CLUB: at Xmas, Riviera Pears, Jan., Apples; Feb., Grapefruit; Mar., Apricots; May, Peaches; June, Canara Fruit; July, Nectarines; Aug., Pears; Sept., Peaches; Oct., Grapes; Nov., Riviera Pears. Gift No. 40, $132.75 Delv’d, S-BOX CLUB: at Xmas, Jan., Feb., treets; Gift No. 45, $192.75 Delv’d, S-BOX CLUB available Nov. 10-Jan. 15 only; others may be started at any time. *© H & D
FROM OUR FAMOUS GIFT SHOP

...exquisite Italian imports. Sitting duck paper weights of Murano handmade bubble glass, beautifully designed.

4.90 or with gold flecks 5.90 Mail orders.

New York Chicago Cleveland Boston

PERFECT LIFETIME GIFTS

Extra Wide Coat Hangers For HIM


3 for $5.00 6 for $9.00 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s or stamps please.

Ladies' Plastic Suit Hanger Ideal for HER

For Ladies' Suits and Two-Piece Dresses. True shoulder shape. 17" wide. With special nickel plated hook and clips. Crystal clear plastic. 6 for $3 postpaid.

NATIONAL HANGER CO., Inc.,
Dept. G
15 West 86th St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION

FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes
Start Feb. 4th. Send for Catalog R

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course
Starts at once. Send for Catalog C

Answers all gift problems for birthdays, weddings, etc. Simply woven of extra weight wicker fiber. Rustic furniture of Havana Bight, Fiorello Pink, Nile Green or Jacquard Yellow. Bright floral decoration on cover. Top and bottom warp and crack-proof magnets. Double cheese handle, 11" dia. 1 1/2" deep. Costs...

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

THE PRINCESS HOUSE
P.O. Box 133, Dept. 8, Dundee, Illinois

SHOPPING

Versatile tea wagon-bar-buffet table. Made of hardwood in blond or black lacquer finish, it has two serving surfaces: the lower one is stationary, the top one is a removable ribbed-glass tray. About 29" x 26". $30 ppd. in black; $32 ppd. in blond. H. T. Stern, 197-05 110 Avenue, HG, Hollis, N.Y.

Clever serving piece: an electrically heated tray. It's wonderful for keeping roasts, casseroles, vegetables hot while serving. For the buffet meal it should be standard equipment. About 13" x 16", it is made of satin-finish aluminum. $9.25 ppd. Supreme Electric Products, 194 Vassar St., Rochester, N. Y.

Handsome bar piece, sterling-silver double jigger with ebony handle. This is about the nicest one we've seen this year. One jigger measures one ounce, the other two ounces. About 10" long, $30 ppd. Fed. tax incl. Lowenstein Silver, 560 Broad St., Newark, N.J.

HAND-MADE in GUATEMALA

IMPORTED COWHIDE SHOULDER BAGS

ADJUSTABLE STRAPS • NATURAL COLOR

$9.65
$4.75
$13.95

SOLD BY MAIL ONLY - ORDER TODAY!

BROPAR

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

THE PRINCESS HOUSE
P.O. Box 133, Dept. 8, Dundee, Illinois

 glowing? Well look no further!

PRINCESS PERSONALIZED SEWING BASKET

answers all gift problems for birthdays, weddings, etc. Simply woven of extra weight wicker fiber. Rustic furniture of Havana Bight, Fiorello Pink, Nile Green or Jacquard Yellow. Bright floral decoration on cover. Top and bottom warp and crack-proof magnets. Double cheese handle, 11" dia. 1 1/2" deep. Costs...

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

THE PRINCESS HOUSE
P.O. Box 133, Dept. 8, Dundee, Illinois

VERSATILE TEA WAGON-BAR-BUFFET TABLE

Made of hardwood in blond or black lacquer finish, it has two serving surfaces: the lower one is stationary, the top one is a removable ribbed-glass tray. About 29" x 26". $30 ppd. in black; $32 ppd. in blond. H. T. Stern, 197-05 110 Avenue, HG, Hollis, N.Y.

Clever serving piece: an electrically heated tray. It's wonderful for keeping roasts, casseroles, vegetables hot while serving. For the buffet meal it should be standard equipment. About 13" x 16", it is made of satin-finish aluminum. $9.25 ppd. Supreme Electric Products, 194 Vassar St., Rochester, N. Y.

Handsome bar piece, sterling-silver double jigger with ebony handle. This is about the nicest one we've seen this year. One jigger measures one ounce, the other two ounces. About 10" long, $30 ppd. Fed. tax incl. Lowenstein Silver, 560 Broad St., Newark, N.J.
AROUND

Ring out the Old Year. And be sure to use clever napkins like these fine linen, hand-embroidered bells when you pass the champagne. Imported, they come in red with a green trim. Good for stocking presents. $3.75 ppd. the set of 6. Post Haste, Manchester Depot, Vermont.

Fireplace fan makes a fine Christmas gift. This one, made of gold or silver foil paper, has a cluster of ivy leaves or holly leaves at the base of fan. $1.95 ppd. for size 13" x 24"; $10.75 ppd. for size 20" x 38"; $12.75 ppd. for size 26" x 50". Order from The Silver Springs Industries, 1415 Squirrel Hill Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Nativity figurines. This is a wonderful collection of 12 figurines: of the Wise Men, of the Virgin, of St. Joseph, of the Infant. And of the manger animals! Arrange them in any setting you wish. Made of metal, hand-painted in natural colors. $2.45 ppd. the set. Art Craft Imports, Box 1147, HC, Stamford, Conn.

FROM OUR FAMOUS GIFT SHOP

elegance in matching cigarette box and Evans lighter. Sleek black leather, topped in white ceramic with hand-painted gold butterflies 15.00 each. Mail orders.

The Bermuda Shop
554 Madison Ave., at 55th Street
New York City

The same two-toned bell that graces the quaint carriages of Bermuda makes a delightful accessory for your car... or an out-of-the-ordinary gift! 5 1/2" in diameter. Heavy nickel plate. Easily installed. $8.95 prepaid. Send money order or check.

Bermuda Skop
584 Madison Ave., at 55th Street
New York City

KEEP PLANTS LOVELY LONGER

with the
Plant Oasis
A SCIENTIFIC PLANT IRRIGATOR

Double the life of your plants with this scientific, plant irrigator. Absorbing wick-like action of sponge beneath pot keeps soil moist, feeds back excess water. Eliminates your soil. Checks plant rot. Sturdy metal construction, modern design. Adds beauty and harmony to any floral display. Comes in gray, green or mahogany finish. For any size pot. Ideal Christmas Gift for Flower Growers. (specify size). Only $15.00 postpaid

Hagerstrom ORIGINAL

Something new and lovely for your own home or as a gift for a friend.

HOUSE SIGN
Made of aluminum, with wrought iron brackets, finished in rich black. 16" wide, 18" high
$19.50
Includes up to 14 letters on both sides in bright aluminum.
Additional letters 25¢ each.
COPPER LANTERN
Black finish to match sign. 19" high with 4"w postcaps $28.50
22" high lanterns $38.50

HAGERSTROM METALCRAFT STUDIO
12th Avenue and 44th Street
Kansas City, Mo.

Treasure Beyond Description
use these exquisite, hand-embroidere pictures of the famous Gundl prints. Sheet size 11" x 20", trimmed... approximately 20" x 28" high. Send only $15 for 6 prints postpaid... or $29 for 2 framed pictures shipped express collect. Please specify whether frame is to be finished in pickled pine, maple, or gold metal leaf with greenish antique. Let us help you with all of your picture and framing problems.

EMPIRE STUDIOS
70 Main Street
New Canaan, Conn.

FLIP-A-NUMBER
Keep important phone numbers where you need them in this smart, laminated-leather cover and attached to your telephone. Wraps turn to scoring page when you pull tab at bottom. Handsome gold-plated metal panel 3" long on this, non-breakable, gold-embellished, laminaed-gold chain. Index and 5 1/2 x 3 1/2 in. green, maroon or tan. Usual Xmas gift for all your friends. Order today. Money-back guarantees.

Handsome Laminated Hardwood Chop Block
It's just the thing for chopping and cleaning meats, poultry, vegetables. Durable, heavy end-grain hardwood block is 11 in. square, 2 in. thick. The Chop Block is a useful, unusual gift for kitchen or outdoor barbecue. Better order two or more... you'll want to keep one for yourself. Satisfaction guaranteed, or your money back. Immediate shipment.

E. L. BRUCE CO.
1628 Thomas St., Memphis 1, Tenn.

FLIP-A-NUMBER
Keep important phone numbers where you need them in this smart, laminated-leather cover and attached to your telephone. Wraps turn to scoring page when you pull tab at bottom. Handsome gold-plated metal panel 3" long on this, non-breakable, gold-embellished, laminaed-gold chain. Index and 5 1/2 x 3 1/2 in. green, maroon or tan. Usual Xmas gift for all your friends. Order today. Money-back guarantees.

Handsome Laminated Hardwood Chop Block
It's just the thing for chopping and cleaning meats, poultry, vegetables. Durable, heavy end-grain hardwood block is 11 in. square, 2 in. thick. The Chop Block is a useful, unusual gift for kitchen or outdoor barbecue. Better order two or more... you'll want to keep one for yourself. Satisfaction guaranteed, or your money back. Immediate shipment.

E. L. BRUCE CO.
1628 Thomas St., Memphis 1, Tenn.
Macy's Silver Club Plan

ONLY $5 DOWN, 
$5 A MONTH
for your 24-piece set of four 6-piece place settings

- Choose from 185 patterns by all leading American silversmiths.
- You never pay more than the nationally advertised price; on some patterns considerably less including carrying charge where it applies.
- Receive your sterling set with your first payment. Set includes: 4 luncheon knives and forks, 4 teaspoons, 4 salad forks, 4 cream soupspoons, 4 spreaders.
- For 4 place settings (24 pcs.) $5 down, $5 a month; 4 place settings (36 pcs.) 7.50 down, 7.50 a month; 8 place settings (48 pcs.) $10 down, $10 a month; 12 place settings (72 pcs.) $15 down, $15 a month
- Receive without extra charge hand-engraved initials on each piece. Plus jewel box anti-tarnish silver chest.

SILVER SHOP, STREET FLOOR

MACY'S, Box 70, N.Y.C. (1)

Enclosed $ down payment

Pattern

Number of place settings

Name

Address

City State

*MACY'S 6% CASH POLICY: WE ENDEAVOR TO SAVE YOU AT LEAST 6% FOR CASH EXCEPT ON PRICE-FIXED GOODS

Department HG

MACY'S 6% CASH POLICY: WE ENDEAVOR TO SAVE YOU AT LEAST 6% FOR CASH EXCEPT ON PRICE-FIXED GOODS

BASES FOR VASES

Dull Black

A Gift For Constant Use—For Home Lovers Who Arrange Flowers

$4.25 the set of three postpaid

Hard wood 4" x 6", 5" x 8", 6" x 10" approx.

Georgia Curtis, Fairfield, Connecticut

CARD PARTNERS

Gift Shopping Made Easy!
END TABLE-TOP CONFUSION

Card players on your list will welcome these clever plastic holders! Set of 2 serves 4 hard wood 4" x 6"., 5" x 8"., 6" x 10" approx.

THE CHEMICLEANERS

BEAUTY TREATMENT FOR DIRTY OVENS

Amazing new Chemicleaner 88 makes messy scouring unnecessary. All burned-on grease, juices and char are loosened chemically. Simply apply a little Chemicleaner 88 with a damp cloth. Wipe off with another damp cloth and the interior surfaces of your oven come up shining like new.

Excellent for cleaning broilers and burners too. Non-inflammable. Guaranteed harmless to your hands and your store. Only $1 for 6% pc. enough to clean your own ten times. For prepaid shipment send $1 to THE CHEMICLEANERS

Box 175, Dept. HG-12, Peabody, Mass.

Handcrafted
IRON PLANTSTANDS

GIVING OR GETTING

"SNACKEROO" TABLE

CANDLESABERA

Handcrafted
IRON PLANTSTANDS

CANDLESABERA

Simplicity of wrought iron design. Accident-proof utility as well as beauty for smart festive tables, 14" high. Black only. Handcrafted not included.

$3.95 postpaid

GIVING OR GETTING

"SNACKEROO" TABLE

This amazing table looks like fine furniture yet in so low-priced you'll want several as extra tables around the house. Perfected for TV, buffet, or terrace. Top is indestroctible, heat-proof, water-proof, and one of the most durable made in America. Mahogany finish. 21" high. Top is 21% x 14% wide. Folded 21/2 wide.

Portfolio (In C. R. A.) $3.98

Send for FREE Catalog 26

BAR MART

62 W. 49th St., N. Y. Y. 19, N. Y. M. 7-1190

America's Most Unusual Store

MEREDITH'S

ILLINOIS

So sensible, a handsome bowl on sturdy legs. Use it for knitting, for your husband's odds and ends, for holiday fruit, for buffet salads. Fine hardwood in mahogany or antique maple finish. About 21" high, the bowl is 15" in diameter. $14.95 postpaid. Order from Templeton Craftsmen, Templeton, Massachusetts.

Concentrated wisdom from old Ben Franklin's vast warehouse is yours at very little cost. These two calendars, Poor Richard's Daily Reminder and Poor Richard's Wall Calendar, make wonderful stocking gifts. $1 p.p. for each. A. Pomerantz, 1525 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

Brass and mirror scissor with a French feeling. A pair of these is perfect for hall, living room, bedroom. Made of solid brass with beveled mirror insert, with two candle sockets, urn and garland decoration. About 24" high x 10" wide. $16 postpaid each. From Lafayette Gifts, Box 17, Hashbrouck Heights, N. J.

GIVING OR GETTING

"SNACKEROO" TABLE

Gift Shopping Made Easy!
END TABLE-TOP CONFUSION

Card players on your list will welcome these clever plastic holders! Set of 2 serves 4 players, given neat, secure storage of extra below table top level: 2 deep wells for players, gives neat, secure storage of extra.

BEAUTY TREATMENT FOR DIRTY OVENS

Amazing new Chemicleaner 88 makes messy scouring unnecessary. All burned-on grease, juices and char are loosened chemically. Simply apply a little Chemicleaner 88 with a damp cloth. Wipe off with another damp cloth and the interior surfaces of your oven come up shining like new.

Excellent for cleaning broilers and burners too. Non-inflammable. Guaranteed harmless to your hands and your store. Only $1 for 6% pc. enough to clean your own ten times. For prepaid shipment send $1 to THE CHEMICLEANERS

Box 175, Dept. HG-12, Peabody, Mass.

Handcrafted
IRON PLANTSTANDS

CANDLESABERA

Simplicity of wrought iron design. Accident-proof utility as well as beauty for smart festive tables, 14" high. Black only. Handcrafted not included.

$3.95 postpaid

GIVING OR GETTING

"SNACKEROO" TABLE

This amazing table looks like fine furniture yet in so low-priced you'll want several as extra tables around the house. Perfected for TV, buffet, or terrace. Top is indestroctible, heat-proof, water-proof, and one of the most durable made in America. Mahogany finish. 21" high. Top is 21% x 14% wide. Folded 21/2 wide.

Portfolio (In C. R. A.) $3.98

Send for FREE Catalog 26

BAR MART

62 W. 49th St., N. Y. Y. 19, N. Y. M. 7-1190

America's Most Unusual Store

MEREDITH'S

ILLINOIS

So sensible, a handsome bowl on sturdy legs. Use it for knitting, for your husband's odds and ends, for holiday fruit, for buffet salads. Fine hardwood in mahogany or antique maple finish. About 21" high, the bowl is 15" in diameter. $14.95 postpaid. Order from Templeton Craftsmen, Templeton, Massachusetts.

Concentrated wisdom from old Ben Franklin's vast warehouse is yours at very little cost. These two calendars, Poor Richard's Daily Reminder and Poor Richard's Wall Calendar, make wonderful stocking gifts. $1 p.p. for each. A. Pomerantz, 1525 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

Brass and mirror scissor with a French feeling. A pair of these is perfect for hall, living room, bedroom. Made of solid brass with beveled mirror insert, with two candle sockets, urn and garland decoration. About 24" high x 10" wide. $16 postpaid each. From Lafayette Gifts, Box 17, Hashbrouck Heights, N. J.

GIVING OR GETTING

"SNACKEROO" TABLE

Gift Shopping Made Easy!
END TABLE-TOP CONFUSION

Card players on your list will welcome these clever plastic holders! Set of 2 serves 4 players, given neat, secure storage of extra below table top level: 2 deep wells for players, gives neat, secure storage of extra.
AROUND

Serving pieces for an attractive table. They're sterling-silver beauties and each handle is carved in a different flower design. Five pieces make up the set: olive fork, lemon fork, jelly server, cream ladle, nut scoop. $19.95 ppi, tax incl. Nelmor Jewelers, 901 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Sew a fine seam or tack on a button but be sure you know where your sewing implements are. This clever sewing Susan comes with a red tomato or strawberry pin-cushion, a thimble and ten spindles to hold thread. Ivory plastic. $1.25 postpaid. Order from Ehl-Barr Co., 195-PM, North Chester Avenue, Pasadena, Calif.

Remarkable value! A pair of Swedish crystal candlesticks for practically pin money. They're heavy, they're nicely designed and the bottoms are polished. About 3" high, they have very useful crystal flanges. $1.98 postpaid the pair. Agnestrom, 39 West 8th Street, New York, N. Y.

PUSS'n THE BOOT

SALT and PEPPERS

A brand new salt and pepper. Whimsical figures in brightly colored ceramics. A perfect collector's item or a useful gift. Order yours today. No C.O.D.'s please! Orders shipped same day received.

PRICE $1.00 per set postpaid


Monogram Shop
8-4' WESTMINSTER ST., PROVIDENCE 3, R. I.

MAKE YOUR OWN RAISED LETTER STATIONERY

For as little as $1.50 you can have distinguished raised-letter notepaper with the Roovers Steel-Die Embosser. More beautiful than printing; costs much less.

PRICE $1.00 per set postpaid


Monogram Shop
8-4' WESTMINSTER ST., PROVIDENCE 3, R. I.

TOASTERS

Fast becoming the most popular planters in America. The sculptured-designed effects of the Mayan Glyphs in Primastone—earthy red, charcoal, or oyster white with gold—are lovely and modern. Large, 7"x8"x14" $7.95, ppi. Medium, 4"x5"x13", $5.95, ppi. Small, 4"x4"x5", $3.95, ppi.

Send 25c for America's most unusual Gift Catalog. Credited to first order.

Here illustrated

AUSTIN GYDE VAN HOVE
Prop. Dept. A-3

From the Continent, the finest in traditional wares. From the Orient, delicate things of fragile beauty. From savage jungles and buried temples, the primitive art for today's decor.

From the Continent

From the Orient

From savage jungles

From buried temples

Satisfaction guaranteed on every purchase.

A BIT OF DENMARK

There's a bit of Denmark, itself, in these charming, useful Plaquettes from the world famous Royal Copenhagen Kiln founded by Queen Julianne Marie in 1779. Concocted hanger built in. Beautiful when grouped, exciting when used as ash trays, better chips, coasters. 3½"x 6" designs now available. FREE Plaquette folder.

Only $1.00 ea. ppi.

ECHOS FROM A PAGAN TEMPLE

Authentically reproduced in every detail in the new PRIMASTONE the cigarette set and planters are modern adaptations of genuine Mayan Glyphs, styled for utility. The figures are exact replicas of famous museum pieces. Ancient, primitive, yet exactly suited to our modern decor. The colors are keyed to smart interiors. Earthy red, charcoal, oyster white with gold.

5" ashtray, $1.00 each, ppi. Cigarette box holds 100 cigarettes, $3.00, ppi. 3 piece set, box and two matching trays, $4.95, ppi.

FIGURES

601, Tarascan (circa 100 B.C.) 12½" high, $19.95, ppi. 602, Tarascan (circa 100 B.C.) 3½" high, $5.00, ppi. 605, Arch.-Primitivo, 11" high, $10.00, ppi.

IT'S WRITTEN IN THE STARS

So they say, and certainly these signs of the Zodiac are Heavenly. Straight from the famous shop of Carl Anderson of Oslo, Norway, these exquisite symbols are delicately made of cloisonne enamel on precious metal. Delightful on the bracelet of a lady fair. Intriguing on HIS watch chain. All 12 signs available.

Shown actual size. Give date of birth or sign. $3.95, ppi., inc. fed. tax

BOOTS

FINE ENGLISH DINNERWARE

The famous Blue Pony pattern. Teapot, $6.95. Coffee, $6.00. Ind. Sugar and Creamer, $2.50 pr. Open stock, full line. Five piece place setting, $4.65.

PLANTERS

Fast becoming the most popular planters in America. The sculptured-designed effects of the Mayan Glyphs in Primastone—earthy red, charcoal, or oyster white with gold—are lovely and modern.

Large, 7"x8"x14" $7.95, ppi. Medium, 4"x5"x13", $5.95, ppi. Small, 4"x4"x5", $3.95, ppi.

Send 25c for America's most unusual Gift Catalog. Credited to first order.

Here illustrated
Indisputably yours. And you'll be proud to own this handsome leather eyeglass case that is stamped (in 24k gold) with your name and address. Saddle-stitched and nicely finished, it comes in maroon only. About 6" x 3", $1.25 ppd. Order from Giftcraft, 1234 E. 47 Street, Chicago, Ill.

Something for the newlyweds: A crystal-clear cigarette box with their wedding invitation, their wedding announcement etched on the cover. They'll think of you every time they take a cigarette. About 5¼" x 4" x 1½". $7.95 ppd. Allow ten days. Holiday House, 212 Bellevue Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

All the animals...two by two. Well, these are not exactly two by two but they are wonderful nevertheless. Made of cast lead, finished in natural color, these animals come seventeen to the set. A real zoo! About 2″ x 4". $3.65 postpaid the set. From J. J. Anthony, Box 402, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The first Christmas cards were sheets of paper that were stamped with family crests. In the 1850s, there was a great demand for blank Christmas cards. The first American-made Christmas cards were issued, printed on blue paper, by Joseph P. Price of Boston. The poem "A Visit from St. Nicholas" was copyrighted in the 1820s, but the first copyrighted Christmas card was issued by the New York Lithographic Company in 1843. They were hand colored, and the most popular was the "Sleigh and Surprise" card. From 1857 through 1900, the first National Christmas Card was issued by the Chicago Daily News. It came in a fine \$1.25 postpaid package of 100 cards and was燕the first commercially printed Christmas card. Come December, a Christmas card was a must, and the first Christmas card was a real Christmas card, not just a printed and stamped piece of paper. There were about 10 million Christmas cards sold in 1882, and in 1900 the number had risen to 150 million.
AROUND

For the house. Don't forget the house at Christmas. Put this handsome plant stand under the tree as your gift, for its comforting security. Of solid, polished cherry with a copper lining, it will last a lifetime. About 24" x 16½". $29.85 postpaid. Order from Carl Forslund, East Fulton, HG, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

The perfect chair. It comes from Italy and you can use it in any kind of decoration because of its classic simplicity. Made of beechwood with a hand-woven rush seat, it's finished in black lacquer. About 32½" x 16½" x 18½". $19.50 exp. coll. Hobi, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York.

Portfolio for traveling. Fitted with calendar, with stationery, with address book and a place for pen or pencil, it's made of a leather-like plastic in pigskin color. About 8½" x 7" closed, it is sturdily constructed. $2.25 postpaid. The Joselyn, Box 147, Dedham, Massachusetts.

NEW "EASY-TO-SEE" THERMOMETER $9.00 A POST PAID GIFT BOXED
SEE at a glance HOW COLD IT IS OUTSIDE from inside Big figures and pointer on 3½" transparent dial (you look right thru it). No squinting to read. Takes just a glance even 10 ft. away. No screws, no brackets. Attaches easily anywhere on outside of windowpane. Weatherproof adhesive included. Specially compensated for windowpanes use.
Money-back guarantee. No C.O.D.'s. ACCURATE - UNIQUE - ATTRACTIVE Bred Ars Gifts 20 Bedford St., Waltham 34, Mass.

The SPINNING WHEEL Planter Provincial Charm—from the Firesides of Early America Miniature reproduction in perfect detail—just right as planter for mantle, window, end or coffee table. Train ivy or philodendron on the wheel or plant with bulbs for Spring blooms. Can be used also for cigarettes, candy, nuts, etc. Monsantos' Lustre, closely simulating Antique Cherry Wood. 11½" long x 9" high x 3½" wide. $4.50 postpaid
SEND FOR CHRISTMAS FOLDER The Grist Mill Davenport, Ia.

Sloane's suggests

The Smoker's Table

As the ideal piece for that vacant spot in the home. Authentically detailed provincial in cherry with a mellow fruit wood finish and tooled brown leather top. Small storage compartment for cigarettes or cards.

Slight additional charge for shipping outside our regular delivery area.

THE Bermuda Shop

NEW YORK • SAN FRANCISCO • WHITE PLAINS
BEVERLY HILLS • WASHINGTON • STAMFORD • MANHASSET

SMART GIFT IDEA! HANDY NON-TIP ASH TRAY

Santa Claus Salt & Pepper $1. Pair
The most festive things we have ever seen. Gay red-and-white Santa stands beside a green Christmas tree decorated with red. Perfect table decoration. Ideal gifts. Just $1 a pair, post paid.

Holly Wreath & Candle Salt & Pepper $1. Pair
Green wreath with red berries, yellow candle in green holder, 2½ inches high $1 per, post paid. No C.O.D.'s please.

CHARM COTTAGE "On the Mississippi" Davenport, Iowa

HAVE YOU MET ANDRE?

The Sparkling New 7 Piece Spice Set
With embossed arms he will hold your six favorite spices and add that "French Touch" to your food. His Tucker Arms, supplies the salt and peppers and two-nicer fellows we've yet to meet.
ANDRE: $2.19 * PIERRE: $1.49 BUT WHAT BREAK UP THE FAMILY?
THEY'RE BOTH YOURS FOR ONLY $2.69 post SAVINGS TO $2.39 IN NEW YORK
FAY GARELICK • 871 EAST 179th ST. • NEW YORK 60, N.Y.
Hand-made Imported Musical Madonna Chapel done in the artistic, gold-on-gold finish of the Graffeto style. When Chapel doors are opened, sacred music is intoned. 9 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 3 inches. $17.50.

One of the best loved of all patterns—PLUMMER'S CHRISTMAS TREE. Brings a glow to every heart at this most joyous season of the year. The tree, laden with gifts, is resplendent in natural green with brilliantly colored decorations. Green banded rim Dinner Plates, doz. $27.00. Tea Cup and Saucer, doz. $32.00. Additional pieces from full open stock. Christmas Tree Hiball or milk glass, doz. $16.00.


Send for our free GIFT Book.

50 most inspired gift this side of Christmas!

Star of Bethlehem (CHIN-CHER-IN-CHEE)

SOUTH AFRICAN WONDER FLOWERS (Yuleide Variety) that bloom up to 6 long weeks!

This picture shows one box of 25 Star of Bethlehem flowers at the peak of their bloom. Larger, more glorious arrangements can be made with 2 or 3 boxes.

25 for $3.00 Shipped postpaid anywhere in U. S. Add 5% Sales Tax for N.Y.C. Delivery

Symbolizing the true spirit of Christmas, these creamy-white, 12" to 18" long-stemmed cut flowers bloom as long as six solid weeks... make a thrilling, lasting gift for so many names on your list! Each box contains an inspiring story of the Star of Bethlehem and instructions for the care of flowers. Order now—quantities limited! Mail orders promptly filled.

30 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Say "Merry Christmas" with the DALE DUAL BOX

An inspired combination... stud box and manicuring set... exclusive with DALE. Keeps his studs and important manicuring tools conveniently together... in a beautiful case of California Saddle Leather... with smart saddle stitching trim. Chrome stud pad enclosed. Installed tree of charge. A different, distinctive gift that's bound to please him.

$18.50* In New York only 719 FIFTH AVENUE.

ADD CHARM TO YOUR HOME WITH SCROLL-ETTS FOR SCREEN AND STORM DOORS

Add charm and distinction to your screen or storm door with these easily installed Scroll-ettes. Beautiful filigree scrolls of cast aluminum finished in gleaming white synthetic enamel. Shown above: $5.00; 4 to the set—$12.50 Postpaid. Other beautiful designs from $6.00 to $11.50 per set.

Write for Bulletin 2353-M.

The Gift Shop Box 370

WASHINGTON, PENN.
Around

This little stove is a pottery replica of the old-fashioned coal burner. Its purpose is to keep your hot beverages hot. Doesn't cook them, of course, just keeps them warm by means of a squat candle. In green, yellow, or black. About 5" tall. $2.75 postpaid. From Foster House, 15 S. Cole Court, Princeville, Illinois.

Flared and fluted glass bowl with a silver-plated base is just the thing to use on the Christmas table. Fill it with flowers, with fruit, with paper-shell pecans or walnuts. Or give it as a special gift. About 11½" in diameter, 4" high. $5.40 postpaid. Order it from Macys, New York.

They got out and got under this one—the Maxwell (vintage 1910). And it does make a clever lamp base! Topped with a plain shade to complement the red buggy, the black iron base, it's a perfect lamp for a study. About 13½" overall. $10.50 ppd. Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C.

Take this!

The tree has its important part in the season's traditions. So have the bells, the carols, the family feast and perhaps the most thrilling—the exchange of gifts.

Our year-round task is to gather gift merchandise from many countries—forever seeking the new, beautiful or useful of the character and quality the A&F label assures.

Send for "The Christmas Trail"... a gift shop in a book.

Bull Horn

Designed as a "cattle caller" for stockmen, its gentle moo or full-throated bawl are a novel and distinctive change for your car. Operates on car battery through control-lever on steering post. $11.50.

Open Season Scarf

Pure silk scarf designed especially for us shows the locale and general seasons for hunting or fishing in the U.S. 30" square with backgrounds of red, moss green, gold, luggage or gray. $7.70.

Foldaway Table

Full size table for picnics, camping, barbecue or home use folds to card table size for carrying or storing. Aluminum, reinforced with rust-proof steel for strength and rigidity. 24" x 60" x 30" high. . . $21.95. 30" x 72" x 30" high. . . $29.95.

CARRYALL STOOL

Lightweight folding stool of many uses...at the beach, surf fishing, picnicking, baby sitting or painting outdoors. Capacious zipper bellow pockets inside and out of sturdy green duck hold an unbelievable amount. Tubular aluminum frame...$11.50.

AN ENDURING CHRISTMAS GIFT

Post Lantern

Built to Last a Lifetime

COPPER

- DULL BLACK FINISH
- BRASS EAGLE TOP
- ELECTRIFIED WITH CHIMNEY TO HOLD 100 WATT BULB
- NEVER STICK DOOR FOR EASY BULB CHANGE
- WEATHER-PROOF SOCKET
- WIND SUPPORTS
- MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

AN AUTHENTIC Hand-made copy of a post lantern of days gone by. Made of pure copper for only $11.65. Size: 10½ x 12½ high. Prepaid will fit a three inch post. Send check or money order. Fully Guaranteed. Extra large size 12½ x 15½—$16.95. Prepaid.

HAMLIN PRODUCTS

Madison Avenue at 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Chicago Store: Von Lengerke & Antoine 9 N. Wabash
Never Before, Such Cool, Refreshing Sleep!

DUNLOP Pillo-Foam HEAD PILLOWS

100% ALLERGY-FREE!
No other pillow does so much for your comfort and health as this newest sleep sensation: DUNLOP Pillo-Foam! It's well-designed and moulded from pure foam latex. It's so far superior to old fashioned feather pillows that, once you try it, you'll want DUNLOP Pillo-Foam on every bed in your home. It's dustproof, allergy-proof and washable. Won't mat down or bunch up. Never gets lumpy or hard. Never wears out. ACT NOW to enjoy more restful, more refreshing sleep. Send check or money order TODAY for your first 2 Pillo-Foam Head PILLOWS.

Price - 2 Head PILLOWS

$19.95 postpaid

SAVE almost $10 a pair on regular store price!

NEW GIANT SIZE
22" x 28" x 6"

REGULAR SIZE
16" x 24" x 5"

Here is the Year "Round Gift. Thrills and beauty every month for your loved ones.

Every month they will receive (1) a selection of wonderful and unusual plants or bulbs chosen by plant experts; (2) complete planting instructions; (3) interesting history of flower; would cost many times more in shops.

LOVELY LILY-OF-VALLEY (Illustrated) is December's selection. GUARANTEED to bloom in 21 days. SIFT CARDS will be sent bearing your name.

Here is your membership in the PLANT OF THE MONTH CLUB. Every month you will receive: (1) a selection of 6 monthly selections plus bonus.

A Perfect GIFT!

A MEMBERSHIP IN THE PLANT OF MONTH CLUB

Here is the Year "Round Gift. Thrills and beauty every month for your loved ones.

Every month they will receive (1) a selection of wonderful and unusual plants or bulbs chosen by plant experts; (2) complete planting instructions; (3) interesting history of flower; would cost many times more in shops.

LOVELY LILY-OF-VALLEY (Illustrated) is December's selection. GUARANTEED to bloom in 21 days. SIFT CARDS will be sent bearing your name.

Here is the Year "Round Gift. Thrills and beauty every month for your loved ones.

Every month they will receive (1) a selection of wonderful and unusual plants or bulbs chosen by plant experts; (2) complete planting instructions; (3) interesting history of flower; would cost many times more in shops.

LOVELY LILY-OF-VALLEY (Illustrated) is December's selection. GUARANTEED to bloom in 21 days. SIFT CARDS will be sent bearing your name.

SURPRISE BONUS
-for first 1,000 new members

FULL YEAR—Special Bonus—32 page book, "How To Grow and Bloom House Plants."

GIFT CARDS will be sent bearing your name.

DARWIN TABLE

DISTINCTIVE AND PRACTICAL

Here's a handsome addition for library, boudoir or porch, beautifully made by master craftsmen. For use as an end table or night stand. Antique wood finish.

Size—13" x 19 1/2" x 22 1/2". Price $60.00

DREXEL GIFT HOUSE

UNUSUAL ART OBJECTS

Here are beautiful and unusual gifts for all occasions.

Price $5.00 to $100.00

A WONDERFUL GIFT

SHADOW LUMO-NAME PLATE

IDEAL MARKERS FOR LAWNS-MAILBOXES

RUSTPROOF REFLECTOR LETTERING

VIVID DAY and NIGHT LETTERS 1/8" HIGH ON BOTH SIDES

INITIALS AND NAME COMPLETE WITH 3 LETTERS

NAME AND NUMBERS COMPLETE

SPECIFY FOR LAWN OR MAIL BOX

$1.65

$2.35

$3.65

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

WRITE FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG

DREXEL GIFT HOUSE

Le Center 3, Minnesota

A TREMENDOUS VALUE!

$14.95 the pair, postpaid.

MARCO SALES, Dept. G-12

2554 Decatur Ave.

Bronx, N. Y.

HANDBOSS ONYX BASED FOUNTAINS OF LIGHT

Initiate the beauty of your room with these exquisite electrified lamps, "Glimmerstone Fountain of Light." Each lamp is handcrafted and mounted on a 17" x 11" x 4" onyx tripod solid plated metal base. Elegant additions to your home. Perfect for mantelshelf, bureau, console, etc. They make distinctive gifts! Complete with units. Overall height 10".

A TREMENDOUS VALUE!

$12.50 the pair, postpaid.

MARCO SALES, Dept. G-12

2554 Decatur Ave.

Bronx, N. Y.

DUNLOP PILLO-Foam HEAD PILLOWS

100% ALLERGY-FREE!
No other pillow does so much for your comfort and health as this newest sleep sensation: DUNLOP Pillo-Foam! It's well-designed and moulded from pure foam latex. It's so far superior to old fashioned feather pillows that, once you try it, you'll want DUNLOP Pillo-Foam on every bed in your home. It's dustproof, allergy-proof and washable. Won't mat down or bunch up. Never gets lumpy or hard. Never wears out. ACT NOW to enjoy more restful, more refreshing sleep. Send check or money order TODAY for your first 2 Pillo-Foam Head PILLOWS.

Price - 2 Head PILLOWS

$19.95 postpaid

SAVE almost $10 a pair on regular store price!

NEW GIANT SIZE
22" x 28" x 6"
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16" x 24" x 5"
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for distinction and durability
nothing takes the place of

GENUINE LEATHER

If you are one who seeks value beyond price ... who enjoys color that is fashion-right and grains that are interesting ... who takes pride in the possession of the genuine ... then you will choose leather ... Genuine Leather ... to satisfy these desires in the upholstery of your furniture ... your automobile. No other material is so versatile, so adaptable, so expressive of your good taste, so rewarding in the distinction and durability it confers.

THE UPHOLSTERY LEATHER GROUP
Tanners' Council of America
100 Gold Street, New York 38
For Over 81 Christmases...

"There is nothing better in the market"

OLD FORESTER

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • BOTTLED IN BOND • 100 PROOF • BROWN-FORMAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY
SHOPPING AROUND

Time Guard memo pad. Made of Florentine leather with 24k gold tooling, it has a calendar, a jumbo pad of 4" x 4" paper, a magnetized pencil, a three-minute timer for long distance calls. Maroon or green. $8.95 ppd. Green Galile Gifts, Box 54, Gracie Station, New York, N. Y.

For any couple, a pair of steak knives. And these are beauties. Handles of ivory- or ebony-colored Lustrex decorated with sterling-silver filigree overlay; blades of chrome-finished vanadium steel. $12.50 ppd. Fed tax incl. for two. Continental Gifts & Imports, The Arcade, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

Exquisite silver chest copied after an antique wine cellaret. In hand-rubbed, solid mahogany fully lined with tarnish resisting Pacific cloth, it holds over 300 pieces of flat silver. Detail is handsome, the hardware is Chippendale. $150 exf.

Coll. Order from Rhodes Jewellery, 21 W. Boscawen St., Winchester, Virginia.

COFFEE

Model K-100 C-Soprano...$ 15.00
Model K-103 F-Alto....$ 28.00
Model K-105 C-Tenor...$ 36.00
Model K-108 F-Bass....$ 100.00

Cases for Recorders
Soprano...$2.00 Tenor...$4.00 Alto...3.50 Basso...7.50

Send for free illustrated catalogue Mail orders promptly filled

SCHIRMERs
Sale distributors for the well-known Koch Recorders
3 EAST 43rd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

OVER 200,000 SATISFIED USERS!

WAX, POLISH, SAND WITH NO EFFORT!

Amazing Toolzon fits all mixers!

So easy! So quick! Professional results! Just slip amazing Toolzon into your electric kitchen mixer—glide it over furniture, floors, woodwork, tiles, linoleum, windows, shut. No tedious rubbing, no tiring strain. Effortless to polish silver, brass, chrome, glassware, ceramics. Soft, washable lamb'swool buffer can't scratch. Also includes sanding discs for wood, etc. Best little "work saver" ever invented. Guaranteed. Five your mixer on money back

TOOLZON complete $2.95
Extra buffer bonnet $1.00 ppd.
12 extra sanding discs . . . $1.00 ppd.

TOWLE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
BOX 265G • WALNUT CREEK, CALIFORNIA

COPPER WHISTLES

Soprano...$1.50
Alto...$5.00

MADDEN PRODUCTS, 252E East 40 St., N.Y. 16

Fits all mixers!

CAROLINA CORK & COMPANY

Creating beautiful things for the 20th Century

CHRISTMAS BOWL

The traditional greeting and gift combined—for all your friends—and what could be sweeter from the children to dating relatives and teachers? Or of hard Vermont maple in natural finish or painted white, it has a gay decoration and any combination of names you might wish, 9" in diameter. $2.95 each. Add 25¢ per order for mailing. No C.O.D.'s, please.

from the studio of straffon snow
Dept. F. Box 1988 Delray Beach, Fla.

AFCRIAN CAMP CHAIR

Acclaimed by leading decorators, this unique new chair is now available at a new low price. Frame is ebony steel with strong canvas seat in white, black, charcoal or ivory. It adjusts to body contours. Won't sag or lose shape. Ideal for modern and semi-modern interiors. Terrace and porch. Regularly $18.95 NOW $14.95

Junior size red, green, yellow, $9.95

MADDEN PRODUCTS, 2323 E. 40th St., N.Y. 16

AUSTIN GYDE VANE Hove's

House of Charm

3435½ E. EIGHTH ST.
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
PERFECT GIFT FOR GOLFERS!

Golf Ball Marker

Avoid confusion of ownership, eliminate false hits by marking them daily! Just rotate inked type bar over ball for clean, sharp indelible impression! Plastic holder, extra ink, metal type bar with any name up to 18 letters. Thousands in use daily! Price: $1.00 postpaid.

Ask for Free Gift 'N Gadget Catalog!

MEREDITH'S
Evanston 22
ILLINOIS

FAMOUS PARKER GAMES

MONOPOLY

Parker Brothers' Trade Name For Its Real Estate Trading Game

More people are playing MONOPOLY today than ever before. New York, Hollywood and suburban America throughout the World MONOPOLY is the game. Editions at $3.00, $4.00, $5.00.

MAKE-A-MILLION

A wonderful four suit card game. Quick climaxes and exciting play from beginning to end. Thousands of players consider MAKE-A-MILLION the most thrilling of card games. Easily learned. $1.00

ROOK—America's widely loved card game. $1.00

CAMELOT—A far better game than Bridge, Easit learned, exciting. $2.00

CLUE—Exciting and of intense interest. Throughout. A detective game that would delight Sherlock Holmes. $3.00

SOLITAIRE—Rich Enamel Treasure Trail Game, Book on Face (New), Wins (New), Trouble, Climb the Mountain (New), Pit, Children's Hoop, etc. $1.00

PARKER BROTHERS INC.
SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS

NEW TOBACCO POUCH

NEW TOBACCO POUCH

Automatically fills and taps pipes!

Just a press of the plunger on the Phil-O-Matic Pouch fills and taps the pipe! No spilling tobacco on rugs or floors. No need to open pouch. Keeps tobacco fresh and moist. Can even be used when wearing gloves for outdoor use. Made of heavy vinyl, with lifetime spring filler mechanism. Guaranteed to please. Postpaid, only $1.95

Order by mail from

The Fireside Shop
1114 Town Hall, South Bend, Ind.

SMOKY JOE" TOBY

ASH TRAY $1.00

"Smoky Joe" novelty ash tray will capture your heart. With a fly on his huge nose and a twinkle in his eye, his smiling countenance makes this truly a conversational piece. Hand painted in old world charm.

Attractively priced — $1.00

Shipped Parcel Post Prepaid

NEPTUNE GIFT SHOP
352 Boardwalk
Wildwood, New Jersey

EVEYBODY NEEDS THIS FAMOUS "AUTOMATIC MEMORY"

LEMONT GRAIN COWHIDE

MEMINDEX — an unusual, handsome and welcome GIFT for any busy person. Handy dated or otherwise indexed CARDS fit both POCKET CASE (for temporary data) and DESK UNIT (for permanent records). No transcription, FREE Dated Cards for remainders of '51 with all orders for '52 . . . Style PK, Leaside (not illustr.), Pocket Case and Luggage Brown Cardboard Desk Unit, with Dated and otherwise indexed Cards, $7.75. Genuine Lempet Grain Cowhide Pouch Case and similar Desk Units, $9.50 — others higher. Postpaid when cash accompanies order. Orders shipped day received. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Free folder, Write Department E-1, Wilson Memindex Co., 149 Carter St., Rochester 21, N. Y.

SMOKE IT & POCKET CASE

NEPTUNE GIFT SHOP
145 Spring Street, New York, N. Y.
Footed planter. It's from England, the home of fine brass. Solid brass with a handsome beading, with lion-head handles, with fluted base, it's perfect for all plants. $13.50 for 16" length, $16.50 for 20" length, $19.50 for 24" length. All ppd. Jenifer House, HG, New Marlboro, Great Barrington, Mass.

Jingle bells and harness. Your baby will be safe in the high chair, in the carri- age, on his own toddling feet if you use a cunning (but sturdy) felt harness like this one. In pink or blue felt with contrasting felt animal and flower decorations, $2.95 ppd. from Frances-Morris, 1016 Carroll St., HG, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Money organizer: the change and bill purse. Keep your quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies in their proper slots, where you can see them and you can reach them easily. Behind the coins there's a pocket for bills. In fine red morocco leather $1.65 ppd. Robert Kellogg, 38 Hillman St., HG, Springfield, Mass.

Ruby Red HIGHBALL GLASSES
The lovely rich ruby red color will remind you of genuine Venetian glass. The white footed bases will be admired by every lover of horses who enjoys a drink with you. Large sturdy glasses with sham bottoms—hold 12 ounces. Eight glasses for $5.99— a full dozen for only $7.25, ppd. Money back if not delighted.

“little joe” WIESENFELD CO.
Dept. E-32
Baltimore 1, Md.

A Pipe Man’s Pipe Rack
Does Everything A Good Pipe Rack Should Do
HANGS ON WALL . . . CONVENIENT
SAVES PRECIOUS DESK OR TABLE SPACE.
1. Holds 14 (count ‘em) pipes!
2. Three ashtray humiders (or-drawers)
3. Larger drawer for accessories.

In hand-crafted honey tone bleached pine, or lovely mahogany finish, waxed, hand-rubbed.
Size 13½ x 18½.
$12.50
Express Chgs. Col. Check or Money Order
No C.O.D.’s Please

Field House
Dept. 612-1
No. Conway, New Hampshire

Fireman Red Braces
Remember there? They’re back again—fire engine red just like the good old days. Strong elastic fabric with real leather fittings. Two sizes—regular (48") and extra long (54")— to assure a comfortable fit. Adjustable and long lasting. Swell for skiin’, shootin’ again—fire engine red just like the good old days. Wonderful gifts...ideal for the man who can’t use an extra pair!

GIFT BOXED—Please specify size . . . $1.75
Write for our Big Free Mail Order Catalog.

Johnny Appleseed’s
Box 700
Beverly, Mass.
Order directly from
FRIEZ INSTRUMENT DIVISION of
Dept. GI
Townson, Maryland

Perfect gift for a man's Christmas. This tie with his original, in neat all-over pattern. Designed by and made expressly for E. M. Kahn & Co. Of pure dye, pure silk foulard, silk lined. Cream initials on red, navy, or brown background. Order all three for a luxurious gift. Postpaid, each
3.50
Deluxe Gift Wrap, additional
(All initials available except G, L, V, X, Y or Z)

Our 80th Year... E. M. KAHN & CO.
DALLAS, TEXAS

Most Original Gifts You've Ever Seen!

Lincoln Derringer
1858-60

McKinley Derringer
1861-65

NAMECHAIN MFG. CO.
19 E. Pearson St., Dept. C-6 Chicago 11

NEW Tie Valet
Wonderful Gift For Any Man!

New, modern way to hold and display ALL your Ties! Allows you to choose your favorite tie in a single "Action lever" swings TIE VALET out for easy one-hand selection; another flip and TIE VALET swings back to hug the door. Durable hard-wood in rich mahogany stain. Only Lucite hinges. 1 5/16" wide, 16" high. A smart, welcomed Gift. Only $2.95 postpaid.

Frontier Reproductions
31 W. Alan St., Waseca, Minn.

Distinguished Gifts

Durablelly Constructed

The Perfect Gift
Each NAMECHAIN made to your order—up to 14 letters allowed. Packed in gift box
Orders shipped in 48 hours. Each NAMECHAIN made to your order.

Money Refunded
Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Refunded

NameChain

NAMECHAIN MFG. CO.
19 E. Pearson St., Dept. C-6 Chicago 11

New idea—the corral pen. You buy this play pen by the panel and each one measures four feet long by 26" high. This system allows you to buy as few or as many sides as you need. Each panel is made of solid Hardwood, $3.95 exp.


Sportsman's special. And the women will like it, too. Binocular sports glasses on spectacle frame. Binoculars are hinged to frame, are movable. With these your hands are free to make notes, to smoke. With leather case $17.95 p.d., tax included. Camilleri & Buckley, 1141 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Your Name Self-inking Pocket or Purse Name Stamp

NAMECHAIN Personalized KEY CHAIN Spells Your Name in Full...

100 SHAVES FROM ONE BLADE EVERY SHAVE A SMOOTH ONE!
For Double Edge Blades

NAMECHAIN MFG. CO.
19 E. Pearson St., Dept. C-6 Chicago 11

FREE TEN DAY-TIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE, order today! Send check or money order for $.85 postpaid. If not satisfied return merchandise in good condition within ten days for prompt cash refund.

DREMEL MFG. CO., Dept. 321-H, Racine, Wis.

Monogram Shop
86 WESTMINSTER ST., PROVIDENCE 3, R. I.

Here's the most perfect Christmas stocking gift. Choice of black or script type. Ideal as a Christmas stocking gift. Order today. No C.O.D.'s please.

Write for Free Catalog of Other Novel Gifts.
AROUND THE COUNTRY

Reminiscent of antique silver luster are these counter ash trays. They’re made of glass with a permanent silver finish, scratch-proof, burn-proof, tarnish-proof. $1.50 ppd. the set of 4; $2.75 ppd. the set of 8. Order from Seth & Jed, New Marlboro, Massachusetts.

Just right for anyone’s desk—a fine leather appointment to hold your calendar, your scratch paper, your memorandum pads. Forest green, or russet brown with gold tooling. Closed, about 5” x 8½”; opened, about 18” long. $5.50 postpaid. From Edith Chapman, 50 Piermont Avenue, Nyack, N.Y.

Everyone loves a horse and you can be sure they’ll love these footed beer glasses, too. Made of crystal clear glass with a horse-head design in natural color. Each glass holds 9 oz. $2.55 ppd. for 8; $7.50 ppd. for the dozen. From “little joe” Wiesnfeld, Baltimore.

PROTECT YOUR LOVED ONES

Scare Prowlers Away
From Your Home...
with safe, world-famous "EM-GE"
BLANK PISTOL
For Games, Sports, Fun too!

NO PERMIT REQUIRED!

Regular Model
$10.95

Deluxe Model
with pearl handle
$15.00

100 blank cartridges
$1.60

Looks, feels and sounds real enough for the FBI. Precision-built of finest carbon steel; 6-shot magazine for rapid firing; safety catch; 3½ inches long. Absolutely harmless—cannot hold real bullets.

ORDER BY MAIL
Send check or money order to:
J. L. GALEF & SON, Inc.
Dept’l RG-3, 85 Chambers St., New York City
To Beautify Your Home—To Give as Xmas Gift
SMART NEW STUDIO COUCH COVERS
- Custom decorator styled, two-tone leaf stripe design
- Heavy pre-shrunk twill; reversible zippered cushions
- Trim, tailored fit; choice of green, white, chartreuse
- Top measures 34"x7½"; made in 3-cushion style only

HOME SERVICE MERCANTILE CO.
8550 Boulevard East • Hudson Heights, N. J.

F R A T E R N I T Y A S H T R A Y S

FRATERNITIES
Sigma Tau Gamma, Phi Beta Sigma, Phi Sigma Sigma
Pi Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma, Zeta Phi Beta, Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Nu, Nu Sigma Epsilon
T K-2; Stewart, Kellog, Kappa, Gamma; Sigma Chi

From the Black Forest.
They’re expert at making cuckoo clocks in Germany
and this carved natural-wood beauty is a good example
of their art. Cuckoo sings out the hours, sings once
on the half-hour. You’ll never be lonely with this
clock. $19.95 postpaid. Order from Sally Graye, 80
E. 11th Street, New York.

Lapel watch, just perfect for a suit, for a grosgrain
ribbon belt. Made of 14K gold, it has a fluted case,
a hinge you can adjust for easy viewing, a sturdy stick-
pin with safety catch. And the 17-jewel Swiss move-
ment is just about the best you can buy. $49.95 ppd.

NEW ULTRASTRENE MIXTURE
SCRUBS + WASHES + RINSES

LITTLE WONDER FOUNTAIN BRUSH

IDEAL BEAUTY RAZOR

The new Electro Cleaner perforrs miracles on suits, hats, furniture and car upholstery. Picks up dust, lint and loose hair by magnetic attraction. Cleans fabrics thoroughly and quickly. Non-irritating and chemical-free. Satisfaction guaranteed. Made of beautiful non-breakable plastic. Gift boxed. The perfect gift for HIM, or HER. $1.75 each. Two for $3.25 (paid postpaid.
J. H. SMITH CO., INC.
DEPT G. GREENFIELD, MASS.

SHO T I N G

You’ll travel in style
with a compact leather kit
like this. In red, brown, or
blue leather with gold tool-
ing, it has two bottles for
perfume and toilet water, a
container for lipstick, for
pins, and a cute little funnel.
About 6" x 3", $5 postpaid. Order from M. C.
Flynn, 43 E. 59 St., N. Y.

NEW ULTRASTRENE MIXTURE
SCRUBS - WASHES - RINSES

CARDS, HOUSES, WINDOWS, SCREENS, BOATS,
TRAILERS, ETC. IN ONE OPERATION

Will Not Mat
outlasts them all

You can buy. $49.95 ppd.

You’ll travel in style
with a compact leather kit
like this. In red, brown, or
blue leather with gold tool-
ing, it has two bottles for
perfume and toilet water, a
container for lipstick, for
pins, and a cute little funnel.
About 6" x 3", $5 postpaid. Order from M. C.
Flynn, 43 E. 59 St., N. Y.

Shopping

You’ll travel in style
with a compact leather kit
like this. In red, brown, or
blue leather with gold tool-
ing, it has two bottles for
perfume and toilet water, a
container for lipstick, for
pins, and a cute little funnel.
About 6" x 3", $5 postpaid. Order from M. C.
Flynn, 43 E. 59 St., N. Y.
AROUND

Hexagonal covered jar from Holland. It's hand-made pottery with a white background and hand-painted delft-blue decorations. Ostra is the manufacturer and his mark is impressed on the base. About 5" high, $6.95 ppd. Pratt & Association, Box 59, New Rochelle, New York.

Slipper chair. The women in your family will love you dearly if you give them this chair for Christmas. About 30" high, it comes in muslin (or you can send your fabric) at $29.50 exp. coll. or covered in velvet, satin, basketweave $42.50 exp. coll. Bayfort Society, Box 1800, Charlotte, N. C.

Device for safety and comfort. With the Magnalite you'll eliminate many auto-travel hazards. By means of a magnet it adheres to your car, giving you use of both hands when changing a tire. Fine for signaling, too. $3.93 postpaid. From Eunice Novelties, Box 41, Rego Park, New York.

SHOE BUCKET
Made by New Hampshire's craftsmen. Fashioned after the familiar maple sugar buckets. Will hold your entire family's polished shoes. 10 1/2" high. Maple finished by hand. Stoutly made for years of service. $2.90 postpaid, 25¢ west of Mississippi. Send 10¢, refundable with order, for interesting catalogue.

Order Today.
GIFTS OF CHARACTER
366 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

You are invited to become a member of the
Nelmor Sterling Club

Choose from Nelmor's 221 patterns of world-renowned Sterling Silver by Towle, Gorham, Wallace, International, Reed and Barton, Lunt, Wallace, Kirk, Whiting, Watson, Smith, Tully, Alden, Harper, Holland, etc., in the designs you desire below. In a few days you will be the proud owner of your chosen precise sterling. Pay $25.00 a month for one place setting, $4.00 a month for two place settings, etc. for most patterns. Pay less than the nationally advertised price. NO carrying charges. Each place setting sold is fine, anti-tarnish silver roll. First payment is due after you receive your silver. Own and use your silver roll—pay for it out of income. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

Mail Membership Coupon Today

LYONS BAND INSTRUMENT CO. 223 West Lake St. Chicago 6, Ill.

For More Gracious Living For Beauty in the Home
A beautiful sounding 3-Tone Dinner Chime, with leak proof Ivy Planter, easily removed for planting or watering, China box and planter mahogany color, 15" and China Bars beautifully contrasting gold and bronze, ideal for Dining Room, or can be used in pairs for wall decoration in Music Room—an ideal gift for any occasion. Overall width 18"—Height 12". Price without plants...$14.95 (price includes packing and postage).

OLYMPUS BAND INSTRUMENT CO. 223 West Lake St. Chicago 6, Ill.

You are invited to become a member of the
Nelmor Sterling Club

Choose from Nelmor's 221 patterns of world-renowned Sterling Silver by Towle, Gorham, Wallace, International, Reed and Barton, Lunt, Wallace, Kirk, Whiting, Watson, Smith, Tully, Alden, Harper, Holland, etc., in the designs you desire below. In a few days you will be the proud owner of your chosen precise sterling. Pay $25.00 a month for one place setting, $4.00 a month for two place settings, etc., for most patterns. Pay less than the nationally advertised price. NO carrying charges. Each place setting sold is fine, anti-tarnish silver roll. First payment is due after you receive your silver. Own and use your silver roll—pay for it out of income. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

Mail Membership Coupon Today

LYONS BAND INSTRUMENT CO. 223 West Lake St. Chicago 6, Ill.

For More Gracious Living For Beauty in the Home
A beautiful sounding 3-Tone Dinner Chime, with leak proof Ivy Planter, easily removed for planting or watering, China box and planter mahogany color, 15" and China Bars beautifully contrasting gold and bronze, ideal for Dining Room, or can be used in pairs for wall decoration in Music Room—an ideal gift for any occasion. Overall width 18"—Height 12". Price without plants...$14.95 (price includes packing and postage).

LYONS BAND INSTRUMENT CO. 223 West Lake St. Chicago 6, Ill.

ANTIOQUES DIGEST

The one and only publication of its type on this subject!

ANTIOQUES DIGEST is a cumulative reference system, issued in parts consisting of 8 1/2 x 11" newsprint pages. These pages, printed on one side only, contain descriptive and vertical facts, none of which can be gleaned from any other book. There is no advertising—no opinion—but pure, verifiable data with plentiful illustrations showing the identifying features that will help you learn more about antiques, recognize them easily, and then more wisely. All pages are punched and designed to fit the elegant brown fabric-bound binder stamped in genuine gold with 18 index dividers that mark subscriber's interest.

Here Is What Each Subscriber Will Receive:
Your first delivery will include: binder, 18 index dividers printed with classification as to be enclosed during the year. AND the first 36 pages of Antiques Digest. These subsequent deliveries (quarterly) will include more Digest pages until you have received a minimum of 124 pages completing your subscription for the first year. There is no obligation of renewal after the first year.

An Excellent Gift For Your Collector Friends!

ANTIOQUES PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Box 461, Frederick, Md.

Please enter my order for Antiques Digest. My remittance for $10 is enclosed.

NAME:

STREET:

CITY:

STATE:

Use Handy Coupon →
Perfect TWO-in-ONE GIFT for Amateur CHEFS

BIG NEW PICTURE COOK BOOK

Amazing cook book for MEN. Hilarious new-style picture recipes ... first men in each. From chomping sandwiches to full blown dinners .... each recipe cleverly detailed in delightful 5-color cartoons. New secrets of cooking here. Complete drink-mixing section ... for all occasions. 123 pages, 8½" x 11". Unusual! For the man who "has everything.”

PLUS APRON for Barbecue or Bar with COMIC WOLF DESIGN

Heavy Butcher's Twill

Durable chef's apron has huge comic wolf that looks and feels like short fur. Your friend will love it. Make your man Barony King of the Kitchen! You'll love it too.

FIVE HARD MAPLE COOKING SPOONS

5 beautiful, satin-smooth, well-balanced wooden spoons from Black Forest district of Germany. Sizes range in steps approximately 9½ to 16 inches, with round bowls from 1½ to 3 inches in diameter. Ideal for chopping, stewing, barbecues and all kitchen cooking. Won't scratch pans; handles never get hot, easy to wash. Exceptional shower, chef or Christmas gift. $8.00 for set attractively banded together. Price includes sales tax and insured postage.

OHCO, Dept. B

825 Washington St., Oakland 7, California

GAY TRIVIA

Entertaining talk of the town. Geared to your table and room decorations. A lid for all times and places. Nice collection of triva cards... and all kinds of cookery. Never before seen collection. A secret starter set only $9.95 purpurated & additional cards ($1.00 ea.) and table top shelf ($2.00) are available. Order now for Christmas giving. Sorry, no COD's.

TRAY GAY for CANAPÉS

Charming New England Fiddle tray, a good 23½" long by 8½" wide. Exteror is of blonde maple, pine insert tray is hand-carved, removable. Perfect for relishes, hot rolls ... an imaginative gift! $19.50 (Add 75¢ for postage and handling)

THE GRISCE... An All-Purpose Kitchen Cutter

You'll find this versatile kitchen tool as invaluable as any appliance in your home. Easy to operate, simple to clean, the Grisce with its all-steel cutting shears, knives, cutter, scissors, squeezer, chippee, scalp, and grater, is perfect for spreading, chopping, mincing, and all kinds of cookery. A starter set only $9.95 purpurated & additional cutters ($1.00 ea.) and table top shelf ($2.00) are available. Order now for Christmas giving. Sorry, no COD's.

THE FURNITURE SHOP

Dept. G, P.O. Box 180, Jena, Miss.

FOR CHRISTMAS

AVOCADOS


12 lb. box—contains 8 to 14 big, fancy avocados $5.25, add 10%, West of Miss. River, Express prepaid. Orders for Christmas must be received by December 8.

CHES T E R G R O V E S C O.

Box 8, City Point, Florida. 8 years of service

SHOPPING

Tole clock for any room in the house. It's designed after the old-fashioned stem-winder pocket watch. About 11" in diameter, it has an AC electric clock movement, an enamelled and hand-decorated case, a polished brass loop. Background is black or red. $9.95 ppd. tax incl. Homecrafts, 799 Broadway, N. Y.

Sterling-silver monogrammed disks. Earrings have screw backs, come in button or drop style; matching pin has safety catch, a loop for chain or ribbon. Sterling silver or gold plate on sterling. $5 ppd. for earrings; $6 ppd. for pin. Fed. tax incl. Order from Wayne Silversmiths, 546 S. Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.

Sentimental you. Why don't you have your favorite photograph reproduced on your match books? Or give a friend a box of matches with his favorite photo on them? Send negative or picture. Box of 50 standardized match books. $5.50 ppd. Individualized Photo Match Co., 18 East 41 Street, New York, N. Y.

For Christmas

ANN ROBERTS

107 E. 66th St., New York 22, N. Y., Tel. 8-3060
Unbelievable! You can change a ceiling fixture in a room without calling an electrician. This red tile, brass-trimmed beauty screws into light socket, has a holmiball glass globe, takes an electric bulb up to 100 watts. About 10¾" x 7½". $5.25 prepaid. Artisan Galleries, HG, Fort Dodge, IA.

Simply beautiful...fine leather moccasins made after a pattern used by Penobscot Indians. Soles and uppers are made of one piece of leather. Lined with sheepskin: they're soft and warm. Men's sizes 6 to 12; women's sizes 3 to 9. $7.50 prepaid. Add 35¢ West of Miss. From Vermont Crossroads, Waterbury, Vermont.

From Oberammergau come these exquisitely hand-carved angels so typical of Christmas. Beautifully finished in pink, blue and gold, the large one (about 7") is $23 p.p.; the small one (about 4") is $10 p.p. Add them to your creche. Order from Alfred Otitik, Inc., 745 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

**Around**

**Hand Made APRONS**

by the NEEDLECRAFTERS

(A) Delicate Hostess Apron—Double-pleated skirt of red or green or yellow cotton lawn to sit in; wide white flounce, edge of apron embroidered. Choice of cheerful flounce colors—red, white, blue, green, or black. $7.50 postpaid; paid. Order only.

(B) Practical Feather Apron—Modern practical print in tri-color mix. Plastic shaping has two adjustable pockets. Choice of cheerful skirt color or blue or black. A lovely to have, good to give—$2.10 postpaid; list of 6; only 1½, 2½.

(C) Dainty Dotted Swiss Apron—White cheesecloth with tiny, permanent dots. Highlighted by self-color edging. Mix of red, yellow, green or blue. $3.75 postpaid, list of 12; only $4.40.

No C.O.D.'s please— Satisfaction Guaranteed

HOUSE OF IDEAS

637-11 Lake Ave., Rochelle 15, Wisconsin

**Amazing Device for Cracking ICE!**

Now...crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits without effort. It's the action of the Tap-Icer spring assisted vibrator that does the trick and the ice doesn't scatter. No grinding. No jabbing. No pouncing. No skill required. Amuse friends. A gift everyone enjoys. Made to last for years. Money back guarantee. Only $1.00 postpaid. Immediate delivery from TAP-ICER COMPANY 208 West Street, Williamsport, Pa.

**My Fruit** is better than ever this year at glorious Lake Chelan, lovely to look at and superb to eat. Grow Ruby and Golden Apples, Wonder Pears—rare preserves and jellies for the Holidays!

From this list you can select exactly the right package for that special friend.

**1951-52 HESPERIAN PACKAGES**

**THE ARISTOCRAT**

Gift No. 100—Apples-

Jumbo Ruby & Golden...$3.75 10 lbs.

Gift No. 111—Pears—

Jumbo Sere—Cetalum du Comice, Buette d'Anjou...5.75 10 lbs.

**FAMILY HOUR**

Gift No. 200—Apples—

Selected Golden, Ruby...7.95 25 lbs.

Gift No. 211—Pears—

Ege du Comice, d'Anjou... 7.95 25 lbs.

**THE SUPREME**

Gift No. 300—Apples—

Ex. prep, Ruby, Golden...9.95 35 lbs.

Gift No. 311—Pears—

Selected for taste thrills...9.95 35 lbs.

**CANDLE LIGHT**

Gift No. 109—Apples with Pears & Jellies (picture)...4.25 10 lbs.

**CANDLE LIGHT SUPREME**

Gift No. 309—Apples with Juals, Jellies, Canned Fruit...11.35 35 lbs.

**TOWN HOUSE**

Gift No. 400—Apples—

Extra large, crisp, juicy, extra select...5.00 12 lbs.

Gift No. 411—Pears—

Extra large jumbo, Comice d'Anjou...5.00 12 lbs.

**MARDI GRAS**

Gift No. 500—De Luxe Hesperian Canned Fruit...6.95 19 lbs.

**THE COUNTY FAIR**

Gift No. 600—Canned Fruit—7.95 14 lbs.

Gift No. 603—Fashioned...2.00 4 lbs.

Gift No. 606 (Jams, Jellies)...4.00 7 lbs.

**CHRISTMAS MORNING**

Gift No. 800—Christmas Basket filled with Northwest treats...10.95 16 lbs.

Gift No. 701—

Christmas Hamper...18.55 26 lbs.

Gift No. 702—

Christmas Hamper...26.55 38 lbs.

Gift No. 789—

Christmas Hamper...53.00 45 lbs.

**COCKTAIL HOUR**

Gift No. 992—

Pickled Cherries...2.45 2 lbs.

Gift No. 994—

Pickled Cherries...4.00 4 lbs.

Prepaid anywhere in the U.S.

Write for prices outside U. S. proper.

Write for details of my year-round Aristocrat Fruit Club and Xmas Morning Deluxe Series.

Mail your order with check to U. S. Prophet.

N. S. DE FOREST, Grower & Shipper, Box 153, Matlacha 1, Fla. Established 1911

Ref. Dunn & Bredastrd
Christmas gifts of lasting beauty for the home

Authentic Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum Reproductions

Painted in long lasting white. Graceful...strong...fashioned by skilful craftsmen.

Say "Merry Christmas" with this model dream house

A wonderful gift for the prospective house owner or planner! They can build a 1/32 scale model of their dream house with Plan-O-Blocks! See it from every angle...alter in advance to fit their needs. No less accurate enough for most estimates. Helps to avoid disappointments and expensive alterations. Give it as a gift...or get it as a present to yourself.

SPECIAL 10-Day Trial Offer

Send $19.95—check or money order. Ships sent postpaid. Many other Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum Items at attractive prices. Send for catalog.

Kittyhawk will have nothing on your living room if your youngster finds a silver (paper) helicopter like this under the tree. Better watch that chandelier, though, as it flies, glides, circles around the room. Fuselage is 11"; propeller is 9"; $3.95 p.p.d. F. A. O. Schwarz, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Bright and shining Christmas stocking that you can make for the tree. Kit contains huck toweling, pattern, wool, needle, bell and sequins to make one 15" stocking. Your choice of green reindeer or red tree. $2 p.p.d. Darning Needle Studio, 171 Locust Avenue, Babylon, New York.

Provincial touch for the buffet table, for the terrace, for dining under the trees: raffia-bound oil and vinegar cruets designed in the form of Chianti bottles. Filled with imported Italian olive oil and fine wine vinegar, they fit into a raffia holder. $3.95 p.p.d. From Blue Mill Farms, Box 171, New Vernon, New Jersey.

ELECTRIC TRAY . . . KEEPS HOT FOOD HOT ON THE TABLE

For coffee, nuts, fruit, gravy, etc. . . . use safely in dishes of metal, glass or china. Made from aluminum. Black plastic handles and feet. Easily cleaned. $9.95 p.p.d. Your local drug store or housewares store.

Supreme Electric Products Co. 194 Vassar Street Rochester 7, N. Y.

THE GIFT PRACTICAL

—for Quality Living

The smart hostess who is truly on the ball will thrill to these clever silverplated corn-on-the-cob holders, which in these days of frozen foods present a year around plus to smart dining. Attractively gift wrapped for Christmas delivery. Enclose your gift card with order and we'll ship direct.

Only $5.50 Postpaid . . . (Service for four)
$6.00 Postpaid . . . (Service for eight)

HOUSE OF BERTRAM

P. O. Box 598

Starland, New York
AROUND

Just like Roy Rogers! Young cowboys will love these binoculars with center screw for instant focusing, with three high-power vision lenses, with shoulder strap, with three initials. Case has shoulder strap, too. Made of plastic in glossy black finish. About 6" x 4 3/4", $3.95 ppd. Crown Craft, 246 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Ballina lazy Susan plays a dual role: it serves food and doubles as a flower container. Of Superlon plastic, it has a brown base and handle, four green and four chartreuse removable trays. About 17" in diameter. And the price is so modest. $3.95 ppd. Cardograms, 249 W. Fullerton Ave., HC, Chicago, Illinois.

Safe and compact is this folding stairway made of wood. It's perfect for installing in attic openings. Equipped with tempered steel spring mechanism, with self-locking device, with handrail and non-slip treads. For 7- to 10-foot ceilings. $23.95 exp. treads. For 7- to 10-foot with handrail and non-slip with self-locking device, steel spring mechanism, stalling in attic openings. Equipped with tempered wood. It's perfect for in­
ceeding stairway made of

SMART SET

Thesedistinctlydesignedlittle salt and peppers wil pour in any weather. They are dump proof, and made of the new sterling silver that effectively resists tarnish. A splendid gift-boxed value at $4.75 a pair, postage paid and federal tax included.

ACCESSORIES

23 Chestnut Street Suffern, N. Y.

FRESH-N-AIR OZONE LAMP

Keeps Air "Electronically Fresh"! Germicidal, deodorizing wall lamp produces Ozone to keep air fresh and pure. Type used in most ma­ternally wards. No chemicals to evap­orate; lasts indefinitely. Ozone created by ultraviolet light eliminates the most difficult cooking odors in minutes (even cabbage, shrimp!) Leaves clean, invigorating effect of spring rain. Use it wherever unpleasant odors occur, to refresh smoke­laden air, dressers of other areas. Wonderful protection for child's or sick room. Only $4.95 ppd., or C.O.D. plus postage. Complete satisfaction in 5 days or return for cheerful refund. Sold mail order only.

MURPHY MANUFACTURING CO.
915 HYDE PARK, HOUSTON 6, TEX.

GREAT COOKING TRADITIONS OF THE WORLD

A BRAND-NEW KIND OF BOOK. BASED ON THE

Emi'l Post Cookbook

Amateurs and Epicures are delighted with the

A BRAND-NEW KIND OF BOOK. BASED ON THE

ZoWORLD

The Bulletin Board

for any room in the house—the kitchen—your bedrooms or the children—White frames—Rosy or Penn Dutch de­sign, Natural wood frames—Giraffes, Ranch, Ivy or Penn Dutch design.

16 in. x 24 in. $4.95 24 in. x 24 in. $5.75

MARY GLENNON
P.O. Box 86, St. C., Grand Rapids, Mich.

AMATEURS AND EPICURES ARE DELIGHTED WITH THE

The Emily Post Cookbook

Special Introductory Offer: Send me two 5l‘'s (or check or money order for the same amount) and I will send you my 2 lb. box of JUMBO PRUNES, including a generous sample of my Ranch-made
Sweets, giant California Apricots, fresh Dates, and home-grown white Figs. These prunes are huge and so soft you’ll eat ’em like candy. To new customers only I offer this regular $3.00 box for $2.00 and 1 prepay delivery. I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I’ll ship at once direct from my ranch. Only one to a customer,

ROBT. B. HAWKINS, Box G-12 Vaca Valley Orchards Vaca, Calif.

Send your 2 lb. box Giant Prunes •

Send catalog assorted gift packs •

Name

Address

City State
They're Exquisite—They're Exciting—They're New!

Canton Caddies
FOR TEA • COOKIES • SWEETS

A hit at the Festival of Britain—a complete sellout in our own shop. A supreme example of the oriental potter's art, transmuted by some modern alchemy into gleaming durable metal, while still retaining all the grace and colour of the original. Double walled lid and white lacquered inside. Don't be disappointed, buy several for gifts.

Only 1.50 PPD

Check or M. O. No C.O.D.'s

Maina's Leading Gift Shop For 50 Years Dept. HG.

The Whispering Angels

The Blue Wave
KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Early American Reproduction Silver

Height 3½”
"Mint Julep" Beaker
Price 85c.

Robert Ensko, Inc.
682 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 22

DELUXE IMPORTS

Soft Lights—Sweet Music
Silvery tints waft thru the air as the glow of the candles gently whirls the angels on their orbit.

In lustrous imported brass, sent in gay gift box, assembles to 13” x 9½”.

Order by mail, $2.50 No C.O.D.’s. Postpaid, only please. Delivery by Return Parcel Post.

DUTCH IMPORTS

T-TOP COMPANY, INC.
65 Jefferson Ave.
Salem, Mass.

Travel-Wise. Carry a toothbrush like this in your dressing case and you'll never leave it behind you. It's a collapsible brush with a sturdy brass case and it takes up no more room than a lipstick. About 3” closed and 4” open. $1 postpaid. From Caryl Co., 455 South Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.

Wild bird feeder made entirely of glass. This well-designed feeder is easily assembled, easily filled and it will never warp. Top and bottom parts in amber or green glass, the feed cylinder in crystal-clear glass. About 8” x 8”. $5.95 p.pd. Couch's, 11 East Tenth Street, Anniston, Alabama.

Holiday tables will look festive decorated with these ceramic snowmen. The white figures sport black hats, red and green scarves. Put holly or peppermint canes in each armhole. Large size (about 10”) $4.25 p.pd.; small (about 4½”) $1.25 p.pd. Cesana, Box 546, Hollywood, Calif.

Wild bird feeder made entirely of glass. This well-designed feeder is easily assembled, easily filled and it will never warp. Top and bottom parts in amber or green glass, the feed cylinder in crystal-clear glass. About 8” x 8”. $5.95 p.pd. Couch's, 11 East Tenth Street, Anniston, Alabama.

Holiday tables will look festive decorated with these ceramic snowmen. The white figures sport black hats, red and green scarves. Put holly or peppermint canes in each armhole. Large size (about 10”) $4.25 p.pd.; small (about 4½”) $1.25 p.pd. Cesana, Box 546, Hollywood, Calif.

T-TOP SHOE BAG

T-TOP COMPANY, INC.
65 Jefferson Ave.
Salem, Mass.

A superb, lightweight Shoe Bag. Removing shoe compartment provides roomy carry-all bag. Shown) Scotch plaid with black leather trim. Also in brown duck or tan waterproof canvas with sunflower trim. Holds 6 or 12 pairs of shoes. 6 Pairs, 1½ lbs., $24.00; 12 Pairs, 4½ lbs., $39.00. Prepaid, tax included.

Money-back Guarantee

Robert's
P.O. Box 53
Camp Hill, Penna.

T. Anthony
specialists in luggage
Dept. HG • 751 MADISON AVENUE • N.Y. 21, N.Y.

Does MORE! Costs LESS!

UNI-SAN RUG & UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO

It's 15 to 1, You Save!
You add ONE part of UNI-SAN to 15 parts of water. You work the liquid into a foam and apply the foam only to the fabric. The foam does all! Cleans like new, removes the most stubborn spots or grease. The 15-to-1 ratio means that UNI-SAN goes 15 times as far as ordinary shampoo, does 15 times the work...and does it better!

UNI-SAN is 100% effective for Cleaning and Deodorizing Rugs & Carpets UPHOLSTERY & VELVETS HOME Silk & Linens WOODS & DRAPERIES TAPESTRIES.

Sold as a Money-back Guarantee.

UNITED SANITARY SUPPLY CO.
206 West St.
New York 14, N. Y.

TRAVELER'S

SHOE BAG

FOR MEN OR WOMEN

Handy Indoor Wash-Line

Handy Line indoor washsline kit gives 25 ft. of line in less than 5 ft. of space by special placement of 4 suction cups. Adheres to any smooth surface. Ideal for bathrooms, in apartments, homes, travel needs, etc. Up in a jiffy, down in a jiffy. $1.00 p.pd.

Money-back Guarantee

Robert's
P.O. Box 53
Camp Hill, Penna.

Does MORE! Costs LESS!

UNI-SAN RUG & UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO

It's 15 to 1, You SAVE!
You add ONE part of UNI-SAN to 15 parts of water. You work the liquid into a foam and apply the foam only to the fabric. The foam does all! Cleans like new, removes the most stubborn spots or grease. The 15-to-1 ratio means that UNI-SAN goes 15 times as far as ordinary shampoo, does 15 times the work...and does it better!

UNI-SAN is 100% effective for Cleaning and Deodorizing Rugs & Carpets UPHOLSTERY & VELVETS HOME Silk & Linens WOODS & DRAPERIES TAPESTRIES.

Sold as a Money-back Guarantee.

UNITED SANITARY SUPPLY CO.
206 West St.
New York 14, N. Y.

Does MORE! Costs LESS!

UNI-SAN RUG & UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO

It's 15 to 1, You SAVE!
You add ONE part of UNI-SAN to 15 parts of water. You work the liquid into a foam and apply the foam only to the fabric. The foam does all! Cleans like new, removes the most stubborn spots or grease. The 15-to-1 ratio means that UNI-SAN goes 15 times as far as ordinary shampoo, does 15 times the work...and does it better!

UNI-SAN is 100% effective for Cleaning and Deodorizing Rugs & Carpets UPHOLSTERY & VELVETS HOME Silk & Linens WOODS & DRAPERIES TAPESTRIES.

Sold as a Money-back Guarantee.

UNITED SANITARY SUPPLY CO.
206 West St.
New York 14, N. Y.
AROUND

Match mates: a fab pin and bracelet. Made of metal with an antique gilt finish, with frankly fake carnelian stones that are handsomely cut in intaglio. The design is the famous Roman heraldic head. $3.50 ppd. for each. Order from Zenith Gifts, H.G., Box 238, G.P.O., New York, N.Y.

Touch of glamour for cocktail or evening wear, multi-color Mexican slippers covered with sequins. They’re gay and sparkling and will dress up anything you own. The ribbon ties come in a choice of colors: red, bright blue or green. Small, medium or large size, $11.95 ppd. La Tendencia, Scottsdale, Arizona.

The Drunkard’s Progress is depicted on this black tote tray with the hand-colored decorations. Bring it out at parties where band-colored decorations. The drunkard’s Progress is the famous Roman heraldic head. $3.50 ppd. for years.

PONY BOOTSCRAPER

A wonderful Christmas gift! This cute ballypin, shortened "Side Mate," is just right for your pocket or terrace. Box with solid pink or turquoise, used Hankies, etc. Available in colors of forest green, wine, chocolate brown and cherry, trimmed inside with pip stripes. Brown is trimmed with solid pink or turquoise.

SYLVIA REED • 412 South Clark Drive • Beverly Hills, California

37 BEAUTIFUL Color Facsimiles of Contemporary American PAINTINGS

37 BEAUTIFUL Color Facsimiles of Contemporary American PAINTINGS

ALL for only 50c

37 BEAUTIFUL Color Facsimiles of Contemporary American PAINTINGS

ALL for only 50c

Personal Purse

There’ll be no mixing this handsome purse for it is personalized in your very own handwriting. Send us the signatures of your friends—a wonderful stocking gift. Comes in Red, Green, Brown or Black morocco or cowhide.

With gold bronze stamping $12.30 Post.

With gold stamped signature $12.95 Post.

No C.O.D.’s please.

Golden Cooper Shop

Post Office Box 2404

Asheville, N.C.

Hand Wrought CUFF LINKS STERLING SILVER OR GOLD ON STERLING

Our craftsmen combine good design with skillful workmanship to give you links to be worn and cherished for years.

A - OVAL - Solid Sterling, double faced back.

B - ROUND - Solid Sterling, double faced back.

C - SQUARE - Diamond black letter, swivel snap back.

D - OVAL - Script letters, double faced back.

E - SQUARE - Diamond black letter, swivel snap back.

$4.50 Tax Incl. Post Paid

FIVE DAY DELIVERY

Including 2 or 3 letter monogram (Understated last initial). Write for catalog.

Wayne Silvermakers Inc.

412 South BROADWAY

TROY 5 NEW YORK

Drawstring Cosmetic Pouch, postpaid $5.00.

Matching Glove Case, postpaid $3.50.

State color desired. No C.O.D.’s.

DORIS HURD

Representative of contemporary American paintings. Roycroft is depicted on this black tote tray with the hand-colored decorations. The drunkard’s Progress is the famous Roman heraldic head. $3.50 ppd. for years.
A copper kettle has therapeutic value as well as beauty. Singing on the stove, it conveys a sense of security. This handsome kettle is made of solid copper lined with tin. $9.95 one quart; $11.95 two quarts; $13.95 three quarts. Finlandia House, 1027 N.E. Alberta St., Portland, Ore.

Well designed bar tray with sections for glasses, for bottles, for ice bucket. In mahogany or natural birch, it works on the lazy Susan system, revolves on ball bearings. About 17 1/2" in diameter. Complete with glass bucket $17.95 exp. cod. Del Hagens, 1936 Palmer Avenue, Larchmont, N. Y.

A pretty sight: picture frame of savings. Made of plastic, the clear frame is a bank for coins and other currency, the center part is meant for a photograph. We like to imagine the frame filled with fifty dollar bills! Red, yellow, blue, green. $1.25 ppd. Vic Moran, Bradford, Penna.
AROUND

Fun for the sun room: a wire giraffe. This one is made of metal finished in white and sports a waterproof plant container that will hold your ivy, your philodendron. A pair would be most decorative in a window. About 14" high. $3.95 ppd. C. D. Peacock, 101 S. State St., Chicago.

On Christmas Eve, be sure to burn pine candles like this chunky pair. One is red, the other green and they're both decorated with cunning pine trees. The scent is captivating. About 2½" high x 3" in diameter. $1.35 postpaid the pair. From The New England General Store, Millis, Mass.

St. Christopher identification medal. It's about the size of a half dollar and you can have four lines engraved on the back. This engraving is included in the cost of the medal. Made of sterling silver, it can be worn on a neck chain, or on a bracelet, or on a key chain. $2.89 ppd. Better Buy Products, 202 E. 44 St., N. Y.

CANDLE RING
Indoors or out this handmade iron ring has unlimited possibilities for the home decorator. By means of a detachable hook the ring may be hung on a sash or placed over your fireplace or on your wall. Fill the center with Christmas ornaments, fruit or potted geraniums. Perfect for a table centerpiece. Designed exclusively for Americana Limited by Charles M. Goodman. Diameter 10". Ring, $9.95; bracket, $1.05 ppd. Order from Americana Limited, Box 376, Alexandria, Virginia.

DISPLAY YOUR GUNS
ON THE
Pat. Pending
XMAS GIFT

SCATTER TABLES are better than an extra maid for busy hostesses. Solid, natural birch top, about 19½", dia., 17" high. Stands steady on black tripod legs that tuck up in a jiffy. $13.25 ppd. Write for gift catalog.

WALLACE
1001 Marquette
Minneapolis, Minn.

BICK'S
WOODBRIDGE, Dept. 112, NEW JERSEY

REPRODUCTIONS

Authentic CAST IRON
AND CAST ALUMINUM

Attractive prices on these

All painted in long lasting white, bronze design. Beautiful and strong. Finest reproduction. Shipped postage prepaid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Shipping Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast Aluminum</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send check or money order. Creased free. Pay freight or express when you get shipment. Indicate which way you want it shipped.

Candle Greeting Cards
The perfect answer to the problem of what to send where more than a card is indicated, but not a gift. These are Cards — attractively hand painted in Yule Red, Green and Crimson on both sides (tree design and maple with 2 wreaths). Simply beautiful, glowing with their traditional Christmas decorations or forming the center of the traditional card display. Each Christmas Candle Greeting Card is packaged in a corrugated mailing carton. Just address, stamp and mail. 6 Candles for only $2 plus 50c postage and handling. Sent for Free Xmas Catalog.

BICK'S
WOODBRIDGE, Dept. 112, NEW JERSEY

KNOW YOUR

French Provincial

New, Complete, Illustrated Guide Packed With Ideas, Suggestions, Finest Examples of French Provincial Decorative Furnishings, Textiles, Glass, Silver, Ceramics, Mirrors, Wall-Paper, etc.

What this beautiful volume, French Provincial Decorative Art, is all about is to recognize the finest examples of every style, material, and furnishing of this charming period. Crammed with hundreds of beautiful pictures of priceless decoration pieces; magnificent full-color interiors; authentic arrangements. Gives historical backgrounds, traces styles. Packed with ideas for home-owners, decorators, students.

SEND NO MONEY — Mail this ad with your name and address to get this giant treasury. When it arrives deposit only $2.50, plus postage charges, with postman. If not delighted return it within 10 days for refund. (Outside zones, add 50c postage charge.) Write today: Charles Scribner's Sons, Dept. F. 112, 597 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
SHOPTING AROUND

A perfect gem of a box. Made of handsome redwood from our own North-west forests, it has a hand-carved lid, a half-round top. Above 4½" x 3½" x 2½", it's perfect for cigarettes or desk necessities. $2.50 postpaid. Dee's Redwood Products, 2199 Folsom Street, San Francisco, California.

Calendar of Champions

is the perfect stocking present for the sports lover on your list. Portraits of famous thoroughbreds by Allen F. Brewer, Jr., illustrate each month of 1952. Tuck this into someone's Christmas stocking for a year full of pleasure. $1.50 postpaid. From Carol Publishing, Ocean City, New Jersey.

Your electric mixer will do many more chores for you if you get this attachment kit. It contains a sand- er, a polisher, a drill, a paint mixer, a waxer, a buffer. With it you can polish silver easily. $5.50 ppd. The Market Combers, Box 3282, Station F, Atlanta, Ga.
Glorious Setting for happy living

What a lift, every morning, to breakfast in such a blithe atmosphere created by richly colored walls like these. They’re red and gray Vitrolite® glass paneling—the last word in elegance. In practicality, too. This lustrous glass is ideal for walls of kitchen, powder room and bath. A quick once-over with a damp cloth keeps it sparkling new. Being glass, it isn’t fazed by water. Nor will it craze or swell or warp. Its mirror-like luster is “for keeps”. With Vitrolite you have, always, walls you’ll glory in and your friends will admire. Vitrolite’s many gleaming colors are correlated to blend with each other—and with fixtures, draperies and towels. See these colors at your nearest L-OF Glass Distributor or Dealer. In principal cities consult your classified phone directory for their names, listed under “Glass”. Or write us. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 46121 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

FREE BOOK on colorful rooms. “Walls of Vitrolite” contains helpful hints for interior decorating, shows all the colors, gives full technical information. *Send for your free copy.

COLORFUL GLASS PANELING

For Bathroom . . . Powder Room . . . Kitchen
THE INTERNATIONAL WHISKY... enjoyed in 62 countries of the world

Sir John Schenley

World's Choicest Blend

The finest-tasting whisky in the world
makes the finest gift in the world

ALL ITS WHISKY IS 8 YEARS OLD OR OLDER

BLENDED WHISKY 86.8 PROOF. ALL THE STRAIGHT WHISKY IN THIS PRODUCT IS 8 YEARS OLD OR MORE. *35% STRAIGHT WHISKY, 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

COPYRIGHT 1951 SCHENLEY DIST., INC., N.Y.C.
DECEMBER, 1951

SHOPPING AROUND

Jam jar in modern design with modern decorations. Made of ceramic, it is hand decorated by the Swedish artist, Stig Lindberg. About 4½" high it comes in a variety of soft colors. Because it is hand decorated, no two jars are exactly alike. $13 pdp. Georg Jensen, 667 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Fun toys, the pop-up blocks. Made of colorful plastic, each block is marked with the name of the character which will pop up: Humpty Dumpty, the Cat and the Fiddle and other lovable fairy-tale folk. $1.25 ppd. for three blocks; $2.25 ppd. for five; $4 ppd. for twelve. Gwendolyn Ma- loney, 170 E. 51 St., N. Y.

A beauty! Everyone will admit that the Schatz 400-day clock is about the best you can buy. It's serviced and guaranteed by Remington Rand. Made of fine brass with an enamel dial decorated with garnets, it rests under a clear glass dome. $54 ppd. Fed. tax incl. Huntingdon House, Box 1006, Newark, N. J.

SAVE $96 to $172
(24 MONTHS TO PAY)

Choose from 7 styles of the famous Lester Betsy Ross Studio Model Illustrated Smallest Real Piano 38" high—47½" long—22" deep $525.

OTHERS: Baldwin Acrosonic Story & Clark Ranch Style Mifflin Masterpiece Hamilton School Studio New and Rebuilt Church and Home Organs.

Write to
MIFFLIN PIANOS
234 E. STATE STREET
TRENTON 8, NEW JERSEY

"Slidease" CURTAIN SCREENS
FOR YOUR FIREPLACE

14 sizes carried in stock. Custom designs still available to fit any fireplace opening. Choose from polished brass, wrought iron or black. In ordering, furnish width and height of fireplace opening.

DETOIT MANTEL AND TILE CO.
Attractive brochure of fireplace equipment upon request
1431 farmer street • detroit 26, michigan

NEW Amazing INVENTION

for perfect, easy hanging
OF PINCH PLEATED DRAW CURTAINS
Empire SLIP-ON HOOK
ELIMINATES SEWING; Hook slips in and out instantly. No guesswork where to place hooks.
NO MORE PIN-STICKING: No bleeding fingers. No tearing or pin-sticking of curtains. Quickly makes double and triple width curtains, for picture windows.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED

PARKER PRODUCTS CO., DEPT. 6
P. O. Box 24, Essex Station, Boston 12, Mass.

Please mark portfolio... Issue of nickel plated, patented Empire Slip-on Hooks at $1.00 for first box and 85c each add. box. Ask for today.

Name
Address
City ___ Zone ___ State ___.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Shaped-to-fit PLASTIC
FURNITURE COVERS

FREE CATALOG
Illustrated
Extraordinary Quality
Individual Designs
and Others
Write Today!

There's No Better PROTECTION!
Durable FIRESTONE Velon stops dust from ever reaching your lovely upholstery. Provides year-round protection against dust, soot, grease, napping small fry or pampered pets. Keep furniture clean and still let your family use it without keeping after them to "be careful." Soft, pliable—won't crack or peel, No bleeding fingers No pin-sticking. No more pin-sticking.

Hook slips in and out instantly. No guesswork where to place hooks. No pin-sticking, No bleeding fingers. Easy to hang, No stitching, No washing事后.

Mail this coupon today

House of Schiller
Dept. H.G-6, 180 N. Wacker, Chicago 6, Ill.

LEG OF YOUR BED SPRING
FOUR DEXX LEGS CONVERT A METAL BED SPRING INTO A DIVAN OR HOLLYWOOD STYLE BED

Attaches to Box Spring
4 legs, finished in aluminum, rubber, plastic-tipped, 8 inches high

Write to
H. M. PENN
234 E. STATE STREET
TRENTON 8, NEW JERSEY

FREE GIFT & GATHER GUIDE
Use it as a reference book. Extends your most exciting gifts and gadgets.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED

PARKER PRODUCTS CO., DEPT. 6
P. O. Box 24, Essex Station, Boston 12, Mass.

Please mark portfolio... Issue of nickel plated, patented Empire Slip-on Hooks at $1.00 for first box and 85c each add. box. Ask for today.

Name
Address
City ___ Zone ___ State ___.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Shaped-to-fit PLASTIC
FURNITURE COVERS

FREE CATALOG
Illustrated
Extraordinary Quality
Individual Designs
and Others
Write Today!

There's No Better PROTECTION!
Durable FIRESTONE Velon stops dust from ever reaching your lovely upholstery. Provides year-round protection against dust, soot, grease, napping small fry or pampered pets. Keep furniture clean and still let your family use it without keeping after them to "be careful." Soft, pliable—won't crack or peel, No bleeding fingers No pin-sticking. No more pin-sticking.

Hook slips in and out instantly. No guesswork where to place hooks. No pin-sticking, No bleeding fingers. Easy to hang, No stitching, No washing事后.

Mail this coupon today

House of Schiller
Dept. H.G-6, 180 N. Wacker, Chicago 6, Ill.

LEG OF YOUR BED SPRING
FOUR DEXX LEGS CONVERT A METAL BED SPRING INTO A DIVAN OR HOLLYWOOD STYLE BED

Attaches to Box Spring
4 legs, finished in aluminum, rubber, plastic-tipped, 8 inches high

Write to
H. M. PENN
234 E. STATE STREET
TRENTON 8, NEW JERSEY

FREE GIFT & GATHER GUIDE
Use it as a reference book. Extends your most exciting gifts and gadgets.
Crystal for Christmas

Sparkling gift for your friends...and your own holiday parties. Swedish Orrefors crystal, beautifully designed in simple, functional shapes. The cocktail shaker, $10. Cocktail glasses, 17.40; highball, 17.40; old fashioned, 15.00...prices are per dozen.

MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED — ELDORADO 6-6650
SEND FOR THE 1951 JENSEN CATALOGUE OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS

GEORG JENSEN INC.
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street • New York 22, N. Y.

Festive Poinsettias

Artificial...yes...but so gay, so real, so beautiful. A refreshing decoration for your holiday living. So natural in size and color—they look freshly picked. Five crisp red poinsettia flowers, lush green leaves and sprays of tiny snow white berries, will brighten any corner and grace your table in true holiday fashion. Flowers are held securely in a glass base.

$3.00

Magnetic Magic

Maggie Board

BULLETIN BOARD for kitchens—telephones
No pins or tacks on this gay little red bulletin board. Messages, reminders, shopping lists, and recipes—all are held in place with lifetime magnetic blocks. Pad and pencil are always handy—never stray. Hang a large "Maggie Board" in the kitchen—a small one by the phone. Complete with accessories.

8" x 10"—$2.00 Postage
11" x 14"—$2.75 Prepaid

Send check or money order.
No C. O. D.'s please.

THE BLUE DOOR
446 South 2nd Street
Chillicothe, Illinois

A NEW Type Andiron
THE PHOENIX FIRETRAY
permanently fastens to rear of fireplace. Permits removal of ashes and cleaning without removing heavy, dirty andirons or fire dogs. Provides even burning of logs and prevents them burning through center. Minimizes fire rebuilding and adjustment. The 3" lip provides maximum safety and allows easy access to fire. Made of black hand-forged steel with polished brass ball ends; also black with hand-forged ends.

Installation simple. Instructions and equipment supplied. 18" long, 15" wide. Only $14.75 postpaid east of Rockies; $15.25 west. Money refunded if returned on receipt. Order today. Material shortage may make it impossible to repeat offer.

PHOENIX FORGE CO.
15 Leslie Road, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
AROUND

High and handsome Florentine decanters, about 23" over-all. Hand-blown glass in the misty green beloved of Italian craftsmen. Stoppers are pear shaped, bases concave. Perfect for wine or decoration. $10.75 the pair exp. coll. Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

Modern table with spacious top, with two shelves, with cabinet that opens from both sides. Birch plywood in natural wood finish. The doors come in red, black, chartreuse or brown lacquer. About 36" x 17" x 16". $47.50 exp. coll. Contemporary Classics, 74-A, Stage St., Stamford, Conn.

Winter is here and the lock on your car door, or your gas cap might freeze. Get the Jet lock defroster and you'll be safe. It works by means of a chemical cartridge which ejects super-heated steam, defrosts lock. Plastic and metal $1 p/pd. each, 25c for 4 cartridges. Golfinfra, 200 Veronica Place, Brooklyn.

IMMEDIATE, postpaid delivery. Catalogue on request.

HOLIDAY GIFTS from Colten's . . . to give . . . to keep.

COZY, WARMALL-WOOL-COMFORTER of glamorous rayon satin has dramatic scalloped edges and quilted shell pattern. Perfect for gift-giving . . . or for your own home. Solid colors of rose or wine or blue or hunter green or light green or gold or chartreuse on one side . . . with a warm grey color on the reverse side. Finished size is 70 x 80 inches. 15.95.

"NUB-WEAVE" draws drapes of rayon and cotton have a nubby texture that decorators prefer. In 10 exciting solid colors of hunter green, oyster, chartreuse, rose, wine, brown, grey, mint green, gold or red. They're 84" wide to the pair (finished, pinch pleated width 46"). Hang 2 or more pairs together for wide windows, 54" long.

6.95, 63" 7.50, 72" 7.95, 81" 8.50, 90" 8.95. Color samples on request.

EXCITING DENIM bedspreads are made of superb U. S. Royal denim that's Sanforized, washable. They'll add charm to your bedrooms. Colors are sunset red, air-force blue, cocoa brown, chartreuse or sea green with a multi-color striped trim. Twin or full spread 12.95, 90" long drapes 8.95, striped pillow sham 3.95. Color samples on request.

Colten's
"One of America's Finest Home Furnishing Specialty Shops"

BRAND NEW! FULL-COLOR FLOWER ARRANGEMENT BOOK only $1.00

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

The most beautiful and picturesque book on flower arrangements published. "Roses and Home Flower Arranging" by Edna Whitehurst, contains 28 full-color illustrations and thousands of beautiful, step-by-step instructions, revealing attractive floral displays. Share what material you need, how to select the right container and color design to blend with decorative features of your home—everything about flower arranging.

NO LARGER THAN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND

Lightweight PURSHING SHEARS

The ideal shears for flower arrangings. So easy to use and "light as a feather"—small enough to fit in the palm of your hand. Comfort grip handles, stop center on top of the shears, narrow nose for "tweeze" arrangements, actually weighs only 9 oz. Price. $2.25 each.

EXTRA-LONG NEEDLED FLOWER HOLDER

Now your flowers are sure to stay in place—if you use this heavy weighted Flower Holder. Has extra-long, non-slip needle, set close together—holds any type of flowers, 3½" long bar. Only $1.50 each.

MAKE IT YOURSELF!

Plant with Ivy and spot it in the breakfast nook or as a conversational piece. Dig up an old coffee tin [which you'll use as a planter], follow simple directions, and before you know it, you'll have a creation to be proud of. Order 5, One Extra Set FREE! Makes a fine Gift. complete, only $1 each postpaid

BOND MFG. CO.
653 Battery St., San Francisco 11. Calif.

Give Him Handsome Leather Luggage! 18" DEEP BUFF COWHIDE CASES

Antique-Dyed! Initiated in 24k Gold Tax Inc. $1585 without charge

For servicemen, students, every man! Packs all weekend needs, or all accessories for a long trip. Rich Ginger-brown with full zipper, brass-plated lock, key. Note the welt edges, saddle stitching, and double handle. Center partition holds clothing in place. Netted checked lining, 29" length, 18½ x 10½ tax inc.

Write for Our FREE Christmas Catalog

STEWART-BENSON
11 COURT STREET BUFFALO 2, N. Y.
DIAPER SERVER

Solves the problem of where-to-keep those countless clean diapers. Light-weight metal, practically indestructible. 13" fall—dressed powder, lotions, etc. 10" x 10" x 3" high. Comes with removable plastic liner-bag and odorant cake. $7.95

May Birn

Box 26-G
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

GERMAN RAIDING PARTY SET—$3.50

German Machine Gun Nest—$3.50
Rocket Launcher Set—$3.50


SEND FOR CATALOG—Contains over 1400 illustrations of soldiers and historical miniatures.

Price $1.00 per copy.

Send check or money order, remit, no C.O.D.'s.

 KNIGHT'S CASTLE
Dept. H12
197 First Ave.
New York 22

FREE: child's first name on the original
TV DIRECTOR FOLDAWAY CHAIR

A gift every youngster will love! Suitable for mothers' good furniture.

Only $3.95 with this
"CHOWTRAY"

ORDER TODAY! Also ask for complete price
KRAMSTOCK BROS.
123 W. 32D St., Dept. 8.

BOON TO MOTHERS
DIAPER HAMPER

Created with complete understanding of baby's non-chalant disregard for self-control. Of metal with hospital white enamelledieux. Recessed inside, aluminum rust-resistant coating inside. Has colorful nursery design, holds more than 50 diapers. Deodorant cup in lid centralizes offending odor. 10" x 10" x 26" high. Comes with removable plastic liner-bag and odorant cake. $7.95

Add $1 for shipping

Send for Catalog

The wonder horse is unique. Unlike the hobby horse this one is suspended by four heavy springs, has a straight frame base instead of rocker. This construction gives it a galloping and rocking motion. About 32" high x 36" long. $15.95 exp. coll. Wonder Toys, Walnut Ridge, Arkansas.

An antique letter sender was the inspiration for this attractive set of salt and pepper shakers. The original belonged to George Washington. These are of sterling silver, about 1½" high. An excellent gift for any hostess. $16.80 ppd. Fed. tax included. Black. Starr & Gorham, 594 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Constance Bannister, who is well known for her photographs of babies, has compiled a 1952 calendar of baby portraits. Spiral bound, with an engagement pad flanking the pictures, the calendar makes a conversational desk appointment. $1.25 postpaid. Order from Breck's, 12 Breck Building, Boston, Mass.

BOON TO MOTHERS
DIAPER HAMPER

DIAPER JEANS for Miniature "PARDNERS"

Sanitized Blue Denim Diapers with copper grippers for the roughest little dermaltes, are cut for comfort and long wear. Western version of famous 8-cornered pants has elasticized back and big patch pockets. Bright plaid shirt, washable cotton, completes the outfit.

DENIM DIAPERS, navy blue, Sizes: Small Babies 4-8 lbs. Medium Babies 8-12 lbs. Medium Babies 12-16 lbs. Large 16-24 lbs. $1.25 each

Send for new Gift catalog
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The breakfast egg will taste even better if you serve it in a cunning rooster egg cup like this one, made of china with red and green decoration on a white ground. About 3½" high. $4.50 postpaid the set of four. From the Better Mouse Trap, 110 South Pitt St., Alexandria, Virginia.

**Comfort** for a child, an invalid: the perfect night light. Unusually attractive because of its classic simplicity, it's made entirely of polished brass. About 8" high, it uses the economical standard-watt bulb. $3.75 postpaid. Order from Paul P. Born, 150 S. State Street, Elgin, Illinois.

**Treasury of beauty and a mine of technical information** is the new book, *The Art and Technique of Color Photography*. It contains 195 pictures in brilliant color, notes on technical data, a "behind the scenes" glimpse of photographers' methods, $10 postpaid. Order from House & Garden, Greenwich, Connecticut.

**Play-Tested Toys**

**Introducing Terri Lee**

**AND HER LITTLE SISTER, LINDA LEE!**

**The Perfect Christmas Gift**

Perfectly beautiful, Terri will make every doll collection complete. She is 17" tall, with lovely hair that can be shampooed and curled just like a real child. Terri wears a beautiful rosebud and curled just like a real child. Terri wears a beautiful rosebud and curled just like a real child. Terri wears a beautiful, unbreakable. She may be returned at NO CHARGE to keep her in perfect condition. Guaranteed—most beautiful doll of all—a lovely Terri Lee and soft baby-skin Linda Lee.

**They are MUSICAL — and they are from SCHIRMERS!**

**ELEPHANT**

Con Se, si, stand . . . or just flop . . . all to the accompaniment of a merry tune from a Swiss music mechanism. Small, 10" long. $6.50. Large, 12" long, $8.95. Add 35¢ for shipping costs. Sorry no C.O.D.'s, please. Send check or money order for:

**G. SCHIRMER**

3 EAST 45TH ST.

NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

**STILTS**

The Ideal Gift
For Any Youngster

Every boy and girl will want to try their walking skill on these sturdy, handsome STILTS! Muscles develop and grow strong while youngsters enjoy themselves. Worlds of fun and healthful exercise at the same time! Built of rugged clear-grained hardwood, 6 ft. long. Adjustable foot-strap can be raised or lowered. Non-slip rubber tips. Strong enough to support 250 lbs. Only $4.95 postpaid.

**CHILD'S "TAG-ALONG" PURSE**

**WITH NAME BRANDED ON**

No "loom-waivered" when the attractive "Tag-Along" purse totes change and bus tokens. Fastens to belt, buttonhole or suspender. Can be opened and closed easily without detaching. Genuine tan sheepskin in smooth finish with beaded chain. First name permanently branded on. An inexpensive gift, popular with teen-agers, too. Delivery within one week of receipt of order. Please PRINT name to be put on purse. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

**BEACON SPECIALTY CO.**

16) on your Gift List. Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s, please. Send check or money order for:

**Miniature Portraits • Portraits from Photographs**

**FAMILY PORTRAITS • OFFICIAL PORTRAITS**

50 Church Street New York 7, N.Y.

**ELECTRONIC RAILROAD STATION**

- Trainmaster calls out station stops!
- Bells clang!
- Engine "chugs" away!
- Train-arrives Station!

Just touch button atop chimneys and you get 35 seconds of the most true-to-life railroad sound effects. Operates with easily replaceable standard flashlight batteries. It's all plastic with typical red roof, sparkling white walls, grey platform, green benches. Change location of signs to read names in your own town. So skilfully worked any railroad enthusiast will love it. A gala gift for any boy or girl, too!

**NEWMAN'S TOY SHOP 50 Church Street New York 7, N.Y.**

**PORTRAITS, INC.**

PORTRAIT CENTER OF AMERICA

Family Portraits

Miniature Portraits

Portraits from Photographs

460 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK

Helen Appleton Read

**PLAY-TESTED TOYS**

211 W. Cheape Ave.

Chicago 10, Illinois
Be the first to get and give this gay holiday party package of delicious Danish food specialties. It contains a 2 lb. Danish Ham (famous Hafnia brand) tinned in oil and ready to eat, with no bone, no waste. It's the most tender, delicate, succulent ham you have ever tasted, thanks to the milk-grain diet Denmark gives its lucky porkers. There are two 4 oz. tins of Hafnia Liver Paste, made from premium pork liver, wonderful for canapés. You also get two 4½ oz. packages of Little Felloe Cheese Spread, with its differently mild and mellow flavor, and a 12 oz. bottle of Sunberry Blackcurrant Syrup, made from juicy black currants grown only on selected Danish farms. A delicious syrup in iced beverages and mixed drinks, superb for desserts.

Individual hams, Xmas packed, available in sizes 6 to 12 lbs. @ $1.45 a lb. Specify size desired. Better mail us your order now! We furnish gift card. No C.O.D.'s.

SHINY BLACK CAT TEA POT—favorite of table. The Gift so relished.

The Gift so relished it started a business!

The Gift so relished it started a business!

Three Special Holiday Gift Packages

- Festively wrapped and sprigged with Real Carnations.
- Enchanting ornaments for the Christmas tree:
  - A 1½ lb. Danish Ham. Never more than two at a time—so each has the same loving care, the same homemade goodness.
  - Two 14 oz. jars $2.50; Six 14 oz. jars $6.50; Twelve 14 oz. jars $11.50.

For gracious entertaining and really top-quality specialty items, there is no better package.

FROM Nov. until Dec.

Individual hairs, Xmas packed, bottled of Sunberry Blackcurrant Syrup, and mellow flavor, and a 12 oz.

Be the first to get and give this

Pocket folio for snapshots. Give one to a new papa, to a doting grandmother. Made of good red leather, it holds pictures up to 2½" x 3½". The six transparant leaves hold twelve photographs. $2 postpaid. Order from Avalon Gift House, Box 935 A, Front Royal, Virginia.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING

Winter tonic for your house plants: Pep-It. A special blend of humus, it stimulates the soil, speeds the organic action, increases the flow of natural food from soil to roots. Use a heaping teaspoonful for each plant. $1 ppd. the pound can. Pep-It, Box 810, HG, Mundelein, Illinois.
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AROUND

Figurines copied after the fashion of Cellini. This one is called Dutch Traveler in New Amsterdam and it was modeled by an American. Made of metal, finished in black, white and silver, it is about 3" high. $4.40 ppd. From Knights Castle, 997 First Ave., HG, New York.

 Intricate workmanship distinguishes these sterling-silver pieces. Four-piece set $19.75. Priced individually, the brooch is $4; earrings $4; bracelet $8; ring $3. An extra piece, the stickpin, is $3.50. All ppd. Fed. tax included. Jamaica Silversmiths, 79-30 164 St., Jamaica, New York.

Graceful service for informal entertaining. A saucer-plate and matching cup. Made of frosted pressed glass in crystal white, the set adds a graciousness to buffet meals. The plate is about 10" in diameter, the cup sets into its own groove. $3.50 ppd. the set. Studio Shop, 557 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

YOUR KEY TO XMAS GIVING

Cadillac

Distinctive Crest Car Keys
For some key persons at Christmas, here's a special gift. Whether he or she drives a Buick, Ford, Plymouth, or other standard make or Crest Car Keys and Key Chain "harbor" your good wishes... make him or her extra proud of their car... bears the authentic crest of his or her own car. Back of crest may be personalized. Immediate delivery.
Set of two crest keys in gift box $3.00
Crest key chain in Nickel finish $2.00
(Porcelain No. 1700 is shown)
IMPORTANT:Specify make and year of car Write for FREE Key List

Zenith Gifts
Dept. B14, P.O. Box 218, G.P.O., New York 1, N.Y.

D-wall sconce
Enchantment
Harmony-perfection in traditional appointments is achieved and modern design decor accented with these charming hand-crafted solid brass sconces.

White Candles...that drip Color

Magi-Colored Candles are fascinating...they are satiny-white but as they burn, drip lovely shades of yellows, blues, greens and reds. They give the effect of many different colored candles burned one after another...unusual for your tables or mantels...a charming-comment provoking gift.

3-10" candles in gift package...$1.00 ppd.
Pottery bottles in pastel shades for candles...$1.00 ea. ppd.

Silver Jigger
In Heavy Sterling Silver Source Capacity

A Gift to That Man
Reproduction of an American Camp Cup of Revolutionary Days.
Price $13.50 Fed. Tax Inc.
Engraved if desired with initials or name in style of the period. 10c extra per initial. Gift boxed with tarnish proof bag.

Zenith Gifts
156 Chrystie Street, New York 2, N.Y.

Pioneer Gifts & Brass Center
156 Chrystie Street, New York 2, N.Y.
Underwood's...

throughout the Midwest the most distinguished name in interior design.

Whether you are seeking a distinctive accessory or furnishing an entire home, Underwood's skilled staff of advisors are ready to serve you.

Underwood's furniture galleries
1515 N. University
Peoria, Illinois

GARLIC PRESS
SOLD EVERYWHERE FOR $1.95

NOW ONLY $1.00 each
Postpaid

This famous imported Aluminum Garlic Press is Kitchen-Tested. No more tedious slicing... with this press you can squeeze that right amount of powerful goodness from every garlic clove for perfect blending of flavor. It's easily cleaned.

ORDER TODAY!

AMAZING GIFT Makes Gardens Grow!
FREE Gift-Wrap

Here's the present with a future! It will bring many more years of gardening pleasure than any other gift. For amateur and expert alike, it guarantees bigger, more colorful blooms than ever before—bigger, vitamin-rich vegetables, more luxuriant shrubs and lawns!

Takes the Guesswork Out of Gardening

This Horticultural Model is the same stuff your Soil Test Kit used by florists and good gardeners everywhere. No knowledge of chemistry is needed. Lifetime steel sheet. Tests for nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, and lime. Full directions. Keep as reading thermometer!

Order TODAY from this Ad!

SEND NO MONEY—Order C.O.D. only $1.45 plus postpay, or send check and we will prepay. If you wish, we will also gift-wrap and mail directly for you FREE OF CHARGE with your own card postpaid.

Super De Luxe Model

For those who want the best. Has 2 times as much lifting solution, more and larger equipment. Complete only $29.95!

NILMELIOR

15 East 52 St., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

STOCKING STUFFERS

HOT 'R COLD PERSONALIZED NEW ENGLAND WOOD BUCKET
Fill the plastic-lined bucket with food or drink, hot or cold and it will stay just that way for 6 to 8 hours. Hand painted with red and black scroll borders and two first names or family name in attractive script. Ideal for ice cubes, salads, hot beans, spaghetti or any hot or cold buffet. Half-gallon capacity. Fiberglass insulation. Natural finish.

Order by HG50. $5.25 postpaid.
No C.O.D.'s. Send for free catalog.

GOTHAM GIFTS
67-85 Exeter St., Forest Hills, N. Y.

St. Christopher

"KEY IN THE COIN"

FOR EVERY CAR OWNER

A case for your keys in the form of a St. Christopher medal. Keys pivot out, fold back when not in use. When ordering state make of car.

22 K Gold-plated $4.50
includes tax and postage.
No C.O.D.'s please

(N in Sterling Silver $7.00)

ILMELIOR

15 East 52 St., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

SUGAR SOIL TEST KIT

FREE Gift-Wrap
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For your prayer book, your Bible, your misal, a handsome sterling-silver book mark. A cross or a Star of David clips on the cover and three black gros-grain ribbons mark your place. Each ribbon has a hand-cut silver letter attached to it. $3.95 postpaid. Order from Artisan Galleries, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Lawn decoration. Something you can use from year to year. Santa Claus and his sled drawn by four fawns. Made of weather-proof wood, each little fawn is a different color: pink, blue, green, yellow. Harness is pink and blue. About 23" long, 2" high. $3.50 exp. coll. Leonard Johnson, Sinnetport, Pa.

Nativity angels surround a candle, the symbol of light. And this little group is a perfect decoration for your Christmas hearth, for a table decoration. About 3½" x 4", the figures are carved of white composition stone. $1.25 postpaid each. Order from Salt & Pepper Shop, 445 East 86 Street, New York.

PULL-UP TABLES

We think these are the best tables yet designed for television entertaining, buffet suppers, cocktail parties. Made of heavy quality birch, strong enough to sit on, tops, in black, red or yellow. Legs are removable for storing, need no screws. Tops have felt bottom to prevent scratching when they are needed.

14" x 14" x 16½" high.
Set of 4 at one color... $51.95
Prepaid, sorry no c.o.d.'s

Write for Christmas Gift Catalog.
L. F. BLACK & CO., INC.
99-18 Metropolitan Ave. Forest Hills, N. Y.

SCANDINAVIAN SAVANNAKELSE TINS

Just $1.15 postpaid.

SDBANKELSE TINS

Use them to store those delicious, even prettier, Scandinavian pastries. They're ideal for the refrigerator, for the pantry. The lids are easy to open, easy to close. The 24 tins are made of heavy-gauge stainless steel, lined with tinplate. Set of 24... $7.45. Deluxe Model in "Pebbled Platinum" finish... $9.95 postpaid. (Denver and West $11.50.) Add the engraved nameplate at $1.50 for individuality.

BALL POINT POODLE

Back-to-school prizes for your maid and men—newly important because they now work with a pen! Wraps smoothly for neat results—and the distinctively shaped handle and3

A DAILY REMINDER OF YOUR THOUGHTFULNESS

Men—and Women too!
Get pleasant, vigorous
VIBRATORY MASSEUR
with GENUINE
Battle Creek
HEALTH BUILDER
Ask for new booklet, "Be Good to Yourself!"

Enjoy the relaxing, stimulating benefits of efficient vibratory massage! Health Builder gives you pleasant, old-fashioned deep-throat manipulation—not a "snap of a switch." Helps weight and figure problems, muscle-toning, blood circulation. Widely used in Health institutions. Built for years of service—fully guaranteed. WRITE for literature TODAY! Special spiral-bound book "How to use your Battle Creek Health Builder" shows 20 applications plus weight chart, $1.50 plus 10c postage.

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

EQUIPMENT CO.
Battle Creek 26, Mich.

PROTECTO AUTO MAT

Keeps car floors EVER NEW!
... Offered at Same Low Prices!

PROTECTO is outstanding in value:
- protects car mats and carpets from dirt.
- heavy gauge rubber for lasting wear.
- 64" x 21" size covers entire width of car.
- easy to install or remove for quick cleaning.
- fits all makes of cars.
- Brown, green, taupe, wine or blue...
- Black...

Individually boxed. No C.C.O.D.'s please.

HILL AUTO ACCESSORIES, INC.
1615-03 Northern Boulevard, Flushing, N. Y.

A unique "tool chest" that fits in the palm of the hand, handy tool that he can use anytime, anywhere, just the right size to slip into a pocket. Handy for all his tools. The time he needs it, the most it's not. Complete instruction box to please every police.

ONLY $3.95 Ppd.

The BUTCHER, the BAKER
the CANDLE-STICK MAKER
makes a wonderful toy for your nursery.
"Rub-a-dub-dub, three men in a tub." When most little faker (nursery or party) removes the tub's rail, the tub ripples... but the three brightly colored little plastic men fasten to the top! $3.00 postpaid.

A TRULY LASTING GIFT

Here is a full-size Mail Box that holds over-size magazines and Sunday papers, 14" high, 11½" wide. Projects $3½" to 5½" streamlined.

Sturdy, non-rusting ALUMINUM! Five-backed heavy-duty保证Bronze, Pearl Gray, Cape Cod White, Hammered Brass, Colonial Black. Only $6.95 postpaid (Denver and West $7.25). Deluxe Model in "Pebbled Platinum" finish aluminum... $7.95 postpaid. (Denver and West $8.40). Add the engraved nameplate at $1.50 for individuality.

NOR-gee CORPORATION
2131 Palmer St., Jamestown, N. Y.
NtW/ELECTRIC KfCIA/PORTABLE

IN APPEARANCE and PERFORMANCE
Tough: Kick it in reverse, slant on it. It won't break. Efficien ... than the latest electric.

RADIANT HEAT: A secret so old as the sun itself—a process known as infra-red heat.

FREE GIFT GUIDE

FREE GIFT GUIDE

YOU CAN USE YOUR OLD FUR COAT INTO A CAPE!

$22.95

ORDER BY MAIL

COLONIAL SILVER

BABY FORK and SPOON
In Heavy Sterling Silver

A GIFT TO BE PROUD OF
You will be delighted with the sturdy simplicity of this fine reproduction of the 18th Cent. Gift Boxed with tarnish proof bag.

Price $7.50 Per Set Fed. Tax Included

send check or money order

MORTON'S Dept. 1H2, 312 Seventh St., N.W. Washington, D. C.

MONEY! SEND NO MONEY!

YOUR OLD FUR COAT

THE FUNBOX
Every child likes a handful of Surprises, particularly when he's sick in bed or bored stiff on a train, plane, or auto trip. We select and gift-wrap each of ten Surprises in the Funbox on the basis of their appeal and amusement value for boys and girls over and under six years of age. Excellent for party favors. For boys and girls from two to ten. The Funbox as the variety of ages is supplied.

Price for each child $2.50

The Surprise Shop
807 Elm St., Winnetka, Illinois

Shipping

Miniature chafing dish to use at the table for hot hors d'oeuvres. Or, if you prefer, use it as a planter for African violets, for small begonias. Made of copper with a sturdy wood handle, it is very decorative. About 6" x 4", $3.95 ppd. Pea Wee House, HG, Culver City, California.

He'd build you a house if he could with this pocket-sized tool kit, because he will love you for giving him such a wonderful Christmas gift. Wrench, knife, screw driver, file and awl are encased in the handsome pigskin case, $12 postpaid. Fed. tax incl. From Dale Fifth Avenue, 719 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Silver-plated salt-and-pepper set at an amazingly low price. Gracefully designed, nicely detailed, they make a fine Christmas gift, a useful wedding present. About 5½ high, lacquered to prevent tarnish, they come boxed. $3 ppd. the set. Logine's, 618 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.
FLOWER PRINTS

HOUSE & GARDEN'S
DECEMBER, 1951

AROUND

Pretty and sensible. Hang this planter in the hall, in the office reception room. When the mail arrives, rake it in the nested slots and everyone in the house, in the office will be pleased with your efficiency. Handmade of mellow pine. About 22" long. $5.95 ppd. Blair Gifts, H.C., Allenhurst, N. J.

Miniature reproduction of an antique four-poster bed. Made of hardwood in mahogany finish. About 18" x 26" x 30", it has a draped tester trimmed in white eyelet and matching spread and pillow sham. Complete with mattress and pillow. $29.50 express collect. From Nancy's Miniatures, Box 2856, Memphis, Tennessee.

Clever device for your canapes: a hall-bearing beechwood server. Use it as illustrated for a small gathering. For a large one, set it on a chop plate and you'll have a lazy Susan. Globe has perforations for 24 toothpicks. About 6½ dia. Natural color, $5.95 ppd. Myriammed, 18 Robbins Lane, Great Neck, N. Y.

Hand-Colored Tiles of
GAME BIRDS

6" square tiles of magnificent game birds, hand-colored for beauty and fired for permanence. Corked back and hooked for hanging. Everyone will love them—so will you. Satisfaction guaranteed. $2.95 ppd.

Henry P. Brown
150 South Street
Mamaroneck, N. J.

LOVELY CHAFING DISH

$17.95

Beautifully designed. Copper-plated aluminum and stainless-steel. Marqueeper. For table setting or food warmer. For your friend... $10.95. For lady who loses her keys...

ICE GARDE

303 Fifth Ave., New York 16

"Find Me"

a light-hearted gift for a lady who loses her keys

No more fumbling through purses and pockets. Not when a gay little tinkle says "keys here". Twin of a French original—sterling silver bell... the key ring and chain are all plated in 24 karat gold. Send $3 (plus 20% tax) postage prepaid. Please, no C.O.D.'s. Delivery for Christmas. Write to: Charlotte Gifts, Inc. 243 East 21st Street New York 10, N. Y.
A St. Christopher Key Chain with Compass

Means a safe journey for all. And for convenience—a chain for your car key, to keep it handy, and another chain for the rest. St. Christopher medal set on one side and an accurate compass set on the other side of a milk white Plexiglas disc. A welcome gift for all travelers.

Postpaid $1.75

Write for free Gift Catalog
Bonnie's
444 G. Bonden Ave.
Buffalo 12, N. Y.

Jeweled 24 Kt. Gold-Plated Writo for Choice of diamond, ruby, sapphire or emerald comb—case opens into long handled comb. 2-day service, first class mail. You'll like it. If not, return within 5 days for box. Send check or money order. We know colored brilliants. Comes in flannel bag in gift handbag, day or evening. Tortoise shell finished distinctly styled—a dainty accessory in any handbag, day or evening. Tortoise shell finished distinctly styled—a dainty accessory in any handbag, day or evening.

Order Today. Write Dept. HG for Circular.

Horsehead ASHTRAYS

For Table Use or as Hangers In High-Glaze Ceramic

Beautifully decorated, large (approx. 4") Horsehead ASHTRAYS, to imitate, high glaze ceramic. Large enough to hold even single-leaf cigar; holds 4 lipsticks & lip brush "at your finger tips". The dramatic pair of Hollywood-famous land of the make-up—its simply obtainable in this handsome, brilliant extreme Lip Bar. Home-street line. Four favorite lipsticks and a lip brush. Clean modern styling. Enameled silver plate, attractively gift boxed. Order now, for your own or as gifts.

Ranilom, Inc., Dept. HG-12


Luxurious PILLOWS

Rich Upholstery Fabric Covers

You'll be delighted with the trim, permanent shapeliness of these custom tailored kapok filled pillows with Decorator's Upholstery Fabric covers, heavy cord edges and specially stitched centers that keep them from getting lumped. Lovely tones of gold, blue, green and red. Specify light or dark shades.

Only $1.50 ea., p.p.d.
Two for Only $2.95 p.p.d.

Ti-Toni Studios
Box 9665
Los Felix Station
Hollywood 27, California.


SHOPPING

Be clever! Paint your own trile trays. With this portfolio of five different designs, with a color guide and complete instructions, you can make handsome trays for very little money. You still have time to make Christmas gifts. $1.25 p.p.d. for the portfolio of five patterns. Jane Zook, 457 A. State Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Handsome appointment for the desk, the writing table. Copied from an 18th century original, it's made of hand-rubbed mahogany. About 8" X 6", it has three compartments for stationery, for mail, for bills. $15 postpaid. Cogar, Lewis & Geiger, 137 York Street, Williamsburg, Virginia.

"A Gift That Will Clip Round Her Wrist

and Secure Her To Your Heart"

Lovely Hand Made Name Bracelet made of Sparkling Solid Nickel Silver with the lucky recipient's first name deeply hand-hammered into it. Turnish resistant and adjustable to fit any wrist size. Also made in smaller size for youngsters under eight. Order direct (not sold in stores).

ONLY $1.25 EACH

postpaid—tax incl.

NORWOOD PRODUCTS
Pleasant Valley 15, New York


De Luxe Leaf Tray—

It's different! It's distinctive!

This stylishly molded tray (one piece molded in a real reservations plus as well as a cut down size) is a real trifle tray. Slipper at the found it slides. Gracefully balanced; brilliant natural finish; surface-hardened; hand finished; water-proof, acid resistant. 11" inches wide; 11" inches long. Resistant to scratches. Base: 0.0.0. (with charges) if you prefer or cash with order.

Mail Orders Filled Promptly

557 STH NR 45TH
331 MADISON AT 43RD
56 W. 43TH ST.
36 CHURCH ST.
5TH AND UNION AVE.
5TH AND UNION AVE.
PORT AUTHORITY BUS. TERM.

An Ideal Gift!

$5.75

Mail Orders Filled Promptly

3-4 Noon—One

3:30—6:30

1-4:30

3-5:30

3-5:30

1-7-9

1-4-5

1-4

$5.75

Vanity Flair

1817 Howard St. Evanston, Ill.

3-in-One

BIG BEAR LITTLE BEAR SEAT

At last—an in-and-out-between time-saver with odd surpension! This patent-pendt 3-in-One seat converts quickly into 1-Child Trimmer (using glass backrest and safety rail), 2-Child's seat, 3-Progressive Adult Seat. Little Bear seat for younger,800-1000. When only, 4-in-One, $10.00.

$14.95 postpaid

BIG BEAR LITTLE BEAR SEAT

3-in-One

1-Child's Trimmer

2-Child's seat

3-Progressive Adult Seat

Postpaid

Cultbertson Products
Pleasant Valley 15, New York


Hoffritz HAS IT!

German Egg Shear

$3.75

Send for free Catalog

Post Office Box 1024
FABRICAGENTS
Chicago 90
ILLINOIS

24 Kt. Gold-Plated Jeweled Folding Comb

$5.75

Fol. Tax Inc. Postpaid to U.S. initials or family name on order. Add 5% on orders of 4 or more.

Distinctively styled—a dainty accessory in any handbag, day or evening. Tortoise shell finished comb—case opens into long handled comb. Choice of diamond, ruby, sapphire or emerald colored brilliants. Comes in Flannel bag in gift box. Send check or money order. We know you'll like it. If not, return within 5 days for refund. Mailed direct with your card if desired. 3-day service, first class mail.

Same comb (without brilliants) engraved, $3.75.

For men, block initials, leather case, $3.75.

Order Today. Write Dept. HG for Circular.

CULTBERTSON PRODUCTS
Box 29
Madison, New Jersey

24 Kt. Gold-Plated Jeweled Folding Comb

$5.75

Fol. Tax Inc. Postpaid to U.S. initials or family name on order. Add 5% on orders of 4 or more.

Distinctively styled—a dainty accessory in any handbag, day or evening. Tortoise shell finished comb—case opens into long handled comb. Choice of diamond, ruby, sapphire or emerald colored brilliants. Comes in Flannel bag in gift box. Send check or money order. We know you'll like it. If not, return within 5 days for refund. Mailed direct with your card if desired. 3-day service, first class mail.

Same comb (without brilliants) engraved, $3.75.

For men, block initials, leather case, $3.75.

Order Today. Write Dept. HG for Circular.

CULTBERTSON PRODUCTS
Box 29
Madison, New Jersey
AROUND

Travel accessory that insures comfort is this bottle guard. It's designed to hold 8 small bottles: perfume, mouthwash, nail Polish and remover. Made of suicide cloth ($8.25 ppd.) or satin ($4.25 ppd.) in maroon or green; it is heavily padded. Sharell, P. O. Box 92, Hewlett, L. I., N. Y.

Fabulous: a white ermine collar is frosting for your little black dress, for your evening sweater. And it's so reasonably priced—$27.50 ppd., tax incl. Snowy ermine does something for the skin, the black tails make a dramatic accent. Harold J. Rubin, 52 E. 56 Street, New York City, N. Y.

CHALLET SHUTTERETTES

Brighten any window with authentic reproduction shutters & shutterettes. Made in hundreds of sizes from kiln-dried sugar pine with folding panels and adjustable louvers. 4 panels shown complete with interpanel hinges, brass hooks and china knobs, sandblasted ready for your favorite finish, 34" wide by 19" high, easy to install. $23.00 FOB Santa Monica.

DEVEREUX PRODUCTS CO.
1725-J Berkeley St., Santa Monica, Calif.

Send the catalogue of wonderful decorating ideas using Plantation Shutters for windows and doorways.

Imported CUCKOO CLOCK

- from famous Black Forest—Germany
- deep rich handcarving by Experts
- guaranteed fine Precision Movements.

Size 11 1/2" x 8" $18.95 postpaid Tax incl.

The ideal Christmas gift that lasts from Generation to Generation.

WILLIAM CASPAR, Importer, 1125 Lake St., Oak Park, Ill.

FULL COLOR DEEPI PRINTED MINIATURES

So Lovely and So Low Priced
BLEND BEAUTIFULLY WITH ANY DECORATING SCHEME

You'd expect to pay as much as $19.95 for one, you can appreciate the value. And you'll appreciate the beauty and charm of these striking miniatures even more. There's no end to the uses and the many lovely groupings you can effectively create. 4" x 4" each it is a full-color reproduction of a famous masterpiece, in a handsomely carved frame in choice of Gold, White (for modern), or Gold Tone. Sets Avail: FIGURES, FLORALS, LANDSCAPES

REGINA ART, 475 Argyle Ave., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

FLY HEM DIAMONDS TO SPIN STYLE

JOSH DRAKE 10 COIN STYLE

PEOPLE! The Gem of Delicate Golden Hue

The Gem of Delicate Golden Hue

Recently discovered under a most dramatic circumstance, this gemstone, fiery stone took the scientific world by surprise...produced some of the most stunning news of the twentieth century...found the imagination of lovers of beauty everywhere

"MORE BRILLIANT THAN THE DIAMOND"

Yes, 20% more brilliant than the diamond, with 6 times the fire, yet this astounding jewel sells for less than 1/5th the price. STAR-TANIA, mountings are modern design's newest and most fashionable campaign to capture all 14K white or yellow gold with styles and models for discriminating men and women. Every stone registered and guaranteed perfect cut. 1/2 carat left abobe $30.

FREE! Colorful Gift Folder

DEVEREUX CO. OF AMERICA, STAR-TANIA DIV.
127 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 14, California

FREE: Send me FREE STAR-TANIA BOOKLET

QUAINT EARLY AMERICAN
CRACKLEWARE PITCHER LAMP

Your friends will admire your good taste in choosing this fascinatingly beautiful lamp, a link with the romantic past. Fresh, crisp, white, organza, lace-trimmed skirt over broadcloth. Entire skirt removable and washable. 66 1/2" high, 24" wide $159.95 each—$36.00 per pair. Send check or money order. No C.O.D. Shipped express collect.

GIVEN: miniature cracklware pitcher and bowl for your what-not with each purchase.

GAYLE SIMPSON, Gifts
POST OFFICE BOX 4266
1867 Old Government Street
Mobile, Alabama

NEW!

Trash Disposal Unit
Burns refuse safely

A new type automatic disposer will instantly and quietly burn trash and even paper in rain or weather. All refuse, paper, or grease is pulled down and burned in the unit. The sign completely eliminates fire hazard of burning. Safety—magnets; spark, avoid. Nothing to get out of order. Needs no watching. Knob controls hot and cold water to operate for itself. Measures 24" square at base by 36" high. Costfully built. 7 lb. capacity. Latest in sanitation. Deluxe weather-proof model D now only $12.95 shipped prepaid. Money back guarantee.

DELEUX WEATHER-PROOF MODEL DEC
specifications as above plus a hinged cover. Termites cannot eat, rot, or rust regardless of climate. Excellent—without question for years. Money back guarantee. Priced at only $13.95 shipped prepaid post paid.

DELEUX WEATHER-PROOF MODEL E
solid-surface with baked-on enamel. Hot and cold water termites cannot eat, rot, or rust regardless of climate. Excellent—without question for years. Money back guarantee. Priced at only $14.75 shipped prepaid post paid. Please specify model desired and small check, cash or money order.

ALSTO COMPANY
Dept. HG-12, Cleveland 1, Ohio

PERSONALIZED PENCIL BOX

The younger set will be proud of packages of these personalized pencil boxes. Made of fruitwood with name on sliding lid, box contains a full dozen brightly colored 7 1/2" pencils. Each one very personally marked in gold with full name or monogram. Metal bound wreath tip to match each pencil. Softblack lead. Just the thing for all small fry. Also available in box only. Please print personalization when ordering.

Box and 12 pencils...$1.75 ppd.

PERSONALIZED PENCILS

Ward Phillips Co.
Dundee 3, Illinois

DELUXE WEATHER-PROOF MODEL D

GIVE AWAY 10
Reg. 10c each—$1.00 a dozen

A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT

The Gem of Delicate Golden Hue

Recently discovered under a most dramatic circumstance, this gemstone, fiery stone took the scientific world by surprise...produced some of the most stunning news of the twentieth century...found the imagination of lovers of beauty everywhere...
I know you'll find my "117 RECIPES for choosing fine furniture" the most helpful Home Furnishings Guide you've ever seen—
it's NEW and DIFFERENT!

For the first time a practical yet fascinating way to choose furniture groupings that are just right for your home! Simple as following the recipe for your favorite cake.

Send for it...today.
MAIL 10c for 117 Recipes for Choosing Fine Furniture to...

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE FURNITURE
Lewisburg 4, Pennsylvania

ROCKWELL STUDIOS
P. O. Box 1513-J, Shreveport, Louisiana

Easy-to-Make HOOKED RUG

Save dollars, make your own hooked rug! Braided "Rose Garden" pattern stamped on burlap (36" x 64") plus two swatches of woolen cloth in blended tones for roses, leaves. One, eight shades for roses (red, rose or American beauty); one, five shades for leaves (forest or yellow green). Chart, elementary rules included. Excellent gift idea!

$8.00 PPD. No C.O.D.'s please
Hand tied in 20" x 40" for 1933 hooked rug pattern outlined. Includes matches of 10 natural wool in wide choice of blended shades.

WEATHER WIZARD

New, unusual TOY IMPORTS

NESTED BARRELS—-the nearest we've ever seen! 12 graduated sizes, 3/8" down to a nock...all fit into each other. Curved of wood and brightly ornamented. Delights & entertains adults as well as children...
2.25 ea. or three sets for $6.00
Also available: NESTED RED APPLE—10 pc. assortment in 1" hand-painted and stamped wood...
1.50
WOODEN FORT—-the trip of for that hardy children's furniture favorite for home or camp. Fort 67" x 55" x 38" high with 10 soldiers (14") awaiting maneuvers. A wooden sailing model revealing ailing compartment for the soldiers will make Jr. about with joy. Hard dovetailed in bight woods.
$5.95 ea. 3 sets for $16.00

KNOX T. NOVELTY CO., Inc. Murray Mill Mkt. Box 54, N. Y. 56

SHOPPING

Magic Gripper Ends Messy Soap

Edger's modern Magnetic Gripper keeps soap handy, high and dry. Easy to install on any surface. Hidden, permanent Alvico magnet in plastic wall-hanger attracts and holds ball-shaped soap which inserts easily in your favorite soap. Choice: White, Red or Black...attractively boxed. If requested, we'll gift-wrap with your card and mail to your gift list at no extra charge. Money-back guarantee. $2.00 ea. postpaid. Orders promptly filled by EDGER'S.
Dept. AT, 524 E. Broadway, Louisville 11, Ky.
AROUND

For a child's tray, for the
rabid collector: a salt and
pepper set designed as tug
boats. Made of non-corro-
sive metal, finished in black
(pepper) and white (salt),
they are gaily decorated
with flowers. About 2½"
long, $1 ppd. the set. Novel-
tyme Studios, Hellam, Pa.

Fold-away fence is ex-
actly what you need for
your shrubs, your flower
beds, your young fruit
trees. It comes in six-foot
sections and it's nicely de-
signed, made of heavy-duty
wire finished in green or
aluminum. About 17½"
high. $3.20 ppd. for six-
foot length. Crown Corp.,
2469 Second Ave., HG, N.Y.

Perfect house gift. Al-
most everyone reads in the
bathroom. This handsome
rack is just the appoint-
ment for yours. About 12" x
23" x 4½", it holds 10
magazines, two rolls of tis-
sue. Mahogany, pine or flat
white. $10.95 express col-
lect. Order from Yield
House, N. Conway, N. H.

SIX LITTLE JAM POTS ALL IN A ROW!

These versatile little pots have a mystic
use in the pantry, and being break-proof, can
serve as individual baking dishes. Done in
soft blue on white, they can also hold pins,
paper clips or other household accoutrements.

BAR BARGAIN!!

Never a better buy in a Bar! Sturdily built of plywood
with chrome foot-rail and easy-rolling swivel castors. Red
enameled top 36" x 18" with aluminum molding. Front
and side panels and 2 interior shelves finished
in black. Overall height 37" (alloy level!). Knocks down flat for easy storing. Assembled
in 2 minutes without a screwdriver. $25.00
complete. (Express prepaid.) No C.O.D.'s.

AROUND

almost everyone
plays
cards

The BIGGEST Puppet Clown
you'll ever buy at
$98

BAR BARGAIN!!

New better buy in a Bar! Sturdily built of plywood
with chrome foot-rail and easy-rolling swivel castors. Red
enameled top 36" x 18" with aluminum molding. Front
and side panels and 2 interior shelves finished
in black. Overall height 37" (alloy level!). Knocks down flat for easy storing. Assembled
in 2 minutes without a screwdriver. $25.00
complete. (Express prepaid.) No C.O.D.'s.

Send for free catalog of Smart Bar Accessories

THE GALLEY
339 Beacon Street, Boston 16, Mass.

SIX LITTLE JAM POTS ALL IN A ROW!

JAM POTS

Individually

1.50

1-99

87-95

Individually

1-99

87-95

BAR BARGAIN!!

Never a better buy in a Bar! Sturdily built of plywood
with chrome foot-rail and easy-rolling swivel castors. Red
enameled top 36" x 18" with aluminum molding. Front
and side panels and 2 interior shelves finished
in black. Overall height 37" (alloy level!). Knocks down flat for easy storing. Assembled
in 2 minutes without a screwdriver. $25.00
complete. (Express prepaid.) No C.O.D.'s.

Send for free catalog of Smart Bar Accessories

he's

over
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he's

over

two
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tall!!!

is your family protected against the No. 1
peril in your home—fire? Don't gamble with
your life, be safe, install Fire Sentry, the
reliable home fire alarm. Fire Sentry is a
precision instrument constructed for posi-
tive action. It pays no attention to summer
heat or zero temperatures, but immediately
detects any abnormal rise in temperature—
the first sign of fire. Warns you in time for
safe exit and to prevent extensive damage.
Pre-set, tamperproof, it lasts a lifetime
without servicing. One unit on each floor
insures your safety. $18.75 each, ppd. Alarm
bell incl. For your own safety order today.

FIRE SENTRY COMPANY
977-M. W. Madison St., Hastings, Mich.
**EXCITING NEW**

**Weather Instruments**

by SWIFT

Unexcelled for styling and accuracy... superb gifts for anyone—anytime!

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

---

Seal your Christmas mail for good health

Every time you buy a sheet of Christmas Seals in the 1951 Sale to be conducted from November 19th to Christmas Day, remember that tuberculosis is the chief cause of death among children throughout the world. But remember, too, that tuberculosis can be cured—and it can be prevented. It is not inherited, but it is infectious, and is spread by people with active disease. To help you understand just what TB is, how its power to strike and kill at all ages can be brought under control, is the purpose of the National Tuberculosis Association. Three groups are in this fighting vanguard: the medical profession, the official health agencies and the voluntary tuberculosis associations, of which there are 3,000 located in every state of the Union, in the District of Columbia, Alaska, the Canal Zone, on Guam, in Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Medical research, treatment, X-ray “screening” programs, rest and rehabilitation are preventive TB weapons. Your support of the fight through your purchase of Christmas Seals has already financed 18 fellowships for students being trained as investigators in the tuberculosis field. Ninety-four per cent of the money raised by your response to the Christmas Seal Sale remains in the state where you contribute, to support local and state TB programs.

---

The Ipswich (top) — a mahogany desk model in pewter chip's wheeled design in hand-rubbed mahogany, or oak in a distressed finish. Left dial shows temperature and humidity and right hand dial gives humidity. Only $10.00

Lowell Combination (center) — a handsome all-brass case. Left dial shows temperature and humidity and right hand dial gives humidity. Only $18.00

The Executive (bottom) — a handsome mahogany or oak case; beautiful amboyna dial with black letters, sensitive thermometer movement. A perfect desk accessory. Only $15.00

---

**THE ETON**

...A SPINET ONLY IN PRICE, SIZE AND STYLING

---

Even the simplest melodies reveal the "grand piano" tone of this new spinet. Secret of this amazing performance is dyna-tension, Everett's extra tension string principle... until now available only in costlier models. Beautiful furniture-styled models are now on display... exclusively in America's leading music houses. Write today for free catalog and list of authorized dealers.

Everett Piano Company, South Haven 30, Michigan

---

Even the simplest melodies reveal the "grand piano" tone of this new spinet. Secret of this amazing performance is dyna-tension, Everett's extra tension string principle... until now available only in costlier models. Beautiful furniture-styled models are now on display... exclusively in America's leading music houses. Write today for free catalog and list of authorized dealers.

Everett Piano Company, South Haven 30, Michigan

---

**“Peerage” Brass**

England

Mrs. American Homemaker Everytown, U. S. A.

This golden-bright, all brass mail box was designed and crafted in England to enhance your home. It is decorated with an embossed sailing ship or a quaint group scene. It measures a roomy 5½" in width, by 14½" in height. Two sturdy arms hold bulky magazines, newspapers, etc. Only $15.80 at dealers everywhere.
Happy choice for Christmas lists because it's a year-round promise of lasting pleasure. Each month a new gallery of taste and talent, a new view of decorating, building, gardening trends. We will send a handsome Christmas card inscribed with your name announcing your gift. Check the special offer described below which enables you to send additional Christmas subscriptions at a saving.

One Christmas gift subscription or renewal $5.00 ... additional subscriptions (or renewals) $4.00 each. Note: Your own subscription or renewal may be included. Save time, save steps ... send a gift subscription to House & Garden!
Christmas Suggestion:

This year be practical. Give each other a General Electric Food Freezer. Many families report that this wonderful convenience saves them $120 and more each year!

She can prepare dinner in much less time when she owns a G-E Freezer. No need for her to wash, peel, or pare foods just before mealtime.

She can avoid rainy-day shopping. She can shop when she's in the mood, when she owns a G-E Food Freezer.

She won't be frustrated when guests arrive unexpectedly. She can always whip up a full-course dinner right out of her G-E Freezer.

He can enjoy his fish and game any time he wants, when there's a G-E Freezer. (Depending on game laws.)

He can enjoy his own garden crops all year round when he owns a General Electric Food Freezer.

He (and she) can buy meats, delicacies at below prevailing retail prices during special sales. A G-E Food Freezer can save many a dollar!

Making the right choice

Food Freezers, like refrigerators, are not all alike in performance. So be certain you invest in the one that you know will give you dependable service year after year.

The General Electric Food Freezer has the same efficient sealed-in refrigerating system as that used in G-E Refrigerators. More than 2,700,000 of these sealed systems have been giving dependable service in G-E Refrigerators 10 years—many for 15 and 20 years—and longer.

The G-E Food Freezer, illustrated above, holds 389 lbs of frozen foods, and has ever so many convenience features. It is equipped with three convenient food baskets, one wide enough for large pies.

So many other features, too!

The G-E Freezer is thoroughly insulated with Fiberglas. You can select temperatures from zero to minus 10 degrees. It also has a large compartment for packaging-materials, a locking latch, interior floodlight, and temperature-indicating light.

"Now we have an ice cream store at our house! I can have ice cream cones and sodas any hour or day of the week!" Just everybody—loves a General Electric Food Freezer. General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

*This and specifications subject to change without notice.
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A time to be tender

... a time to be gay

Into a world crisscrossed by bitterness and rancour, with little time for nostalgia, our December issue brings the cozy remembrance of things past. But because we are a magazine with a weather eye out for tomorrow, we show you new ways to enjoy the old pleasures. There is a lot about music, Christmas and travel in this issue. Everybody remembers the time when he used to take music lessons. In those days, it was pretty generally conceded that the only way to achieve virtuosity was to sit down with a metronome and practice. But today, things are different. There are all kinds of easy-does-it methods—one of which you'll find on page 126. We call it “The candy-coated music lesson” and you'll understand why as soon as you read it. We are not implying that by following it you (or your child) will turn into a Vladimir Horowitz. That kind of dexterity still requires the old-fashioned kind of fingerwork. But if you want to learn to play the piano for your own amusement, you might take a look at it. In “The American Ear,” U. S. listening habits during the past 50 years are reviewed by Sigmund Spaeth, tune detective, who romps pleasantly among the trunks in our country’s musical attic. Twentieth-century audio-fans will enjoy “New lease on listening” which tells how to get the most out of listening by means of various electrical devices. Tape recording will give you ideas for a new kind of Family Album. Even the organ has undergone a metamorphosis. Once the occupant of the choir loft, it has come out of its stained-glass twilight and is now at home anywhere, ready for Bach or Be-bop... The embattled Christmas shopper (with only X more days in which to make up his faltering mind and build up his fading bank account) will find 400 hand-culled Christmas presents in this issue. Having shopped 2,000 gifts in the past two months, the Editors of House & Garden feel a strong kinship with Mr. Steinberg’s Santa Claus on the opposite page. (We’d like nothing better than to stick a branch of evergreen in the top of our reading lamp, open a good book and let the rest of the world go buy.) Our current cavalcade also includes the Palazzo Labia in Venice. For the first time, you will see in full color the interiors of this glorious 18th-century house with its frescoes by Tiepolo. In “How to ‘paint’ with a camera,” Wilson Hicks explores the facets of color photography for the amateur. Dorothy Liebes explores the face of Spain. Dione Lucas provides tantalizing Christmas recipes. Cuban plants have their brief but brave moment. With this issue we bring our year to a close (as a matter of record, we bring our fiftieth year to a close). We wish each and every one of our readers a happy Christmas. May you find a moment in space to re sing the old songs, renew the old friendships and rekindle your faith in the perennial miracle that makes Christmas a time to be tender... a time to be gay.
Presents, presents, presents

On these eight pages, a Christmas roundup of presents for all your needs...

for your family, your children and the friends on your list...

practical and whimsical, carrying price tags that are low, medium and high
1. Sterling-silver double jigger for measuring drinks, 4" high. $19.50. At Cartier.
3. Corkscrew, dice handle. $4.50. Dunhill's.
4. Salad bowl and servers from Spain, made of olive wood. $35 the set. At Saks Fifth Avenue.
5. Scented pine closet cone, additional fluid, in a box that could be used later for yarn. By Elène of Vienna. $1.50. At Lord & Taylor.
6. Citrus squeezer of Italian pottery, boat-shaped. $7.35. At Souppon.
7. Basket of Toluca rolled palm in green, yellow, natural or multi-colored, from Mexico. It is 14" long, 7" high. $3. At Pan American Shop.
8. Stoneware ovenproof molds can decorate a wall. Beige with brown trim and fruit or corn in color. 4½" x 4½". $5 for 4. At Bloomingdale's.
9. Egg set from France includes wicker basket with handle (green ceramic chicken), six green ceramic egg cups. $12.50. At Saks Fifth Avenue.
10. Mahogany cigarette box with enamel military order on red and white ribbon. 6½" x 4½" x 1¾". $45. At Burge-Mavro.
11. Wrought-iron warmer, 5½" h., 6½" diameter, has a 3" candle which burns 30 hrs. $6. At Hammacher Schlemmer.
12. Set of 4 blond wood trays, largest one is 18" x 13". $15. At Alice H. Marks.
13. "Educational Sculpstone Set" from India has 4 soft stones, file, sandpaper, steel wool, instructions. $4. At Far Eastern Sculpstone Co.
17. Hand-molded Venetian glass bowl, black or white, by Venini. $15. At Macy's New York.
18. French wicker basket with leather handles, for wood, magazines. $25. At Saks Fifth Avenue.
19. "Islander" ukulele of Slyron plastic with nylon strings. $6. At Gimbel's, N. Y.
20. Sterling-silver salt and pepper set. $16.50. At Black, Starr and Gorham.

All prices approximate, include Federal tax. For store addresses, turn to page 194.
Christmas roundup:
from musical bottle
to measuring cup

1. Leather holder makes your telephone directories look like bound books and keeps them neat. $35. Abercrombie & Fitch.
2. Black-and-white plaid tablecloth, 54" x 72" size, $5; red napkins, 50¢ each. By Simtex. At Strawbridge & Clothier.
3. Two aprons for "Fun & Function" (one denim, the other organdy) and a chintz mitt for handling hot pans. $5 buys the complete set by Carlin Casuals. Lord & Taylor.
6. French liquor bottle, 10½" high, plays a lively tune when you lift it. Ceramic kiosk, $17.50. At Saks Fifth Avenue.
7. Tole dish (7" diameter) has hand-painted rooster design, $7. Bonwit Teller.
8. Decorative crystal cocktail shaker with sterling-silver top holds 1½ pints. It costs $61. At Tiffany & Company.
9. Lead wall fountain has graceful sea horses...
which spurt water into a tiny shell. 15” high, 12½” wide, $75. The Erkins Studios.

10. Tear-drop candle holders by Gunderson Glass, 5” high, $7 pair. Black, Starr & Gerham.

11. Silver cup measures ½ to 2 ounces (useful behind your bar) $2.40. Bonwit Teller.

12. “Duo-Pak” nylon bag by Leeds has separate, waterproof compartment for shoes. The 20” size is $18.75. Famous-Barr.


17. Mailbox with magazine holder is black wrought iron, brass-trimmed, $9.60. Macy’s N. Y.

18. Electric casserole (2½ qts.) by Nesco is trimmed in gray, has a thermostat which controls heat up to 500 degrees and has a removable cooking well, $17. Burdine’s.

19. Toy Mexican charro horseman is hand-carved wood, 7” long. When you pull the strings, he gallops and brandishes his pistol. 85c. Available at Fred Leighton, Inc.

20. Hamilton clothes dryer has new lint trap, vent and safety features. Electric $250, gas $270, gas with automatic ignition $290. Hudson’s.

21. White porcelain lamp adapted by Steifel from an antique ironstone crock for ice water, 20” high over-all. $20. W & J Sloane, N. Y.

22. Rattan magazine rack that you can carry from living room to terrace, $11.50. Available through decorators. Richards-Morgenthau.

All prices approximate, incl. Fed. tax. Store addresses, pg. 194.
Christmas roundup: from salad bowl to Sumerian bull

1. Pop-up toaster plus two tilt-top tables. Toaster by Camfield has controls at both ends, black table with double gold band border. All, $34, including table stand. Camfield Mfg. Co.

2. Sterling ash tray and match box for dinner table, lamp table. Tray (2 1/2" x 2 3/4") $3; match box (1 1/2" x 1 1/2") $1.75. At Altman's.

3. Tools for the house, 28 of them in metal cabinet that can be hung on wall in easy reach. "Better Home Kit" is $44.20. Macy's New York.

4. Teapot that holds perfume, a present that's already packaged and the scent is Elizabeth Arden's Blue Grass. $3. At Saks Fifth Avenue.

5. Graceful low bowl engraved with sleighing motif will flutter either flowers or fruit, 6" across, 4 1/2" high. $8.50. Finnish Art Shop.

6. French bar bottle of ceramic looks like a French road sign, can hold 1 pint of any liquor in the bar. 6" high, $6.50. At Saks Fifth Avenue.

7. A map wallet covered in light brown leather to keep his road maps handy and in good condition. Pocket for ownership card, etc. $8 including small pencil. At Plummer's.

8. Pitcher (1 pint capacity) and two glasses...
1. Fruit-holder called "Tropical Bowl," made of wrought iron (black, white, green, russet). 7" h., 11" across. $5. It's from Georg Jensen.
2. Wall rack with 2 cutting boards, 10 wooden kitchen tools, all natural wood with lacquered finish. $6.20 for the works. At Bloomingdale's.
4. Six-piece place setting in Heirloom Sterling "Lasting Spring" pattern. Luncheon size $28; dinner, $29.25. At Granat Bros.
5. Tea-ball and chain of sterling silver, made in three different sizes to satisfy individual tastes. $6, $5.50, $5 (plus tax). At Bonwit Teller.
7. Glass cheese box on a stand, from France, keeps soft cheese from losing its shape, hardening or softening in spots. $4. From Altman's.
8. Wall rack with 2 cutting boards, 10 wooden kitchen tools, all natural wood with lacquered finish. $6.20 for the works. At Bloomingdale's.
12. Fruit-holder called "Tropical Bowl," made of wrought iron (black, white, green, russet). 7" h., 11" across. $5. It's from Georg Jensen.
14. Tea-ball and chain of sterling silver, made in three different sizes to satisfy individual tastes. $6, $5.50, $5 (plus tax). At Bonwit Teller.
15. Museum sculpture Alva-stone reproduction of Sumerian bronze bull from the VII century B.C. is perky. 9" high. $20. Available at Metropolitan Museum of Art.

All prices approximate, include Fed. tax unless otherwise noted. Store addresses are on page 194.
Christmas roundup: from tea cozy to table


Opposite

Christmas roundup: from paper toy to porcelain


Prices approximate, incl. Fed. tax.

Store addresses are on page 194.

More presents, page 173
In the eighteenth century, Venice was the loveliest and the gayest city in the world. Her canals were fringed with princely houses, among the most imposing of which was the Palazzo Labia. One of the greatest 18th-century artists, Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, immortalized it (about 1750) by covering the walls and ceiling of its central ballroom with an elaborate architectural façade in fresco trompe l'oeil framing two magnificent scenes from the lives of Antony and Cleopatra. While such popular painters as Canaletto and Guardi recorded the daily life of the canals (see painting above), Tiepolo peopled his paintings with a polished aristocracy, concerned with splendid processions and ceremonies, masked balls and festas. In the nearly two centuries since Tiepolo's death, the Palazzo Labia suffered many reverses, but today it has recovered its eighteenth-century glory. Charles de Beistegui (whose Paris house appeared in HOUSE & GARDEN in December, 1950) bought the palazzo in 1949. It is a happy circumstance that Tiepolo, who influenced not only succeeding schools of painting but also the decorators who were to follow him, should have as his twentieth-century patron a man of taste plus the wherewithal to realize it. The Tiepolo ballroom, a national monument which you may visit when you are in Italy, has regained its lustrous setting. It is surrounded by a dozen other rooms of commanding elegance, which frame this towering work of art. HOUSE & GARDEN is proud to bring you, on the pages that follow, this unexampled 18th-century house, whose beauty is international and timeless.
Four handsome rooms open into the ballroom. This one shimmers with gilt furniture, picture frames and a Murano glass chandelier. Stucco moldings, shaped to receive the picture frames, make a brilliant montage for a collection of paintings. Furniture is Venetian.
Tiepolo painted the great ballroom (80 feet square, 40 feet high) with scenes from the life of Cleopatra in an architectural façade. Eight Murano chandeliers are hung at two heights by chains garlanded with laurel.

For his great housewarming party in September, M. de Beistegui hung blue panels and garlands of magnolia leaves in this central courtyard and stretched a tarpaulin, painted like a Savonnerie rug, over a wooden floor for dancing. The chandelier is 20 feet high.
Superb color brings these rooms to life

In the French taste, this drawing room has a stucco and gilt ceiling in Louis XV style, Gobelin tapestries, a Savonnerie rug and French Regency desk brought from Paris.

Women of fashion in the eighteenth century customarily entertained friends in rooms containing a lit d'apparat (state bed). This Venetian baroque bed is hung with cut velvet; Brussels tapestries are on the walls.

In the card room, lacquered chairs with tobacco leather upholstery and walnut tables are arranged as they were for gambling in the 18th century. On brackets and in rows over the doors are Chinese vases.

Blue and green (a favorite combination of M. de Beistegui) dominate the library which has embossed, polychromed Cordovan leather walls, an 18th-century ceiling and a Persian rug.
For his own bedroom, on the second floor above the dining room, M. de Beistegui has white plaster walls, a bed canopied in yellow damask and a Spanish Savonnerie rug. Room is not yet finished.

Because sprigged 18th-century French damask covers the walls and furniture of this drawing room, it is called The Damask Room. Walnut and gilt chest is Venetian, other pieces French.

A white porcelain stove, which was in the French Embassy to the Republic of Venice in the 18th century, dominates this drawing room which has a stucco and gilt ceiling. Gobelin tapestries from the Indies series, a Murano chandelier, a Savonnerie-design rug.

Identical passageways which run along two sides of the central courtyard have green and lilac stuccoed walls, framing portraits. The curtains are green, upholstery blue damask; the doors are walnut.
Young Ideas
for you who are young in years
New lease on listening

High fidelity is the key to the new lease on listening which is spreading rapidly across the U.S.A. Young people particularly have "discovered" high fidelity. By the thousands, they are learning about it, assembling and expanding their home music systems. The reasons? You don’t have to be a licensed electrician to assemble a home music system for high-fidelity reproduction. Today, you can buy your radio and phonograph in units which you can put together yourself, and get excellent performance.

What are the units? A tuner, a record player, an amplifier and a speaker. Together, these comprise the basics of a home music system which can grow with your income and your requirements. A reliable combination of high-fidelity units will cost you about $175—but you can easily spend more if you want to (combinations in three different brackets are listed on page 183). You can buy ready-made cabinets for your units or have them custom-made to suit the size of your room and your pocketbook. On page 112, you’ll discover the magic of magnetic tape, which records anything from a music lesson to a radio speech on a roll of ribbon which you can cut and edit yourself. This kind of equipment is bound to increase your enjoyment. (Continued on next page)
With these basic units, you can assemble your own high-fidelity system.

Start with a tuner, record player, amplifier and speaker. ... You can assemble them yourself, and install them in cabinets or in a wall. As your interest increases you may find that you want to add remote-control tuners, television or a tape recorder. In an extreme case, you may even become what is known as an “audio hobbyist” or a “hi-fi fan,” a dedicated person, one of whose characteristics is apt to be a prominess to deaeningly loud demonstrations in order to prove that his set “makes the orchestra sound as though it were right in the room.” However, this is an advanced stage; as a novice you are more likely to be bewildered by the wide choice of tuners, amplifiers and speakers available, and by a new and specialized vocabulary. For this reason HOUSE & GARDEN invited technical help from the editor and associate editor of Audio Engineering magazine, C. G. McProud and Harrie K. Richardson, two tolerant authorities in a highly controversial field. Our joint efforts produced a chart of high-fidelity units that work well together, chosen at three different price levels (see p. 183); plus a series of answers to the questions (page 182) which will probably occur to you when you shop for your own.
Speaker

Here is a two-way speaker. The large one is for low tones, the small one, inside, is for high tones.

Remote controls
These adjust the volume and tone for tuner and record player.

Amplifier
This builds up the sounds from the tuner or record player for the speaker.
It is beginning to look as though the tape recorder may become as familiar a part of the American family as the camera, its counterpart in the visual field. Its domestication has already begun, and a child today reading Robert Louis Stevenson's optimistic verse, "Life is so full of a number of things, I am sure we should all be as happy as kings," might easily suspect that one of the happy-making things is a tape recorder. If he has not talked into a microphone at home, he may already have done so at school, or he may have listened, as the school children in Minnesota do, to tape-recorded educational programs.

The tape recorder is a young instrument, and like the young, exciting in its potentialities. But it already has a wide variety of domestic uses. For example: you can record from the radio—a significant event or speech, a performance of a seldom-heard symphony or opera, one of your favorite musical artists, your favorite entertainer. The best recording ever accomplished is now done on magnetic tape, and transcribing programs from FM stations, especially, will bring you surprisingly professional results. You can also record memorable family occasions—your baby's words, birthday celebrations, anniversaries. You can capture the fun of a party for the future, make the party even better through the recording of your friends' parlor performances. And if, as sometimes happens, something which seemed uproariously funny at the time palls on later listening, you can erase it and use the tape again. Or you can remove what you do not like and save the rest with the help of splicing tape and a pair of scissors. The tape recorder can also be a great help to you if you are learning to play a musical instrument, studying voice, or want to improve your French. It is used as an aid for removing speech defects in children, it has even been used as a baby sitter by one mother who recorded her children's favorite fairy tales to be played when she is out. What else can it do? That depends on you.

Opposite

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Young, III, prepare to record a New Year's Eve party in their Westchester home.

Susan Young listens intently to her own singing of "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer."

WENDY MILTY

HOUSE & GARDEN, DECEMBER, 1961
This wall sounds as well as it looks
A television set, a record player, a radio and a tape recorder—these are the Aladdin’s lamps of the twentieth century, a magic-making quartet. Not many of us can afford to buy them all at once; most of us acquire them in a rather haphazard order; but whichever way they come, it is wise to have a plan for placing them if you are not to end up with a room that looks like a radio shop. *House & Garden*’s plan is this “sound wall,” an attractive arrangement of shelves, drawers and cupboards that takes care of the present and anticipates the future. Its heart is the center section designed to contain high-fidelity radio and phonograph equipment to which television and a tape recorder could be added later. Its copious storage space takes care of 45, 33 1/3, and 78 rpm records as well as tape reels, and still leaves room to spare. Its nature is flexible. If, for example, the shelves in the center section proved inadequate, the space behind the panel with the Japanese scroll could be used for more shelves; or, if you had no television, the upper parts of both end sections could be shelved to hold books, sheet music or some cherished collection.

---

**Television**
The television chassis is installed behind the wood panel; a sliding door can conceal the screen and controls.

**Radio phonograph**
The record player and tuner are concealed behind drop doors; the speaker, records, behind latticed doors.

**Tape recorder**
Space behind drop doors for two-unit tape recorder. The cabinets above and below are used for storage.
Seven ingenious ways to install your radio, phonograph and television set

In a corner of a man's bed-sitting room, the radio and phonograph equipment has been built into the wall and into a projecting cabinet with a sliding panel. This conceals the radio, 33⅓ rpm and 78 rpm turntable. A custom-designed turntable sits on the top of the cabinet beneath the speaker. Designed by Ted Sandler.

In a Pennsylvania Dutch cabinet, the tuner, amplifier and record player are concealed behind sliding doors. The speaker is neatly enclosed in a box above them.

DESIGNED BY VOICE AND VISION, INC.

In a wall of a small room, the record player and radio are in drawers, television and speaker cabinets are set flush.
In a table, the record player sits beneath a sliding plate-glass top, tuner operates radio in another part of room, speaker has floor-to-ceiling baffle in a wide-angle corner.

In a library wall, the radio, record player and speaker have been built in behind doors that match the paneling. Records are stored in a section of shelves above.

In sectional cabinets, added as the music system grew, there are (from left to right) a tape recorder, a record player, a radio, storage space for records and a speaker.

In a dividing wall the television chassis revolves to face living room (left) and dining room (right). There is space for radio, record player, speaker, storage for records, books and dishes.
"Best informed ear in the world," says Sigmund Spaeth, tune detective, who reports that America is listening to more and better music today than ever before.

If there were some ideal, abstract, completely honest and unbiased committee concerned with the progress of music in America during the past 50 years, that committee could quite sincerely and properly "report progress." Unquestionably the United States of America can today point to the largest musical audience of all time, as represented not only in the concert halls and opera houses but in the number of people who listen regularly to radio, television and records, not to speak of the motion-picture theaters, the musical-comedy stage, and performances, amateur as well as professional, in our clubs, churches, studios, restaurants, museums, homes, colleges and schools.

Simple arithmetic leads to the inescapable conclusion that if more people are listening to music of some sort than ever before, the number of those hearing the established classics must automatically have increased. But this does not mean that Bach, Beethoven and Brahms are already more popular than Berlin, Boogie and Be-bop. Nor does it mean that symphonies and grand opera have taken the place of the Hit Parade and Broadway musical shows.

However, two of the "three B's" have enjoyed a crescendo of honest interest that shows no signs of abatement. Interest in Bach was greatly stimulated by world-wide celebrations, in 1950, of the 200th anniversary of his death, including the festival staged by Pablo Casals in the little town of Prades on the French-Spanish border. But long before this convenient date, Bach's music had commanded increasing attention, with the novel cooperation of Walt Disney's Fantasia which included a Toccata and Fugue in a stylized cartoon interpretation. Beethoven has maintained his solid and dependable reputation, but Brahms has gone far beyond this. He has actually become the most popular of all composers in the larger forms, not only on the concert stage but on records and over the air. A climax to the steady

Opposite: Pablo Casals, the greatest cellist in the world, with Rudolf Serkin

This month in Prades, the little Spanish town he made famous, Pablo Casals, the greatest living violoncellist and perhaps the world's greatest musician, will celebrate his 75th birthday. The Prades Festival of 1950 and the Perpignan Festival of 1951 are now history. Since then Columbia Records has sold over 100,000 albums of the former (a significant measure of America's musical coming-of-age); records of Perpignan will be issued early in 1952. Prades was recorded under conditions both comic and difficult, in a schoolroom hung with the rugs of everyone in the village, to deaden echoes, and with a lookout stationed to signal when the local train would make its noisy way up the mountainside and into the music. So great was the magic of the Festival that rather than miss it, one pregnant but determined musician came and had her baby there. Pablo Casals was the godfather.
V-shaped walls and flaring roof

created an echo-proof house

that is perfect for music

This accommodating little house was designed for living, eating, sleeping and music. It belongs to Mrs. Dorothy Roosevelt of Birmingham, Michigan, a pianist who likes to give informal musicals for as many as 75 guests, and has two grand pianos and a large record collection. Thanks to the ingenuity of her architect, Edward P. Elliott, it fits her like a glove. The shape of the house, with its V-shaped walls and roof, provides excellent acoustical conditions for music listening. The fireplace, near the middle of the room, has a heater and storage unit adjoining it. The "performing" end of the room contains the two pianos. Mounted on the natural cedar wall behind them is the speaker of the record player; the player is concealed in a cabinet at the opposite end of the room (see plan). Chairs group comfortably around fireplace, while the corners of the room are given over to music, dining and sleeping.
This room was designed for good listening

- The curtains along the window wall function as sound absorbers, and are drawn across the windows in accordance with the number of people present; that is, the more people, the less curtain, as people absorb sound too.
- The loudspeaker on the wall behind the pianos is hung on a swivel so that it can be turned whichever way the music sounds best, depending on whether sound-absorbing curtains are drawn.
- The end walls flare in opposite directions instead of paralleling each other. The ceiling is V-shaped also. This minimizes echoes or sound bouncing between the interior surfaces.
Television is at home in any setting. Here you see a simple mahogany TV set and a spinet piano in a living room filled with Victorian details that range from tufted sofa to ruffled curtains and striped wallpaper.

Music for the ear and for the eye

Television faces a challenging problem in presenting music. Melody, harmony, rhythm and the other elements of music exist in the world of sound, not sight. Yet in the past four years you have seen on "that box" in your living room an impressive number of musical programs, both classical and popular, pleasing to the ear and the eye. Why should anyone sit with eyes glued to a 16-inch screen, when the same music is available on the radio or phonograph? True, with radio or records the mind is free to paint its own pictures. But thousands of Americans are willing to spend hard cash for tickets, face jostling crowds and sit in uncomfortable seats just to attend a concert and be with music at its source. Why shouldn't these people want to relax in their own easy chairs if the television console can capture music's (Continued on page 160)
I HAANEL CASSIDY

Out of the choir loft into your living room

The twentieth century appears to be one vast musical moving day. You can now have opera in your living room, concerts wherever you put your radio, phonograph or TV set. Even the organ has come out of the choir loft into the living room. The practical reason: you don’t need a room the size of a church since the new organs are no larger than spinets (and prices have come down along with the size). The pleasurable reasons: you can learn to play the organ well enough to enjoy it as quickly as it takes to pick out Home Sweet Home with one finger. The organ blends well with other instruments or voices. With a happy unconcern for tradition, we have discovered that the organ, superb for Bach and Handel, also produces popular music with gusto. Above, at the organ: Perlita Nielson, who charmed New York audiences in Aimee Stuart’s play, Lace on Her Petticoat.

For shopping information on the rooms above and opposite, see page 191
There is always room for a piano in your life. Five ways to fit an upright, a spinet or a grand into your decoration.

Paint an old upright the color of your room

An inherited or second-hand upright piano need not necessarily be an eyesore. If you have one, make the most of it. Paint stars all over it, keeping the wall and the piano the same shade of color.

Tuck a spinet in a quiet, out-of-the-way alcove

The spinet, or small upright, is an excellent space-saver. But you may have more success if you are not too dogmatic about its placement. The piano does not have to be in your living room; an alcove in a hallway, under a staircase might do just as well, put life in a barren spot.
Put a grand in a bay window with an arc of screens

A deep bay window is a graceful and traditional setting for a grand piano. Bay windows, however, sometimes face the street or a neighbor's house. To achieve semi-privacy and still have adequate light, stretch low screens around the windows.

Frame an upright with bookcases and low cabinets

To minimize the vertical lines of an upright piano, build it into a bookcase wall and flank the keyboard with projecting cabinets. If the piano is ever removed, shelves and cabinets could be added to fill space.

Use a spinet to divide a large living-dining room

Decoratively speaking, the spinet is a convenient shape. Thanks to its lowness and rectangular case, it can be used to divide a room without sacrificing a spacious air. You can back a sofa against it as we have here, or perhaps a long, rectangular table.
The candy-coated music lesson

A color chart that fits over the keyboard is the clue to a new method of learning to play the piano, described by Dr. Philip Gordon,

Department of Music Education at the Chicago Musical College

Walk down almost any street in almost any town, and the chances are, before you have gone one full block, you will come to a house with a piano that nobody uses. It stands in a corner of the living room, probably the darkest corner, because the sight of it makes Mother unhappy. The instrument cost a lot of money, but she desperately wanted Junior to learn to play. Only, Junior didn’t take to the piano. After the first few lessons the daily practice period became a tug-of-war. By the end of the year Mother knew she’d lost the battle.

Why did this happen? There was more than one factor involved in the failure. Perhaps Junior—a gregarious fellow, as he rightly ought to be—just couldn’t stand practicing by himself. Perhaps the lessons, acceptable enough to grown-ups, led to no worthwhile experience according to Junior’s standards. Perhaps things piled up on Junior—things such as lines, spaces, sharps and flats, quarters and eighths, dots and rests, “Curve your fingers!” “Count aloud!” “Third finger there!”—and a lot more. Perhaps any time Junior wanted to show how well he could play, he disturbed Father who was reading the newspaper, Sister who couldn’t hear her beau on the telephone, and Mother, who was putting baby to bed.

It wasn’t that Junior didn’t like music. He simply wouldn’t practice the piano, that’s all. So there the piano stands, forlorn in a corner of the room. A great many other people have given serious thought to this situation. If mothers are unhappy about it, so are the manufacturers and sellers of pianos. What is needed is a simple “talent finder,” something which leads Junior immediately to successful experiences at the piano and will give some clue as to whether the child and the instrument are likely to get along together. It will not promise that Junior will eagerly practice his daily stint year in and year out. That desirable result is subject to a number of strong influences, such as parental interest, intelligent teaching and opportunities to fit the piano into the scheme of living adopted by Junior and his peers. But a good talent finder would give a clue to the child’s native inclination and aptitude, so that he would have a fair chance of success.

The search for talent finders has quickened the ingenuity of more than one person. Some of the implements that have been used are tin whistles and toy xylophones. Some are closer to a practicable, though rudimentary, instrument; names like “fiddlette” and “flutophone” indicate the attempted scope. But one talent finder boldly utilizes the piano itself, the full-size genuine instrument. The difference is not in the instrument, but in the symbols that must be “read” and turned into sounds. The difference (Continued on page 164)

Opposite

Exploring the wonders of a piano, these children find it easy to play a tune by comparing the colored notes with the chart behind the keys.
Puppets are people

Why not create a marionette theater for your children and open up to them a new world of self-expression?

Like all good troupers (including generals) puppets never die. Far from fading away, the marionette family has a robust ancestry and some captivating survivors and some mysterious ancestors—one of whom turned up in a boat-shaped stage at the bottom of a 4,000-year-old Egyptian tomb. He had been strung with silver strings and was clearly a puppet of prestige. Today his progenitors—articulate, magical, eager to amuse you—are front line entertainers on television, radio, in movies and theaters. Kukla and Ollie, Howdy Doody, Charlie McCarthy, Snarky Parker are descendants of such wooden-head "greats" as Harlequin, Peppenino, Pulcinella, Hännescen, Petrouchka, Mr. Punch and his Judy. Punch seems to have shipped here from England as early as 1742, where according to puppeteer lore, on December 30, in Philadelphia, there played "an agreeable comedy or tragedy by changeable figures of two feet high, a sight of the sea and ships, and a merry dialogue between Punch and Judy, his wife." Being a puppet Mr. Punch was impervious to lawsuits for political libel and he frequently aired his opinions of current issues, pro and con—a happy knack which puppets still retain.

Through their universal pantomime, language barriers have been swept away by these small magicians. Once puppets were known as "little Marys" when performing in church ceremonies, hence the name "marionette." The Spanish conqueror, Cortes, bristling with arms against Mexico, had a puppeteer among his military cargo. In France, George Sand's marionette "Théâtre des Amis" at the Château Nohant was a delight of her salons where, with her son Maurice, she wrote and produced witty hand-puppet plays, creating costumes for her cast, among them the pensive Pierrot. Molière invented witty dialogue for puppets, and among marionette music are symphonies and ballets composed for them by Bach and Haydn.

Just as television has brought active entertainment into your living room, you can add further fun for your children by introducing them to marionettes. If you create a puppet for them, he will respond with hours of rainy day pleasure, help them express any flair they may have for writing, speaking, acting. Your children's wish is your puppet's command. With a little practice and invention he is at your family fingertips, waiting to take his bow on your first opening night. And for incidental music, try playing recordings of "Peter and the Wolf," "Through the Looking Glass," and the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. As your children listen, let them imagine a puppet performing to the tune and action of the music. Help them to plan and build their own special marionette theater. Then set the stage, raise the curtain and watch your family puppet come to life.

Opposite: Design for a marionette theater by Fabrizio Clerici,
gifted architect, stage and costume designer for the Rome Opera

In the Italy at Work exhibit now touring U. S. art museums (to be at the Minneapolis Institute of Fine Arts, Nov. 27 to Jan. 8), Clerici's gay foyer for a marionette theatre has delighted thousands of children. He says of it: "I decorated it like the pages of a story book so that in it children would imagine themselves as heroes of fairy tales."
Untypical furniture
for typical rooms

A young American designer, Paul McCobb, creates furniture which is handsome, friendly, practical.

To keep up with our expanding population and to make up for houses which are over-age, America needs (and builds) about a million new houses a year. A great majority of these will have medium or small rooms; the best of them at least will be visually enlarged by window walls. This presents a number of decorating problems which, like the sea, are all around us. And lamentably few designers have faced up to them as realistically as young Paul McCobb. In designing his “Predictor” furniture, he set his slide rule to the measure of typical apartment or house rooms. He also kept in mind constantly that each piece would be exposed to brilliant, almost shadowless light. Under the circumstances, all frills were out. He wanted his furniture to be simple and friendly. Here, you see that it is.
This furniture works well. Desk includes drawers, graduating from paper to file size; three pencil drawers hang below slab top. Chair back is high for support; seat is shaped for comfort.

McCobb maple chairs are never bulky but they are characterized by strength so that even a heavy person can relax in them. Tub chair and armchair show varied design but are gauged to look well in the same room.
The look is clean-cut; the thinking brand new

Like any original designer, Mr. McCobb dislikes having his furniture tagged with a traditional name. But the fact remains that his “Predictor” designs show the honesty and lightness-plus-strength of Shaker furniture. His use of rounded, tapered dowels, his inclusion of numerous small catch-all drawers make Americans feel at home with it. The thinking as to scale, size, finishes and the use of foam rubber for upholstery are unmistakably contemporary. Although we show it here in modern rooms, with modern accessories, you could mix it with anything and use it to furnish a Colonial house. Incidentally, the fact that it is without fussy details recommends it to every housewife who does her own dusting and would rather not do too much of it. All this furniture is at Bloomingdale’s, New York; Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago; Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis.

Shopping information, p. 187.

Medley of drawers and glass-enclosed shelves is fresh, appealing, yields excellent storage space as well.

Variations of finishes
(light is called Nutmeg; dark is Chieory)
and coverings on U. S. Rubber Co.’s foam-rubber upholstery, add to unstereotyped look of chairs.
Silhouette of spindle-back armchair is dramatic; small shelves tucked under coffee table are for cards, oddments.

Tapered spindles are characteristic McCobb touch; O'Hearn factory in New England where furniture is made, specializes in this work.
Make music
the point
of your parties

Music can make your party twice as sociable, twice as much fun. So why don't you make it the theme song of your holiday parties? Here are three music parties that are easy to give. 1. THE TAPERECORDEE EVENING. Ask each friend who plays a musical instrument to come prepared to play; warn each one who doesn't that he'll have to perform, too. Preserve the results on tape at the beginning of the party and play them back at the end of it. For the entr'acte serve a buffet supper. The menu: Beef Stroganoff in a casserole. Green salad with French dressing. Cherries Jubilee. Coffee. 2. THE BRING-YOUR-FAVORITE RECORD EVENING. Make each guest bring his pet recording. Play the first two minutes of it. Let everyone write down the name of the piece, the composer, the year when it was written. After this concert, figure out the scores, then serve supper. The menu: Veal in sour cream sauce, noodles, puréed peas, macedoine of fruit, coffee. 3. THE CAROL-SINGING EVENING. This is an all-generations evening. Play carols and serve eggnog to warm up your vocalists. You might combine tree trimming with singing. The menu: Baked chicken hash, and candied carrots, flaming plum pudding, coffee. For these recipes, write to House & Garden's Reader Service.

Eggnog goes well with any holiday party (you could serve a non-alcoholic version for the children at the carol-singing party). Put it on a low, candelit table in the middle of the room where your guests can reach it easily.

Opposite

Set your holiday table with pretty patterns

Long holiday weekends give you a string of evenings for entertaining and plenty of time to create delightful table settings such as this one. The “Golden Fern” Minton china plates by Meakin & Ridgway and Fostoria’s “Envoy” glasses (both were first shown in House & Garden last May) team up attractively with baroque flatware. Reed & Barton’s new pierced silver design called “Florentine Lace” fills the bill nicely. It balances with an “Empress” Quaker Lace cloth which is placed, layer-cake fashion, over a plain white cloth. Napkins are pale pink Irish linen damask. “Twistolite” candles top off the bronze-and-marble candlesticks. Accessories add sparkle: Steuben Glass cigarette box and ash trays, gold-bordered place cards in sterling-silver holders, a Waterford glass compote filled with irresistible marzipan strawberries. Pine sprays and roses, cropped short, make a beguiling tree.
C is for Christmas cheer

Dione Lucas, whose convictions about food have made better cooks of us all, gives you some of her Christmas recipes.

Today in America very few women bake. Our lives are too complex and busy (though I believe it's a pity). But at Christmas there are a dozen reasons to get out and use your cookie sheets and loaf tins and even try your hand at candy making. Christmas cakes and cookies make wonderful presents and wonderful additions to home holiday menus. And you can make them whenever you have the time—almost all of them keep beautifully. A gift of food, made with your own hands, has more sentiment than anything you can buy. By the time Christmas is almost upon us, we are ready for our candies. Rounds of chocolate garnished with ginger, juicy candied orange and citron peel, spiced mixed nuts and bright emerald pistachios, plump little truffles and delicate fondants—all to be packaged attractively for the delight of your family and friends.

The following eleven recipes are some that I have found most successful over the years. I hope that they will give your "Merry Christmas" its true meaning. Turn to page 186 for the recipes.

Opposite

Nine ways to trim your Christmas tree

1. Bake or buy gingerbread Santas, stars, etc. These from Robert Day-Dean's, $1.25 dozen.
2. Tinsel garlands, one inch wide, 12 feet long, 50 cents from Radiant Glass Fibers Co.
3. Miniature market baskets to fill with presents and hang up, 35c each. Jack Kelly.
5. Fiber glass snowflakes; 9" size is 39 cents, 12" size 59 cents. Radiant Glass Fibers Co.
6. You can buy lace paper doilies in any dime store and make garlands of them.
8. Cornucopias to fill with nuts, candy, are metal foil. 50 cents apiece at Bloomingdale's.
9. Use glass birds or these of wool, designed by Zoric Ward, $2.50 apiece from Zoveka.

For other ornaments shown opposite, see page 173.
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1. Gingerbread and strings of beads
2. Streamers of punchwork metal foil
3. Wicker baskets filled with gifts
4. Silver balls and bright wool bows
5. White snowflakes, golden balls
6. Garlands of paper-doily lace
7. Mexican fluted-paper balls
8. Foil angels and cornucopias
9. Spun-glass birds, vivid balls
IRVING PENN'S LUMINOUS PHOTOGRAPH of a Barcelona bullfight is a significant example of creative pioneering in color by one of America's foremost artists of the camera. You will find it among the 195 color illustrations in The Art and Technique of Color Photography, a magnificent and informative new book containing the work of 17 staff photographers of The Condé Nast Publications, House & Garden, Vogue and Glamour—a collection of interest to art lovers and photographers.

CAMERA, Rolleiflex; LENS, 75mm, Zeiss Tessar, f/3.5; FILM, Ektachrome Daylight Type; LIGHT, daylight; EXPOSURE, ½ second at f/5.6; camera hand-held.
How to “paint” with a camera

Wilson Hicks, former picture editor
of “Life” magazine, advises amateurs to break all the rules.

Out of the corner of your eye, as you read this, you can still see the red, blue and red-blue picture of the matador and bull. Did you pause over it a moment before arriving here? If not, do so now. I’ll wait... Perhaps the first thing which strikes you about this extraordinary photograph, an instant after your quick grasp of its subject, is how like, how incredibly like a painting it is. That a machine made the picture is no news to you—or did it have you fooled until you read the caption? Most of us feel we are pretty familiar with the wonders of the camera. Color pictures are all around us, as the pages of HOUSE & GARDEN bounteously attest; we see chromatic movies, watch black-and-white television only on sufferance until we can have color sets; we even dream, as we say, in Technicolor. What, then, is so unusual about a color photograph which looks like a painting? Science, you say, can do anything these days. But many color photographs are utterly realistic: they are as exact imitations of objects, animate and inanimate, as it is possible to produce. The significant point about this particular color photograph is that it is not, in the commonly understood sense, realistic but what is ordinarily referred to as impressionistic. The fact that a machine can perform such a feat as “Bullfight in Barcelona” is one of the marvels of our day.

In the last decade, and especially since the end of World War II, a remarkable development has been taking place in color photography. If color photography is your hobby or if you have always wanted to take color pictures but hesitated because it seemed so difficult, the changed approach to the color camera, of which Irving Penn’s bullfight picture is an excellent example, may be of interest and help to you. Don’t be frightened by the fact that Mr. Penn is a noted professional. When he took his picture he was playing a game in which defiance of the precise rules of science, instead of dogged adherence to them, produced a fascinating effect. The nice part is that you, too, can play the game.

In a color photograph, with the technical materials available today, a photographer can make an out-and-out copy of man or nature so true that its very truth engenders disbelief. The color camera sees things so much better than... (Continued on page 188)
Dorothy Liebes, America’s great textile designer, who recently visited Spain describes what she found there

Designer in Spain

We went to Spain for a holiday. I should note, at the beginning, that our holidays always turn out to be the kind the bus man takes. As a designer, a trip anywhere, and especially abroad, inevitably becomes a tour of observation and study. Sometimes (but not often) I wish it were otherwise. In any case, Spain was practically uncharted territory on our map. Neither my husband, a newspaper correspondent, nor I had ever been there. We had no idea, beyond the information in tourist folders and some not-very-new books on Spain, what to expect there.

To jump ahead of my story, it was far more exciting, more beautiful, and more interesting than we ever dreamed. Spain is poor, and even at this late date, it still bears some of the scars of its terrible Civil War. But it brims with beauty and it is alive with color and charm. A queer, haunting quality broods over most of the country and sets it entirely apart from anywhere else in the world that I know. Perhaps that is a heritage of the Moors. Or perhaps it is the land itself, indelibly stamping the character of the people. For me Spain is a “feel” rather than a fact. It is (Cont’d on page 142)

Opposite

On the Catalan Costa Brava (rugged coast), fishing villages such as Tossa del Mar girdle sandy coves

FRANCES MCLAUGHLIN
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Spain continued

The intensity of the deep, vivid colors, the sun and shadow in the bullfight ring, glancing down the rows of the whitewashed houses or at the curve of the Mediterranean coast gives one a whole new color palette. The austerity of the plain and mountains and the lush green of walled garden and tinkling fountain spell a contrast which haunts one later.

Here is no land for the chichi boys and girls of the Left Bank or the Riviera! The brooding dignity and simplicity of the Spanish people and the landscape, plus the great elegance and complexity of other aspects of Spain, make it no obvious tourist haven. It was several days after we crossed the border at Irun before we felt the full impact of whatever it is that makes Spain so unique. We were motoring. There was a speedy and amiable inspection of papers (Continued on page 153)

Three sides of Spain:
the quiet nuns, great paintings
and ebullient dancing

When American Ambassador Stanton Griffis saw the children, opposite, dance in Valencia, he invited them to entertain at the U. S. Embassy housewarming in Madrid. They arrived with families, impresario and piano player, made a great hit at the party. The Ambassador christened them “baby Flamencos” and hopes that he has launched them on a career.
Gardener's guide to Cuba

Keep the memory of your trip green when you get home, grow the plants you saw on your travels.

Cuba, only five hours from New York by plane, and one hour from Miami, is an easy-going mixture of the familiar and the new. Horticulturally, for example, you will find a number of plants seen in America, but like the rum, they are somehow better in a tropical climate—bigger too. For a concentrated view of native trees and plants you may visit the Tropical Gardens in Havana, named not as you might think for their temperature, but for Tropical Beer, brewed by the owner. For suggestions as to other Cuban aspects worth investigating—from the new and glittery Varadero Beach resort to the colorful sponge-fishing center of Batabano—turn to page 165.

The glossy leathery leaves of Coccolobis, the sea grape, distinguish this tropical tree, fine for frost-free Southern gardens.

The dense, compact form and thick evergreen leaves of pittosporum make it a fine tub plant in Northern houses, an excellent specimen or hedge plant in Southern gardens; variegated form shown here.

Fancy-leaved caladiums are fast growing in favor as summer bedding plants, winter pot plants. Long grown in the tropics, their handsomely marked leaves add unusual effects to any garden.
Native to tropical America, *Plumeria*, also called frangipani and temple tree, is now widely grown in all tropical countries. Its many-hued tubular flowers are heavily fragrant.

Ferns in innumerable variety grace the tropical wilds as well as our Northern woods. Grow warm-climate types in pots indoors.

The perfect tubular shape, clear colors of morning-glory flowers have endeared these vines to gardeners. Use annual types in the North.
Is your house as safe as it can be?

Check these suggestions; they will add convenience as well as safety to your home life.

Comfort and convenience depend on minor as well as major factors. In this series we have cited the part that sound structure, easy-to-maintain materials, satisfactory heating, ventilating, insulation and warm-weather control play in your comfort. But little things are important, too. A handy light switch at your bedside, a well-lighted staircase, well-organized closets, etc., not only add comfort but are essential to safety. The sketches here and on pages 158, 159, illustrate such points. There are many other danger spots in a house. Some are caused by poor house design or structure. Others are created by the occupants. The National Safety Council reports appalling casualty figures in the home yearly—27,500 deaths in 1950; 4,100,000 injuries. The kitchen is one of the most dangerous rooms in the house, a real hazard for children. Don’t place a range near a door where drafts can blow out the gas or children knock over hot pans. Avoid outswinging cabinet doors, hard-to-reach shelves, unprotected knife blades. Conceal injurious cleaning compounds. Have adequate outlets for appliances. Stairways need careful lighting, ample headroom, properly sized risers, treads, handrails. A bath should have a foolproof medicine chest, non-scalding shower, chip-proof tub, shock-proof light fixtures. Bed and living rooms need non-skid rugs, generous storage, uncluttered furniture arrangements, good lighting. Basements need safe stairs, soot-free, sound chimneys, heating equipment in good condition. Provide railing for porches and keep them free of snow and ice. See that your garage has sufficient ventilation, is free of clutter.

DON’T
create a booby trap with overloaded outlets

DO install handy outlet strips

DO have shock-proof outlets

Electricity gives you countless conveniences. But it calls for adequate wiring and safe usage. Don’t overload electrical outlets, don’t let cords dangle where you can trip; don’t fail to replace frayed cords. Provide enough outlets—double outlets every 6’ at least, every 3’ if possible. Kitchens and laundries need more; convenience outlet moldings (lower left) let you plug in every 6” or 18”. Safety outlets (upper left), proof against shock if a child inserts a wire or tool, are also available for installation.
**DON'T**

DONT have a dangerous medicine chest

Inquisitive children can be injured by medicines and poisons within reach. (So can sleepy adults.) New cabinets have a special, top-shelf, marked compartment for them. A slot to dispose of razor blades is also included in some chests. Sliding mirror doors to avoid bumped heads, lighting to illuminate the inside of the chest, are features of other new safe-and-sound medicine cabinets.

**DO**

DO install an accident-proof cabinet

Dont have catch-all-closets

If tennis rackets or Junior's bat fall on you when you open a closet, your storage needs organization. Ideally, closets should be engineered to fit what goes in them—hats and coats, household equipment, games, tools, foods, linens, etc. You can plan closets so that frequently-used articles are easy to reach without teetering on a chair. "Dead" storage can be higher. Light closets day and night.

**DON'T**

DONT risk a break-neck stairway

Safe stairs are vital to household comfort and safety. They need a continuous handrail and straight runs and landings are better than winding stairs. Risers about 7 1/2" high with 10" treads are recommended and the slope should not be steep. Lights on the stairs and general illumination should be controlled from top and bottom switches. Mechanical lifts to save climbing can be installed on new or existing stairs.

**DO**

DO have well-lighted, well-planned stairs

DONT have a hazardous kitchen

Kitchens are convenient and efficient today. Yet small fry, underfoot, can tip scalding pots, get at knives and poisonous cleansers, turn on gas or electric range switches. They need a separate play space out of harm's way. Other solutions are to turn pan handles out of reach, to use a range with burners at the back, to install a range with switches on the backsplash. A sturdy step ladder prevents cabinet-climbing falls.

**DO**

DO have well-organized, adequate storage

DO create a safety-first kitchen

More safety suggestions p. 158
These tables lead a double life

Any one of the tables on these pages does the work of two. The card table (below) and the console table (opposite, above) both double their lengths for dining. The French Provincial table (opposite, below) has the wing spread of a sideboard. All help you make the most of your space. As you explore their talents, notice how the accessories help to effect the changes. Other tables on page 168.

Play cards on it in the afternoon, dine on it at night

1 Flip-top table gives you a 35" square surface for a game of Canasta (above) or chess. Table and chairs are made of American oak by Jamestown Lounge.

2 When you unfold the top, right, the table doubles in length to 70" so that you can seat four people for dinner. It is $140, chairs $54 each in muslin.

Prices approximate. Shopping data, page 193
Pull-out shelves
put space at your fingertips

You can stretch this console table into a table for dining

1 If you want to conserve space, Extenson's mahogany table requires only 20" x 40". The dining top unfolds into a 40" square.

2 You can add as many as 4 leaves (88" extension) and a leg (which is concealed in the table, shown above) drops for support. $107.

You can wheel this table anywhere and serve from it

1 As a console, above, this French Provincial table of cherrywood requires only 38" of wall space. It holds magazines, books, china, record albums or bottles.

2 Raise the leaves, right, and you have a serving table (or bar) that is 64" long. Made by John Widdicomb. $325. Christmas gifts wrapped by Dennison's.

Old Colony's mahogany table with tooled-leather writing shelf and leaf is handy to have beside bed.

The same table could pull up to a living-room chair, hold magazines, glasses. 22" x 17" x 33", $198.
The Connsonata is a development of America's Finest Electronic Organ! On Connsonata you play anything from traditional church to sprightly popular... even dramatic theater-type organ... with ease and assurance. Investigate Connsonata advantages before you buy any organ. Prices $126U up.

NEW MODEL 2D Connsonata uses in-built speaker units.

Connsonata DIVISION OF C. G. CONN LTD.
Elkhart, Indiana

NEW MODEL 2E Connsonata uses external speaker units.

CONNSONATA, ELKHART, INDIANA, Dept. 1241
Please send literature and prices on Connsonata Electronic Organ, at no obligation.

Name.
Address.
City Zone.
State.

NEW MODEL 2D Connsonata with in-built speakers.

SEE HOW MUCH MORE THE NEW Connsonata OFFERS FOR HOME, CHURCH OR SCHOOL

We invite you, even urge you to compare the new Connsonatas with any other organs on the market... before you buy. You'll find that no other organ is more suitable for your home, church or school, no other organ offers so much for the money! It's truly America's Finest Electronic Organ! On Connsonata you play anything from traditional church to sprightly popular... even dramatic theater-type organ... with ease and assurance. Investigate Connsonata advantages before you buy any organ. Prices $126U up.

Two engaging records, Train to the Zoo (Children's Record Guild, No. 1001) and More Playtime Songs (Young People's Records, No. 729), the latter sung by Charity Bailey, are both collections of easy-to-learn songs. Daddy Comes Home is designed to remind the child of one of the most exciting moments of his day, and can be played with daddy if he feels up to it (Children's Record Guild, No. 1018). Just about the most delightful record we have come across is The Carrot Seed, a heart-warming story about a small boy who plants a carrot seed and believes that it will grow despite the doubts of his elders. It does, of course (Children's Record Guild, No. 1005). The Carrot Seed has only the slightest edge on A Walk in the Forest, a story about a small boy who goes for a walk and meets many wild animals in his imagi- nation—none of them the least bit frightening (Young People's Records, No. 805). The most ambitious recording for the two-to-five group that we heard is Every Day We Grow 1-0, a two-record album that tells how a little boy and a sleepy possum use a cumulative song to find the boy's parents (Young People's Records, No. 8001-2). There are several new recordings of traditional stories. Paul Wing, RCA Victor's popular narrator, can be heard telling a number of them, including Jack and the Beanstalk, Pass in Boots, Tom Thumb and Rampel-stiltskin on both 78 and 45 rpm discs. Peter Pan Records has brought out The Little Red Hen (No. 2251) and Peter Rabbit (No. 2229).

Through the years

Your child need not be without participa-tion records as he grows up. Columbia has put out two which we could hardly resist ourselves. Lead a Little Orchestra (No. MJV-115) gratifies the universal desire to conduct. The Tap Dance Record (No. MJV-116) gratifies another fairly common desire. It consists of four of the most popular tap dance tunes featuring the basic rhythms. Time Step, Buffalo, Waltz Clog and Soft Shoes. The tunes are Bye Bye Blues, Sweet Sue, Swanee River and East Side, West Side. You will probably enjoy them yourself. We are not sure whether there is a little boy left who needs to be encouraged to behave like a cowboy. If there is, Ride em Cowboy (Children's Record Guild, No. 5001) should do the trick. While listening to it, he can become a member of the Circle "Q" outfit—ride with his partners, stop a stampede and quiet the docs by singing them to sleep. We cannot imagine anyone not enjoying the Children's Record Guild album of Cinderella (No. 201). The story has been ingeniously integrated with Sergei Prokofieff's Cinderella score—the same one that is danced by the Sadler's Wells Ballet. The idea was a brilliant one, indeed, and the result is as opulent and glamorous as a fairytale should be. Someone over at RCA Victor has also had a good idea. They got James Stewart to do two albums of Winnie the Pooh (No. Y-438-39). They have also persuaded Charles Laughton to record an abridged version of Dickens' Christmas Carol—rather too abridged, if you remember the story (No. Y-440). There is also an abridged version of Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island recorded by Peter Pan Records (No. 2244). There are also songs galore. Gene Autry sings Poppy the Poppy and He'll Be Coming Down the Chimney in Western style for Columbia (No. MJV-122), A Hunting We Will Go (Young People's Records, No. 505) presents three spirited songs, The Keeper, an old English "response" song, Away and Away and A Southerly Wind. The Twelve Days of Christmas is available sung by Tom Glazer (Young People's Records, No. 225) and Burl Ives (Columbia Records No. MJV-124). RCA Victor has issued songs by Kukla, Fran and Ollie (Y-425).

New records for children

Entertaining presents for every age, they are non-breakable and educational.
Now is the time to buy

THE WARMEST GIFTS OF ALL

CHATHAM BLANKETS

Chatham Blankets are gifts almost everyone hopes for, because Chatham makes good blankets...all wools and blends, Baby Chatham Blankets, Electric Blankets. They're as warm as a Christmas wish, as beautiful as famous Chatham styling can make them. Your favorite department store has them in a wide range of high-fashion colors, all gift-boxed, in many styles and prices.

Lovely floral gift boxes
and passports at the border, and then we were rolling down the road, away from France and into Spain.

The country seemed very little different from its equivalent area on the other side of the border. The excellent hotel at San Sebastian and indeed the whole "feel" of that pretty little seacoast town are duplicated in scores of other places in Europe. True, we learned a little bit about Spanish habits when, at 9 o'clock that night, we went downstairs for dinner and found that the cocktail hour had only just begun for those unaccustomed to the strangeness, an indulgent maître d'hôtel opened the dining room at 9:30, and we were still a gay but solitary party until a little after 10. In Spain, you shift your whole day's schedule ahead by some two to three hours, Rising, retiring, work, dining, and especially entertainment are very "late" by our standards. My stomach had a serious talk with me after about a week!

In the next days, the car rolled leisurely around the shoulders of the mountains that mark the Atlantic coast of Spain... Bilbao, Santander, and finally to Altamira. There an experience was waiting. The caves at Altamira are world famous for those miraculous paintings on the walls and roof, done by men who lived beyond the range of recorded history.

Spain is physically austere. I have a theory that people compensate, with their own works and costumes, when Nature herself has denied them a wide range of color. For generations, the Spanish have added color to a landscape that is intrinsically bleak in many places. Perhaps Altamira was an example of that instinct, an urge for beauty that touched even cave men and women in that incredibly distant age.

Against the soft beige gray of stone, animals had been painted in tawny browns and reds with fine lines and taut sinewes. They were ousted by a race of people who bridged centuries with their superb art. Strangely, it occurred to us that these are the ancestors and bloodbrothers of Spain's great quartet of twentieth-century painters, Picasso, Gris, Miro and Dali.

The Spaniards infuse their lives with color, both intuitively and consciously. They like black and brown, black and blue, red and orange-yellow. Perhaps no other people today understand the dynamic value of black so completely. Black gives fillip to inching deep pile carpets in strange yellows, black and blue, red and orange-yellow. As a protection against the cold, some were bundled up in the blakets. They seemed thin and stringy, and they probably were having a very thin lime and orange blossoms and myrtle, perhaps an ice storm was falling and we were anxious to leave.

Suddenly, the whole character of the country seemed to change. I cannot put a finger on any one specific thing. Until then, we had been traveling mainly through mountains, at least, fluffy terrain. Now we suddenly emerged on a great, gleaming plain, drenched in sunshine. It looked arid, bordering on desert conditions. The homes of the people were undeniably poor, adobe and rock with timbered roofs. They had the same brownish-yellow look as the ground. There were outcroppings of rock everywhere, and the harsh ground was covered with stones. In the fields continuously, we were passing herds of goats moving slowly, looking for the occasional patch of grass or plant life. They seemed thin and stringy, and they probably were having a very thin time of it on that terrain. The goatherds, often boys, were swathed in great, heavy serapes as a protection against the cold. Some were bundled up to the eyes in the blankets.

Somebody remarked, "This is exactly like North Africa." And so it was, the same sweeping stretches of rock and sand, the arid gullies, known as "djebels" on the other side of the Mediterranean, and the greenish-gray desert shrubs, clinging close to the earth.

The Moors must have felt very much at home, long centuries before, when they reached this part of Spain. It was like an extension of Algeria or Morocco, as though the sea between Spain and Africa did not exist at all. We began talking about the Moors.

(The continued on page 154)
and somebody else recalled the French aphorism: "Europe ends at the Pyrenees."

Wherever we went, we were conscious of the fact that no other part of Europe is quite like this. In Spain, two great waves of culture met and merged. The Moor is as much a part of the pattern as the medieval and Renaissance European. He has left a legacy: cool tiles in mellow colors used to line and trim houses, to frame courtyards. He brought the courtyard garden to Spain, brilliant with rambler roses and geraniums, innumerable fountains and rippling streams, sparkling in the bright sun. He overlaid the stern, restrained architecture of this stony country with the fantasy of his Oriental design.

All this, of course, reaches an epitome in the actual Moorish buildings, the Alhambra and the Generalife at Granada. These are so breathtakingly beautiful that words fail completely in the effort to convey a true picture. The important thing is that the wonderful inner courts, the gardens filled with roses and orange trees, and stone carved so delicately that it looks like lace—all these and many other of the characteristics of the buildings have been used and adapted into what we now think of as "Spanish architecture." You understand this more fully when once you have seen these original Moorish miracles of building, design and decoration.

In the same way—if I may digress to another field—the true meaning of El Greco's paintings came alive for us after we had seen Toledo. The city crowns some high ground, slashed on one side with a steep-sided canyon. Great ribs of rock, up-ended in some geological paroxysm, slant upwards in long layers, from the floor of the canyon to the top of the hills. Here, suddenly, was the very essence of so many of Greco's paintings, the gaunt backgrounds of his pictures, and even the gaunt, long-limbed figures in them.

Before we went to Toledo, we had been through the Prado in Madrid from end to end many times. If this sounds strenuous, I must confess that we would walk across the street from our hotel several times a day, sometimes for a brief sortie, sometimes for an hour or more. There was no compulsion to "do" the Prado in one great gulp. This great museum of painting is stamped in my mind chiefly by its Velasquez and Goyas—the essence of Spain that was and still is somber and dynamic.

Yes, Spain is an art country. It seemed fitting that we had swept down across the Pyrenees through the glowing peninsula of Spain, and up around the Dordogne of France with its Carcassonne and caves of the Perigord. We had entered with the prehistoric paintings of Altamira and exited with the fabulous paintings of the Grotto de Lascaux.

In the same way—if I may digress to another field—the true meaning of El Greco's paintings came alive for us after we had seen Toledo. The city crowns some high ground, slashed on one side with a steep-sided canyon. Great ribs of rock, up-ended in some geological paroxysm, slant upwards in long layers, from the floor of the canyon to the top of the hills. Here, suddenly, was the very essence of so many of Greco's paintings, the gaunt backgrounds of his pictures, and even the gaunt, long-limbed figures in them.

Before we went to Toledo, we had been through the Prado in Madrid from end to end many times. If this sounds strenuous, I must confess that we would walk across the street from our hotel several times a day, sometimes for a brief sortie, sometimes for an hour or more. There was no compulsion to "do" the Prado in one great gulp. This great museum of painting is stamped in my mind chiefly by its Velasquez and Goyas—the essence of Spain that was and still is somber and dynamic.

Yes, Spain is an art country. It seemed fitting that we had swept down across the Pyrenees through the glowing peninsula of Spain, and up around the Dordogne of France with its Carcassonne and caves of the Perigord. We had entered with the prehistoric paintings of Altamira and exited with the fabulous paintings of the Grotto de Lascaux.

A skillful arrangement of furniture is the key to this room which embraces television and family parties in 19' x 23' of space. Here, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Roschen and their three children relax, watch television, play cards, entertain any number of friends. "You don't need specially built furniture to create a room like this," says John Wisner, who designed it for the Roschens. He placed the set on the long inside wall and flanked it with comfortable armchairs and ottomans (which can be used as extra seats). Across the room, he "bent" a pair of sofas at slight angles for television viewing or small talk. He set a bar cabinet in one corner. And because this room adjoins a handsome terrace garden, Mr. Wisner used informal rattan furniture, put shutter panels on the windows, tucked plants into corners of the room and behind the sofas. The restful gray background is punctuated by a bright green oval rug.
the finest is always rare!

insist on KING'S RANSOM
but please be patient
if you have to wait for it occasionally

There are some things in this world without an exact counterpart—a rare jewel, Michelangelo’s David, King’s Ransom Scotch... You may not always get your King’s Ransom when you ask for it—but if you know Scotch whisky, you know that the world’s finest Scotch is worth waiting for.

King's Ransom

“round the world” SCOTCH

Celebrating (in 1952) the 125th Anniversary of the Edradour Distillery—Home of King’s Ransom.

KING’S RANSOM BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY, 94 PROOF • INTERNATIONAL BRANDS, INC., NEWARK, N.J.
development of the pre-Brahms movement was provided by the special cycle recently conducted by Bruno Walter, under the fiery names of "classical" music, America's taste-chart for the past 50 years shows a number of curious ups and downs. Mozart has begun to reach a far bigger audience than ever before. Wagner has also added to a popularity that was already well established largely through the ministrations of Kirsten Flagstad, who arrived at the Metropolitan Opera at the psychological moment and fortunately found an adequate heroic tenor for her support in the bulky person of Lauritz Melchior. That greatest of all musical comedies, *Die Meistersinger*, has won an independent place of its own in the hearts of a new and devoted public. Its restoration to the Metropolitan repertory for 1951-1952 has all the significance of a command performance.

The names and music of Chopin became known to millions of fresh enthusiasts by way of a motion picture with the innocuous title, *A Song to Remember*. That one film did more for the reputation of the Polish composer-pianist in a few weeks than all the efforts of all the scholars, artists, critics, and teachers in the century that has passed since his death. Movie fans rushed to the record shops to buy Chopin's compositions, particularly the *Polonaise in A-flat* (now known as "The Polonaise," ignoring 14 others written, by the same genius), and Iturbi's recording of that piece had the biggest sale credited to any "standard" disk in all history. There was also the inevitable popular song, *Till the End of Time* (which gives due credit to Chopin's melody), by far the best seller of 1945, in sheet music and records. Robert Schumann enjoyed a more modest revival of his piano music, songs and symphonies, perhaps stimulated in part by another motion picture, *Song of Love*, in which Katharine Hepburn enacted the pianistic virtuosity of Clara Schumann. Mendelssohn, the closest friend of both Schumann and Chopin, shared their new popularity to some extent, but Franz Liszt, in the fourth of the original piano quartet, dropped into comparative obscurity and is today regarded as little more than a superficial showman of the keyboard.

Tchaikovsky also seems to have had some of the hysterical adulation that was given his music in the early years of this century, although he became for a time the darling of Tin Pan Alley when it was discovered that his tunes were not only available free of charge but actually dripped with the lubricant known to our song writers as "schnitzel." There were no less than 16 popular versions of the opening melody of Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto, starting with *Tonight We Love* and ending with *Boogie de Concerto*. His fifth symphony inspired a song called *Moon Love*, while the *Romeo and Juliet Fantasie Overture* quite properly led to the sequel, *Our Love*, with *On the Isle of May* (from the string quartet) among the other Tchaikovsky hits.

Another Russian, Rachmaninoff, came into his own shortly before his death. He had at one time been known entirely by a single composition, the *Prelude in C-sharp Minor*, with whose first three notes quite a lot of people were familiar. But his second piano concerto served as background music for several films, notably the English pictures, *Brief Encounter* and *Seven Days*.

Contemporary Russian composers, Prokofiev has emerged easily as the most important. Stravinsky stepped short after the significant success of his early ballet music and Shostakovich has never lived up to the promise of his first symphony, quite aside from the attempted regimentation of the Soviet dictator.

The Finnish Sibelius enjoyed an enormous vogue a few years ago, being one of the most popular composers of Christmas music. His *Karelia* suite has become a truly popular opera, in spite of the complexity of the score and the absurd story.

Of the older men of creative music, Schubert is now taken almost for granted, whereas Handel is remembered only through the annual Christmas performances and the records of his Messiah; Gluck is almost forgotten, although Flagstad may revive interest in his classic *Ariadne*; Wagner has won only in two popular operas and in the *Invitation to the Dance*; Haydn commands little more than a polite respect; Rossini is limited to a single opera, *The Barber of Seville*, and César Franck to a single symphony. But Verdi and Puccini have more than held their own in the field of opera, with some attention still paid to Donizetti, Gounod and Mascagni, not to mention the deathless *Carmen* of Bizet, and *Cavalleria* and *Pagliacci*.

Debussy and Ravel are still considered modernists, although both have been honored by Tin Pan Alley adaptations. Mussorgsky has definitely risen in esteem but remains a comparative unknown, disregarding only in the field of modern music, including such giants as Schoenberg, Milhaud and Hindemith, have made little if any headway among the American public, and the number of modernistic symphonies is small. Their ideas and techniques are still a complete mystery to the average listener.

Today's American composers have not fared much better. George Gershwin is by this time firmly established as the most popular if not the best of them all, with only Stephen Foster to dispute his acknowledged supremacy. Aaron Copland became a significant composer only after he began writing for the screen and then discovered the importance of an original style. He has the fewest rival among his American colleagues.

Unquestionably the greatest advance in American music during the last 50 years has been in the field of light opera and musical comedy. Here our native product is far ahead of all foreign competition and beyond all comparison with our own earlier productions. Even Victor Herbert fades into insignificance beside the enormous
effectiveness of recent and current works in the lighter operatic field.

Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II created a new standard with their Show Boat (now once more available on the screen as well as in revival) and the Gershwins did their share in Of Thee I Sing and the more serious Porgy and Bess. But when Hammerstein found his ideal composer in Richard Rodgers (who had already done quite well with the gifted but less dependable Lorenz Hart), a new era began with the fabulous Oklahoma! That spectacular achievement has been followed by at least three still greater masterpieces from the same collaborating pens: Carousel, South Pacific and now The King and I, creating what is in effect a new art form—a musical show with plot and meaning and convincing realism, plus poetry and drama and attractive melodies, all staged with a maximum of appealing beauty. Productions like Cole Porter's Kiss Me, Kate, Frank Loesser's Guys and Dolls and the older Brigadoon and Finian's Rainbow are not far below the Rodgers-Hammerstein level.

America's popular music in general, however, has made little progress since 1900. The current tendency is to overarrange banal tunes and distort the words, so that every singer becomes a "stylist" and one listens in vain for an honest, simple and effectively presented Tin Pan Alley's factory regularly salvages some of the best material of the past, admitting the creative poverty of its current tuneweeds, but often succeeds only in ruining what was once a good song by the "modern" treatment. The elaborations of jazz rhythm assume grandiose overtones in the "Boy" school, which has already been proved completely artificial and impermanent.

Perhaps the most important development in the past 50 years of America's musical life has been the creation of an entirely new and thoroughly honest audience of actual and potential music-lovers through radio and records. Millions who have heard their first good music at home have thus become literally "at home with music," and their influence is already being felt in the concert hall and opera house, if only because of the gradual defeat of the old snobbery and hypocrisy that so long undermined all such activities and still threaten their very existence.

What other Christmas gift could mean so much to your family?

the Perfect Gift — Baldwin

Imagine what a piano by Baldwin will mean to your children. Think of the thrill such a gift will bring to your home on Christmas morning—a gift for all the family and an investment in their future, too!

Whether you choose the incomparable Baldwin Grand or the exquisite Acrosonic spinet, you are assured of that superiority of tone, design and craftsmanship which distinguishes every instrument made by Baldwin.

No other gift could mean so much! See your Baldwin dealer now.
A SAFE HOUSE  continued from page 147

Fire is one of the biggest bugaboos because almost a third of all fire losses are in dwellings. Since you don't want to keep these home fires burning, learn the seven chief causes. They are: (1) accumulation of refuse in basements and attics, (2) defective chimneys, (3) combustible roofs, (4) defective heating equipment, (5) matches and careless smoking, (6) gasoline and kerosene, etc., stored in garage or basement, (7) electrical defects. To prevent fires from these causes: (1) don't store papers and discarded materials, (2) do keep chimneys and flues clean and in good repair, (3) use fire-resistant materials or have them treated, (4) keep furnaces and boilers in good condition and replace them when necessary, (5) be scrupulously careful about matches and smoking, (6) don't store combustibles, (7) do have wiring that meets National Electrical Code, avoid frayed electric cords.

DO be careful about smoking in bed
Smoking in bed or while drowsily reading in an armchair is a shortcut to disaster. Have a fire extinguisher within easy access, know the quickest exit possible. Make sure electric heating pads or appliances don't overheat or get wet.

DO prevent sparks from starting a fire
It's wise to be sure fireplace fires are out before you retire. For protection, a woven metal screen like this can be installed. It pulls shut like a curtain on tracks and keeps any sparks from flying outside.

DO put fire stops in walls
Noncombustible fire-stopping material should fill hollow wall spaces at each floor level. Such fire stops at junctures of floors and wall framework (and at level where roof rafters join the wall) help prevent fire sweeping upward from basement through the framework.
Many building products and materials are available to make your house safer while making it more comfortable. In addition to those described below there are snow melting devices to save falls on steps or driveway, electric fixtures that light up closets as you open the door, kitchen fixtures that give you direct light for sink, range and countertop, safety controls to turn off the oil or gas burner on your heating equipment in case of emergency, controls to relight the pilot light on your gas range if a gust of wind should blow it out accidentally.

DO

install windows that can be washed safely

The perils of cleaning hard-to-reach, double-hung windows from the outside are familiar. New windows can be removed and both sides washed indoors. (They can be painted there too.) Casement sash with extension hinges leave room between sash and frame— you clean them from the inside.

DO

build sound-proofing into your house

Sound-proofing from inside and outside noise can be readily achieved by using acoustical materials on walls and ceilings, wall-to-wall carpets or sound-absorbent flooring, heavy curtains. Install closets as sound baffles between rooms as well.

DO

use a safety switch

Crossing your way across a dark room is dangerous as well as uncomfortable. A new "delayed action" switch gives you almost a full minute to cross a room, a porch, a garage, etc., before the light switch that you have flipped extinguishes the electric light.

CINÉ & RECORDING EQUIPMENT

perfect gift for all the family

The Revere you give for Christmas promises happiness for years to come! Glorious natural color movies bring pleasure with each showing and become more precious with time. Exciting Revere tape recordings open a new world of entertainment and education for the whole family. Revere equipment is so easy to use and so economical. There's no better value to be found anywhere. Visit your Revere dealer today.

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16
magnetism on its own electronic tubes.

This is not to say that presenting music on television is easy. Producers and directors confess they are frequently stumped by the difficulty of visualizing music. And for the most part they fall into one of two schools—the purist who feels that musicians by themselves make engrossing pictures; the sugar coater who holds that music must be dressed up with other trimmings.

Outstanding examples of the pure approach were the telecasts of Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony. By means of cameras on the stage, the Maestro's sensitive facial expressions were seen for the first time by an audience—a treat previously reserved for the musicians in the orchestra only. Another example is Television Recital Hall, an experimental series started on NBC-TV last summer. Here the artists were not big "names," although of high caliber and their selections, though short, were not the pot-holders so common on "pop" concerts. Also of the pure-music school was Heresia, on NBC-TV last summer. This telecast came from the National Gallery of Art in Washington and consisted of a 30-piece orchestra and talks on art and music, with a camera tour of paintings in the Gallery's collection.

While unadorned presentation of music lacks the graphic qualities of elaborate productions, it feels it has a definite place on the networks' schedules and this place will become increasingly important as television matures, has more time and channels at its command and finds more room for programs appealing to the literate minority. Thus, too, among these thousands who have studied music, there are undoubtedly large numbers interested in the closeups of performers.

The opposing point of view, which favors music's yielding the center of the stage to other entertainment elements, is represented by the Fred Waring Show on CBS-TV Sunday evenings. Here the music is given elaborate props. Singers and musicians are trained by a choreographer to move gracefully. They were even taught the fundamentals of make-up—proving that in this school the television musician must know his pancake powder as well as his pizzicato.

Music presentation of this kind introduces new complexities musicians never learned about at the conservatory. It requires painstaking work. A single three-minute song performed by a girl vocalist and two dancers on one broadcast required the surprising amount of 124 man-and-woman-hours to complete. It involved the participation of 81 persons: arrangers, copyists, the orchestra, choreographer, scene designer and painters, cameramen, sound engineers, lighting experts, stagehands, costume seamstresses, make-up men and hairdressers.

Another notable program, which reveals a sensitive knowledge of television technique, is Voice of Firestone. On Monday evenings over NBC-TV it offers distinguished musical artists.

In the field of popular music, Cavalcade of Bands, broadcast Tuesday evenings over the Du Mont network, features orchestras such as those of Guy Lombardo, Xavier Cugat and Duke Ellington, together with comedians and variety acts. The stage direction of the musicians and the camera treatment are both fine. They help the audience see the arrangement. Lucky Strike Hit Parade on NBC-TV Saturday nights does effective production for popular songs.

Paul Whitman feels that musicians, unlike children, should be heard but not seen, and so his orchestra stays in the background on his Sunday evening ABC-TV show. Shows like Waring's and Whitman's are musically honest, reflecting good taste and traditions of musicianship. Toscanini, who abhors superficiality, regards the Waring program very highly.

Television, of course, has great scope in presenting opera. Each year ABC-TV televises the opening night performance of the Metropolitan Opera and in the future it may broadcast six other performances of the Met every season. A battery of a dozen cameras and the use of "black light" (which makes it unnecessary to tamper with the regular stage lighting) give the home viewer an intimate contact with the performance.

But television is also making great strides in producing opera at its own studios, and this may have an important effect on American music. Both CBS and NBC have staged operas especially adapted for television with modernized librettos in English. This season NBC-TV is telecasting one opera a month, on Thursdays at 11 p.m. EST. It has already presented hour-long adaptations of Pagiacci and Pique Dame. Others will include two operas written especially for television, one by Gian-Carlo Menotti and another by Leonard Bernstein.

Of the musical arts, the dance has probably received the greatest impetus from television, and for this alone television deserves a round of applause. Dancers of all types—classical ballet, modern interpretive, tap, acrobatic, soft shoe and ballroom—are being used on many programs as the visual counterpart of the music.

Thus, television is doing a great deal to bring us noteworthy performances of the musical arts. Because the combination of sight and sound brought instantaneously into millions of living rooms has such a strong impact, the demand for new material is great—and television is becoming a multi-millionaire patron stimulating artistic creation. Yet it must do more than spur development of the old art forms; it must foster new art forms that are born out of the old and add something that springs from television's own unique needs and potentialities.

In this regard, set-owners, like you and me, can help television become a truly cultural force. By supporting honest, imaginative and constructive programs, by letting the networks know our preferences, we can prod them into offering a more balanced schedule in which Westerns, murder mysteries and vaudeville acts do not flood our TV screens.

BERT BRILLEN, television and music critic, "Variety"
Callaway Towels

Cherished Gift...

Prized Possession

The Royal Fern Pattern

...another of Callaway's beautiful bathroom ensembles. Made of finest quality yarns, Callaway towels have a rich, deep softness that lasts for years and years... are ABSORBenized* for extra-fast drying. Royal Fern, always available for linen closet replenishing... in thirteen decorator colors. “Look for the Label of Luxury” at finer stores everywhere.

Work-saving ways...

Eye-stopping looks

Dress your windows in draperies of Vinylite Brand Plastic

Here's drapery drama—rich, colorful—with upkeep-chores in a very minor role. No laundering, no ironing for these luxurious beauties by Fratex Fashions. Because they're made of Vinylite Brand Plastics an occasional swish with a damp cloth keeps their loveliness always new looking. And the superb pattern—flattery for any home—is a unique print by Toscony.

Count on many other products made of these wonder plastics to do just as much for every corner of your home... every phase of your daily living. Look for upholstery, pocketbooks, tablecloths—all carrying the "Made of Vinylite Brand Plastics" signature. It identifies products made of plastics by Bakelite Company—the best you can buy.

Versatile Vinylite Plastic serves defense. Aerial delivery bags made of extra-strength Vinylite Plastic carry water, food and other supplies to troops. Lightweight, waterproof, they resist grease, oil, most chemicals and acids.

You know it's right if it's...

Vinylite Trade Marks

BAKELITE COMPANY, A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Write for these booklets

MUSIC

Better listening is something you frequently wish you could enjoy more of in your radio, phonograph and television sets. This booklet describes performance you ought to expect from amplifier, speaker, etc., has information about the Brook High Quality amplifier. Brook Electronics, Inc., HG 12, 34 DeLartre Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

Dynamic realism! describes the Electro-Voice loudspeaker system, tells you what to listen for in choosing a loudspeaker, shows models, charts, specifications and in every way adds your music-appreciation education. 2-3 and 4-way speaker system and driving units, cabinet models are shown. Electro-Voice, Inc., HG 12, Buchanan, Mich.

Your child and the piano tells how easily the two can become acquainted these days via the new methods of teaching. Book answers questions about talent, when to begin lessons, how to find a good teacher, what lessons cost. For this booklet and a further word about pianos, write to Story & Clark Piano Company, HG 12, 64 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

Galbraith has a selection of piano styles—consoles, spinets, grands and a collection of pianos in attractive new finishes and wood grains. Features of the master consoles are described, 4 booklets in all. Galbraith Co., HG 12, 816 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago, III.

Compton's electronic organ captures the spotlight in two pamphlets which describe special features of two models, with emphasis on tone and range. Compona, Division of C. G. Conn Ltd., HG 12, Elkhart, Indiana.

The Everett in your home refers, of course, to the Everett piano, which you see in many attractive styles to blend into the striated textures of your modern walls or with the leather and mahogany of your traditional rooms. An important feature of the Everett piano is the dyna-tension scale which gives you brilliancy, depth and power, 2c plus stamps. Everett Piano Company, HG 12, South Haven, Michigan.

Music that makes a happier home titles a Hammond Organ booklet which once and for all brings the organ out of the choice loft and into your house, to be enjoyed by the entire family. The console and tone cabinet, both available in so many attractive styles, will make handsome additions to your house. Hammond Instrument Co., HG 12, 4200 West Diversey Avenue, Chicago 39, Ill.

The new Musette piano is really a fashion plate and seven color pages show you why. Mahogany, walnut and maple in blond, antiqued and modern-looking finishes, plus the mood of any room, allowing you to decorate around your piano. Specifications and workmanship are described. 10c, Winter & Co., HG 12, New York 24, New York.

The Story of Baldwin is a fascinating booklet which tells you about this piano. Its worth lies in the fact that it assumes nothing, explains everything.

By the time you finish reading it, you'll be a more informed prospective buyer or a more appreciative owner. The Baldwin Piano Co., HG 12, Cincinnati.

Living's more fun with music and it certainly is if you buy a V-M tri-matic phonograph with the Siesta Switch. The latter enables you to play up to 5 hours of music and then it shuts off automatically after the last record, whether you're in the room or not. V-M Corporation, HG 12, Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Eicor is a magnetic tape recorder-player which the hobbyist will recognize as the first step toward a home sound studio. The ideas this presents are almost unlimited. The booklet tells you how to operate the recorder and how to use it for best performance. Eicor, Inc., HG 12, 1501 W. Congress Street, Chicago 7, Illinois.

The Jensen Triaxial. As the name implies this instrument employs 3 separate and complete loudspeakers in a unit design, which, with the frequency dividing network, adds up to a compact 3-way loudspeaker system, which in turn adds up to excellent sound. This booklet further describes the Jensen G-610 Triaxial and shows a handsome reproducer cabinet with an accessory Leg Assembly to raise or lower its height from the floor. Jensen Mfg. Co., Technical Service Dept., HG 12, 6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, Illinois.


MISCELLANY

Buying Guide is a pocket-sized book called "What to look for when you buy upholstered furniture." It takes in comfort, construction, woods, care. In addition, it has a counterpart which shows you Stratford furniture styles. 10c, Stratford Furniture Corp., Div., Futorian Mfg. Co., HG 12, 1139 American Furniture Mart, Chicago 11, Ill.

The Waldor super Aristocrat is well worth looking into because it's a really attractive and useful greenhouse. Framework is of high-tensile aluminum alloy which is non-corrosive. You can grow a variety of flower and fruit favorites here, and it can be extended later as your gardening needs demand. For specification data, price list, models, write to Waldor Greenhouses, HG 12, Box 51, Clifton, Maplehead, Mass.

117 Recipes for choosing fine furniture, The ingredients are cherry and maple, each in a wide selection of pieces to fit all sizes of homes, all groups of budgets. 10c, Pennsylvania House Furniture, Lewisburg 6, Pennsylvania.

To realize the dreams you visualize, look at this Today's Modern furniture in birdseye maple. Here is a wide selection of bedroom furniture with floor plan ideas to boot. 10c, United Furniture Corporation, HG 12, Lexington, North Carolina.

For a beautiful bathroom, combining color and styling with easy, immaculate housekeeping, install Eljer's Fine Plumbing Fixtures. Whether you choose a lovely pastel shade or Eljer's snow-white, the finish cannot fade, become dul or lifeless. Bath-tubs have an extra-thick coating fused to a rugged, rigid, cast-iron base. Vitreous China Lavatories and Closet Combinations resist stains and are impervious to all ordinary acids because they are real china. Eljer Faucets, too, are quality-built for long, trouble-free service. For free booklet, write Eljer Co., Box 192, Ford City, Pa.
There Is No Finer Piano Than Kranich & Bach

And this classic design, harking back to the musical high-tide of Bach and Handel, reflects in its outward elegance the superb tone and impeccable workmanship which make it a great piano. To put this Louis XV Grand in your home is a mark of rare good taste.

Kranich & Bach Louis XV Grand

CANDY-COATED continued from page 126

for the child is that, in place of the usual notation, he is given a language suitable to his age and experience level. Instead of a formidable page full of black notes, he sees notes printed in seven different colors. In front of the piano keyboard he places a cardboard chart, matching the instrument key for key. On the chart the keys are printed in the same seven colors as the notes in the book. Is the first note in the music-book green? That calls for the green key. Is the second note red? That represents the red key. In no time at all, he has played Brahms’ Lullaby or Home on the Range.

Why? Because he is able to interpret the symbols so fluently that he quickly achieves the desired musical performance. If Junior had been obliged to read from the conventional notation at this early stage, he might have had to go through all these steps: (1) The first note is on the second line (and remember you count the lines up from the bottom, not down from the top); (2) What is the name of the second line? (It is G); (3) Where is G on the piano? (First you find C by counting the group of two black keys—don’t confuse this with the group of three black keys—then you count up to G); (4) Now you are ready to play the first note.

Laboring thus painfully, picking out one note at a time, Junior certainly finds no music in what he is doing. Eventually, to be sure, he should learn to look at the music and automatically strike the right keys—eventually, if he lasts that long. The feature about playing from color notation that makes it a practical pedagogical device is that it leads to success by the simple expedient of putting the problem in terms that are compatible with the child’s experience and development. There is no law that says the only right way to write music is our common system of notation. For quick, economical communication on advanced levels, it seems to me to be the best system we have. But it is not the only system, and it is not necessarily the most serviceable for the young beginner. Symbols are only a means to an end. They are good only insofar as they help us to attain the desired end. If a child can match colors, he can immediately make music on the piano.

Naturally, the color symbols are efficient for “reading” music only up to a certain point. But by that time a great deal has been accomplished. First, since the child has actually had a chance to produce music on the piano, he has had a really fair opportunity to find out whether or not he likes it. The probability is that he does. Everyone likes music; more than that, everyone likes to produce his own music. Most of the children who refuse to practice are not expressing a dislike for music; they are only admitting their failure to hurdle the adult obstacles which they are not ready to cope with. No one knows how many young children have been chagrined and frustrated by that situation and tearfully driven to the defense of “hat ing” music. Further, if Junior immediately enjoys successful experiences at the piano, he can discover to what degree music is important in his life. Is it a pleasant diversion that he can take or leave as he wishes? Or is it an essential part of his soul, as necessary to his emotional well-being as calcium is to his bones?

The usefulness of “color reading” does not end there. Teachers of young children are familiar with the term “reading readiness.” Children do not learn to read single letters; rather, they learn to read recognizable, familiar patterns and groupings. For quite some time before he “reads” as that term is commonly understood, the child is learning to recognize and recognizing a number of familiar “word pictures.” The same technique should apply equally well to music reading. All the time that a child is playing by color, he is becoming more and more familiar with the patterns and groupings of music notation—the upstrokes and downstrokes, the large and small skips, the positions of notes on lines and spaces, the picture formed by a chord, the similarity of phrasing.

There is still another important point. The piano is a harmony-producing instrument. That is to say, for all our music is harmonic in basis. That is to say, when one thinks of a tune, its harmonic underpinning is what one thinks about. Many tunes are nothing but elaborations of the notes of a chord; the famous Blue Danube is a familiar example. The young child, if he can feel the harmony with his music if he is to have a full musical experience, it takes a long time to learn to read music well enough to play a tune with one hand and a series of chords with the other. Reading the colors, a child plays the chord at a glance. In that way he develops a comprehension of keys, chords and harmonic relationships which puts him very much at ease in music—he understands “what it is all about.” That is invaluable.

But, someone may say, this is only a makeshift, one of those modern attempts to make everything easy and sidestep the job of note reading,... But no, there is nothing new about using a different set of symbols from the usual staff notation. In the sixteenth century, when the books of etiquette declared that a gentleman must be proficient on the lute, a great many men played that instrument. But did they play from notes? No, indeed. They played from a tablature, a graphic picture which used the letters of the alphabet to show where each finger should be placed on each string. One could become an expert on the lute without ever having seen a note of music.

Those lute players were not children but adults. If adults could use a system of letter notation for the lute, can they use a system of color notation for the piano? The answer is that they can and I think should. There is no reason to expect Junior to go all out for the piano when he can’t play a note yourself. Junior is a happier fellow when he can share his pleasures with someone else. Naturally, that means Mother; who else is generally around the house?

“But,” you say, “you are not seriously suggesting that I take my child’s color book and learn to play piano! Why, I never touched a piano in my life. Do you think I can learn?”

Yes, you can learn—quickly, too. It will be worth the time and the trouble, even though it may be difficult to (Continued on page 165)
CUBA continued from page 144

Things to see and do

In Havana: Visit Morro Castle, naturally; also Principe Castle, now one of the world's most romantic city jails; Santa Clara Convent, now the home of the Ministry of Public Works; La Merced Church, for its beautiful ceiling; Cathedral Square and the Havana Woods. Shop along the Prado for alligator work, particularly. Dance under the stars at Sans Souci or, just outside of Havana, at the Tropicana. Lose your shirt at the Casino Nacional or (if invited) at the Jockey Club. Watch the racing at Oriental Park, Jai-Alai at Fronton Jai-Alai and Fronton Havana Madrid. Go deep-sea fishing. Play tennis at the Vedado Tennis Club (introduction required), the Havana Country Club; golf at the Havana Biltmore Golf and Country Club. Attend a rock concert anywhere. Fly to Varadero Beach (2½ hour on planes of Compania Cubana de Aviacion). Visit the Isle of Pines by steamer from Batabano, a sponge-fishing center.

Hotels

In Havana: The Nacional, large and well-known; the Ambos Mundos, small and comfortable in the old part of town. At Varadero: the Hotel Vara­dero International, new and plush; the Kawama Club (temporary members­hip available through the Cuban Tourist Commission). On the Isle of Pines: the Santa Rita.

Restaurants

In Havana: El Patio, good food among Spanish trimmings; the Paris, on Cathedral Square; the Florida Bar, for excellent daiquiris; the Templete, on the waterfront, for seafood; the Toledo for Spanish cooking.

CANDY-COATED continued from page 164

explain that dinner is late because you were practicing the piano to keep up with your child. For when you sit down beside him at the keyboard, and the two of you somehow make your way through Home on the Range, maybe it won't sound like much to the neighbors, but to you and your child it will almost certainly represent one of the greatest thrills to be experienced this side of heaven. Don't let that thrill slip away unencumbered.

The ingenious Play-by-Color sys­tem was created by Lenore and Sid Wolfe of Irvington, New Jersey.

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

Give this fabulous flatware

for 10 great reasons

Dirilyte Tableware FEDERAL TAX

Of what other tabletopware can you say all this? 1. Its beautiful golden color makes possible wonderful decorating schemes. 2. Because Dirilyte is solid golden-colored metal, its beauty can never wear off. 3. Its exquisite craftsmanship has true elegance. 4. Dirilyte goes with modern or traditional settings. 5. It's the only flat­ware that harmonizes with gold-decorated china. 6. So durable it can be used daily, yet it's fabulous for parties. 7. The pat­terns are permanent. 8. Dirilyte is lifetime­guaranteed. 9. So moderately priced you can give place settings—or a complete service. 10. No Federal Tax! 

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

Save your Dirilyte booklet of beautiful table settings in full color.

DIRILYTE CO. OF AMERICA INC., KOKOMO, IND.

Write for name of nearest dealer

mollia, inc., 171 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Distinctive DESIGNS IN METAL FURNITURE

Simple but elegant, casual but smart — qualities that distinguish Molla cast aluminum and wrought iron furniture. Groupings for the living room, dining room, porch or patio.
If you enjoy the successive flavors of coffee and liqueurs, why not try mixing them together? After dinner especially, the double pick-up gives new life to the evening. You have probably heard of Café Diable. Maybe you've already tried your hand at this business of blazing spices and brandy in a chafing dish, then extinguishing them with hot black coffee. New Orleans Café Brulot is basically identical though it calls for cinnamon and sometimes vanilla bean. For a still more exotic flavor, try Café au Rhum made on the same principle but with a Jamaica rum base. Velvety-smooth Café Mocha, made of coffee, brandy and hot chocolate, is an ideal drink after a dinner that ends with cheese instead of dessert. For a super-demissus, combine coffee and kirsch. (Or you can shake these two ingredients with ice and egg white to make the Black and White cocktail.) To make Café Royale, you float some of your favorite liqueur on top of a cup of coffee. Then warm an additional spoonful of the same liqueur over a candle flame, lower it gently into your cup and set it off with a match. Try this with Cointreau and, for extra savor, put a twist of lime peel in the cup. Or try it with curaçao, substituting orange peel for the lime. If you use Southern Comfort, you can call it Café Magnolia. All fruit liqueurs are good with coffee. Créme de Cacao contributes a mocha taste, coffee liqueur underlines the coffee. Always have coffee very strong and (except in the case of the cocktail) hot. For recipes, write House & Garden's Reader Service.
Café Royale calls for Cointreau—ours is imported by Renfield Co. The coffee cup and saucer, Bergdorf Goodman; demitasse spoon, Cartier. Wall decoration created by Burge-Mavro; block of artificial ice from Alice H. Marks.

Café Mocha blends coffee, chocolate and Three Star Hennessy Cognac, which is imported by Schieffelin & Co. The Extensole table is from Bloomingdale's; mirror, Olivieri; glass candlesticks, Tradition or Else; Christmas tree, Alice H. Marks; Royal Copenhagen coffee cup and saucer. Georg Jensen; "Robert Bruce" sterling-silver teaspoon, Cartier.

Café au Rhum has Myers's Jamaican Rum imported by R. U. Delapenha & Co., as a base. After-dinner coffee cup and saucer, Georg Jensen; "Neo-Ionic" spoon, Cartier; Chinese water color, Sydney Brown; Christmas decorations, Burge-Mavro; Extensole table, Bloomingdale's.

MARTINI & ROSSI
IMPORTED VERMOUTH
WHEREVER YOU GO!
The finest extra dry vermouth for Marvelous Martinis
Full 30 Ounces

"It's great when you drink it straight" (serve chilled)
RENFIELD IMPORTERS LTD., NEW YORK
48-cup Drip Coffee Maker
Makes 36 to 48 cups. Electric unit keeps coffee hot. Thick, polished aluminum with easy-to-clean one-piece dripper. Only $32.50 with cord (excise tax included).

Coffee for a party
It's easy to make and serve the West Bend way
When you have a crowd to serve, it's a wonderful feeling to know you have plenty of coffee — and that it's delicious drip coffee, sure to please.

With a West Bend party-size coffee maker you're all set on both counts. No more waiting while you brew another batch. No more fussing with small utensils.

Get one of the models shown here and solve the coffee problem at your home, club, lodge, or employee lunch room. See your housewares store or appliance dealer, anywhere in the U. S. or Canada. If he can't supply you, write —

18-cup Drip Coffee Maker
With heating unit and cord, $12.95 (excise tax included). Coffee Maker only, $8.75.

OTHER WEST BEND PRODUCTS FOR GRACIOUS LIVING . . . AND GIVING
Electric Corn Popper
No stirring, no shaking. All the corn pops — quickly. Heat-resistant glass cover. $4.95 with cord (excise tax included).

Chrome Stainless Steel Bowls
For electric or hand mixing, serving, etc. 3/4 qt. size, $3.80. 11/2 qt. size, $5.45.

“Trig”® Tea Kettle
The original trigger-operated singing tea kettle. In cherry-red aluminum or chrome on solid copper, 2 1/2 quarts, $4.50.

Knotty pine table backs up to the wall
The top of this table by Brandt folds in half, and one leaf propped against the wall forms a handsome background for lamps, accessories. Leaf drops back to provide a dining or card table (34" dia., 29 1/2" h.); one leg swings out to reinforce it. $56. Robinson's, Los Angeles.

Cocktail table you can raise
Like an elevator, Old Colony's mahogany table climbs to five different levels, from 20" (for cocktails) to 29" (for dining). The lifting mechanism is out of sight in the pedestal. Top is 36" across. $220. W & J Sloane, N. Y.

Flip-top table for cards, dining
Set for chess, this flip-top table is 32" square. It could double as a writing table. The top opens like a book into a 64" table for dining. Hekman makes it of mahogany which they bleach to a blond finish. Costs $97. Altman's, N. Y.
Cocktail table with a flip top saves space

The top of this cocktail table is 72" long, but you can fold it in half when you need more room space. It has a sand-colored finish. Designed by Warner Cleveland for Imperial Furniture. $120. Modernage, N. Y.

Lazy Susan table for entertaining

This solid cherry table, 14½" high, 48" across, adds a Lazy Susan to accommodate hors d'oeuvres for a Christmas party. You could set it for a fireside buffet. Table $139, Lazy Susan $80, the ladderback chair with rush seat $60. All by L. & J. G. Stickley. At Hathaway's, New York.

Cocktail table with a light look

Modern cocktail table has a clear glass top (13/16" thick) which is easy to wipe clean. It is 14½" high, 56" long. The base is blond mahogany. Made by the Weiman Co. $125. Wana­maker's, Philadelphia, Pa.

You can use this as a table or as a stool

When this black wrought-iron frame supports a glass top, it is a snack table (15" square, 17" high), $29. Substitute a sailcloth (or Koroseal) pillow, table changes into a stool, $25. By Arbuck. Gomprecht & Benesch, Baltimore.


To Carol ... for Christmas

We're giving you much more than just a piano, dear...

True, it's a really fine piano, with an honored name 94 years old. And you'll love its mellow tone and easy action...you'll always be proud of its beauty.

But we're giving you, too, the poise, the self-confidence you'll acquire at this keyboard. Such a help in your other studies, your social contacts! The joy you'll feel, making your own music on your new Kimball Consolette. You deserve, dear, the richest, happiest life possible. And we're giving it to you, with this piano!

Write us today for the name of your nearby Kimball dealer ... he will be glad to show you the new KIMBALL CONSOLETTE in many styles and finishes... the only piano with all four famous Tone-Touch features. Entirely built in the world's largest, most completely equipped piano factory.

W. W. KIMBALL CO. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
How to help your children like (and make) music

Here are some useful pointers about selecting the right musical instruments for children to play.

If an unearthly cacophony suddenly begins emanating from Tony's playroom one day, don't shush him. He is making his first tentative experiments with sound. This pandemonium, believe it or not, announces your angel child's musical debut. Grin and bear it. At this moppet age, his "music" is just part of playing and you'd be wise to let him go at it his own way.

The "instruments" he chooses now may only be your favorite pots and pans, a fork struck casually across your best crystal or anything else he lays his hot little hands on. You can divert this newly awakened interest into safer and more constructive channels by presenting him with an elementary musical instrument.

Tone blocks are an excellent first choice, better than the usual small marimbas or xylophones which he should have later, because their larger striking surfaces are easier for a small child to manage. The Chinese tom-tom, too, is very fine for a beginner because it is easy and comfortable for him to play on the floor or on a low table.

You might offer these to him with a pair of tight earmuffs thrown in for you—but be sure you give them, letting your child's own ear and sense of rhythm guide him where they will—without interference.

Kindergarteners love simple instruments like drums.

Stringed instruments, like the guitar, call for very agile fingers.

If a child loves to blow, a recorder is an excellent choice.

The clarinet and other reeds need supple hands

Guitar from Gretsch; other instruments from G. Schirmer.
not been allowed to develop properly. You can arouse a latent feeling for music in the smallest child if you go about it the right way. Even if he never will become a Heifetz, Tony doesn't need to live in a musical vacuum. First give him something easier to play than a violin.

If he likes to blow, the recorder or ocarina are inexpensive starters. The new autoharp, or the lowly ukulele are easy to strum and will even allow him the beauty of accompanying himself in song if he's a potential Sinatra. If the percussive sounds are his dish, the marimba will give him more satisfaction at first than the drums. The competitive ease with which these can be mastered gives the child a quick sense of success and achievement and may eventually entice him to go on to more serious instruments. But even if he levels off at this point, he will still have had some background to give him a feeling for music.

When your child is ready for an orchestral instrument the choice depends on two things: his personal preference and his physical ability to play one instrument better than another. Before you settle on a final choice let your youngster hear and play as many instruments as possible.

If he has had the advantage of pre-instrument classes and the opportunity of absorbing music through rhythmic play and singing games, he will probably begin picking out tunes on any available instrument.

By the time he is ready for study he will know what he wants or, equally important, what he does not want to play. This is important because, very obviously, his likes and dislikes can mean the difference between success and failure. Children are rarely ready for piano before they are seven and you shouldn't consider the orchestral instruments such as the strings or woodwinds until even later.

If you are not sure in exactly what direction your youngster ought to go, and if he can't make up his own mind, his music teacher at school can probably tell you a great deal about his native talent. She may also suggest a more comprehensive music talent test. These are not infallible, but they do help.

His readiness depends on the amount of experience he has had with music, how happily he expresses himself in singing and how much sense of rhythm and melody he has developed.

Modern music teachers also consider your child's physical development before recommending an instrument. They understand that muscular co-ordination comes later to some children than to others; that some children's jaws are malformed and need orthodontia. Although these are purely physical factors, they should play an important part in determining just which type of instrument your youngster should study. For example, an under-developed lower jaw will be helped by a cornet and hindered by a clarinet, because of the different type of oral pressure each requires.

The reed instruments, such as the clarinet or saxophone, require well-developed hands and quick co-ordination without which they can be difficult to master and discouraging to the beginner. The brasses require even front teeth, well-formed lips and a good sense of pitch. The cornet is less demanding on all counts and yet is a very satisfactory instrument to play.

The piano and stringed instruments call for another type of talent. Your child's pitch must be excellent of course, but he must also have a greater manual dexterity along with a very strong desire for music.

These are the pointers that will help you to know which instrument is best suited for your child. The rules, you see, are simple and few, and extremely logical. Yet they can accomplish is to give him a means of musical expression which he is physically and emotionally equipped to handle.

The idea of introducing music to a child gradually achieving much more than just a musical education. It adds a great deal to his general personality.

A shy or inhibited child benefits from playing in a band or orchestra, in more ways than one. Where practicing alone might be drudgery, the very act of making music with other children and being part of a team, may make the difference. At the same time he may begin to enjoy the companionship of other children in spite of himself, to have a new feeling of “belonging.” More than that, blowing that horn, beating that drum or clashing those cymbals rides him of tensions of which he may not even be aware.

How much better off our children are than we who were led, resisting, like so many lambs to the slaughter, to either the piano or the violin! Almost any other instrument was considered quite beyond the pale.

If we learned to love music it was often in spite of our training, not because of it. Proof of the pudding is that today, under the new system, more children take part actively and spontaneously in musical ventures than ever before. Almost every grade and high school in the country boasts a fine band and orchestra which the youngsters join voluntarily. Nor are these children necessarily highly talented. Nobody intends that they shall become Toscaninis any more than that every child who takes drawing will become a Rembrandt.

But what’s wrong with that? The crux of the matter is that whether he plays Beethoven or Bop your child will acquire an appreciation of music that will bring him pleasure for the rest of his life.
FRENCH PROVINCIAL...

Faithfully fashioned in the best traditions of the period, with deeply-bevelled panels and hand-caved legs and music desk of solid Walnut... hand-rubbed in satiny fruit-wood finish... this exquisite instrument is virtually a collector's item priced only slightly higher than conventional pianos.

The Story & Clark French Provincial Spinet was designed by America's foremost stylists and acoustic engineers. It is built by the third generation of our founder's family. It is a masterpiece which you and your children will always treasure. See this remarkable instrument, and other* Story & Clark pianos, at your leading dealer. They are the world's Greatest Values. Story & Clark Piano Company, 64 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

Several tables like this are handy for guests

A lamp table also stores magazines

Black-lacquered table with grillwork sides has a shelf for current magazines and a drawer in which you can keep the stack issues. It is 25" x 17" x 21½", $120. Sofa, $232 in muslin. Both made by Kittinger. At W. A. Hathaway, N. Y.

A tiny table, 12" square, 18" high, holds a cocktail glass and ash tray or plate of hors d'oeuvres. The top frames a decorative tile. Founder's Furniture. $18. W & J Sloane, N. Y.

Two drawers are for cards and coasters

Knotty pine table by Brandt has two drawers (which look like four) for cards, score pads, coasters. Hardware is antiqued brass. 23" x 23" x 24½", $60. At Macy's N. Y.

A long cocktail table is good-looking on a long wall

This mellow cherrywood table is 66" long and has a handsome marble top which is nearly indestructible. By Fine Arts, $150, at Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

All prices approximate

(Continued on page 174)
TABLE continued from page 135

Here is the shopping information for merchandise on p. 134. All prices are approximate, incl. Federal tax.

“Golden Fern” Minton china by Meakin & Ridgway. 10” dinner plates, $111 a doz.; 5-piece place setting, $30, at Black, Starr & Gorham, N. Y.

Fostoria Glass Company’s “Envoy” pattern, in goblets, wine and champagne glasses, $16.20 a doz. at Famous-Barr, St. Louis, Crane & Co.’s parchment, hand-dome gold border place cards, $4 for 100 at J. W. Robinson, Los Angeles.

Glass ash tray, 3” diameter, $7.50; and cigarette box, 4” long, 2” high, $30. Both at Steuben Glass, N. Y.


Quaker Lace Company’s “Empress” tablecloth in three sizes: 72” x 90”, $26; 72” x 108”, $34; 72” x 126”, $43.

TREE TRIMMINGS continued from page 136

Following is shopping information for the tree trimmings shown in color on page 137. Prices are approximate.

Acetate foil treetop decorations, 50c ea., Bloomingdale’s, N. Y.

Foil spray treetop decorations, tinseled treetop decorations, $2 ea., Arts and Flowers, N. Y.

Tinsel star top, 60c ea., available from Bloomingdale’s, N. Y. Radiant star light for treetop, $2.50 with bulb, Radiant Glass Fibers Co., New York.

Glass treetop ornament, $1.25, Lord & Taylor, New York.

Singing angels, $1.95 for a box of 3. Glass treetop ornament, $1.25, Lord & Taylor, New York.

Craddock dining pieces

good for all times . . . and all places

The ageless beauty of 18th Century styling that fits any pace—and space of family life.

Complete open stock selection in Walnut or Mahogany finish.

Write for name of dealer. Send 10c for CATALOG HG CRADDOCK FURNITURE CORPORATION • Evansville 7, Indiana

THE TABLE has space-saving SELF-STORING FOLDING LEAF that extends top from closed size 27” x 58” to 70’ long. With drop-in leaf alone top is 58” x 59”. Craddock exclusive wobble-proof construction, DUCO finish, brass legs and casters. No. 127—about $90.*

THE BUFFET has hand-rubbed finish, 2 center-guided drawers, antique brass pulls, spline trim. 19’ x 48”. No. 120—about $118.* Larger size No. 129—about $130.*

CHAIRS are Roseback design with needlepoint-type seat. No. 46N—about $18.* Arm No. 46HN about $23.*

CHINA to complete group has 2-door glass front, 3 shelves, center-guided drawer. 15” x 15” base (70” high overall). No. 129—about $125.*

*Prices slightly higher in west.
### Presteline Built-In Electric Range

**Costs NO MORE than an ordinary range!**

**YOURS can be a dream kitchen!** Presteline's new Built-In Electric Ranges are modest in cost and can be installed in your present kitchen without expensive, complicated remodeling.

**THEY WILL CREATE A TRULY PERSONALIZED KITCHEN...** with Eye-level Oven and Cooking Top exactly where you want them...at a price you can afford.

**EXCLUSIVE PRESTELINE FEATURES**
- Largest Built-In Oven
- Fastest Pre-heat
- Choice of Top Arrangement, including SAFETY TOP
- Fire-proof Asbestos Construction
- 3-Position Oven Rack
- Remote Control available

**Individualized COOKING TOPS**
Any number...any grouping: Divided, for greater flexibility...Clustered, to save space...or In-Line, the famous Presteline SAFETY TOP. Instant Heat with 7-position adjustment. Gleaming Lifetime porcelain finish.

**Eye-level AUTOMATIC OVEN**

---

**TABLES**

*continued from page 172*

Four drawers give storage in any room

Under the top, 21" x 14", are four drawers with solid brass pulls. Use a pair of these mahogany pieces, 27½" high, to flank a sofa or fireplace in your living room or as night tables in your bedroom. One costs $160. The slipper chair is $240 in muslin. John Widdicomb, Barker Bros., L. A.

Two tables nest under cocktail table

Twin tables nest side-by-side under a maple cocktail table and pull out for parties. The large table is 35" x 19½" x 14". You could arrange these tables in steps to hold lamps, magazines, a bowl of fruit. $240 for all three tables. Parziner Originals, N. Y.

Drop leaves add to this table top

A pair of leaves expands the size of this table top from 17" to 35" so that you have room to spread out books and accessories. You can change the size and shape of the table simply by dropping or raising the leaves. It is 27" high, by Hersman Brothers, costs $35. At Gimbel's, N. Y. Wing chair from Beacon Hill Collection, covered in white leather, is $332. At Altman's, New York.

*Prices approximate Shopping data, p. 193*
PRESENTS continued from page 100

1. Colonial doll cradle (20" long) with mattress, organdy spread, pillow. $16.50, Alman’s.
2. Sheer cloth (14" x 21") and two napkins for a breakfast tray are handmade, delicate, $15 set. Marghab Linens at Grorgs.
4. The Rodgers and Hart Song Book collects 47 of their memorable songs for you to sing and play (or simply read and remember), $7.50. At Doubleday Book Shops.
5. Taylor’s Humindiguide Hygrometer. Registers temperature and humidity, has clear plastic face, easel back. 4½" x 2½", $3.75.
6. Syroco wood wall sconce by Syracuse Ornamental Co. is 22¾" x 14¾", finished in gold, white and mahogany. $30 pair. At Abraham & Straus.
7. “Teleseat” by Crump has storage space under the top. Plastic covering in 8 colors. It is 27" x 15" x 17½", Macy’s New York.

For luxurious Christmas gifting and eating, there’s no treat like FORST delicious taste-tempting Delicacies. Shop from your easy chair—make up one list and your gift problems are delightfully solved—order today!

THE FORSTS, Route 244, Kingston, N.Y.

Choice, young, full-breasted birds are cured in rare, zesty spices and aromatic herbs, then slowly smoked over fragrant applewood embers. Whole smoked turkeys from 8 to 20 lbs., net wt. Price $1.70 per pound. Ready to slice and serve. Truly a sumptuous gift.

CUTSKILL MOUNTAIN TURKEY

Front and toothsome, selected, finest corn-fed Western hogs—each ham sugar-cured and smoked Southern style over fragrant, glowing hickory embers. Net wt. from 10 to 16 lbs. Price $1.40 per pound. Ready to serve. An "out-of-this-world" treat.

CUTSKILL MOUNTAIN HAM

Tender and toothsome, selected, finest corn-fed Western hogs—each ham sugar-cured and smoked Southern style over fragrant, glowing hickory embers. Net wt. from 10 to 16 lbs. Price $1.40 per pound. Ready to serve. An "out-of-this-world" treat.

THE GIFT THAT SAYS "MERRY CHRISTMAS"

For only $51.50, the lucky recipient receives:
—At Christmas, an 8 to 10 lb. golden-brown FORST Smoked Turkey. At Easter, a tender, tempting 10 to 12 lb. Smoked Turkey, juicy, full-breasted bird. For only $32.50, as described.

Smoked Turkey, Handi-Cut and Smoked Turkey Pate, multi-useful Handi-Cut Smoked Turkey. Finally, fills bringing a generous 4 lb. package of tasty smoked pork sausage and a whole 8 to 10 lbs. side of juicy Cutskill Mule Bacon. The $30 membership includes Christmas Turkey and Easter Ham, 2 ea. of Sliced, Handi-Cut and Pate Smoked Turkey. At only $16.00, 2 ea. of Smoked Turkey and Smoked Turkey Pate, #13 lbs. of which is Handi-Cut. Memberships at $32.50, as described.

FORST Bucelas of the Season Club

THE YEAR 'ROUND

Your choice of four magnificent gifts from $32.50 to $75.00. The lucky recipient receives:

—At Christmas, an 8 to 10 lb. golden-brown FORST Smoked Turkey. At Easter, a tender, tempting 10 to 12 lb. Smoked Turkey, juicy, full-breasted bird. For only $32.50, as described.

FORST CATSKILL MOUNTAIN TURKEY

FORST CATSKILL Smoked MOUNTAIN HAM

FORST VACUUM- Smoked MOUNTAIN Delicacies

Packed Delicacies

As a gift for yourself or your family, cake or pie, 12 oz. of Smoked Turkey, Handi-Cut and Smoked Smoked Turkey, vacuum-packed, ready to serve and will keep without refrigeration until opened. 3 popular sizes: four ½ lb. cans ea. (12) of Pate, Handi-Cut, $15.00; only $16.00, 2 ea. (6) $8.50; 1 ea. (3) $4.75. Read at left about the exclusive "Delicacy of the Season" Club, a year-round reminder of your thoughtfulness.

IMPORTANT: All FORST Catskill Mountain Products are Government Inspected!

NOTICE: Special Quantity Discounts for Orders of 25 or More. Write for Details.

I am enclosing a Gift List and Check for $ to cover membership in your Delicacy of the Season Club, at $17.90 per membership.

NAME:
Address:
City, Zone, State:

THE FORSTS, Route 244, Kingston, N.Y.
Three-dimensional puzzle: gaily colored wood parts match up in a molded tray to create the picture of a fire truck. Set costs $3 at L. Magnin.
2. Mexican candlestick made of tin holds a chunky candle, pair costs $6.75. At La Tiendecita, Gifts.
3. The singing teakettle is new in cherry red, festive on kitchen range, shelf or cabinet. It holds 2 1/2 quarts. West Bend, $4.50. Abraham & Straus.
4. Quilted Koroseal hassock is also a hamper by Pearl-Wick Corp., for your bedroom or bathroom. It is 17 1/4" high, 16" in diameter. In 9 colors, black, white, $10. Bloomingdale's.
5. Gollywogg cuddle doll has a disarming expression that grows on you. Jersey stockinet, 11" tall, with wild wool hair, bulbous nose. $5. Henri Bendel.
6. "Com-par-to" golf bag has padded metal dividers for 14 clubs, a vinyl shoulder sling, an umbrella holder and zipped hood for traveling. It is made of nylon (blue, beige, brown or green) for sturdiness and light weight and costs $25 at Hudson's.

8. Simple white china dishes do the most for successful souffles. These are from France. 1/4-qt. $2.25, 2-qt. $3.25, 4-oz. ramekins 50c each. Bazar Français.

9. Child's aluminum chair with colorful plastic webbing (21" x 26" x 33") is made just like the large one by Denson Corp. and finished to weather the outdoors. $8 at Creative Playthings.


11. This enameled cookware is made in unusual colors: aqua, blue or yellow. Percolator $1.90, roaster $1.15, 7-qt. saucepot $1.60, double boiler $1.75. Belmont Stamping & Enameling Co.


NEW...a Crosse & Blackwell "exclusive." IT'S LESS ACID...for greater enjoyment...all ways! Distilled from 100% grain neutral spirits. 90 Proof

In New York and New Jersey, the "Cocktailer" bottle differs slightly in appearance from the illustration shown.
A wall becomes a point of high interest with a two-fold purpose in this study by substituting Brodlite glass by Mississippi in place of conventional materials. This translucent partition illuminates an adjoining hallway while flooding this smart interior with "borrowed" light that flatters furnishings. Figured, obscure glass has many uses in the home. There are no restrictions on its use, it is not a scarce material and you can effectively use it to brighten your rooms at remarkably low cost.

Consider the decorative qualities of figured glass when you build or remodel. Remember that glass is easy to clean and maintain. Specify glass by Mississippi to your architect or contractor. Available in a wide variety of highly interesting patterns wherever quality glass is sold.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica St., Saint Louis 7, Mo.
New York, Chicago, Fullerton, Calif.
World’s Largest Manufacturer of Rolled, Figured and Wired Glass

A premium Cognac available in limited quantities only:

PACKED IN OLD-WORLD GIFT CARTON • 80 Proof • Schieffelin & Co., New York 3, N.Y.

1. Martini pitcher and cocktail tumblers are Imperial's crackled glass in green, amber or burgundy colors as well as in crystal. 40-oz. pitcher and stirrer $3.45, glasses (for fruit juice, too) $7.80 doz. Carole Stupell, Ltd.

2. Italian grater catches the cheese shavings in a drawer which is removable. Its covered box is natural hardwood, 8½" long. $4. Wanamaker's, Philadelphia.

3. Kalah is an ancient Egyptian game for two people, played on a boat-shaped board. The object: to corral a majority of the colorful plastic counters on your side. $25 in Honduras mahogany ($10 to $15 in domestic woods). By Mystic Game Co.


5. This French trumpet is small enough (15" long) for a child to play, has 8 keys and a full scale. $8.75. F. A. O. Schwarz.

6. "Rita" is a 29" durable plastic doll which can walk, stand or sit (no mechanism), has washable hair. $25. Strawbridge & Clothier.
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Knowledge
A European heritage and over 60 years of uninterrupted New York State wine production under the active supervision of one family.

Cellar Care
Based on that knowledge and on a firm determination to take all the time and intimate care necessary to produce wines as fine as fine wines can be.

Be sure of All 3-
Make your selections from those Outstanding

WIDMER'S
NEW YORK STATE WINES

No. 2593
THE FRANKLIN
Cocktail table.
One of 12 distinctive
Masters Table designs

Imperial Masters Tables

Imperial Masters Tables represent the finest in genuine mahogany . . . authentic styling . . . and rich finish. See them on display at leading stores . . . identified by the famous Imperial Green Shield.

HOW TO GIVE YOUR HOME A BEAUTY TREATMENT WITH TABLES . . . 50 pages illustrating fresh and unusual decorating ideas. Send 25 cents to:

IMPERIAL FURNITURE COMPANY
DEPT. G, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Founder Member Grand Rapids Furniture Makers Guild

Imperial Tables are made and sold in Canada under the name Delicraft-Imperial

7. Glass coffee maker comes with an extra decanter, so you can serve one pot of coffee while the next one brews. Decorated with “Early Bird” and “Nite Owl.” $10 set. At Gimbel Brothers.
8. Nutmeg grater and jar of whole nutmegs are a fillip for Christmas eggnog parties. Small seaman’s chest which holds them has leather hinges, fastener. $7. Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia.
9. Step stool by Cosco is a safe ladder for reaching the top shelf, a chair when you swing the steps back under the seat. Duran plastic upholstery in a choice of 5 colors. $17. At Hammacher Schlemmer.
12. Ceramic salad servers, cruet, and funnel fit into an antiqued wall rack. The green ivy design adds pattern to wall or table. $15 set. Barker Brothers, Los Angeles.

Prices approximate. Store addresses p. 194. (Cont’d on p. 184.)
Good pianos don't just happen

Here are some of the things that go into a fine piano . . .

remember them when you look at the price tag

Hallmark of a really fine piano is its quality and resonance. Neither of these just happen: they are largely the product of the woods which go into the instrument. Not one kind of wood, mind you, but a different sort for almost every part, each one picked by an expert with a trained ear and eye.

He will choose American walnut and Central American mahogany for the exterior. For the sounding board he requires mountain-grown red spruce from Vermont; poplar from the Great Smokies for the corestock; maple from Indiana, Wisconsin and Canada for rims, pin blocks and bridges; sugar pine from Idaho for the keys; rosewood from Brazil for parts of the action.

Wood is crucial but wood alone does not make a complete piano. You need ivory and ebony from Central Africa; fossil gums and natural resins from India; pumice stone from the Lipari Islands north of Sicily.

Geography isn't all, either. Look at the calendar, now. The lumber must be seasoned from three to five years, then placed in kilns where live steam circulates, to dry for more weeks—even months. Modern kilns may reduce the time all this takes but the final aim is to reduce moisture content to no more than about five per cent. You can't do that in five minutes.

Yet all this without extraordinary skill will still not give you a piano. Like a baby, a piano takes about nine months to produce. During this time 400 workmen perfect its 12,000 parts. It gets six separate tunings, has its action regulated four times, its tone twice. (It takes years to train a good tone regulator—Rachmaninoff and Paderewski practically admitted that the job was beyond them!) Before you meet your piano in a showroom, three inspectors have given it a final checkup.

What, then, have you got? A piano which is short for pianoforte, or an instrument which can play soft (piano) and loud (forte). Before the seventeenth century there were various stringed instruments with keyboards but until one Bartolomeo Cristofori began experimenting, they were incapable of sustained or modulated tones. They twanged.

With all the mass-production techniques in the world, the piano has remained a stand-out. It cannot be rolled off a production line. It takes one man seven hours to file hammer felts so that they produce the quality of tone you want. The making of the sounding board, called "bellying" since this is the belly of the piano, is extremely ticklish. Fine spruce board is pinenibbed for strength, all graduated, fitted and glued together patiently and carefully, the strings each placed by hand to yield fine tone. That sort of thing takes time and the makers of good pianos don't want to see it hurried.

The plate is the foundation on which the piano scale is built. It must be able to withstand 40,000 pounds of tensile strength (each string is drawn to an average tension of 170 lbs.) and remain perfectly rigid. If it were to yield one-one thousandth of an inch, the entire scale would be out of tune. That is why it is generally made of cast iron, sometimes now of aluminum alloy to make it lighter. A large grand weighs as much as half a ton.

The most complicated part of the piano is what is known as "the action", a Rube Goldberg maze of hammers, shanks and other parts—about 7,000—by which the strings are attacked. Ideally the action is light, positive, vibration proof and quiet, and it ought lo last forever. Remember that a good piano is built to last a long time, anywhere from 20 to 30 years and some of them live even longer.

Back never heard a piano, and Mozart and Haydn wrote for the harpsichord and clavichord. Yet to millions of Americans (130,000 bought pianos last year alone) the music of the great composers is inseparable from the piano. It is in many ways the richest of all instruments, the one almost all of us want to play and want our children to learn. You can thank the responsible piano makers for bringing out instruments which can bring good music into our daily lives.

House & Garden's
BOOK OF INTERIOR DECORATION

Price $7.50

The Conde Nast Publications Inc., Greenwich, Connecticut
Do you know how to buy a piano?

Many people are genuinely perplexed when it comes to buying a piano. Here are things you should know in order to get the best for your money.

If ever there was a confusing, perplexing decision to make, it's the choice of a piano for your own particular needs. Brand names, styles, wood finishes, a wide price range, wild sales claims, varying periods of guarantee and many other factors add to the dilemma of this once-in-a-lifetime purchase. Let's tackle the problem objectively—break it down into several price categories, choose the one that fits your thinking and wallet, and proceed to "dig out" the most piano per dollar that you can afford to spend. If your pocketbook dictates spending under a thousand dollars, don't look at grand pianos—this merely confuses the issue. First, how much will you spend?

Price group #1
Approximately $100 to $300
(Used upright pianos)

This modest outlay usually buys an upright with a lot of good tone and action, after reconditioning by a reliable piano dealer. (Incidentally, nearly every piano retailer sells used pianos as well as new ones.) Be sure that the instrument has been "through the shop," worn parts replaced and thoroughly gone over, not merely "oiled off." Simply blowing moist breath on a bad apple and following with a brisk rubbing doesn't improve its taste or quality.

Pianos in this group are generally fifteen years old or more, but still have many years of good musical service in them. In this low-priced group, don't expect the exteriors to possess swan-like beauty. These pianos are usually good, solid plain-cased uprights.

Those who might seek a piano in this price category are:

(A) Parents who have been thinking about getting their children started with music, but are not sure that they will "take to it." Better to give the youngster the benefit of an early musical education, than to waste precious years anticipating ownership of "nothing but the best." In a year or two, the child's progress may be ample justification for exchanging this inexpensive piano for the one you've been dreaming about.

(B) The adult who studied years ago and now has a hankering to get back to it. Afraid that maybe he's too old to start again, he looks at an expenditure of five hundred or more dollars. Years roll on while he yearns to enjoy once again his former musical achievement.

Price group #2
$500 to $1500 (Spinet pianos)

This wide price range takes in the comparatively new and popular style, the spinet, spinette or console, call it what you will. It's simply a vertical or more modern version of the regular old upright. Back in the deep, dark 'thirties, when piano business, along with most others, was at a standstill, the editor of a well-known piano trade magazine, Roy Waite, suggested that perhaps redesigning might do for the piano what the bird whistle on the spout did for the teakettle industry. After all, the piano hadn't had a change of dress for about a hundred years. Piano makers agreed. "Let's make it smaller, lighter, easier to move and more attractive to the eye." The spinet, or small upright, which it actually is, lifted the piano out of the depression doldrums, and its popularity soared to unexpected heights on the sales meter.

This category attracts nine out of ten prospective piano buyers. Be on guard, though. The fellow who sells the lowest-priced spinet usually vows that his is the "best in the world." And if he happens to be hungry for a sale. he may even try to hoodwink you into believing that it's better than the best.

The most confusing part of it all is that he may attempt to back up his gross exaggerations with printed material provided by an unscrupulous manufacturer—and there doesn't seem to be a law against it.

Now, please make no mistake about this. In shopping for a spinet you definitely get what you pay for. By that we mean to point out that with close competition among the various piano makers, each one strives to build in as much quality as is humanly possible. Salesmen's wild exaggerations and claims to the contrary, no dealer can deliver a $900 piano for $650. If he followed this cut-price selling procedure for any length of time, he would soon be out of business and your service and guarantee would go down the drain.

Summing up in this department, our advice is to buy your spinet in your local, reliable piano store, the one that is equipped with a service department capable of keeping the instruments in perfect playing condition for years.

Price group #3
$1500 or more (Grand pianos)

Such terms as baby, parlor, medium-sized, apartment-sized are flexible terms and do not provide much of a clue to (Continued on page 192)
**BUY A PIANO**

Just like the professionals with

Magnetic recorder

**HIGHER FIDELITY TAPE RECORDERS**

Now YOU can enjoy the same broadcast-quality tape recordings demanded by professional radio men. MAGNECORDER, first choice of radio engineers, engineers and plays back — clear and crisp — all the sounds audible to the human ear.

Easily record in your own home, office, or schools and churches. Anywhere there is sound — MAGNECORDER will record it with professional fidelity. Own a MAGNECORDER and listen to "living" sound!

continued from page 181

that is, press a few notes down on half-a-dozen different pianos. Anyone can feel the difference between a light-weight touch and one that feels heavy and sluggish. Even if you like everything about a particular piano, including case design, tone and price, steer clear of it if the keys are hard to push down. Many pianos stand unemployed for months on end because the family, especially children, rebel at the achings fingers which result from even a few minutes of playing. Blankly they recall the salesman's assurance that the heavy touch would "ease up" or "break in" after being played a while. Piano actions don't seem to change any more than stripes on a zebra do.

It is important that you be the sole judge of the case. Work according style, kind of wood and finish. Don't be talked into something that you do not really want. After all, it's important to know whether a particular grand piano will fit into your allotted living-room space.

If your funds are limited, it's better to choose a reconditioned or rebuilt, good, reliable make, rather than a new unknown brand at the same price. Think twice before deciding on a make that has been out of the market for a number of years and then suddenly makes a reappearance. Often the old, time-honored name of a once-famous instrument now adorns the keyboard cover of one not nearly as deserving.

If your finances and space permit, buy as large a grand as possible. Long strings provide deeper, more resonant tones, while short strings in the smaller grands tend to emit pingy, metallic qualities. Because the top of a grand can be opened wide, a most pleasing tonal result is obtained that is simply impossible in any vertical instrument. You will find that small grands (under five feet) must be tuned much more frequently to keep the tone pleasing to the ear.

Grand pianos are sought by serious music students, professionals, as well as by people who play little but are blessed with a living room (at least 12' x 20') and with a pocketbook to match.

Here's a must. Although you may not play piano, be sure to try the action, of power over a wide frequency range, and with a minimum of distortion. It should also include both bass and treble controls. Question: What is a pickup? Answer: The pickup, or cartridge as it is sometimes called, is the device mounted at the end of the tone arm of the record player which contains the needle (stylus). For best results use one of the newly-developed magnetic-type pickups. The most convenient are those known as twist-type cartridges, which permit playing of 331/2, 45 and 78 rpm records. A simple twist brings the proper stylus into place.

Question: Where can I buy this high-fidelity equipment? Answer: You can get it at most radio supply companies. In this instance we are not referring to radio or TV people but to dealers in stock-model radio-phonographs, but to the supplier from whom they, along with broadcast engineers and other technicians, obtain parts and supplies. Most of these "semi-wholesalers" handle high-fidelity equipment and will sell such items directly to you at retail. If, however, there is no such nearby store, you may wish to use the Reader Service for a list of firms from which you can obtain free catalogs illustrating and describing the audio equipment of well-known manufacturers.

**Brand Names Foundation, Inc.**

A non-profit educational foundation

37 West 57th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
HIGH FIDELITY

continued from page 182

reasonably well-informed. Write for catalogs as suggested above. They are generally written for the layman. Or read a book on the subject. One which covers the ground thoroughly is Make Music Live by Irving Greene, James Radcliffe and Robert Scharff (Medill McBride, New York; $4.50). In any event, buy only what sounds right to you. No two persons’ ears are alike and in this case it is yours that matters.

Question: Can I really install the equipment myself?

Answer: Yes. With high-fidelity equipment all you have to do is to interconnect the parts. In some cases the connections are color-coded to make the job easier. The most complicated part is building the cabinet and this depends on your carpentering skill. It is quite likely that you will need a cabinet maker to help you instead of an electrician.

Question: Where is the best place to put the speaker?

Answer: The best place is where it sounds the best to you. Acoustical conditions vary with every room. You will have to experiment. The main thing to remember is that the performance of a speaker depends largely on the cabinet in which it is mounted. The cabinet must suit the type and size of speaker you are using. The internal volume should not be less than six cubic feet, as much as 10 cubic feet if possible. However, there are speakers now in the experimental stage which may in time reduce the cabinet space necessary.

Question: Is high fidelity the same as high frequency?

Answer: No. The term high fidelity was originally used by the Radio Manufacturers’ Association to describe instruments “capable of reproducing sound frequencies up to 7500 cycles per second.” However, the term has become synonymous in most people’s minds with high frequency, which does not actually indicate whether or not a high-fidelity system can reproduce. For this reason some “audio hobbyists” use the term high quality instead. But whatever it is called, what you want to have is a system that plays recordings and broadcasts with a degree of realism which approximates the original performance. It must reproduce both high and low tones, and contain a minimum of distortion, hum and extraneous noise.

Question: What is meant by frequency range?

Answer: Your ear recognizes as sound alternate increases and decreases of air pressure (sound waves) on your ear drum. The speed at which these waves vibrate determines the pitch of the sound. The average person is capable of hearing tones which range in frequency from around 20 cycles per second to around 15,000 cycles per second. The deepest tones of the pipe organ approach the lower figure, while the highest tones of a trumpet or the highest tinkling of a jingling key ring reach the higher figure. A good music system should reproduce the entire frequency range as faithfully as possible. To do this, high-fidelity combinations generally employ a two-speaker system in which a small speaker (“tweeter”) is used to reproduce the high tones, and a larger speaker (“woofer”) the low tones. If the “tweeter” is mounted inside the “woofer”, the combination is known as a coaxial two-way speaker.

Here are Sample High-Fidelity Combinations

This chart of combinations is intended to give you an idea of what you can buy in three different price categories. It is not an iron-clad shopping guide. In most cases we have listed more than one amplifier, speaker or receiver in each group. But you should choose the ones which sound best together. All of the parts of a high-fidelity system are important, but the most critical are the amplifier and the speaker. If you must economize, this is not the place to begin.

**Amplifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group I</th>
<th>$175 to $200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bell 222A</td>
<td>Bogen PH10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grommes 50PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Group II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$250 to $350</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bogen PX15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcomb HLP-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thersolson 7-31W10-AX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Group III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$400 to $600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bell 2145A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brook 12A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altec Lansing 323B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasko “Point One”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcomb KKLP-30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Speakers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electro-Voice SP12B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kessler 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permoflux 12UP-6-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University 6200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tuners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Altec Lansing 600B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electo-Voice SP15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen H-510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA 515A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens 102-FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altec Lansing 604B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro-Voice SP15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen H-510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens 106-AX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning RJ-12B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meissner 9-1091C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Craftsmen RC-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the first time... one full octave of added bass range— in a small, small size, low-cost corner cabinet. Utilizes the famous Klipsch principle to give you proper balance of lows and highs for complete enjoyment. Available in Mahogany or Bleached Oak.

Write for Free Bulletin and nearest Distributor.

**Call Now!**

Sends ALL the things you want to know about High Fidelity! How to bring concert hall realism into your home. What makes a real Hi-Fi Music System. How to select custom components or complete ensembles at modest cost. Shows various types of installations and a complete range of finest nationally-known guaranteed Hi-Fi units. Send for your FREE Hi-Fi Guidebook today!

**For FREE! SEND NOW FOR NEW HIGH-FIDELITY GUIDE BOOK**

Opens a New World of Musical Enjoyment for Everyone.

TELLS ALL the things you want to know about High Fidelity! How to bring concert hall realism into your home. What makes a real Hi-Fi Music System. How to select custom components or complete ensembles at modest cost. Shows various types of installations and a complete range of finest nationally-known guaranteed Hi-Fi units. Send for your FREE Hi-Fi Guidebook today!

**CONCORD**

**RADIO CORPORATION**

901 W. JACKSON BLVD. • CHICAGO 7

**CONCORD RADIO CORP., Dept. DM-51**

901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill. *

____ Rush FREE High Fidelity Guidebook

**Record changers**

Group I, II and III: Garrard RC-80 or Webster-Chicago 106-27. Use magnetic pickups: General Electric RPX-650 for Group I; General Electric RPX-650A for Audak B-2 for Group II; General Electric RPX-650 or Audak L-4 for Group III. Note: All tuners are FM-AM. The pickups suggested were chosen largely because of the convenience they offer in being able to play all three types of records with a single cartridge. There are other cartridges capable of excellent performance.

**SEE YOUR V-M DEALER NOW!**

**This Christmas**

**gives lasting pleasure with a...**

**V-M tri-omatic phonograph**

**$57.50**

Slightly higher in the west.

**FREE Hi-Fi Guidebook today!**

**SEE YOUR V-M DEALER NOW!**
Above your mantel or sofa this lovely Provincial mirror will lend elegance and distinction to your home. Its graceful hand-engraved scroll work and antique silver border will harmonize with either period or modern furnishings.

Write today for illustrated folder.

1. Handmade flower pots are unglazed terra cotta, have pie-crust rims and come in 3 sizes: 10” x 13½”, $7.50; 7½” x 9½”, $3; 4½” x 6”, $1.25. Erkins Studio.


3. Extra-long spoons for basting your holiday turkey are stainless steel, have ivory-colored or black catalin handles which are 13¾” long. $3.50 set. A.I. MacMannes, Inc.


5. Swedish tureen for cooking and serving soup, casserole dishes. Porcelain enamel on cast iron; design in blue, green or red-and-gray on white. The 3¾-quart size costs $17.50. At Altman’s.

6. Kodak Signet 35 is a “miniature” camera that captures details with exactness, will take candid-action shots, black-and-white or color. It costs about $95. Jordan Marsh.
DECEMBER, 1958

All prices approximate, incl. Fed. tax.

Chartreuse—Yellow or Green
The Liqueur of Gracious Living

The Queen of Liqueurs
Made exclusively by the Chartreuse Monks

Schieffelin & Co., New York, N. Y. • Importers Since 1794

CHARTREUSE

Gracious Gifts

These trim, traditional, craftsman-made barometers make distinctive yet useful gifts for your discriminating friends.

SEE THEM AT YOUR LEADING DEALER'S

GIVE
Airguide Period Barometers

MADE BY FEE AND STEMWEDEL, INC., CHICAGO 47, ILL.

7. This cloth book helps a child learn to dress All by Himself (or All by Herself). Real buttons, snaps, zippers and lacing illustrate the steps. $2.25 each. Playhouse.

8. Fine Arrowhead cutlery by Ekco stays sharp because the vanadium stainless-steel blades are hollow-ground for keen cutting edges. The handles are durable Flintwood and are water-resistant. Six knives plus a tray in which to serve them, $3.3, Carson Pirie Scott.

9. Child's sewing machine by Neechi plays music while it sews. $20 buys the machine and polka-dot lined box to stash it away in.

10. A square cast-iron skillet by Griswold has separations to keep bacon and eggs from running into each other while they cook. Instead of washing it, you season it like a waffle iron with paper-towel rubdowns. $1.75. At Abraham & Straus.

11. Hot-See-Rod, 10½" long, chassis is clear plastic to show how a friction motor works; the pistons move up and down as the crankshaft revolves. $3. At Gimbel's.

Store addresses on page 194.
**Christmas Cheer**

continued from page 136

**Mince meat**

(Recipe about 200 years old)

- ½ lb. white beef suet
- ½ lb. raisins
- ½ lb. currants
- ½ lb. suet
- ½ lb. mixed chopped citron, orange, lemon candied peel
- ½ lb. almonds
- 1 oz. bitters
- ½ lb. apples, skinned and chopped
- Pinch of mixed spices
- 2 glasses brandy
- Rind and juice of 2 lemons

Finely chop all the ingredients with the exception of the lemons and brandy. Heat in a slow oven at 300°F, for half an hour. Remove and add the brandy and rind and juice of the lemons. Put into sterile jars. Cover and keep in a cool place until ready to use.

**Fruit cake**

1 cup butter 1 cup brown sugar 6 eggs 3 oz. blanched ground almonds 1 cup chopped candied mixed peel ¼ cup glazed cherries ¼ cup angelica ½ cups black raisins ½ cups white raisins Flour Grated rind and juice of 1 lemon 2 cups flour ½ cup molasses ½ cup brandy 1 tsp. baking powder Milk

6 tbsps. sugar dissolved in 2 tbsps. milk 1 cup blanched split almonds

Cream the butter well in a bowl. Add the sugar and beat until light and creamy. Then beat the eggs, one at a time. Mix in ground almonds, finely chopped candied peel, glazed cherries, angelica, then the raisins dusted with a little flour. Add the juice and rind of a lemon, sifted flour, molasses and brandy. Then add the baking powder and, if necessary, just a little milk if the batter is too thick (it should just easily drop from the spoon). Grease a deep cake tin with a little butter, line the bottom with wax paper and grease again. Put the mixture into the tin and bake in a slow oven at 250°F, for 1½ hours, or until it shrinks a little from the side of the cake tin and the center of the cake is dry when tested with a small knife. When the cake has baked for an hour, remove the pan from the oven and brush the top of the cake with the sweetened milk and cover with the split almonds. Brush again with sweetened milk and return to the oven to finish baking.

**Ginger cake**

1 cup butter 1 cup brown sugar 1 oz. preserved ginger 2 eggs, ground ginger 6 cups flour 2/3 cups molasses 4 eggs ½ cup milk 1 tsp. baking soda 1 egg yolk mixed with 2 tbsps. milk and 1 tbsp. fine granulated sugar

Cream the butter well. Add the sugar and continue beating until dissolved. Add the chopped fruits, preserved ginger and ground ginger. Mix in alternately the flour and the molasses. Then beat in the eggs, one at a time. Warm the milk and dissolve the baking soda in it. Mix this into the batter. Grease a medium-sized cake tin. Line bottom with wax paper and grease again, then dust out the tins lightly with flour. Fill ⅔ to ¾ full with batter and bake 1½ hours in a 350° F. oven. Just before it is done, remove and brush the tops with the egg yolk, milk and sugar mixture. Return to the oven for 5 minutes before removing. Allow to cool a little. Turn out on heavy wax paper. When quite cool, wrap in aluminum foil. These cakes keep extremely well.

**Christmas Savoy trifle**

6 cups flour 1 cup brown sugar 1 oz. ground ginger ½ oz. ground allspice 2 cups maple or golden syrup 2 large eggs, beaten 1 cup red currant jelly 1 cup brown sugar

Sift flour and baking powder together. Beat eggs and fine granulated sugar with a whisk until very light and fluffy. Add flour and baking powder and fold in carefully with a wooden spoon until well blended. Grease a jelly-roll pan, line with wax paper leaving a margin of 2 inches at each end, and grease again. Cover with the mixture and bake in a 425° F. oven for 5 minutes. Remove, loosen up from the tin, and cupcake the top well with the coarse granulated sugar. Turn out onto wax paper, carefully removing from the wax paper in the pan. Sprinkle with a little more sugar, roll up like a jelly roll and allow to cool. Unroll, spread with the currant jelly and roll up again very tightly. Roll in wax paper or tinfoil and put in the refrigerator until it is quite cool.

**Gingerbread**

6 cups flour 1 cup brown sugar 1 oz. ground ginger ½ oz. ground allspice 2 cups maple or golden syrup 2 large eggs, beaten 1 tsp. baking soda 1 cup warm water ½ cup milk 1 beaten egg yolk mixed with 2 tbsps. milk

Put flour into bowl with sugar, ginger and allspice. Blend these ingredients and make a well in the center. Pour in the warm maple or golden syrup, the beaten eggs and the baking soda dissolved in the water. This last should be poured in while it is effervescing. Stir and heat well. Slowly add approximately ¾ cup of milk. Place in shallow well-greased cake tins and bake in a slow oven at 325° F. for ½ to 1 hour. Just before removing from the oven, brush the top with the egg yolk and milk. Remove, let stand in tins for 5 minutes before turning out. When cool wrap in aluminum foil and store in a cool place until ready for use.

(Continued on page 188)
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 130-133.

The "Predictor Group" designed by Paul McCobb is of solid maple, has tapered dowels, flat foamed spindles, wood-ions, by U. S. Rubber Co., on all upholstered pieces. This group comes in two finishes, Nutmeg (light) or Chickey (black-brown).

Page 130, bottom photograph:
Dining chair with ladder back, foam-rubber seat cushion, 21" w., 24" d., 33" h. over-all. Junior dining table, 48" diameter, 29" h.

Page 131, top:
Loveseat, tapered legs, 32" w., 34" h. over-all, cushion 24" w. x 22" d. End table, single hung drawer, 20" w., 22" d., 28" h.

Desk, shelf rests on recessed dowels, 60" l., 29" w., 28" h., has 3 sliding trays concealed behind single door on left side, 3 pencil drawers hung beneath desk top.

High spindle-back armchair, 23" w., 23" d., 45" h. over-all.

Tub chair, slender back frame, arm rest, foam-rubber seat cushion, 23" w., 24" d., 31" h. over-all, cushion 21" sq.

Armchair, 6 vertical spindles, wood arms, foam-rubber seat cushion, 23" w., 27" d., 32½" h. over-all.

Page 132, top, left to right:
Vertical spindle-back chair, attached square seat cushion, 16" w., 20" d., 33½" h. over-all, cushion 16" x 18", Chickey finish.

Second chair, same as above, finished in Nutmeg.

Dining chair, ladder back, 17" w., 20" d., 33½" h. over-all, foam-rubber cushion 17" x 18", Chickey finish.

Fourth chair: as above, in Nutmeg.

Fifth chair: same as above but without back cushion, finished in Chickey.

Breakfront, 3 drawers on lowest level, cabinet section above has 3 pairs of small drawers and shelves concealed by tambour front, top portion has sliding glass door, 48" l., 72" h., 16" d.

Dining table, shown also on page 130. Dining chairs, same as shown in photograph above.

Page 133, top:
High spindle-back armchair, same as shown in large photograph, p. 131.

Coffee table with shelf resting on recessed dowels, 60" l., 22" w., 20" d., three-section drawer hung beneath table, brass pulls on Chickey finish.

Bottom:
High-back lounge chair, wooden arms, square seat, 26" w., 36" d., 37" h. over-all, loose back and seat cushions.

Armchair, spindle back, 23" w., 27" d., 32½" h. over-all, cushion 21" sq.

Armchair, loose back and seat cushion, 26" w., 34" d., 34" h. over-all.

Lamps are all designed by Paul McCobb for this group.

Furniture and lamps are all available at Bloomingdale's, N. Y., The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, and Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago.

Accessories are from Eimer & Amend, N. Y. "Christian" pattern glasses by Tiffany. "Fiddle Thread" silver by Frank Smith Silver Co. Tea cup, saucer, dinner plate, wine jug are white "Arzberg" porcelain, New Design, Inc. Drink is by Harvey Berin, designed by Karen Stark.
WHERE THE WORD "WELCOME" REALLY MEANS SOMETHING

Returning guests say it's like coming home again, greeting former friends, rebuilding happy memories, enjoying the many charms that are Sun Valley's alone. Welcomes are fine, but the real payoff is in the pleasure. Here you have the smoothest skiing ever, and more of it, thanks to continuous shuttle-bus service and eight electric chair lifts. There's skating under the sun and eight electric chair lifts. There's skating under the sun and eight electric chair lifts.

WITH A CAMERA continued from page 139

we see them, despite color discrepancy with nature here and there, and that we are inclined to rebel at the over-realism which they present to us. The photographer can give you the most exasperatingly accurate, in the long run, satisfying and false picture of an apple, a flower, or a girl's face. The chief fault of such pictures, though of course they have their uses, is that they leave nothing to the imagination.

Color photography is a complicated and highly scientific affair. The amateur photographer can so become a slave to the machine and its attendant processes that, if he ever succeeds in getting an image at all on his film, he feels a great and exhilarating sense of accomplishment. Equipped to set forth on a picture-taking expedition, he is a walking laboratory. His pockets are full of filters and his head is full of figures. Such awe-inspiring concepts as color temperature and reciprocity plague him and he has vague and worrisome notions about color values and balance. From the sheer standpoint of complexity, J. Robert Oppenheimer and Dr. Albert Einstein should be the most proficient color photographers in the whole world.

Those scientific matters which confound the amateur are all right in their place. The tip-off is not to take them so seriously. Ignore them. They scare many professionals; they even keep many professionals from going in for color at all. You are told by the experts to take color pictures between ten o'clock in the morning and four in the afternoon. Forget it. For best results, try taking them before ten and after four. You are told to use indoor film indoors and outdoor film outdoors. Perish the thought. For best results, try switching them. You are told that pictures taken in bright sun turn a deaf ear. For best results, try taking them on a gray day, when the light is flat and soft and the colors can be accents, not the entire picture. Understatement and restraint can produce a most respectable art, much though color per se might interest you. Take what is there; don't drag in the green-striped umbrella and have the young lady get into her red sweater. If it is to be tasteful, your color composition should not be garish.

Of course, if you were brought up on postcards, calendars, and Maxfield Parrish, and don't care to change, then do what the manufacturer tells you. But will you be as happy?

It should be obvious by now that I am declaring myself in favor of more freedom in the use of the color camera by the amateur and the professional, having seen an encouraging increase in the creative accomplishments of both. I am rather of the opinion that some gadgets, much though I admire many of them, including the automatic lemon wedger and the electric overnight bean baker, should be independent of the slavish science which fathered them, and this view applies with the utmost force to the color camera.

Perhaps some of the new color photographers will inspire hobbyist photographers in a somewhat similar manner, by quieting their fears and letting them escape from the frustration of scientific dicta.

I have said that Mr. Penn's picture is expressionistic. But in one sense it may be described as expressionistic also, since it communicates to the eye of the beholder not primarily the image which he observed, but the sensation which he feels. His picture does not give us a clear and detailed exposition of a matador and bull, but, precisely because we are not fully informed of the contours of his dramatic figures, we grasp better the meaning of this odd encounter between man and beast. We understand more readily what the picture implies of danger.

(Continued on page 189)
CRITICS AGREE!

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Drama critic Jay Carmody of the Washington Evening Star and Sunday Star says, "May Hormel Onion Soup have a long run to packed houses. It's a hit with me." No wonder...it's authentically French, with butter-fried onions simmered in rich beef stock, a dash of golden Parmesan. Try it.

HORMEL ONION SOUP

If grocer doesn't stock, send $2.95 for six 20-oz. cans to Dept. 13, Geo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minn.

THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY has just been published.

To order your copy, fill in this form and mail it, with your remittance, to:

HOUSE & GARDEN, Boston Post Road, Greenwich, Conn.

Please send me ______ copies of THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY at $10 each postpaid.

Give Hi-Jacs and more Hi-Jacs!

Everyone welcomes more than one set of Hi-Jacs! You'll welcome the low prices. Only $1.25 and $2.00 for a set of 8. Gift-boxed, too!

$1.25 for 8
$2.00 for 8

Everyone welcomes, if not death, in the afternoon.

Before Mr. Penn took "Bullfight in Barcelona," I am told, he had mused upon the paintings of Seurat, Toulouse-Lautrec and Picasso. Through his head had passed ideas and hopes that he could twist the fixed and unyielding physics and chemistry of his medium to his will. His picture violated some of the accepted rules: his exposure was in partial shadow, and when the film was developed, the grains in the emulsion emerged to simulate the reticulated dots of a painting by Seurat. The blur, which is the only way that photography can show movement, showed movement for Mr. Penn, but it also provided for his picture the studied indistinctness of a Degas. The photograph was an "accident"; what the photographer had hoped would happen, did happen. It need hardly be added that the "accident" was one for which Mr. Penn was fully prepared.

"Bullfight in Barcelona" on page 138 is from a book, "The Art and Technique of Color Photography," a collection of pictures by seventeen photographers of The Condé Nast Publications Inc., which Simon and Schuster has published. The book is the size of this magazine but naturally much thicker and it is, without a doubt, by far the most astonishingly impressive thing in the way of a book that ever happened to the capricious business of the color photograph. If you want to take color pictures, study it for ideas and helpful hints. I've seen it, and I'm sure it can be of great value to you.

THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY

has just been published.

To order your copy, fill in this form and mail it, with your remittance, to:

HOUSE & GARDEN, Boston Post Road, Greenwich, Conn.

Please send me ______ copies of THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY at $10 each postpaid.

Name ________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
City ___________________________________________
Zone __________ State ____________

The springy tread of this "spongy wafer" feels so rich underfoot—and it cushions your carpets and rugs from heel- grind and wear. Yes, Rug Underlay adds years to the life of your floor coverings! Non-skid—non-marking—dust-free—non-allergic—mothproof.

Air Filled Sponge Rubber

Cuts to exact rug size

AT RUG AND FURNITURE STORES

Also ask to see U.S. Non-Slip that anchors skiddy rugs flat and neat. Inexpensive by the yard.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY

because

it is styled to

remain in fashion.

It is "solid" sterling silver through and through and constant use will only enhance its beauty.

Modestly priced for satisfaction and service, year after year, for a lifetime.

SEE IT...BUY IT...AT YOUR JEWELER'S

Write us for free illustrated price folders.

THE ALVIN SILVERSMITHS

Markers of Exclusive Silver Designs for over Sixty Years

PROVIDENCE 7, RHODE ISLAND

Trademarks
YOUR PARTIES

continued from page 135

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 135. Prices are approximate, include Federal tax. Photograph at top of page:

Friedman Silver Co., "Georgian" and "Chippendale" pie-crust salvers, 14" diameter, heavy silver-plate on copper, $57 each. Oval warmer, "Georgian" shell and scroll border $121, all at C. D. Peacock, Chicago.

National Silver Co. English import, silver-plated candlesticks, $200 the pair. West Virginia Glass punch bowl (bulbs 288 oz.) with 12 punch glasses and ladle, $33 at Altman's, N. Y.

All gift wraps designed by Dennison, N. Y.

Cookies and cake from Henri's, N. Y. Mantle decoration of garland and Christmas balls, at Irene Hayes, N. Y.

Photograph at center of page:

Ernest Sohn Associates double or single-handle casserole, stainless steel, cooking unit is aluminum designed by Ernest Sohn, $56 at W. & J. Sloane, N. Y. Frank M. Whiting "Troubadour" pattern; forks are $77 doz. at Plummer's.

Geranium patterned, salad-size plates in green, by Dick Knox, $18 doz. at Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

Sheffield hurricane candlesticks (on buffet) available through decorators at David Weisz, New York. Chippendale silver-plated tray by W. & S. Blackinton is 14½" in diameter, costs $27.

Sheffield urn (on buffet), Sheffield candlesticks (on table), all available through decorators at Mottahedeh, N. Y. Willow baskets by American Basket Co., $12.25 ea. at Jack Kelly, N. Y. After-dinner coffee cups and saucers, navy blue exterior with gold lining, $2.50 ea. at House of Italian Handicrafts, N. Y.

Blenau Mills "Wunda-Weve" white cotton carpeting, also available in colors, $9 sq. yd. at Bloomingdale's, N. Y., L. & J. G. Stickley Welsh cupboard, solid cherry, 62" w., 19" d., base only as shown, $287. Draw-top table, solid cherry, closed, 30" h., 45" w., $313. Armchair, cherry, rush seat, 40" h., 23½" d., $65. All at Hathaway's, N. Y.

Clarence Cardwell dress in gray wool, from Townley Frockos, Inc. $53 at Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS

HOUSE & GARDEN assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except, of course, to accord them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by return postage.

For your heating equipment specify—

MERCOID

CONTROLS

you can always count on

their fine engineering for dependable service

MERCOID CONTROLS ARE EQUIPPED WITH MERCURY SWITCHES, THEREBY INSURING GREATER SAFETY, BETTER PERFORMANCE AND LONGER CONTROL LIFE.

THE MERCOID CORPORATION

4201 BELMONT AVE. CHICAGO 41, ILL.

WOVEN PICKET FENCES

Imported & Domestic

A practical fence of great charm, which meets many needs. Availble in two styles, either French Chestnut implings (natural) or split Cedar (Domestic). Also in two types. CLEFT 1½" spaces between pickets or CLEAR 1½" spaces; both styles, several heights. Easy to erect from the instructions we furnish. Never needs painting. Gates to match.

Gives privacy and protection—Screen out objectionable views.

Provides indoor privacy outdoors.

Send for Booklet

Rusticraft FENCE CO.

DAVID TENDER, EST. 1918
8 KING ROAD, MALVERN, PA.
MUSIC FOR THE EYE

continued from page 122

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 122-123.

Prices are approximate.

Page 122, top

Page 123
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS: Hammond Organ Co., Spinet organ in walnut. Organ, 3¾' w. without music rack, 45½" w. with rack, 25½" d. 42½" h. $1300, at Steinway & Sons, N. Y.

Before and after pictures show the transformation of this room was designed by John Winstead for Ficks Reed.

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

HOME ELEVATORS

"Elevevto"
Vertical lift for stairwell, closet or corner. Installed with or without enclosure. No overhead machinery. House-lighting-circuit operated.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
Pioneers of the simplified passenger lifts for the home.

INCLINATOR

DUBOIS

WOVEN WOOD FENCE

The favorite fence for suburban and country homes. Hand split chestnut, with either smooth or laced posts, 2, 3 or 4 rail styles. 4 feet high, crunched post ends. Also makes of Dubois 4 and 5 Bar Hurdles. Also makers of Dubois 4 and 5 Bar Hurdles. Also makes of Dubois 4 and 5 Bar Hurdles.

DUBOIS Old Fashioned Post and Rail Fence

The favorite fence for suburban and country homes. Hand split chestnut, with either smooth or laced posts, 2, 3 or 4 rail styles. 4 feet high, crunched post ends. Also makes of Dubois 4 and 5 Bar Hurdles. Also makers of Dubois 4 and 5 Bar Hurdles.

WILL & BAUMER

Candles

...a flattering welcome for your table guests!

Not just ordinary candlelight, but the stately elegance of WILL & BAUMER Twistolite Candles! That's the crowning touch in your table arrangements which conveys a delicate compliment to your guests... unmissable evidence that you regard their presence as an occasion of special importance!

Twistolite Candles in mantle, console and buffet groupings add dramatic counterfoils for the centerpieces, bringing the entire scene into harmonious relation.

Order a dozen today from your favorite grocery, housewares, drug or department stores, gift shop or florist. The convenient "Two-Pack" protects the lovely colors, preserves the beauty of the satiny finish... gives you assurance that you are getting the genuine WILL & BAUMER product.

WILL & BAUMER

Leading Candle Craftsmen for Nearly 100 Years

---
and HERE'S HOW!

GARDENER'S GEAR

Let your power unit do the work of clearing snowdrifts

Your enjoyment of the snow-blanketed landscape will probably be heightened this winter if you plan to use your power unit to clear paths and roads of snowdrifts. You will save time and you will be protecting yourself against overexertion and possible damage to your health. (Snow shoveling is hard manual labor and much more strenuous than garden and farm chores you may have done earlier this year.)

We illustrate below three tractors whose manufacturers include a snowplow attachment among their line of cultivators, disc harrows, lawn rollers, etc. Each of these you can use interchangeably with the power unit. At the foot of the page is an electrically operated snow blower.

A 40" snow dozer and a 21" snowplow are among the attachments made for the Choremaster tractor. Each can be used again in the spring for leveling and light grading. Lodge & Shipley Co.

A 25" swath-cutting snow blower is one of 21 attachments for the Gravely 3-hp tractor. It will move 4深度 deep snow, throwing it as far as 30', right or left. Gravely Motor Plow & Cultivator Co.

An electric snow blower will clear a 12' path, throwing the snow as far as 20', left or right. The 100' heavy-duty electric cord plugs into an ordinary house socket. Sensation Mower, Inc.
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 148-149, 166-169, 172, 174.

All prices are approximate.

Page 148

Page 149
Extensible console-dining table is at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y. Tuscani Italian Directoire armchair, in cherrywood, at Burge-Mavro. N. Y. Accessories on table: Leaf, decanters and bowl, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Crystal lamp, melon lamp, box, trav. available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Round wicker baskets, $2 at the House of Italian Handicrafts, N. Y. All gifts wrapped by Dennison, N. Y. Hand-painted oak block flooring by E. L. Bruce Co. Pine mat, $35.15. Wire fender with brass finials, $68. Andiron, $90 the pair. 3 tools, tongs, shovel and poker (antiques), $125. All available at Edmund Jackson, Inc., N. Y.

Page 169

Page 168
Accessories on Brandt Cabinet table: Architectural plate, $20, brass Italian cachepot, $30, both available through decorators at Mottahedeh, N. Y. Scandinavian import from Raymor Collection, rattan and reed lamp, $25 at Anderson's, Detroit. Accessories on Ole Colony table. Old faience ever, one of a pair, at Sydney Brown, N. Y. Victorian paper knife (1864), ivory with silver handle, $20 at Herbert Lanning, N. Y. Blue opaline box, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Architecutural plate, $20, available through decorators at Mottahedeh, N. Y.

Page 168
Hekman flip-top card-dining table. Single piece bamboo chair has seat of red silk, at Sydney Brown, N. Y. Floor covering of hemp squares, $10.35 per square yard, at Edward Fields Co., N. Y. Accessories: Majolica leaves and cigarette box, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Chess set, case of mahogany Florentine leather, Mark Cross, N. Y.

Page 169
Accessories on table: Pewter tea caddy (on mantel), $45, available at Herbert Lanning, N. Y. Large and small leaves, cup, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Round wicker basket, $2 at the House of Italian Handicrafts, Inc., N. Y. All gifts wrapped by Dennison’s, N. Y. Hardwood oak block flooring by E. L. Bruce Co. Pine mat, $35.15. Wire fender with brass finials, $68. Andiron, $90 the pair. 3 tools, tongs, shovel and poker (antiques), $125. All available at Edmund Jackson, Inc., N. Y.

Page 169
Accessories on Weiman cocktail table: White leather cigarette box with brass clip, cedar lined. 2 compartments (1 for long, 1 for short cigarettes), at Parzinger Originals, N. Y. “Antique” rubber marbelized tile by American Biltrite Rubber Co., Inc.

Page 172

Page 187

Page 179

Page 180
Extensible console-dining table is at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y. Tuscani Italian Directoire armchair, in cherrywood, at Burge-Mavro. N. Y. Accessories on table: Leaf, decanters and bowl, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Crystal lamp, melon lamp, box, trav. available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Round wicker baskets, $2 at the House of Italian Handicrafts, Inc., N. Y. All gifts wrapped by Dennison’s, N. Y. Hand-painted oak block flooring by E. L. Bruce Co. Pine mat, $35.15. Wire fender with brass finials, $68. Andiron, $90 the pair. 3 tools, tongs, shovel and poker (antiques), $125. All available at Edmund Jackson, Inc., N. Y.

Page 181

Page 182
Accessories on Brandt Cabinet table: Architectural plate, $20, brass Italian cachepot, $30, both available through decorators at Mottahedeh, N. Y. Scandinavian import from Raymor Collection, rattan and reed lamp, $25 at Anderson's, Detroit. Accessories on Ole Colony table. Old faience ever, one of a pair, at Sydney Brown, N. Y. Victorian paper knife (1864), ivory with silver handle, $20 at Herbert Lanning, N. Y. Blue opaline box, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Architecutural plate, $20, available through decorators at Mottahedeh, N. Y.

Page 183
Hekman flip-top card-dining table. Single piece bamboo chair has seat of red silk, at Sydney Brown, N. Y. Floor covering of hemp squares, $10.35 per square yard, at Edward Fields Co., N. Y. Accessories: Majolica leaves and cigarette box, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Chess set, case of mahogany Florentine leather, Mark Cross, N. Y.

Page 184
Accessories on table: Pewter tea caddy (on mantel), $45, available at Herbert Lanning, N. Y. Large and small leaves, cup, available through decorators at David Weiss, N. Y. Round wicker basket, $2 at the House of Italian Handicrafts, Inc., N. Y. All gifts wrapped by Dennison’s, N. Y. Hardwood oak block flooring by E. L. Bruce Co. Pine mat, $35.15. Wire fender with brass finials, $68. Andiron, $90 the pair. 3 tools, tongs, shovel and poker (antiques), $125. All available at Edmund Jackson, Inc., N. Y.

Page 185
Accessories on Weiman cocktail table: White leather cigarette box with brass clip, cedar lined. 2 compartments (1 for long, 1 for short cigarettes), at Parzinger Originals, N. Y. “Antique” rubber marbelized tile by American Biltrite Rubber Co., Inc.

Page 188

Page 189
For those who appreciate the finest
Baker Furniture Inc.
CABINET MAKERS
30 MILLING ROAD. HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
For your copy of the "Baker Guide To Good Furniture" please send 25c.

Porcelain figures that capture all the charm of native Danish life. Vibrant with underglaze color, unmatched in their skillful modeling... a delightful gift, sure to be a proud possession in the home.

Girl with Milk Bucket, 8" high ... $65.00
Calif, 3" long ... $7.50 Victor, 5" high ... $25.00

Name of nearest dealer and interesting pamphlet forwarded on request.

D. STANLEY CORCORAN, INC.
7 West 30th Street.
New York 1, N. Y.
Your days are so crowded, so busy. Your nights should be blessed with really sound, restorative sleep; rest is a luxury you deserve.

U. S. Koylon floats you as on water. Your muscles relax ... and tensions slip away. This pressureless support never cramps or restricts circulation; it assures healthful refreshment for each new day.

The U. S. Koylon Foam Mattress is controlled. White, self-airing foam has exact resilience for greatest body comfort. The U. S. Foundation is engineered to exact yielding rigidity. Together they offer scientifically perfect comfort. Look for the exclusive cloud ticking, at finest stores. Prices you can afford.

**U.S. KOYLON**

**Hermis**

United States Rubber Company
Rockefeller Center, New York
SPACIOUS OUTDOOR TILED SWIMMING POOLS ON THE "SANTA ROSA" AND "SANTA PAULA"

12 TO 18 DAYS OR LONGER... SAILINGS EVERY FRIDAY

Grace "Santas" are especially designed for tropical cruising all rooms outside, each with private bath light airy dining rooms on promenade decks outdoor tiled swimming pools. See your travel agent or

GRACE LINE
10 Hanover Square, New York
Agents and offices in all principal cities